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 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLQCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


June 4, 1993 


2:30 p.m.  


Carruth Administration Center 


B-300 Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1. Discuss officers needed for Board, and elect officers:  


a) chair  
b) vice-chair  
c) secretary  


2. Discuss writing of bylaws.  


3. Discuss construction contract with Southwestern Bell Telephone.  


4. Discuss change orders to contract.  


5. Discuss and begin creating a budget 


a) construction manager  


b) attorney fees  
c) other items  


6. Discuss Jean Nipper's role in securing grant funding and salary.  


7.  Set time, date, and location for next meeting.  


8. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency met on June 4, 1993, at the Carruth Administration 


Center. Representatives of AISD, ACC, City of Austin and Travis County were 


present, along with a representative of the state General Services. Southwestern 


B~ll Telephone Company employees were also present. The meeting began at 2:43 p.m.  


Bill Bingham handed out copies of the proposed construction contract and other 


documents. He gave a synopsis of the contract, explaining how the state and UT 


will join. He asked that the Schedule of Special Conditions be carefully examined, 


and that the correct documents be referenced so nothing is left to chance.  


A discussion ensued regarding sites that need to be added or deleted, and change 


orders. Lance Hennington of SWBT reminded everyone that the construction contract 


is for the original alternate bid which does not include the State or UT. Their 


sites, and other sites added or deleted by the original parties will be handled as 


change orders. Everyone agreed that a final set of maps showing all locations was 


critical. A deadline for changes need to be established. It was decided that all 


parties will furnish a new list of sites by June 11. SWBT will print new maps in 


10 working days (June 25). These changes will include the State and UT.  


Hennington pointed out that the financing packages for AISD and Travis County are 


valid until June 30, 1993. SWBT would like to start the project on July 1, 1993. 


It is hoped that the Construction Documents will be signed by June 11.  


Each participant identified the ring or sites he would like to have up and running 


first. Ron Brey wants the Pinnacle as ACC's first priority. AISD wants Treaty Oak 


and A1North. Travis County and the City want the downtown ring, A2North. The State 


chose the Winters Complex as their first priority. The State's representative 


pointed out that the Sam Houston Building is the drop site for the Capitol 


Complex.  


Bingham pointed out Paragraph 7 of the Special Conditions which lists the Schedule 


of Payments that are to be established. ACC and Travis county are to pay 1/24th of 


their construction amount to AISD on a monthly basis, two business days in advance 


of AISD's payment to SWBT. The State and UT will pay in a lump sum. Any interest 


that accrues through up front payments into the escrow account will be returned to 


the entities after the network is completed.  


A discussion regarding warranties and casualty insurance ensued. Warranties are 


provided by SWBT, and cover manufacturing defects. Casualty insurance protects 


against catastrophic occurrences and is paid for after the system is accepted.  


Bingham reminded everyone that the GAATN Board needs to adopt the Alternate 


Purchase Order provision.  


The Network Manager agreement section of the packet of information was discussed. 


It is proposed that AISD act as network manager until such time as a full time 


network manager is hired. A job description for a manager must be written by the 


Board.  


It was decided that an interim chairman for the Board be elected until the State  







 


and UT are officially members of GAATN. Ron Brey moved that Glen elected 


as the interim chairman. Les Marcos seconded the motion. ACC, of Austin, 


and Travis County representative voted for the motion. representative 


abstained.  


Smith be 


the City 


The AISD  


Bingham recommended that, even though it is not legally necessary, the agenda be 


posted officially by AISD, and that the other entities post it at their locations 
also.  


Les Marcos handed out samples of bylaws from other entities to be used as a basis 


for writing GAATN Interlocal Agency bylaws.  


The next meeting was set for June 10 at 7:30 a.m., Carruth Administration Center, 


B-3.00.  







 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


June 10, 1993 


7:30 a.m.  


Carruth Administration Center 


B-300 Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1. Discuss and make final selection of sites on network.  


2. Set time, date, and location for next meeting.  


3. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency met on June l0, 1993, at the Carruth 


Administration Center. Representatives of AISD, ACC, City of 


Austin and Travis County were present, along with a representative 


of the state General Services. The meeting began at 7:45 a.m.  


A discussion of the sites on the Network was held. Ron Brey wants 


to drop Reagan as a site, and substitute the Dobie Building for 


SEDL on the downtown ring. The City and the state representatives 


handed in revised lists of sites. The Travis County representative 


deleted the Farmers Market, and asked to add the Heritage and 


Exposition Center, and the Del Valle Correctional Institution, if 


the City-extends a spur to Bergstrom. Glen smith said that these 


latest additions and deletions would be entered into the data base 


and submitted to Southwestern Bell for final cost calculations.  


Jim Ullrich reported that Jean Nipper was working on a proposal to 


be submitted to GAATN. The company she has formed, if approved by 


the Board, would be hired to seek out and hopefully obtain federal 


grants to support the Network. A discussion regarding 


opportunities for federal grants ensued. Everyone agreed that a 


person or group would be needed to represent GAATN in Washington. 


Ron Brey pointed out that it has been his experience that the 


first time an entity applies for a grant, it is rejected. If the 


application is revised for the second year, it will have a mucD 


better chance of obtaining funding.  


A discussion ensued regarding the use of the Network to provide 


training, education, and other services to outside entities. It 


was the consensus that as long as education and training, 


controlled and offered by one or more of the Participants, were 


offered to outside companies, then there would be no problems. 


outside companies cannot use the Network for their own benefits.  


It was decided to not schedule another meeting until one is 


needed.  


The meeting adjourned at 8:50 a.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency met on June 23, 1993, at the Carruth 
Administration Center. Representatives of AISD, ACC, City of Austin 


and Travis County were present, along with representatives of the 


state General Services and the University of Texas System, and 


representatives of Southwestern Bell Telephone. The meeting began at 


12:35 p.m.  


A packet with the latest cost figures, fiber counts and sites on 


each ring was handed out. A discussion ensued as to the accuracy of 


the information. For example, when the Texas Department of 


transportation was eliminated as a separate entity and was rolled 


into the State's configuration, the State did not request that 


TDOT's six strands would be added to the State's twelve strands. But 


SWBT did add TDOT's strands, bringing the State's total to eighteen 


strands on some rings. Linda Picazo accepted most of these, so that 


the State's total strands range from six to eighteen, depending on 


the ring.  


The location of UT main campus and Dobie Center on ring AIN instead 


of A2N was also discussed. Both Wayne Wedemeyer and Ron Brey told 


SWBT that those two sites had to be on A2N. In addition, UT had 


deleted Semetec as a site some months ago, but SWBT still showed it 


on the list. Finally, UT has always requested six strands_ but SWBT 


indicated only four strands.  


Jim Ullrich reran the cost calculations with the newest changes.  


Southwesters Bell said they would get back to Glen Smith in a few 


days with the final costs, after these latest changes were 


calculated.  


Jim handed out Jean Nipper's proposal and asked everyone to be 


prepared to discuss it at the next meeting.  


It was decided to not schedule another meeting until one is needed.  


The meeting adjourned at 2:00 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


1111 West 6th Street  


Austin, Texas 78703-5399  


MEETING AGENDA  


July 26, 1993 


9:30 a.m.  


1. Receive fiber optic routing maps from Southwestern Bell.  


2. Review and approve construction contract with Southwestern Bell.  


3. Adjourn.  







 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


August 25, 1993 


9:00 a.m.  


Carruth Administration Center 


1111 W. 6th street B-300 Large 


Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1.  Citizen Communications (15 minutes).  


2. Approve bylaws (15 minutes).  


3.  Elect permanent officers of board (5 minutes).  


Receive site check list and construction time lines from 


Southwestern Bell, and discuss schedule of site plans to be 


completed by Participants (60 minutes).  


4.  


5.  Approve Sub-ring construction schedule (40 minutes).  


6.  Set time, date, and location for next meeting and establish a 


regular meeting schedule (5 minutes).  


7.  Suggest agenda items for next meeting (10 minutes).  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on August 25, 


1993 was called to order at 9:10 a.m. Present were Glen Smith 


(AISD), Ron Brey (ACC), Les Marcos and Don Webb (COA), Garry 


Wilkison (TC), Linda Picazo and Bill Range (State GSC), Ed  


DeIabarr~ (attorney), and Rick Corbin, Mike Pearce, Carol Hays,  


Kerry Horstmann and Don Silver (SWBT). The meeting was chaired by 


Glen smith.  


There were no citizens communications.  


The bylaws were reviewed and a few minor word changes were requested 


before the bylaws were approved. Article 2 Section C was rewritten 


and will now read: "A director may petition the Board for 


reconsideration in writing and at such time provide additional 


documentation to the Board.  If a satisfactory resolution is not 


reached, the participant's entity may request an Attorney General 


opinion or the State Ethics Commission opinion which shall be 


accepted as final by the Board."  


Section 3,g which suggested that citizens who wish to place an item 


on an agenda do so in writing was deleted completely. The citizens 


Communications at the beginning of the meetings is sufficient.  


Ron Brey mentioned the official title should be changed to 


"Administrative Rules of the Board of Directors of the Greater 


Austin Area Telecommunications Network."  


Ron Brey also brought up the issue in Section 5B of whether the Vice 


Chair should be the successor of the Chair or should both positions 


be elected annually. Glen said he liked the idea of the Vice Chair 


succeeding the Chair because the group is so small, but did not want 


to put that in writing. After a discussion, it was decided that the 


Chair and Vice Chair will be elected annually.  


Article VIII state that the. agency shall keep the minutes, records 


and transactions. Jim Ullrich and Glen smith would like to see the 


entire group sharing the responsibility of the taking of the 


minutes. Ron pointed out that the bylaws do not really state who 


will take the minutes. They just address the issue of who will 


maintain the minutes. It was decided that everyone will share in the 


responsibility of taking minutes, but that would not be added to the 


bylaws.  


The official day of creation of the Agency was discussed. It was 


suggested that it be the date that the City first executed the 


interlocal agreement.  







 


Les Marcos suggested that before the bylaws be adopted they should 


indicate how voting will be handled in the absence of a director. It 


was decided that add the wording "Each director will appoint a 


proxy, in writing, who shall be entitled to vote for the director in 


his/her absence."  


Ron Brey moved that the bylaws be adopted as amended. Les Marcos 


seconded the motion. A vote was taken and passed by a majority. The 


County abstained because the County attorney must still review the 


final draft.  


The third item on the agenda was the election of officers of the 


Board. Les nominated Jim Ullrich as chairman; Ron seconded the 


nomination. Jim Ullrich was elected unanimously by the Board. Les 


na1'l1inated Linda Picazo for vice chair; Glen seconded the 


nomination. Linda Picazo was elected unanimously by the Board.  


Since Jim Ullrich was absent from the meeting, Glen smith continued 


to chair the meeting.  


Item 4 was the next, and Glen turned the meeting over to Don Silver 


for their presentations. Southwestern Bell Telephone attendees were 


introduced by Don Silver, project manager. A site check list and 


construction timeline ware handed out to all members.  


Don presented SWBT's construction plans. He explained the timeline 


presented was the result of a number of conditions and 


considerations. He also explained that the Super Rings North and 


South have to be done first for everything else to work. The next 


three rings (A1N, D1N and B1S) are the result of contractual 


obligations based on their contract with AISD. The remaining 6 rings 


were scheduled based on their proximity to the other rings being 


constructed at the same time. A2N, the predominately downtown area 


ring, will be constructed mostly underground and in an environment 


that is very tight for space. The NOCC is the ongoing site.  


Southwestern Bell Telecom, who will be doing all the upgrades to the 


PBX and providing the E9ll service, is currently preparing their 


timeline that will be included at the next meeting for the Board's 


consideration. The "start" dates listed on the construction schedule 


are when SWBT has all their preliminary work completed and they are 


ready to start.  


SWBT would like to have a meeting as soon as possible with the 


Electrical utility Department in order to coordinate the 


construction with them since most of the pole lines belong to EUD.  


The time line data base (Gaant Charts) can be revised as necessary.  


An issue to be resolved is that SWBT's proposal included bridging 


modules in each Magnum 100, but there are many local area networks 


already in place in the schools. The Board needs to let them know   







 


which way to go, either ethernet or token ring.  


SWBT needs help in identifying the point outside where they need to 


establish the point of presence.  


The equipment in a building will not take up much space, but it 


would be helpful that it be in an air conditioned environment, 


avoiding mop closets and transformer rooms. It has operating 


temperatures specified on it and it should be located as near as 


possible to the existing cabling that serves the site to eliminate 


costs that might be incurred to transport it from one place to 


another.  


Garry,_Ron and Glen mentioned that they had already submitted their 


floor plans to Jan Com for the original bid. Glen will find out from 


them if they still have those floor plans. Glen also mentioned that 


what he had submitted in the original bid is no longer true because 


each site has since been rewired; a lot of preparation for SWBT's 


work has been made in the meantime. He will forward that information 


to SWBT for their adjustment.  


Ron asked if SWBT will use their conduit wherever it already 


exists. Don explained that although it may have been allocated for 


SWBT's use, if it enters private property, it may not be the 


property of SWBT. It was decided that the city's utility Department 


needed to be contacted regarding the use of their conduit. Kerry 


said they are trying to keep construction costs down and the 


construction timeline short in the downtown area by keeping actual 


construction to a minimum.  


Les brought up the fact that the City would like to see the downtown 


area completed as quickly as possible, within 12 to 18months. Linda 


concurred. SWBT pointed out that they can't use the conduit owned by 


the regulated side of SWBT, but could use City's conduit to cut down 


on SWBT's timeline for constructing the downtown ring. Kerry said 


the downtown ring completion date could be sooner, but it would cost 


more money.  


Les asked that when any new conduit is installed, a larger tube or 


multiple tubes be buried so that extra space is available for future 


growth. SWBT said that the standard practice is to install a four 


inch conduit in concrete with three, one inch interliners inside 


which allow one for the current fiber, one for maintenance and one 


for future use.  


SWBT asked that if there is a change in the priority of the rings, 


they would like to have the Board's request as soon as possible. Les 


suggested asking SWBT to rearrange the construction schedule so that 


the completion date for the downtown ring is December 1994, without 


causing an increase in costs, and yet maintaining a schedule of 


other rings to maximize the savings. Glen made a motion that he 


would write the letter to SWBT incorporating LeB' ideas. Ron 


seconded the motion. The motion passed.  







   


 
GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


 
september 3, 1993 


10:00 a.m.   
Carruth Administration Center 


1111 W. 6th street B-300 Large 


Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications (10 minutes) .  


2. Approve Network Management Agreement, naming AISD as Network  
 Manager for two years (2 0 minutes). (L,J'-A'~'''' ~? /  D~'-"" /C).-A" Vc- cQ -CS~,_  
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4. Discuss preliminary job description for GAATN supervisor (2?  
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 regular meeting schedule (5 minutes).    I  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMA1UNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN InterLocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on September 3, 


1993 was called to order at 10:09 a.m. Present were Jim Ullrich and Glen 


Smith (AISD), Ron Brey (ACC), Don Webb (COA), Garry wilkison (TC), and 


Bill Range (State GSC). The meeting was chaired by Jim Ullrich.  


There were no citizens communications.  


rtem 2 was to approve the Network Management Agreement, naming AISD as 


Network Manager for two years. Jim distributed the final copy. Don asked 


if the payments mentioned in Section 3 are tied to construction or are 


they strictly time payments? Glen and Jim answered that they are time 


payments. They also pointed out that AISD can withhold 5% for up to 30 


days at the completion of construction and activation to ensure that the 


system functions appropriately, and if the two year construction 


schedule is not met, penalty payments of $2000.00 a day from Southwestern 


Bell will be due.  


Glen suggested that Section 5 be deleted, since it relates to calling 


meetings and keeping minutes, which are addressed in the Interlocal 


Agreement and Bylaws.  


Ron Brey moved to accept the Network Management Agreement as amended, 


and everyone would sign one document. Don Webb seconded the motion which 


passed unanimously.  


Item 3 was to discuss the variable budget. Some of the changes suggested 


for the proposed budget included putting a range for the salary for the 


GAATN supervisor, and include benefits. The car allowance might need to 


be higher. A cellular phone and pager, pltls test equipment, should be 


added to capital outlay. JanCom Engineering should be changed to 


engineering consulting services-  


Everyone agreed that the budget should be enough to cover the anticipated 


expenditures for the year so that the Participant representatives will 


not have to go back to their respective boards asking for more money for 


the budget half way through the year. Any surplus at the end of the fiscal 


year is better than a deficit, and can be rolled over into the following 


fiscal year.  


Jim and Glen will put together a budget with AISD budget codes, plus the 


percentages and amount~ that each Participa~t would owe to cover the 


b~dget.  


Item 4 was to discuss the preliminary job description for GAATN  







 


supervisor. Don s~d that he feels we are on the leading edge of 


technology, and there is a shallow pool of people available who have the 


talents needed for the job, such as one having multiplatform, 


multi-vendor knowledge, can model the network and know what impact 


various kinds of equipment will have, plus be able to visualize 


expansions and determine impact. Glen said that some of this would be 


furnished by a consulting engineering firm, such as JanCom.  


Don said that another area he feels that the GAATN supervisor will be 


deeply involved in is the cross entity attachments that will be needed 


so one Participant can send or access information from another 


Participant. This will require knowledge of bridges, routers, addressing 


schemes, and a whole host of other items.  


since Don has already put together some job descriptions for technical 


people he is trying to hire for the city, he will gather together these 


job descriptions and bring them to the next meeting.  


Jim will contact Rick Corbin of Southwestern Bell, who has volunteered 


to meet with the Board and share his knowledge of what kind of a person 


he feels we needr and ask him to come to the next meeting. Jim will ask 
him to provide copies of anything he has regarding this issue in advance 


of the meeting, including job descriptions.  


An agenda item suggested by Ron for next meeting is to discuss a process 


to pursue grants. He handed out information from ACC's law firm in 


Washington about a pending bill which would provide funding for fiber 


optic systems. Ron emphasized that he feels it will be up to members of 


the Board to write the grant, since it will require a lot of detail about 


what we can do, cooperatively, with the fiber system to promote health 


and education.  


other items suggested for the agenda are to finalize the construction 


schedule, finalize the budget, and receive a report from SWBT. It was 


also recommended that two agenda items for all future meetings be the 


formal approval of the minutes, and information items from members.  


It was decided to set a regular meeting schedule of- every other Monday 


at 1:30 p.m., beginning September 20.  


Regarding the minutes from the last meeting, Bill Range said that Scott 


McCollough's name was misspelled. Also, Bill pointed out that Scott is 


with the Attorney General's office.  


Bill asked when and how should he bring up with SWB various locations, 


such as the winters Complex, that are shown as spurs, but should_be part 


of a ring. Glen said he should write a letter about these locations to 


SWB through Glen.  


There being no further business, Don moved that the meeting be adjourned.  
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Linda volunteered Scott MeMfrkken, an attorney for the state, to draft 
a letter to SWBT regarding the use of existing conduits.  


Regarding the minutes, Glen remarked that the bylaws do not address the 


need to approve the minutes. Les moved that the minutes stand approved 


as written, unless comments or changes are received within 72 hours after 


the minutes are sent to the Board members. Any changes must be approved 


by the Board at the next meeting. No vote was taken on the motion, but 


no one objected.  


Glen brought up the subj ect of the Board's budget and job descriptions. 


It was decided that these will be discussed at a later date. The Network 


Management Agreement, which was handed out at the last meeting, needs 


to be approved at the next meeting. Staff attorneys should have had enough 


time to review the document.  


The next meeting of the Board was scheduled for Friday, September 3, at 


10:00 a.m.  


As there was no further business, the meeting was adjourned.  
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5.  


6.  


7.  


8.  


9.  


10.  


11.  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


September 20, 1993 1:30 p.m. 


Carruth Administration Center  


1111 W. 6th Street B-300 


 Large Conference Room 


AGENDA  


citizen Communications (5 minutes).  


Approve Minutes of previous meeting (2 minutes).  


Receive update report from SWBT (15 minutes).  


Finalize construction schedule (16 minutes).  


Create job description for GAATN supervisor; Rick Corbin from 


SWBT to provide input (30 minutes).  


Adopt budget for 1993-1994 (30 minutes).  


Discuss press conference/press release (15 minutes).  


Discuss process to pursue grants (20 minutes).  


Discuss information items from board members (10 minutes).  


Set time, date, and location for next meeting (2 minutes).  


Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on September 


20, 1993 was called to order at 1:35 p.m. Present were Jim Ullrich 


and Glen Smith (AISD), Ron Brey (ACC), Don Webb and Ed Delabarre 


(COA), Garry Wilkison (TC), and Linda Picazo and Bill Range (State 


GSC). The meeting was chaired by Jim Ullrich.  


Item 1 - citizens.- communications. Darrel Kirkland, representing 


CTGI, said that he is very interested in the fiber network, and 


thinks it is interesting that the public sector is taking the lead 


in this technolog~.  


Item 2 - Approval of minutes. Ron Brey mentioned that he did not 


receive the minutes, even though they were faxed to him. Bill Range 


said that Linda may have received them, but he wasn't sure .  


. He also mentioned that Linda would be arriving shortly. Garry 


wilkison asked that the fax cover sheet be changed, naming the 


alternates in addition to the primary board members. He then moved 


that the minutes be approved as written. Don Webb seconded the 


motion which was approved unanimously.  


Item 3 - The update from SWBT was not received since no one from the 


company was present.  


Item 4  Finalizing the construction schedule, could not be  


discussed due to the absence of SWBT.  


Item 5 - Job description of GAATN supervisor. Rick Corbin of SWBT 


was not present to provide input, but Don Webb and Glen smith did 


bring job descriptions that can be used as a basis for creating our 
own.  


Jim said that it needed to be clarified as to the job th~ person we 


hired would be doing, and which entities would be covering the 


salary. The actual construction management is being handled by Glen 


Smith. The GAATN supervisor would actually be doing network 


management. Construction management will not be covered hy the City, 


since anything that happens related to construction is at no cos±. 


to tke city. However, if the person hired is to handle network 


management, even if the network is not fully built and activated, 


the City would have to pay their share. Jim compared it to the 


school district hiring-a principal for a new school that was still 


under construction. The principal is not a construction supervisor, 


but is on the job a year before the building is complete, making 


plans on how the school will function.  


Ed Delabarre said that It is important to divide the construction  







 


management and network management jobs, so that proper accounting 


can be accomplished. He handed out a draft of a construction 


management contract which would be a separate document from a 


network management contract. He and Michel ~lIunguia have some 


problems with the agreement that named AISD as the network 


manager/fiscal manager, which was approved at the Board I s last 


meeting. The state has not made their September payment because the 


document naming AISD as the fiscal agent hasn't been signed by 


everyone. Ed then went through his new document point by point and 


changes were made by various Board members. Ed said he would take 


the suggested changes and incorporate them into the document. Ron 


Brey moved that the Board approve the new construction supervision 


~greement as amended at this meeting, contingent upon final approval 


by each entity as indicated by the signing of the document by every 


entity. Linda Picazo seconded the motio~which passed unanimously.  


After some further discussion regarding the job description, and 


when a person should be hired, it was decided to have an ad hoc 


committee of two people create the job description, using the 


information provided by Don and Glen. Jim Ullrich appointed Linda 


Picazo and Don Webb to the ad hoc committee. They should have a 


draft ready for review by the next meeting.  


Item 6 - Budget. Jim asked how in kind work performed by one entity 


for GAATN be compensated? It was agreed that any reimbursable work 


and the details for payments would be approved in advance.  


Ron suggested that the budget for the GAATN supervisor be put 


together for nine months, since it will be at least two more months 


hefore anyone could be hired. Items not related to the supervisor 


would be for eleven months.  


Contract services need to be added to cover such things as 


advertisements for the job opening. Reproduction needs to be added 


to cover printing of documents. The budget also must reflect what 


portions of the line items are to be allocated to construction 


management and to network management. In some cases where it may be 


difficult to specifically identify, prior to actually spending the 


money, how much of an amount is for construction management or 


network management, a percentage split between the two managements 


for some line items will be agreed upon by the Board. Each entity 


will pay their amounts due either annually or at least quarterly. 


Jim said that he and Glen will rework the budget in light of these 


discussions and bring it back to the next meeting.  


Item 7 - Press release. A discussion ensued regarding the article 


that Southwestern Bell is having written by Jeff Dunlap who is 


employed by an outside public relations firm in st. Louis, and ~ 


press release and press conference that the Board should write. The: 


article will appear in national trade magazines, while the press 


release will be for local media. Jim reported that Jean Nipper, in a 


phone conversation wi-th him, said that the press  







 


conference should be attended by as many public officials from our 


entities as possible, to give them the recognition they deserve for 


supporting and approving GAATN. Setting a common date that allows a 


majority of public to attend will not be easy. Jim will draft the 


press release, using Jeff Dunlap's article as a basis.  


Item 8 - Pursuing grants. Ron said that each entity should identify 


a person on his/her staff who will help ACe write the various grant 


proposals. He also requested that the Board members provide ideas of 


how the network will be used cooperatively.  


Item 9 - Information items from Board members. Ron clarified the 


role Board members will play in the distance education conference to 


be held October 13-16. Each member will speak for five minutes, 


explaining the uses their entity will make of the network. This will 


take place on October 15.  


Jim suggested that the minutes of the meetings be taken by the Board 


member who is hosting the meeting, rather than set up a rotating 


schedule. Another suggestion is to budget the cost of hiring a 


person to take the minutes and transcribe them.  


Ed Delabarre said that SWBT has verbally said "No" to using their 


conduits for our fiber. The City and the State will make a formal 


request, but there seems to be only a 10% chance that we will be 


successful.  


,----  


Item 10 - Next meeting. Linda Picazo volunteered to host the next 


meeting of the Board at her building, 17th and San Jacinto. The 


meeting will be held on October 4 at 1:30.  


Item 11 - Agenda items will include a report from SWBT: further 


discussion and possible acceptance of the job description; possible 


acceptance of the budget; participant's contacts for grant writing 


assistance and ideas of how the network can be used cooperatively.  


There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEEnNG  


October 4, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  


state of Texas General Services Building 1711 


San Jacinto  


Room- 200-B  


AGENDA  


citizen communications (5 minutes).  


Approve Minutes of previous meeting (2 minutes).  


Establish rules for GAATN Board meetings (15 minutes)  


Receive invitation from Joy Hall Bryant, Department of 


Information Resources, State of Texas, to participate in a fiber 


optic training course (5 minutes).  


Receive update report from SWBT (10 minutes).  


Finalize construction schedule (15 minutes).  


Contunue working on and possibly approve job description for GAATN 


supervisor. "(30 minutes) .  


Adopt budget for 1993-1994 (30 minutes).  


Discuss press conference/press release (10 minutes) .  


Discuss process to pursue grants (10 minutes).  


Discuss information items from board members (10 minutes) .  


Set time, date, and location for next meeting (2 minutes).  


Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOC4L AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAA TN fn!erloGal Agency Board of Directors meeting on October 4, 1993 was called to 


order at 1:40 P.M. Present were Jim Ullrich and Glen Smith (AISD), Ron Brey (ACe), Les 


Marcos, Ed Delabarre, and Jack Kirfman (City of Austin), Gary Wilkison (Travis County), Linda 


Picazo, Bruce Schremp, Bill Range, and Michel Munguia (State GSC), Scott McCollough (Office 


of the Attorney General), Ron Silver and Mike Pierce (Southwestern Bellj, Bill Bingham (Atty for 


AISD), Jean N~pper. The meeting was chaired by Jim Ullrich.  


Item 1 - Citizens Communications. There were no citizen communications. Darrel 


Kirkland, representing CTGI, was present, but after this agenda item was amlOunced.  


Item 2 - Approval of the Minutes. The spelling of Michel Munguia's name was corrected. With 


no further corrections Linda Picazo made a motion to approve the minutes. Les Marcos 


seconded the motion, which was approved unanimously.  


Item 3 - Establish Rules for GAA TN BOard Meetings. A motion was made by Linda Picazo 


and seconded by Les Marcos that the draft copy of the rules for board meetings be approved. 


The motion was carried unanimously.  


Item 4 - DIR Fiber Optic Training Course Information. Joy Hall Bryant gave a brief talk on 


fiber optic courses that are available through the Department of Information Services. She 


mentioned that a special course might be set up for the GAA TN group. She also mentioned a 


grant writing course.  


Item 5 - Received update report from Southwestern Bell. Don Silver stated that office! warehouse 


space has been leased in the Walnut Creek Business Park, 2204 Forbes Dr., Suite 101. One room 


will be used as a staging area to build a model of each ring. The electronics will be allowed to burn 


in for about a month prior to installation. Final negiotiations are ongoing with the electronics 


vendor to verify the units of material from the bid documents and finalize their design parameters. 


Purchase orders will be issued to these vendors in late October or early November. Alexander 


Utilities Engineering has been hired as a subcontractor to do the field work and prepare the 


construction documents for the placement of the fiber and electronics. They will have an Austin 


office. On Sept 29th, a meeting was ~ld between Bell and the City of Austin Electric Utility 


Department. Jose Guiterrez, Tom Eaton, and Dick Reid, representing the GAA TN board, 


attended the meeting. Several design options for the aerial placement of the cable were presented 


to maintain twelve inches of separation between the fiber and any other facility. Also discussed 


was the use of the area above.the nuetral conductor on a power line. According to the National 


Electric Safety Code, if this is designated as a "supply line fiber optic cable", it can be put in this 


space. This would eliminate almost all pole change outs. Database records of the existing  







 


poles locations have been secured. A subcommittee of people at Alexander Utilities and the City 


of Austin Electric Utility will set up communication channels for field coordination and 


supervision. The COA requested pre-approval on Bell's choice of subcontractors. The Pinnacle 


connection to the super ring should be completed by September 1994. The A2N Downtown ring 


will be put to bid with two completion dates. At that time Bell should be able to report what effect 


this will have on the original prieing and scheduling. Bell should be able to provide that 


information by March 1994. Mike Pierce will be supervising the electronics installation and 


splicing of the fiber optic cable. Linda Picazo asked what dates were going to be asked for in the 


bids. The original date was August of 1995; the requested date December 1994. Jim Ullrich asked 


for a short report at each meeting.  


Item 6 - Finalization of the Constmction Schedule. The final copy of the constmction 


management agreement was passed out and signed by each of the members. The construction 


supervisor was renamed the constmction manager. This document does not address network 


management. This agreement authorizes the AISD to collect payments from the various entities 


and disburse the funds to Southwestern Bell for progress payments. This should be all the 


documentation needed for the State to make its payment.  


Use of the existing conduit on the Downtown ring. Michel Munguia stated that Ed Delabarre 


would do some research on how we may use the conduit, in accordance with the franchise 


agreement. Scott McCullough indicated that his research shows that there should be ITO problem 


in using the conduit. Ed Delabarre said he would draft a letter to Southwestern Bell. Scott said the 


franchise agreement sets aside some space to be used in the City's internal network. Since this 


network is part of the City network, there should be no problem. The only potential issue is 


whether the participation of the other entities makes this is a comercial or resale network. Since 


there is no commercial activity (it's all governmental in nature), and since it is a sharing 


arrangement, there is no resale. Ed Delabarre stated that before the end of the current week a letter 


could be written to Bell. Bell has not made a commitment whether or not we will have the use of 


this corrduit.  


Les Marcos stated he is still pursuing the use of electric utility conduit (and overhead) and 


whether or not they might maintain that fiber.  


Item 7 - Job Description for the GAA TN Supervisor. The subcomittee, consisting of Don Webb 


and Linda Picazo, formed to finalize ajob description from other entities' descriptions, has not 


met. Input from other members to the committee, possibly taken from previous handouts, was 


requested before the next meeting.  


Item 8 - 1993-1994 Budget. Jim Ullrich stated, as discussed at the last meeting, the City will not 


contribute to construction management but will contribute to network management. The budget 


layout was explained and discussed. An explanation was given as to why a network manager 


should be hired during the construction stage. Discussion ensued as to who should cover specific 


costs if not all members are actually on the ring. Linda Picazo asked what the supervisor will do 


on a daily basis. Supervisor will not do custom work for separate entities, except on a contract 


basis, but will be involved in GAA TN grants. Start date of supervisor will hinge on time 


schedules. Linda Picazo suggested using members'  







  


internal resources, (i.e., engineers, other personnel). Discussion followed on if members' resources 


were used, member should receive credit in some way for that service. Consulting fees and what 


consultants will do as opposed what the staff person will do was also discussed.  


Jim Ullrich stated he will reconfigure a budget for the immediate time frame and one for the 


future. Linda Picazo will talk to individual members for input. The supervisor's qualifications and 


time of hiring was discussed.  


Jim Ullrich said that the proper paper work has been turned in to the finance office for , 


payment to SWB, pending receipt of money from the State. By mid-November all 


transactions should be done by electronic fund transfers.  


Item 9 - Press ConferencelPress Release. Jeff Dunlap will send a final draft to members 


before releasing.  


Item 10 - Process to Pursue Grants. Ron will put a package together summarizing Washington 


initiatives for members. Discussion ensued on how to proceed in training and . need assessments.  


Item 11 - Information Items from Board Members. Jim Ullrich faxed a draft membership list; 


check for correctness so that list can be finalized and distributed.  


Ron Brey reminded each member that at the Distance Education conference on Oct. 15th, each 


entity is to give a 5-6 minute non-technical presentation on why they joined the network. 


About lOO people are expected at the conference.  


Item 12 - Set Time, Date and Location for Next Meeting. 1 :30 p.m., October 18, 1993, City 


of Austin Town Lake Center Building, 721 Barton Springs, Room 126.  


Item 13 - Agenda Items Approved for Next Meeting. (1) Update from SWB; (2) Review job 


description of GAA TN supervisor and discuss the duties; (3) Approval of short tern1 budget; (4) 


Press releases .  


. '  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOA1MUNICATIONS NE1WORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEEllNG  


October 18, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  
City of Austin Town Lake Center Building 721 


Barton springs  


ReQID 126  


AGENDA  


. 1. citizen Communications (5 minutes).  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (2 minutes).  


3. Amend rules for GAATN Board meetings (5 minutes)  


4. Receive update report from SWBT (10 minutes).  


5. Discuss construction schedule (15 minutes).  


&. Discuss activities that a GAATN executive director would perform 
for the next six - twelve months (20 minutes).  


7. continue working on job description for GAATN executive 


director (30 minutes) .  


80 Adopt construction budget for 1993-1994 (30 minutes).  


9. Discuss information items from board members (10 minutes).  


10. Set time, date, and location for next meeting (3 minutes).  


11. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 
 


~1'1m. !US':fD'! ~'P-RA 
~r..ATI~ ~]'1iIomt ~!GDiC!  


BOAJID or ~s ~l'J..~ Jmm'!.!S  


The GL~!N Interlocal Aien~ Board of Di~.etorl aeating on October 18. 1993 wa. called 
to order at 1:41 p.m. Preaent were Jl~ Ullrich and Glen ~ith (AISD), !lon Brey (ACC>-' 
Garry Vllkho.'1 (TC). Kd De4bar:re • .'Den Webb, and Lea Marcos (COAl, and Btll RGnae (State 
G!C).  


Item 1 -Cit12$nS co:=un1cat1ons. There were nQ citisen$ present who wished to spoak.  


Iteg 2 - Appraval of m!nutaa. After the m1nute$ were amended Jia Ullrich  
110'\1.0. for ZlPPX'o')ol d! 'l:ft-l! .=~"1d6d m11'.l.a1. .• ~. G&a;y VllJdson seconded the motion. The aot.1on 
passed ~~1~u51y. Ji= Ul1ri~i stated that a copy of the revised minutes vould bg handed 
out at tha ne:::t llmsting.  


Item 3 - Amend rules for GAA~ DQBra meetings. JiM Ullrieh BUi.e$ted to consider 
~kinl a poltcy that the pcblj~ race1ve agendas. but other extensive documents be 
obtained from GA.~TH follovir~_AISD procedu~es. Ron Brey mo~ed to implement that 
policy. G.rry Vilk1sor. se~onded the mot1Dn. The aotlon p~ssed unanimously.  


Item 4 - Receive update report fro. Southwestern Bell Telephone (SV3). The update from 
SYB ~9 net rQcaived since no one from the company vas present. ion l1'ey su...ua-6sted that 
•. l4:Ue:r be: $ent to sva reminding them that the board needs to review and approve all 
subcantractors.  


Itea 5 - D1~euss construction schedule. This itea could-Dot be diSCUssed due to the absence 


of S=n!. Bet Del:abarre cQ_anted that the Cit)" of Austin, legal ~artment has sent a letter to SVB 


requastfni that swa use the conduit allocated to the City for the installatIon of the nev 
fiber network. Se will advise the- board when SWB haa responded to the letter.  


Ite. 6 - Discuss activities that a GAATN exeeutive direntor WQuld perfo~~ the n~~t 
six-twelve =ental. There was Bore discussion on the job deser1ption and oc Vn.1 activities 
the construction m&nage=ant is responsible for. After SQmQ further dhcusdon it was qreed 
to change the t1 tIe to netw(Jl;tk lI'IiIllll8i'er.  


tell Marcos SU!'it!sted that ind!vidual board =embGra put together. iII8trix, that will be brought 
to the next meeting, outlining dut1e$ that AlSO, the network manager and the engineedng 
consultant vould be responsible for and bow ea@ duty yculd 00 handled.  


Item 8 - Adopt con$t:uct1~ budget for 1993-1994. Jim Ullrieh presented the new 
~onstruction budret with all amended changes aade at the October 4 meeting •.  
Les Marcos suggested shQvin~ one totGl pe~centaie cost instead of showing various 
percentqes to avoid :my confus1~. Jim laid he WQuld rework the report to inelude th@-~unt to 
be paid by each entity on a quarterly basis.  


P.2  







 


Ite&!l 9 - Dhcuss information items frolt board .ellberZl. Jill UUrtcl\ asted if all board 
members had the final signed copy of the interlocal ql.'eeltllnt. After some llbc:uss:!on 1 t 
vaa then &,reed that each board member needs to hav. a final .{peel copy of th. air:eemeJ1t.  


Don Vebb alllked if space va8 goiq to. be provided for all enti des to have access to the super 
ring at the nodes' Glen Saith re$ponded that the apace would be ptovided and 1£ thGre was 
not sufficient rooll in the closet in AlSD's bul1d!q8 a , •• 11 external building vill have to 
be built to-prov1de the apace.  


loll. 8r~ l'IUS"PliItf!d that the pre:U~."4tat:1~t S'W"B lIade, in rqaz:ds to the QAATN project, .t his 
Distance learn1n, Conference should be given to the board Members. J1. Ullrich said he 
would look into the availability of the Auditorium at ,\ISD for having this presentation.  


Item 10 - Set t!~a, date, and loeatieD for next meet!hg. !he next meeti~ vau 
scheduled. fer R'ovembu 1, 1993 at 1.30 at AISD.  


It •• 11 - Suggest acenda ite8C for DQXt Meeting. To receive update report from SUB. Di,cUS8 
further the activities of AlSO, the network manage~ and consultant would pufor. fot' the 
next au - tvelve months. Dbeu.a: further tho ftn.al1:aUon of a eon.tructlon schGdule. Approve 
the construction budget. Dt.cuss the possibility of hlr!n, an administrative seeretary 
to tat. mdnut~s at future GAAT.N' Jleet1.ngs.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


November 1, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  


Austin ISD Carruth Administration Center 1111 


West 6th street Construction Management, B-300  


AGENDA  


citizen Communications (3 minutes).  


Approve Minutes of previous meeting (5 minutes).  


Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager (10 


minutes) .  


Discuss construction schedule (15 minutes) .  


Discuss activitie~ that AlSD, GAATN network manager, and 


engineering consultant will perform in the future, using 


suggested matrix (20 minutes) .  


6. Adopt construction budget for 1993-1994 (30 minutes) .  


7. Discuss and possibly adopt a budget for hiring a person to record 


and write minutes (15 minutes) .  


8~ Discuss and possibly set time, date, and location for a work session 


on repairs of fiber breaks (20 minutes) .  


9. Discuss invitation to November 17 SWBT presentation at AlSO, list 


of invitees and process for distribution of invitation (10 minutes) 


.  


10. Discuss information items from board members (10 minutes).  


11. Set time, date, and location for next meeting (3 minutes).  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


lNTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on November 1, 
1993 was called to order at 1:35 p.m. presertt were Glen Smith (ALSD), 
Lee Hisle (ACC), Les Marcos and Ed Delabarre (COA), Garry wilkison (TC), 
and Linda Picazo (state GSC). The meeting was  


chaired by Linda Picazo.  


A work session to discuss and complete a matrix regarding the activities 
and functions to be performed by AISD, a network manager, and engineering 
consultants for constructing, expanding and running the network will be 


held on November 8 at 1:30 p.m. at the state General Services office.  


Linda Picazo moved to remove the capital outlay line item from the 
construction budget for 1993-1994. Glen smith seconded the motion. It 


passed unanimously.  


Lee Hisle moved to table the construction budget until the taking of the 
minutes was discussed and acted upon. Les Marcos seconded the motion. 
The motion passed unanimously.  


Les Marcos moved that every GAATN Participant will cover the cost for 
recording and typing the minutes one-fifth of the time. The participant 
can either take the minutes him/her sel f, or hire someone to take the 
minutes. Glen smith seconded the motion. It passed unanimously.  


The construction contract was taken from the table. Garry Wilkison moved 
to approve the budget as amended, without the capital outlay line i 'Cem. 


Glen Smith seconded the motion. It passed unanimously.  


Glen Smith moved to postpone the November 17 SWBT presentation until such 
time as consensus is reached among GAATN Board Members as to how the 


presentation should be structured and the audience that would be invited. 
Les Marcos seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.  


Linda Picazo agreed to write something regarding having a booth at the 
Government Technology Conference in February. Everyone agreed to spend 
one-half day in the booth, so no Participant would be over burdened during 
the two and a half day run of the conference.  


A work session to discuss grants and grant applications was set for 


November 22 at 1:30 p.m. at the state General Services Commission.  


The meeting was adjourned.  







 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NE1WORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


WORK SESSION  


November 8, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  


state of Texas General Services Commission 1711 


San Jacinto  


Fourth Floor  


AGENDA  


1. Discuss construction schedule  


2. Discuss activities that AISD, GAATN network manager, and 


engineering consultant will perform in the future, using 


suggested matrix  


3. Discuss repairs of fiber breaks  


4. Discuss information items from board members  







 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOAfMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


November 15, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  


Austin ISD Carruth Administration Center 


1111 West 6trr street Construction 
Management, B-300  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications (3 minutes).  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (5 mi.nutes).  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager (15 
minutes) .  


4. Discuss-- construction schedule (15 minutes).  


5. Discuss and possibly select date for a press conference in 
conjunction with a SWBT presentation (15 minutes) .  


6. Discuss information items from board members (10 minutes).  


7. Set time, date, and location for next meeting (3 minutes).  


8. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 


GREATER AUSUN i~REA 


TB1,li:COMMllNICATlONS NE1WORK 


INTERI.iJCAL AGE:NCY  


BO~=~D OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


.M:ImJ"1'ES  


The GAATN lnterlocal Agency Boord of Directors mi;'~e.ting on November 15, 1993 was called to order at 


1:42 p,m. Present were Glen Smhh .and Jim IT!lrich (}.JSD), Ron Brey (ACC), Les Marcos «~Ol~".,), 
(,arry Wi!ki~A)n (J--C), and IJ,nda Picazo (State GSC) .. The meeting was cbaired b)' Jim UIL..-.ich"  


IteIH 1 - Citizens Coolmunications .. lv1r~ ~i'iax Stout iritrodu.coo hirnself~ r~o oh~er cornmunicaIAts.~  


Item 2 - Approval of minutt.~. of last meeting - Garry WiUrison moved approval of minutes. Linda Pir2Z0 
S(".-Conded tile motimL The motion p;'l-ssed l.ma.llimoilsly,  


Item 3 - Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager. Glen Smitl1 (AISD Construction 
Manager) gave tl1e report As of this meeting there had been no satisfactory resolution to problem of 


cable placement 00 utility poles. Southwestern Bell fu"ld tie City of Austin Elect-wic Utility met on 


Wednes.day, the 10th. Glen will meet wit11 Janc(Hil on Friday the 19th to prepare written statements that wm 
a.t;;n vt: p.resent.eu to BUD in hopes of a resolution. It has been de.tenuined that the brackets are within 


N.E.C. guidelines. Any other arrangement cannot use a steel messenger but should use a dielectric as 


required in the compliant bid. The costs for a dielectric should be the same; a steel messenger system win 


cost more because of the associated grounding. Questions to be answered in future meetings: Will BUD 


negotiate pole space for future. growth?; Does. EUD have writte.n policy?  


Item 4 -. Discuss construction schedule. No constroction P..3S started. Glen wilt check with .fancom for site 


check list.  


Item 5 - Pres.'.> r:onferenee in conjunction \vith SWR Will! not taken up. Postpofled until further notice ..  


Item 6 - Information items flom b(~.rd m.ember1L Discussion of future IP.eetings around t..lte holidays. 


Tentatively set in the pr •. ti of January. l •..•. cale."1dar was distributed and win be complete f01" next 
meeting. Firtur.; agenda items: Job dt;S-CliptlOfl apPfOva1  


Item 7 .. Next meeting. November 29" 1993. 1:30 p.m. at ACe District Offices.  


Item 8 - Suggested agenda items for next meeting:  
Pooling of available strands-strategy to use extra fiber for intCT'CAmnectiOft  


Meeting adjourned at 2:35 p.m.  


'----  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOlvlMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


November 29, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  
Austin Community College Administration Offices 5930 


Middle Fiskville Road  


Room 437  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications (3 minutes).  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (5 minutes).  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager (15 


minutes) .  


4. If necessary, recess meeting and hold an executive session to 


discuss legal and other options available to GAATN to resolve 


possible impasse regarding attachment of fiber to poles (45 


minutes) .  


5. Reconvene in open session.  


6. Develop strategy for using extra fibers (Marcos) (20 


minutes) .  


7. Begin discussion on sharing data and video among 


Participants (Picazo) (20 minutes) .  


8. Discuss information items from board members (10 minutes).  


9. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


December 13, at state General Services Building (2 minutes) .  


10. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes) .  







 
 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on November 29, 1993 was called to 


order at 1 :35 p.m. Present were Jim Ullrich (AISD), Ron Brey (ACC), Don Webb (COA), Garry 


Wilkison (TC), Bill Range (GSC), and GAATN Bill Bingham. Also present were additional staff 


from GAA TN members and several citizens.  


1. Citizens communications: No citizens wished to speak.  


2. Approval of minutes: Mo\ion to approve the minutes was made by Bill Range and 


seconded by Garry Wilikson. The motion passed unanimously.  


3. At 2:00 p.m. the Board recessed in executive session to discuss legal and other options available 


to GAA TN to... resolve possible impasse regarding attachment of fiber to poles.  


4. Set time and date for next meeting. The meeting was set for December 18, 1993, 1 :30 p.m. 


General Services Commission.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


December 13, 1993 


1:30 p.m.  


state of Texas General Services commission 1711 


San Jacinto  


Room 401F  


AGENDA  


1. citizen communications (3 minutes).  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (3 minutes).  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager (30 


minutes) .  


4. Discuss grant priorities and process for developing grants 


(Brey) (30 minute~).  


5. Establish Grant Application Subcommittee (5 minutes).  


6. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


January 10, at Austin Community College (2 minutes).  


7. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 
 


GiiF.ATER AllST1)V' AREA .TEl1~'COMMl;rlVIC4TlONSNEl'WORlf 


IIVTER.LO('A1. Ali'·ENCf  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS ltlE'ETING 


lkriJ.'VU'l'ES  


I'he GAA-IN lntcrlocalAgency Board of Dil:ec+..Qrs meeting on December 13, 1993 was called to order ai 


1 :40 PM. Prest}nt were Jim UHrich (AISD)) Ron Brey (ACe), Glenn Smith (A1SD), l,es Man;::0s (COA), 


l\rfi{:hd Munguia (GSC), Gary Wilkison (Travis COlli1ty). Bill  


·R· ~-g'" (~<Ql'\ T..,.",,,,,,, 1'; •.••.• {n~r\ T ;.,..Ao p;"",...,." (r~~c\ 'Crt Y'\--hlh~:rre /"CPA') Lp.", IT"'i","']  
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(ACe), and Daryl Kirkland.  


1. Citizen Comrnunications: No citizens wished to spe;.;Lk  


AppIOval of minutes: Linda Picazo made the motion to approve the minuu..."'S. LesMa.rcos seconded 


the motion. The motion then pa.'i.sed unanimously.  


3. lJpdate report from AlSD Construction Manager: Negotiations between Ben and th\,::  
Electric l Itility Department are progresSiJlg. Routing maps will be forwarded. which show an att..empt 


to eliminate some of Lhe spur locations: for the State.  


4. Grant priorities were discussed bj Ron Brey. Both pl~uning and implement.."'l.tion grants were 


covereu.  


5 .. Establishment ofa Grant Application Subcommittee .. It was determined that GAATN is not 


going to establish a grant application subcommittee. We are to review the "vision statement" at the 


Ile:Kt m~eting.  


6 The time and d.ate for the next meeting was set at 1 :30 PM on Monday, January 10, 1994 at the 


ACe pjnac1e Building.  


R~)n Brey moved for adjcnLmmrnt and Gary Wilkison seconded the motion.  
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held March 2, 1998


 


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on March 2, 1998, at the Lower Colorado River
Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman Bard.
Board members present were:


Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)
Barbara Ritchie (AISD)
Frank Curcio (TC)
Patrick Jordan (COA)


Board alternates present were:


Jim Ullrich (AISD)
Wayne Wedemeyer (UT)
Martha Riekenberg (COA)
Bruce Schremp (GSC)
Gary Weseman (ACC)
Brad Powell (TC)


Also present were Glen Smith (AISD), Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P.) and Linda
Picazo (GAATN).


1.  Chairman Bard called the meeting to order at 1:35 p.m. Cindy Blewett introduced Steve
Zoromosky as the new LCRA GAATN Board member.


2.  There were no changes in the order of the agenda.


3.  The Board moved into Executive Session to discuss final acceptance of the network pursuant to the
Interlocal and Construction Agreements.


4.  The Board resumed the regular meeting. No action was taken.


5.  Bruce Schremp moved for approval of the January 12 and February 6 minutes. Frank Curcio
seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.


6.  Bill Bard asked Linda Picazo to purchase a recorder for taping the GAATN meetings. Bard
distributed a list of the job responsibilities associated with the network manager position. He asked
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Picazo to estimate the percentage of time she spent on the different activities. Bard asked the Board
to be prepared to discuss the position at the next meeting.


7.  Picazo reported that GAATN had received reimbursement for the teardown at Smith and Bolm
Roads. She said that CoCom was currently repairing D1N and would be splicing that day. Picazo
said that Scott Wyatt, AISD Risk Manager, had sent a letter to Time Warner about damage to
A1N. She said that CoCom was still considering how to make the repair on that ring. Finally,
Picazo asked that the Technical Subcommittee members review and comment on the draft
maintenance RFP.


8.  Picazo said that the Technical Subcommittee recommended that Jim Ullrich request a 12fiber ring
connection to GAATN on behalf of the INET/XNET Authority. The subcommittee recommended
that two of the fibers run SONET OC48. The recommendation is for geographically diverse paths.
Ullrich said that he received the email from Picazo with the recommendation, but would like a
more formal letter from the Board. Bruce Schremp moved that the Board formalize the technical
subcommittee's recommendation in a letter to Ullrich. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion, which
passed unanimously.


9.  Picazo said that she had sent an email to Jordan and Martha Riekenberg asking for the City's
mileage and if the City would consider increasing the expansion mileage as the annexed area of the
City increased. Jordan said that the City estimates the current GAATN ring mileage as 295. He
also said that the City's land mass has grown from 198 to 222 square miles, which could potentially
mean a proportional increase in GAATN mileage of 46 miles. Bard asked Picazo to verify the
actual mileage with AUE.


10.  Patrick Jordan presented the City's request for other participants' involvement in the expansion of
B2S to Bergstrom. Jordan said that the cost of the expansion is approximately $400,000, or
$65,000 to $75,000 if five or six entities participated. He said that the City would provide the
engineering and project management of the expansion. Jordan asked for approval of the expansion
at the April 6 Board meeting.


11.  The next regular Board meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m., April 6, 1998 at LCRA.


12.  Agenda items will include regular reports, network manager's job, and Bergstrom expansion.


13.  The meeting was adjourned at 3:45 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1998 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held April 6, 1998


 


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on April 6, 1998, at the Lower Colorado River
Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman Bill
Bard. Board members present were:


Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)
Barbara Ritchie (AISD)
Frank Curcio (TC)
Lou Herman (ACC)
Bruce Schremp (GSC)
Patrick Jordan (COA)


Board alternates present were:


Wayne Wedemeyer (UT)
Tom Lott (LCRA)
Brad Powell (TC).


Also present was Linda Picazo (GAATN).


1.  Chairman Bard called the meeting to order at 1:35 p.m.


2.  The Board moved into Executive Session to discuss final acceptance of the network pursuant to the
Interlocal and Construction Agreements.


3.  The Board resumed the regular meeting. No action was taken.


4.  Patrick Jordan moved for approval of the March 2 minutes. Frank Curcio seconded the motion,
which passed unanimously.


5.  Bard asked the Board to comment on their thoughts about the Network Manager's position. Brad
Powell offered to review the job description and devise an evaluation form.


Barbara Ritchie noted that AISD has a finite amount of space in the equipment rooms.


6.  Picazo said that the next technical subcommittee meeting would be Wednesday, April 15 at LCRA.
She reported that an attorney for the city of Sunset Valley had contacted her about GAATN's
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presence in their rightofway. Picazo said that there is an estimated 7,500' of aerial cable in Sunset
Valley. She indicated that AISD was addressing the issue.


Picazo said that although the maintenance RFP included inspection of the rings, she decided to ask
the Board to approve an expenditure of $35,000 authorizing Southwestern Bell/CoCom to inspect
the rings. Picazo said that she had discussed the issue with each of the technical subcommittee
members and that they thought the idea was sound. Bruce Schremp moved that Bell be authorized
to inspect the rings, beginning with D1N, and report the problems in writing on a ring by ring
basis, finishing no later than June 30. Lou Herman seconded the motion, which passed
unanimously.


7.  Picazo reported that AUE had sent her a spreadsheet with the asbuilt mileage. The ring and spur
length is 275 miles and total length is 305 miles, including entrance cable. Picazo said that she
knew that AISD and ACC were both adding campuses. Jordan said that because there are still so
many miles left for expansion, he thought that the concept of taking a percentage of the newly
annexed land to add to the expansion miles did not require any immediate action.


8.  Jordan asked the Board members for their participation in building out to Bergstrom. Ritchie said
that she should have an answer later that day. Steve Zoromsky said that LCRA is not interested in
participating at this time. Bruce Schremp said that he would let Patrick know what the State wants
to do. Frank Curcio said that Travis County is interested, but needs to find the funds. Bill Bard said
that UT is not interested. Lou Herman said that ACC is interested, but must also find the funding.
Jordan said that TxDOT is not pushing to change Highway 71 and that there is a new pole line
already installed which the City will use to go to Bergstrom. Jordan asked the Board to let him
know definitely whether or not they will participate so that he can initiate action on the project.


9.  The next regular Board meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m., May 4, 1998 at LCRA.


10.  Agenda items will include regular reports, network manager's job, and Bergstrom expansion.


11.  The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1998 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held May 4, 1998


 


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on May 4, 1998, at the Lower Colorado River
Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman Bill
Bard. Board members present were:


Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)
Barbara Ritchie (AISD)
Frank Curcio (TC)
Lou Herman (ACC)
Bruce Schremp (GSC)
Patrick Jordan (COA)


Board alternates present were:


Wayne Wedemeyer (UT)
Tom Lott (LCRA)
Jim Ullrich (AISD)
Martha Riekenberg
Brad Powell (TC).


Also present were Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P.) and Linda Picazo (GAATN).


1.  Chairman Bard called the meeting to order at 1:35 p.m.


2.  The Board moved into Executive Session to discuss final acceptance of the network pursuant to the
Interlocal and Construction Agreements and the Network Manage's position.


3.  The Board resumed the regular meeting. Barbara Ritchie discussed paying Southwestern Bell the
presettlement amount from either the retainage or the change order. After some discussion,
Ritchie moved to pay Southwestern Bell from the change order account. Steve Zoromsky seconded
the motion, which passed unanimously.


4.  Frank Curcio moved for approval of the April 6 minutes. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion,
which passed unanimously.


5.  Bard said that he is aware of interest from various groups about potential membership in GAATN.
Bard asked about a policy regarding potential members. Picazo said that although the Board had
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not officially voted on the issue, they had agreed that potential members, who would also be either
an educational or governmental entity, would find a willing host among the seven entities. The host
would be responsible for working out the financial arrangements.


6.  Picazo said that the next technical subcommittee meeting would be Wednesday, May 13, at LCRA.
She said that at the last technical subcommittee meeting the issue of the lack of space at Treaty
Oak had been discussed and that she had written a letter to Barbara Ritchie expressing the concerns
of the subcommittee.


Picazo said that the repair of A2N at San Jacinto at MLK was taking place that day. Approximately
2,200’ of cable was being replaced. Picazo said that Katherine Mudge had written a letter to Dave
Maholik of Time Warner and that she had delivered a piece of the damaged cable to Mudge.


Picazo said that she had attended the INET/XNET meeting, and that she and Jim Ullrich were to
write a letter to AISD concerning the space at Treaty Oak if the GAATN/INET request were
approved. Picazo is also to write a letter to the Authority stating the applications the GAATN
members intend to have over the INET/GAATN connection. Picazo requested that the members e
mail their intended applications to her by May 12.


7.  Picazo said that she learned at the last technical subcommittee meeting that the City of Austin had
relocated their equipment from AISD equipment rooms in several of the schools to other City
owned facilities because of the lack of expansion space in the schools for other GAATN members.
The subcommittee members expressed great concern about the lack of space at Treaty Oak over
the next two years. Barbara Ritchie asked the technical subcommittee to plan their space
requirements over the next two years and send them to her for consideration.


8.  Patrick Jordan said that he needs to know the cable count within two weeks and asked for decisions
from the other entities about their participation in the Bergstrom construction.


9.  The next regular Board meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m., June 1, 1998 at LCRA.


10.  Agenda items will include regular reports, network manage's job, and Bergstrom expansion.


11.  The meeting was adjourned at 3:35 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1998 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held June 1, 1998


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on June 1, 1998, at the Lower Colorado River
Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman Bill
Bard. Board members present were:


Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)
Barbara Ritchie (AISD)
Lou Herman (ACC)
Bruce Schremp (GSC)
Patrick Jordan (COA)


Board alternates present were:


Wayne Wedemeyer (UT)
Tom Lott (LCRA),
Jim Ullrich (AISD)
Martha Riekenberg (COA)
Brad Powell (TC)


Also present were Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P.), Larry Krenek (LCRA), Heather
Bailey (LCRA) and Linda Picazo (GAATN).


1.  Chairman Bard called the meeting to order at 1:35 p.m.


2.  The Board moved into Executive Session to discuss final acceptance of the network pursuant to the
Interlocal and Construction Agreements and the Network Manager¹s position. Lou Herman joined
the Board meeting at this time.


3.  The Board resumed the regular meeting. The Board agreed to have a special called meeting to
discuss final acceptance and any other issues on Monday, June 15 at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.


4.  Patrick Jordan moved for approval of the May 4 meeting minutes. Bruce Schremp seconded the
motion, which passed with six votes. ACC was not represented at this time.


5.  Bill Bard told the Board that Internet access through UT is doubling every ten months. He said that
GSC, UT, and Texas A&M have formed a consortium to triple capacity, but warned the members
that access prices are also increasing rapidly. Jordan asked if GAATN members could get less
expensive access. Bard said that he doubted it, but would not discourage any member from
investigating the issue. He also commented that UT does connect to first tier providers.
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6.  Picazo said that the technical subcommittee met on May 27 at LCRA. She reported that the
subcommittee had estimated the need for approximately nine more racks over the next two years in
the Treaty Oak equipment room. Jordan said that he thought that was a very conservative number
and indicated that no major interagency applications (i.e., applications that would require
interconnection devices between agencies, like common security devices) were being planned for
the next two years. Picazo said that she would forward the information in writing to Barbara
Ritchie for discussion purposes.


Picazo said that the subcommittee discussed three possible sites as a backup to Treaty Oak. She
said that she planned to discuss these with Alexander Utility Engineering.


The lengthening of the rings and the effect on entities¹ equipment was brought up during the
technical subcommittee as an issue to be brought to the Board¹s attention. Picazo said that the
entities most affected by the lengthening of B1N and C1S were LCRA, ACC and UT, who have
equipment at greater distances apart than the City and AISD, for example. Brad Powell asked if
there should be a policy requiring that the entity desiring to expand should bear the cost of the
other entities¹ equipment. Jordan suggested that consideration should be given to "subtending" the
rings like the CAPS are doing around town. Picazo said that the subcommittee had also discussed
that and that she had been asked to contact AUE about a statement of specifications for
lengthening the rings.


Picazo reminded the Board that she need their information on INET applications in order to send
them to the INET/XNET Authority. Finally, Picazo said that she had received an open records
request from the attorney representing the City of Sunset Valley. She told the Board that Bill
Bingham was contacting this attorney to set up a meeting to determine exactly what information he
was requesting.


7.  Patrick Jordan moved for approval of the construction of the Bergstrom extension as a GAATN
fiber extension. Barbara Ritchie seconded the motion. Discussion ensued about which entity would
assume the role of construction and fiscal manager. Riekenberg reminded the Board that when the
City built their Paxton facilities and included other entities, the City also billed the entities directly
and supervised construction. When asked about the length of the extension, Riekenberg said that it
is approximately eight miles, slightly shorter than the original design. Steve Zoromsky amended
the motion to read as follows: "approval of the construction of the Bergstrom extension as a
GAATN fiber extension with the City as fiscal agent and construction manager". Ritchie seconded
the motion, which passed unanimously. Brad Powell emphasized that he cannot financially commit
Travis County to the project, which depends entirely on the approval by the Commissioners¹ Court.


8.  There will be a special called meeting on Monday, June 15 at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA. The next regular
Board meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m. on July 6, 1998 at LCRA.


9.  Final acceptance and maintenance issues will be discussed at the special called meeting. Agenda
items for the next regular Board meeting will include reports.


10.  Steve Zoromsky moved to adjourn the meeting at 3:30 p.m. Barbara Ritchie seconded the motion,
which passed unanimously.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Special Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held June 15, 1998


The GAATN Board of Directors met in a special called session on June 15, 1998, at the Lower Colorado
River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman
Bill Bard. Board members present were Steve Zoromsky (LCRA), Barbara Ritchie (AISD), Lou Herman
(ACC), Bruce Schremp (GSC) and Patrick Jordan (COA). Board alternates present were Wayne
Wedemeyer (UT), Tom Lott (LCRA), Jim Ullrich (AISD) and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were
Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P.) and Linda Picazo (GAATN).


1.  Chairman Bard called the meeting to order at 1:35 p.m.


2.  The Board moved into Executive Session to discuss final acceptance of the network pursuant to the
Interlocal and Construction Agreements.


3.  The Board resumed the regular meeting. Katherine Mudge said that as soon as she had a response
from Southwestern Bell she would fax it to the members.


4.  Bill Bard said that he would not be able to attend the July 6 board meeting and that Patrick Jordan
would act as chair.


5.  Picazo said that she had just received estimates for repair of some of the rings that day, but had not
been able to discuss them with Gabe Castruita. She said that she would send the information to the
board after she had comfirmed it.


6.  The next regular meeting was confirmed at 1:30 p.m. on July 6, 1998 at LCRA.


7.  The regular reports and an executive session for network acceptance were suggested agenda items.


8.  The meeting was adjourned.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held October 5, 1998


 


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on October 5, 1998, at the Lower Colorado River
Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:34 p.m. by Chairman Bill
Bard (UT). Board members present were:


Barbara Ritchie (AISD)
Keith Quartermaine (GSC)
Gary Weseman (ACC)
Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)


Alternates present were:


Brad Powell
Jim Ullrich
Wayne Wedemeyer
Martha Riekenberg
Tom Lott.


Also present was Linda Picazo (GAATN).


1.  There were no citizen communications.


2.  The Board did not meet in Executive Session to discuss issues related to the Final Settlement
Agreement with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company because the GAATN attorney was not
present.


3.  Barbara Ritchie reported that GAATN owed Southwestern Bell $1,597,364.54 in the first of two
payments, of which GAATN paid $1,386,487.54. GAATN still owes Southwestern Bell
$210,877.00 on the first of two payments. Ritchie said that the Finance Department at AISD is
attempting to reconcile the account. The second payment GAATN will make to Southwestern Bell
is $469,306.79, of which Travis County owes $88,613.66, which Ritchie said can be paid directly
to Southwestern Bell by Travis County. Ritchie will continue to update the Board on the status of
the payments.


Ritchie reported that the status of Circle C is still being addressed.


4.  Approval of the minutes from the September 14 regular meeting was deferred until November 2.
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5.  Bill Bard reported that Allison Thompson of UT will be gathering all the files from Linda Picazo
to maintain continuity after Picazo's departure. Bard said that he and Patrick Jordan met to develop
a list of priority items for GAATN. Bard said that he would bring the list to the Board to develop a
strategy for dealing with the items.


6.  Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee met on September 16. She said that the
subcommittee gave unanimous support to UT's use of the GAATN conduit, provided that the
BICSI standards were met during installation. Picazo said that the subcommittee understood that
the work would be done through the General Services Commission.


Picazo also said that an item of continuing concern is the lack of space at Treaty Oak for additional
equipment. Ritchie said that AISD will recapture some of the space as their phone system is
replaced. She anticipates the process to begin in late spring. Ritchie said that she would like to
know what each entity anticipates needing by quarter.


Picazo said that she had sent the RFO to AISD Purchasing and was waiting on comments from
them. She said that she had included additional items the technical subcommittee had discussed,
such as transfers, centralized monitoring, identifying sleeves, updating asbuilts, and a 7 x 24 hour
call response. Picazo asked how the Board wanted to handle the negotiations. The Board
recommended that the technical subcommittee review the response and then meet with the
supplier.


Picazo said that several projects had surfaced in the last two months which Alexander Utility
Engineering had worked on. The projects include moving GAATN on poles along Barton Springs,
moving GAATN due to the Texas History Museum, moving GAATN due to development on 5th
and San Antonio, moving GAATN due to the Convention Center expansion, moving GAATN
along Loyola Lane, and the potential division of C1S.


Picazo expressed concern about the cost of the moves which may not be recoverable. She also
expressed concern that the FY99 budget would be insufficient for anything other than just
maintenance, such as some of the moves and the C1S division. She will update the Board on the
projected expenses.


Ritchie asked that Picazo report on the ring inspection. Picazo said that she had authorized repair
on D1N because it was an emergency situation. She said that most of the other items identified on
the report were transfers which had not been made.


7.  Wayne Wedemeyer reported that AT&T wanted a substantial amount for construction, so GAATN
members should give their requirements for facilities before construction. It was suggested that this
be discussed at the technical subcommittee.


8.  Brad Powell reported that there had not been much progress on the amendment to the Interlocal to
allow GAATN partners to reimburse each other for shared equipment and/or services related to the
GAATN network. Jim Ullrich suggested that a purchase order be used as a simple solution.
Barbara Ritchie suggested modifying the budget to allow such activities.


9.  The next regular meeting will be held on November 2, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.


10.  Agenda items will include election of a new chair and vice chair; an executive session to discuss
legal issues with regard to Time Warner, the City of Sunset Valley and the Final Settlement with
Southwestern Bell; a budget update, UT's use of GAATN conduit, and transition strategy for the
network.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held November 2, 1998


 


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on November 2, 1998, at the Lower Colorado
River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman
Bill Bard (UT). Board members present were:


Barbara Ritchie (AISD)
Keith Quartermaine (GSC)
Gary Weseman (ACC)
Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)


Alternates present were:


Jim Ullrich
Wayne Wedemeyer
Martha Riekenberg
Tom Lott


Also present were Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher& Mudge) and Linda Picazo (GAATN). Travis
County was absent.


1.  There were no citizen communications.


2.  The Board adjourned into Executive Session at 1:39 p.m. to discuss legal issues related to the Final
Settlement Agreement with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, Time Warner and the City of
Sunset Valley.


3.  The Board reconvened in regular session at 3:05 p.m. There were no issues to discuss about the
Final Settlement with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.


4.  Katherine Mudge reported that she believes that Time Warner will probably pay a percentage of
the cost to repair the GAATN cable they damaged. There were no other issues to discuss about the
cable cut dispute.


5.  The Board discussed who should meet with the City of Sunset Valley about the rightofway
dispute. It was agreed that Katherine Mudge and Bill Bard would attend on behalf of GAATN.


6.  Steve Zoromsky moved to approve the September 14 minutes. Gary Weseman seconded the
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motion, which was approved unanimously by those present. Gary Weseman moved to approve the
October 5 minutes. Barbara Ritchie seconded the motion, which was approved unanimously by
those present.


7.  Bill Bard distributed the Network Manager job descriptions and said that he wanted to aggregate
the information. Barbara Ritchie said that she wanted her staff to review the information. The
Board decided to have a work session on Monday, November 12 from noon to 5:00 p.m. at LCRA
to discuss the position.


8.  Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee had met on Wednesday, October 21, with
Dwain Duke and Dan Banks from Alexander Utility Engineering (AUE) and Heidi Cottingham
from CoCom. She said that AUE had reported on the upcoming projects which involved relocating
GAATN cable and had given the subcommittee estimates of the work. Picazo said that the
estimates included $5,000 for Loyola Lane, $25,000 for the Convention Center, $86,000 for 5th
and San Antonio, $35,000 for the Texas History Museum, and $73,000 for Neches. Picazo said
that the estimate for dividing C1S is $185,000 and the repair of the squirrel damage on C1S is
$45,000  $70,000.


Picazo said that she anticipated a different type of maintenance arrangement beginning in January,
with quarterly payments and daily ring inspections. She expressed concern about the lack of funds
in the budget for the current year expenses and said that she thought the members would need to
ask their boards for increased funding. Ritchie asked for a copy of the project list.


Picazo said that she would have a response from CoCom to the RFO by Friday, November 6. She
said that the technical subcommittee meeting had been changed from November 11, Veterans' Day,
to November 18. Picazo said that she would send the response out to the members for review and
that the technical subcommittee would meet with Heidi Cottingham at the November 18 meeting.
Picazo said that she hoped to have a recommendation for the Board at the December 7 board
meeting.


9.  The Board had the annual Chair/Vice Chair elections. Keith Quartermaine nominated Bill Bard as
Chair. Barbara Ritchie seconded the nomination. Bill Bard nominated Patrick Jordan as Vice
Chair. Steve Zoromsky seconded the nomination. The Board voted unanimously to elect Bill Bard
Chair and Patrick Jordan Vice Chair.


10.  The next regular meeting will be held on December 7, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.


11.  The agenda items for the next meeting include regular reports and an executive session to discuss
legal issues relating to the Final Settlement Agreement with Southwestern Bell Telephone
Company, Time Warner and the City of Sunset Valley.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held December 7, 1998


 


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on December 7, 1998, at the Lower Colorado
River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:37 p.m. by Chairman
Bill Bard (UT). Board members present were:


Gary Weseman (ACC)
Patrick Jordan (COA)
Steve Zoromsky (LCRA)


Alternates present were


Wayne Wedemeyer
Martha Riekenberg
Tom Lott


Also present were Quinn Stewart, Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher& Mudge), Bill Penack
(Southwestern Bell) and Linda Picazo (GAATN). Travis County and GSC were absent.


1.  Quinn Stewart, a student at the LBJ School of Public Affairs, read a statement to the Board about
his research on GAATN for a paper he has written and distributed to the Board via email. Stewart
recommended to the Board that they hire at least two GAATN personnel to perform management
and administrative duties for the network. He also said that the operating budget should accurately
reflect the value of the network.


2.  The Board adjourned into Executive Session at 1:45 p.m. to discuss legal issues related to the Final
Settlement Agreement with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, Time Warner and the City of
Sunset Valley.


3.  The Board reconvened in regular session at 3:30 p.m. Patrick Jordan moved that the Board
authorize AISD to make final payment contingent upon the receipt of a filed plat for the Circle C
public utility easement. Steve Zoromsky seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by those
present.


4.  There was no additional material to discuss about the Time Warner issue.


5.  The Board recommended that Chairman Bill Bard send a letter to the Mayor of the City of Sunset
Valley requesting a meeting to discuss the right ofway dispute.
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6.  Steve Zoromsky moved to approve the November 2, 1998 minutes. Gary Weseman seconded the
motion, which was approved unanimously by those present.


7.  Katherine Mudge distributed a proposal on behalf of Smith, Majcher & Mudge to assume the
administrative duties of taking and distributing minutes, agendas and postings. The proposal was
for administrative assistance at an initial cost of $450 per month for the first two months, changing
to $60 an hour thereafter. Gary Weseman moved that the Board accept the proposal. Steve
Zoromsky seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by those present.


8.  Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee recommended the $54,000 repair to the C1S
ring cable, which had been damaged by squirrels. She said that she had not had a response from all
the Board members, but needed approval that day. Patrick Jordan moved that the Board approve
the $54,000 repair as recommended by the technical subcommittee. The motion was seconded by
Steve Zoromsky and approved unanimously by those present. Picazo reiterated her concern that
there are insufficient funds in the budget for the current year and that the members would need to
request additional funding from their boards.


9.  Picazo reported that the technical subcommitte met with Heidi Cottingham about her response to
the RFO/Statement of Work and suggested several changes. Cottingham revised her response and
distributed it via email and regular mail to the Board members and alternates. The annual
proposed cost is $282,000. Picazo asked for Board approval to accept CoCom's response based as
recommended by the technical subcommittee. Patrick Jordan moved that the GAATN Board accept
CoCom Cabling System's response to GAATN's RFO and Statement of Work as amended after the
technical subcommittee meeting and as approved by the technical subcommittee to commence
January 1, 1999. Steve Zoromsky seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by those
present.


10.  The next regular meeting will be held on January 4, 1999, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.


11.  The agenda items for the next meeting includes regular reports and an executive session to discuss
legal issues relating to Time Warner and the City of Sunset Valley.
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


January 9, 1995 


1:30 p.m.  


City of Austin, Waller Creek Center 


625 East 10th street  


First Floor Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1. Executive Session.  (30 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


3. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


4. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


5. Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider RFI's.  (Smith, 10 minutes)  


7. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Da'ta Work 


Group of the Technical Subcommittee. (Smith, Phillips, 10 minutes)  


8. Discuss/consider establishing priorities and method of reporting 


for GAATN network manager. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


9. Prioritize tasks assigned to the Data Work Group. 


minutes)  


(Ullrich, 15  


10. Discuss agreement between GAATN and Texas Department of 


Transportation. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


11. Confirm time, date and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 


p.m., January 23 at LCRA. (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


13. Adjourn.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The regular meeting of the GAATN Board was held on January 9, 1995 at the City of 


Austin, Waller Creek Building. The meeting was called to order at 1:39 pm by 


Chairman Jim Ullrich of the Austin Independent School District (AISD).  


GAATN directors present were Ron Brey (ACC), Les Marcus (COA), Larry Krenek 


(LCRA), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Linda Picazo (GSC), Jim Ullrich (AISD), and Garry 


Wilkison (TC).  


Also present were Don Silver (SWB), Glen smith (AISD), Tom Frommack (COA), John 


Edmonds (LCRA), James Ting (GSC), Lee Hisle (ACC), Eric Phillips (GAATN), Jim 


Clark (TC), and Jean Nipper.  


ITEM #1 Executive Session  


The Board went into executive session at 1:39 pm. 


executive session at 2:32 pm •  


The board adjourned  


ITEM #2 Reconvene in open session; citizen Communications.  


The Meeting reconvened in open session at 2: 37 pm. Jim Ullrich introduced 


Eric Phillips as the new GAATN Network Manager. Jim Ullrich announced that 


the AISD superintendent has authorized the hiring of a Contract Manager for 


the construction contract. A letter was issued by Larry Krenek notifying the 


board that he is stepping down as a board member and LCRA is appointing John 


Edmonds as the Board representative and Susan Morton as an alternate. Jim 


Ullrich distributed copies of the open meetings statutes. There were no 


citizen communications.  


ITEM #3 Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  


Les Marcus moved to accept the minutes of the 12/12/94 regular meeting. Ron 


Brey seconded the motion. There was no discussion. The Motion passed 


unanimously.  


ITEM #4 Adopt order of agenda.  


The Board adopted the order of Agenda.  


ITEM #5 Receive/consider update report from AlSO Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative.  


Glen Smith reviewed the status of current construction and discussed the 


possibilities of delays in completion dates with Don Silver. Les Marcus 


asked Don Silver to address this issue of whether or not the project is in 


delay. Don does believe they are in delay because of problems with obtaining 


permits for State ROW. Don's best estimate is approximately 30 to 45 days 


delay. Jene Nipper suggested that if SW Bell had submitted the permits in 


November as required, there would have been personnel available to process 


them. SW Bell waited until December 21st, because a number of agencies were 


recessed for winter break.  


ITEM #6 Discuss/consider RFI's  


Jim Ullrich questioned a letter from Tom Frommack to Glen Smith noting that 


RFI 148 is past due. Don Silver replied that he has responded and is  
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waiting for response from COA. Glen Smith discussed the current status of 


RFI's. Ron Brey asked for a status of the FYI he submitted on the Attache 


building. Glen will investigate and report back at a later date. Les Marcus 


recommended that we begin work on obtaining permits from Pedernales Electric 


before work begins on that section.  


ITEM #7 Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group of 


the Technical Subcommittee.  


The minutes from the Jan 5, 1995 Technical Subcommittee were distributed to 


those present and were reviewed by Glen Smith.  


ITEM #8 Discuss/consider establishing priorities and method of reporting for GAATN 


network manager.  


A discussion was held to set priorities and method of reporting for the 


GAATN Network Manager. Ron Brey suggested that The Chair, The Construction 


Manager, and GAATN Network Manager develop this and report back to the board 


at a later date. The suggestion was accepted by other members. The GAATN 


Network Manager's telephone and pager number were given to the board at this 


time. Tom Frommack suggested we establish guidelines as to who has authority 


to contact the GAATN Network Manager for day-to-day communications.  


ITEM #9 Prioritize tasks assigned to the Data Work Group.  


A discussion was held to determine how to set priorities for the Technical 


Subcommittee. Jim Ullrich suggested we tie this into the previously 


mentioned task to set priorities and method of reporting. Jim Ullrich 


suggested that Eric Phillips chair the Technical subcommittee. This is 


agreed upon by general consensus. At 3: 35pm Garry Wilkison left the 


meeting. Jim Clark joined and represented Travis County.  


ITEM #10 Discuss agreement between GAATN and Texas Department of Transportation.  


A discussion was held regarding the Right-of-Way agreement between GAATN and 


Texas Department of Transportation. Jim Ullrich directed that Glen Smith 


notify the Attorney representing GAATN to complete the agreement as soon as 


possible.  


ITEM #11 Confirm time, date and location for next regular meeting.  


Jim Ullrich confirmed that the next GAATN Board meeting will be held at 1:30 


pm on January 23, 1995 at the LCRA building. He also stated that LCRA will 


be the location of the meetings for the next six months.  


ITEM #12 Suggest agenda items for next meeting  


Agenda items suggested for the next meeting include: The Pedernales Electric 


permits, Texas Department of Transportation permits, Priorities for The 


Network Manager, and An update on a Contract Manager for the construction 


contract.  


ITEM #13 Adjourn  


Ron Brey moved to adjourn the meeting at 3:44 pm. The motion was seconded by 


John Edmonds and passed unanimously. The meeting was Adjourned.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


January 23, 1995 1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1. Citizen Communications. (2 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meetings. (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda. (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


4. Board Chairman Update.  (Ullrich, 2 minutes)  


5. Receive/consider update report from GAATN Construction liaison. 


(Nipper, 15 minutes)  


6. Receive/consider update report from AlSO Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


7. Discuss/consider RFI's. (smith, 10 minutes)  


8. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work 


Group of the Technical Subcommittee. (Smith, Phillips, 10 minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider update report on Texas Department of 


Transportation Right-Of-way agreement. (Ullrich, Picazo, 


10 minutes)  


10. Discuss/consider Pedernales Electric Cooperative, Inc. agreement.  


Smith, 5 minutes)  


11. Discuss/Consider establishing work priorities for the GAATN network  


 manager.  (Ullrich, Phillips, 15 minutes)  


12. Receive first quarter GAATN status of the Variable Budget. 


(Phillips, Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


13. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 


pm, February 6, 1995. (Ullrich, 1 minutes)  


14. Discuss need for alternate location for February 21 meeting. 


(Ullrich, 1 minute)  


15. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


16. Adjourn.  


fl@GAATNGN/Oll995  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The regular meeting of the GAATN Board was held on January 23, 1995 at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Blvd. The meeting was called to order 


at 1:35 pm by Chairman Jim Ullrich of the Austin Independent School District 


(AISD) •  


GAATN directors present were Ron Brey (ACC), Tom Frommack (COA), John Sutton 


(LCRA), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Linda Picazo (GSC), Jim Ullrich (AlSD), and Garry 


Wilkison (TC).  


Also present were Don Silver (SWB), Glen Smith (AISD), James Ting (GSC), Lee Hisle 


(ACC), Eric Phillips (GAATN), Jim Clark (TC), Susan Morton (LCRA),  


and Jean Nipper.  


ITEM #1. Citizen Communications. (2 minutes) 


There were no citizen communications  


ITEM #2. Approve Minutes of previous meetings. (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


Tom Frommack commented that Les Marcos's name was misspelled. Ron Brev moved 


to accept the minutes of the 1/9/95 regular meeting, as corrected. Garrv 


Wilkison seconded the motion. There was no discussion. The Motion passed 


Unanimously.  


ITEM #3. Adopt Order of Agenda. (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


Jim Ullrich recommended that items #9 and #10 be moved to the first order of 


the agenda in the interest of scheduling the Attorneys time. The board 


accepted the change and adopted the revised order of agenda.  


ITEM #9. Discuss/consider update report on Texas Department of 


Transportation Right-of-way agreement. (Ullrich, Picazo, 10 


minutes)  


Bill Bingham discussed the current agreement with Tx-DOT. He stated that we 


currently have a 60 day agreement and they are working on a long term 


agreement. He stated that the next step will be for Tx-DOT to issue permits 


for the construction. He recommended that the Board pass a motion to ratify 


the agreement signed by Glen Smith and authorize him to sign a future 


agreement when it comes along. Tom Frommack asked if Glen should sign future 


agreements or if the upcoming Contract Manager should do that. Glen stated 


that he would be the person overseeing the Contract Managers duties. Jim 


confirms that Glen would be the person to sign these agreements. Linda 


Picazo made a motion to ratify the signature on the TxDOT document and give 


Glen the authority to sign the upcoming final document. Ron Brey seconded 


the motion. There was no discussion. The motion passed unanimously.  


ITEM #10. Discuss/consider Pedernales Electric Cooperative, Inc. agreement.  


Smith, 5 minutes)  


Glen Smith passed out an example of the pedernales agreement. Jean Nipper 


suggested that Bill Bingham negotiate with pedernales in the same manner he 


did with SW Bell and Tx-DOT. Jim Ullrich asked Bill Bingham to take this 


document and read it carefully and begin to negotiate with Pedernales the 


same as before and in such a way that we are consistent with GAATN  
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documents while keeping Glen smith and Jim Ullrich informed. Jean Nipper 


also recommended that the SW Bell document be completed and ratified. Jim 


reiterated the statement. Tom Frommack asked how many poles are involved in 


the pedernales agreement. Don Silver stated approximately 130.  


ITEM #4. Board Chairman Update. (Ullrich, 2 minutes)  


Jim Ullrich distributed a revised list of board members with changes in the 


LCRA members. Jim Ullrich informed everyone that an ad has been placed for 


the Contract Manager and some applicants are being received. Linda Picazo 


asked who will be doing the hiring. Jim Ullrich replied Curt Shaw, Mike 


Beeman, Glen Smith, and Jim Ullrich. Wayne Wedemeyer asked whether 


Individuals or Companies will be applying. Jim Ullrich stated both would 


probably apply.  


ITEM #5. Receive/consider update report from GAATN Construction liaison.  


(Nipper, 15 minutes)  


Jean Nipper reviewed a meeting with Don Silver (SWB), Rosie Habeeb, Charlie 


Trammel, Jim Ullrich, and Glen Smith. At this meeting, Jean asked for any 


problems that currently exist. A list compiled by SWB was distributed to the 


board. Jean Nipper discussed the first item concerning Pole construction 


design change by COA EUD and the second issue regarding attachment license 


Agreement with SWBT. Jean recommended that the Board should get the AISD to 


go to the Superintendents office or what ever is necessary to finalize the 


agreement. Jean reiterated the fact that the resolution to item 3 (The Tx-


DOT agreement ) could have been expedited had time lines been set for 


responses expected from the Attorneys. Jean recommended that Jim Ullrich and 


Glen Smith give ongoing direction for the completion of item #4. (Pedernales 


agreement). Jean asked Glen smith if he had received any change orders from 


SWB regarding route changes necessitated by EUD. Glen stated there were 


none. Jean Nipper reviewed a meeting held on Jan 13, 1995 with Dr Fox and 


leaders from the GAATN participants, Jean noted that the City Manager asked 


everyone not to sit and wait for problem resolution for any period of time 


involving his departments without bringing it to his attention, because he 


can resolve them. The Superintendent reiterated this. Jean noted that in the 


meeting, Dr. Warlick stated that he was concerned that the AISD equipment 


was not compatible with the other entities. Jean recommended that the 


equipment be looked at to see if it could be changed. Jim Ullrich noted that 


the engineering subcommittee is looking into things like this. Don Silver 


reviewed his requirements for processing RFI's. Glen Smith stated that he 


did talk to Dr Warlick regarding his concerns about the incompatibility 


issue.  


ITEM #6.  Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and  


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes) Glen 


smith noted that he has received disks for construction prints and copies 


can be made should any board member require them. Glen also reviewed a 


problem he had with contractors turning in untimely locates. He has notified 


Don Silver to notify his contractors. Glen gave approval for SWB to use AT&T 


as a subcontractor. Linda Picazo questioned whether we are using CoCom or 


Colcom. Glen replied CoCom. Tom Frommack asked for a percentage of MBEWBE 


contractors in use by Tuesday at noon. Don Silver agreed to supply this. Don 


Silver reviewed the status of several possible outside construction projects 


which may effect GAATN in the future. A discussion was held regarding how 


GAATN can be made aware of these projects. Linda Picazo recommended that a 


letter be sent to the City Planning directors. Tom recommended the letter 


come from the GAATN board. Tom recommended the construction manager act on 


these items. Don Silver distributed a time line for the Super Ring North. 


Tom Frommack asked who would inspect the cable after it is installed. Don 


reviewed his company policy on inspections.  
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ITEM #7.  Discuss/consider RFI's. (Smith, 10 minutes)  
Glen smith reviewed the status of pending RFIs. SWB was directed by the 
board to complete the RFI issued on Sam Houston and Hobby buildings.  


ITEM #8.  Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work  


Group of the Technical Subcommittee. (Smith, Phillips, 10 minutes) 
Eric Phillips passed out the minutes of the January 17th subcommittee 


meeting and discussed its contents.  


ITEM 


#11.  


Discuss/Consider establishing work priorities for the GAATN 


network manager. (Ullrich, Phillips, 15 minutes)  


Eric Phillips distributed a list of priorities for discussion. Tom 
Frommack asked that floor space requirements for Super Ring sites be 
added as top priority. This was added by general consensus. John Edmonds 
recommended that we look at site security and data security as a high 
priority. Eric Phillips stated he can add this to the list for the 
technical subcommittee and discuss it in the next meeting.  


ITEM #12. Receive first quarter GAATN status of the Variable Budget.  


(Phillips, Ullrich, 5 minutes)  
Eric Phillips distributed the budget status. Ron Brey asked why there 
were no legal fees. Jim Ullrich stated that they were still in process 
and would appear at a later date. Ron Brey requested that a projected 
variable budget for next year, to include construction as it pertains to 
cable relocations, be issued as soon as possible. Ron Brey questioned 
whether budget adjustments should be made without board approval. It was 
decided that any budget adjustments of One Thousand dollars or more 
should come before the board as part of the budget item approval 
process. This was agreed to by general consensus.  


ITEM #13. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 


pm, February 6, 1995. (Ullrich, 1 minutes)  


Jim Ullrich confirmed that the next GAATN Board Meeting will be held at 
1:30 on February 6, 1995 at the LCRA building.  


ITEM #14. Discuss need for alternate location for February 21 meeting. 


(Ullrich, 1 minute)  
Jim Ullrich asked everyone to come up with a location for the February 
21st meeting for notification at the next meeting.  


ITEM #15. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  
Agenda Items suggested for the next meeting include: Discuss GAATN 
attorney, discuss SWB and pedernales agreements.  


ITEM #16. Adjourn.  
Linda Picazo moved to adjourn the meeting at 4:05. The motion was 
seconded by Garry Wilkison and passed unanimously. The meeting was 
adjourned.  


fl@BRDMl231012395  
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DRAFT  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 
MINUTES  


The regular meeting of the GAATN Board was held on February 6, 1995 at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Blvd. The meeting was called to order 


at 1:41 pm by Chairman Jim Ullrich of the Austin Independent School District 


(AISD) •  


GAATN directors present were Ron Brey (ACC) , Les Marcos (COA) , Dr. Charles 


Warlick (UT), James Ting (GSC), Jim Ullrich (AISD), and Garry Wilkison (TC). Susan 


Morton (LCRA) joined the meeting at 2:45pm.  


Also present were Glen Smith (AISD), Don Silver (SWB, Jim Clark (TC), Ron 


Nourzad (LCRA), Ed Delabarre (COA), and Patrick Jordan (COA)  


ITEM #1. Citizen Communications. (2 minutes) 
There were no citizen communications.  


ITEM #2. Approve Minutes of previous meetings. (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


Les Marcos requested that we correct item #11 which should include data 


security along with site security. Les Marcos moved to accept the minutes of 


the 1/23/95 meetinq as corrected. Garrv Wilkison seconded the motion. There 


was no discussion, the motion passed unanimously.  


ITEM #3. Adopt Order of Agenda. (Ullrich, 1 minute) The 


board adopted the order of agenda.  


ITEM #4. Board Chairman update. (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


Jim Ullrich reviewed the status of the Tx-Dot permits. He noted there were a 


few requiring further work. SW Bell had no further status. Some general 


discussion was held relating to the Tx-Dot agreements. Jim Ullrich reviewed 


an agreement issued by EUD relating to a new ordinance on pole attachments. 


He noted, that after having been read by the attorneys, it was determined 


that the ordinance should not affect GAATN. Jim Ullrich reviewed the current 


status of hiring a Contract Manager. He noted a recommendation might be made 


to the Superintendent as soon as the end of this week. A list was passed 


around to obtain each members E-mail address to be returned to the board. 


Jim Ullrich reviewed the current status of the SW Bell agreement. He noted, 


the final agreement has not been received by Bill Bingham. Jim Ullrich also 


reported that the AISD attorney asked about the status of Amendment Three. 


Ed Delabarre, the city's attorney, stated that he still wants to meet with 


the AISD attorney to clear up some differences. Les Marcos recommended that 


each of the entities attorneys meet to discuss the agreement. Ron Brey 


recommended that the attorneys meet at the next GAATN board meeting. Ed 


Delabarre stated that he will send the wording that is in dispute to the 


Chair for distribution to the attorneys and members.  


ITEM #5. Discuss/consider pedernales Electric Cooperative, Inc. (PECI) 


agreement, and Southwestern Bell agreement. (Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


Jim Ullrich has received information from Bill Bingham that Bill has made 


his first contact with PECI. PECI is requesting information regarding the  
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design of the network before they can continue with the agreement. Don 


Silver noted that some changes have been made in PECls pole placement and 
that SW Bell is working on completing the design. Glen Smith recommended 


looking to Circle C. cable company for possible conduit use. Don Silver 


plans to investigate this. Les Marcos recommended that if the PECI agreement 


will cause a delay, we should notify the Superintendent of Schools as he 


requested. It was agreed upon that this would be done once it was determined 


that a delay may occur. Some discussion was held with regards to several 


locations which may have pending construction and may cause changes in the 
cable route. Don Silver stated that he has not received definite plans from 


the parties involved. He will continue to investigate. Les Marcos 


recommended that Don Silver talk to Tom Frommack at the city.  


ITEM #6. Board Chairman Update.  


Duplicate entry  


(Ullrich, 2 minutes)  


ITEM #7. Receive/consider update report from GAATN Construction liaison. 


(Nipper, 15 minutes)  


Jean Nipper was not present due to medical reasons. Jim Ullrich stated she 


has been working with him over the phone to assist in hiring the Contract 


Manager and other issues. Jim Ullrich announced that there would be a 


meeting with a video producer Dan Hayes to asses having him help produce the 


GAATN video. The meeting would be held at 3:00pm on 2/9/95 at B300 in the 


AISD administration building. Some discussion was held regarding the video.  


ITEM #8.  Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and  


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


Glen Smith reviewed some RFls that were returned from SW Bell. Dr. Warlick 


asked for information regarding RFI #142. Glen stated he would respond to 


that at a later date. Jim Ullrich asked for a status of the reconfiguration 


of racks at the Super-node sites. Glen stated he has not had time to 


respond. Don Silver took a moment to announce the passing of Rick Corbin. 


Jim Ullrich announced that a letter was sent to Rick Corbin's family on 


behalf of the GAATN board expressing their condolences and Jim Ullrich 


attended the funeral on behalf of the board. Don reviewed the completion 


status of the network rings. Some discussion was held on this matter. Garry 


Wilkison requested some information on a Video RFI he had submitted. Ron 


Brey also asked for some information on the same. Glen recommended that a 


meeting be held with SW Bellon this matter. After some discussion on video 


requirements, it was determined that a separate meeting should be held to 


discuss video issues. At 2:45pm Susan Morton (LCRA) joined the meeting.  


ITEM #9.  Discuss/consider RFI's. (Smith, 10 minutes)  


No further discussion was held.  


ITEM #10. Receive/consider update report from GAATN Manager. 


(Phillips, 10 minutes)  


Eric Phillips discussed the current status of investigations into liability 


insurance for the network, Floor plans for the common sites, and his 


discussions with TESS. Garry Wilkison asked how we will take care of the 


costs for rearranging the common sites. Don Silver recommended that we look 


again at how we plan to alter the sites and we may be able to add racks 


without rearranging racks already installed. Les Marcos commented that we 


should keep aware of the air cooling requirements. Glen Smith stated he has 


addressed this for implementation at later date. As requested at a previous 


meeting, a list of terms with definitions was distributed by Eric Phillips. 


The list was discussed and it was decided that comments and suggestions 


would be submitted for discussion at another board meeting. Eric reviewed a 


draft of operating guidelines for common  
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sites requesting future input for additions or changes.  


ITEM #11. Discuss/consider recommendations from the Technical Subcommittee. 


(Phillips, 10 minutes)  


Eric Phillips reviewed the minutes of the technical subcommittee meeting.  


ITEM #12. Discuss/consider hiring a GAATN attorney. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


A discussion was held and it was determined that a Request for Proposal 


(RFP) should be developed and through this, a determination could be made as 


to what time frame the attorney would start. Les Marcos recommended that 


attorneys from several entities meet together and develop the RFP. Jim 


Ullrich stated that he would relay this discussion to Linda Picazo and they 


would proceed to develop a plan.  


ITEM #13. Discuss NTIA grant. (Marcos, 10 minutes)  


Patrick Jordan distributed a brief describing the NTIA grant and some 


information relating to grants awarded in 1994. He reviewed this information 


and some discussion was held by the board. It was decided that Ron Brey 


would make some changes to last years grant application and after review by 


the members, letters of support would be added to the application.  


ITEM #14. Identify an alternate location for the February 21st meeting and 


confirm time, date, for next regular meeting. (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


Ron Brey recommended that the next meeting be held a the ACC District 


Administration building, 5930 Middle Fiskville on Tuesday, February 21st at 


1:00pm. This was agreed upon by general consensus.  


ITEM #15. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


Suggested items were: GAATN Amendment #3, GAATN Variable budget, Pedernales 


Electrical agreement, Tx-DOT and SW Bell agreements, and cable relocation 


issues.  


ITEM #16. Adjourn.  


Dr Warlick moved to adiourn the meetinq at 4:15pm. The motion was seconded 


bv Ron Brev and passed unanimously. The meetinq was adiourned.  


fiI@gaabmm4  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF EMERGENCY MEETING 


February 16, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in emergency session on February 


16, 1995, in the AISD board auditorium. The meeting was called to 


order at 11:10 by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Ron Brey (ACC), 


Jim Ullrich (AISD), Les Marcos (COA), Ron Norzad (LCRA), Linda 


Picazo (State GSC), Garry Wilkison (TC), and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT @ 


A). Board alternates present were Glen Smith (AISD) and Tom Frommack 


(COA). Eric Phillips, GAATN Network Manager and Jean Nipper, GAATN 


Contract Liaison were also present.  


Linda Picazo moved to accept the resignation of Eric Phillips as 


network manager effective February 17, 1995. Ron Brey seconded the 


motion which passed unanimously. A copy of Phillips' resignation 


letter is attached and made a part of these minutes.  


Eric Phillips gave his perspective of the network manager job. 


Various board members asked him questions about the job 


description, and if it should be changed.  


Jim Ullrich announced that he would send each member a current copy 


of the job description, the advertisement that was placed in the 


papers last fall, and a written summation of the network manager 


position that was being prepared by Eric. Ullrich asked the members 


review the material and respond with any suggested changes by 


February 21. He would disseminate the suggestions at the next 


regular GAATN meeting on February 21. Everyone agreed that time was 


of the essence and we should move as quickly as possible to fill the 


position.  


Being no further business, the meeting adjourned.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


February 21, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on February 21, 1995, 


in the ACC District Administration Building. The meeting was called to 


order at 1:37 by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Ron Brey (ACC), Jim 


Ullrich (AISD), Tom Frommack (COA), Ron Norzad (LCRA), Linda Picazo 


(State GSC), Garry wilkison (TC), and Charles Warlick (UT @ A). Board 


alternates present were Glen Smith (AISD), Susan Morton (LCRA), James 


Ting (state GSC) and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT @ A). Also present were Jean 


Nipper, GAATN Construction Liaison, Don Silver (SWB) and J. Pat  


Martin, AISD Contract Manager.  


1. There were no citizens communications.  


I ,  


2~ Ron Brey moved that the minutes of the February 6 regular meeting 


be approved as printed. Ron Norzad seconded the motion which passed 


unanimously.  


3. Jim Ullrich requested that Item #13 be considered after Item #5. Ron 


Brey so moved. Linda Picazo seconded the motion which passed 


unanimously.  


4. Jim Ullrich reported that the Southwestern Bell pole attachment 


agreement has been received and reviewed by Bill Bingham. A marked-up 


copy had just been received by the chair. The final version should be 


ready for board approval at the next regular meeting.  


5. Jim Ullrich distributed copies of the 1995 Variable Budget with a 


new column that identifies projected expenditures for the remainder of 


the fiscal year. A draft of the 1996 Variable Budget is not ready yet. 


Ron Brey suggested that the $25,000 deductible set aside for insurance 


be more clearly identified.  


13. Jim Ullrich distributed copies of a proposed budget expenditure of 


$3000 to hire Dan Hays to produce a GAATN video. Since it was not clear 


if two other proposals for professional services needed to be obtained 


before awarding the contract, by unanimous consent the board agreed to 


postpone action on this item. Ullrich will check with the AISD 


purchasing officer to ascertain when request for proposals are needed 


for professional services.  


6. Jim Ullrich told the board that he had received a message from Ed 


Delabarre that he could not attend the meeting of attorneys that had been 


scheduled for 1:00 p.m. today to discuss Amendment #3. Delabarre still 


wanted to confer with GAATN member attorneys. Therefore Amendment #3 


remains on hold. Tom Frommack  







 


commented that the cable TV franchise process has been consuming most 


of Delabarre's time.  


7. Ullrich announced that the Perdinales Electric pole attachment 


agreement will be negotiated as soon as all of the engineers work is 


completed. The final TxDot right-of-way agreement will be completed 


soon. Don Silver said that as soon as SWB sends TxDot the proof of 


insurance that names them as a beneficiary, TxDot will complete the 


agreement.  


8. Jean Nipper gave a report which required a number of motions on the 


part of the board. The first involved space availability at AISD 


locations for other Participants.  


Charles Warlick moved that the Board formally request that AISD, based 


on appropriate policy, approve needed space in certain AISD. locations 


for GAATN participants use. Ron Brey seconded the motion. After 


additional discussion, Warlick withdrew his motion with the consent of 


the seconder.  


I ,  


Warlick then moved that the Board formally recommend to the AISD 


authorities that they approve the use of space for GAATN members in 


various locations identified in attached documents. Ron Brey seconded 


the motion which passed unanimously.  


The second issue revolved around alternate disaster recovery locations. 


Tom Frommack moved that Jim Ullrich, as the AISD representative, direct 


the contract manager to direct Southwestern Bell to place slack in the 


fiber at certain sites to be identified by the Technology Subcommittee, 


as long as no additional costs are incurred and the placing of slack 


neither delays the construction of the network nor damages the integrity 


of the network. James Ting seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


The third issue revolve around the purchasing of goods and services from 


the SWB bid awarded by AISD. Tom Frommack moved that Jim Ullrich obtain 


information regarding the proper procedure to follow to allow GAATN 


participants to purchase goods and services from the Southwestern Bell 


bid and other GAATN providers. Ron Brey seconded the motion which passed 


unanimously.  


Nipper then introduced Pat Martin of Marcom Engineering. He is the new 


contract manager for the SWB contract, hired by AISD. She reminded 


everyone that according to GAATN board policy, all communications are 


to flow through the appointed board members. Therefore, all RFI's should 


be sent to Jim Ullrich who will send them on the Pat Martin.  


9. Glen smith distributed a packet of correspondence that he had received 


since the last meeting. Questions were asked about various letters.  







 


10. There was no discussion on RFI's.  


11. Jim Ullrich reported that the Technical Subcommittee met, but was 


unable to look over the Fibermux equipment, since the company engineers 


were unable to attend. Their plane was diverted from landing at Austin 


due to the fog. Glen announced that the next meeting will be held on 


February 22 at 3:00. Since Eric Phillips had been chairing the meetings, 


his resignation has left a vacancy. Jim Ullrich reappointed Wayne 


Wedemeyer as chair of the Technical Subcommittee.  


12. Ullrich reported that only Tom Frommack responded with suggestions 


for changes to the job description for the network manager. These 


entailed primarily obtaining help for the manager so he/she does not 


become bogged down in paperwork.  


The board members agreed that a newspaper advertisement would not be 


needed. Ullrich will put the job posting on GAATN letterhead and send 


to all members so it can be posted at their locations.  


14. There was no information on the NTIA grant.  


I ,  


,  


15. The next regular GAATN meeting is on March 6 at 1:30, at LCRA.  


16. Agenda items will include budget transfers to cover costs for 


consulting and professional services, hiring of a producer for the GAATN 


video, the 1996 Variable Budget, and approval of the SWB pole attachment 


agreement. In addition, SWB is to provide estimates to the GAATN 


Contract Manager on potential costs for moving portions of the network 


when road work or other projects dictate the need to relocate the fiber.  


17. Ron Brey moved that the meeting adjourn. James Ting seconded 


the motion. The meeting was adjourned.  
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 GREATER .AUSTIN AREA 


 ,  


TELECOMMtJNICATIONS NE"I"VORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 
March 6, 1995  


The GA4..TN Board ofDirector~ met in regular ~I::S8jon on March 6, 1995, at the Lower ColQrado 


River Au1hority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, The mcoting was called to order at 1 :35 p.m, hy l.~nn •• 


n Jim VIJrich. Present WI:":T.~ Ch:1rl~" W:I,.1f,ck (1 JT), R<m 'Rrey (ACe), T{lID F.mmmack (COA), 


Gary Wilkis(.'lD. (Ie), Linda Pica~o (Stdc GSC), and John Edmonds (LCRA). Hoard altentates 
pre~ent v..--ere Mike Beeman (ATSD), \Va)lle Wo;;;dcmc)'cT (UT). JaJlll;;S Ting (Sla:k.; GSC), and RQll 


N,m~l1d CLeM). Also pr~s'<lnt W.;?1'4;; Jean Nipper, GAAIN Constnlcti.on Liaison, l)on SilVCT 


(SWR). arid J. Pat Mart.i.n, AISD  


Conl.r;tct M30agcr.  '  


1. Inere were JJO citizens oomrmmications.  


2. Ron Brey moved tl:1at tbe minutes oUtle Fehruary .1.6 emergt:mcy ml::eting and the February 21 


regul;u' meeti.ng be approved. Garry \"\i'ilki.son st."q:mded the motion which passed unanimously.  


3. Jim L'llrich requested that Item # g be ¢ODsidered after Item # 5-.  


4. Jim Ullrich reported on. 1hrcc motions from the prcviou.s regular: meeting. The space issue W3.<: 


t'l.I:l'J:l(.'(i over to Curt Shaw. AISD Director of Conslruc1ion Ma.nageml.:."O.t,. for 3. ;roc()IDmt'.!1.de1i<.mk. 


the BI.\,,1.rtl. Jim TJl:lri(~h ll~ked PK'lard lnEm'lh~r~ to submit a. fm:.U and complete list of all required 
slack points fur future POPs. FinaUy, Jim (JlIrich reported 1hat 1Jl~Tt: is no problcm with tbe six o~r 


t;.nti.tics purchasing goods and servicr;:::; from the SWB bid awarded 1l)' AlSD. Ji1T.1.lJJkioh .reminded 


mem.oo~ of the ccmmunica:t1om; poli~y adopted by the Board which states that all 


cOnnDu.nicatiQlls sh()uLd go t.hrough the official representative to the Board.  


5. Jean Nipper gave a. report rcmindtng members ofthc guidelineg; of the Interlocal Agreement 


and C4:m:Jmj1mell:t!' to meeting com;1nLcti.OT1 deadlines~ to avoid delays in nelwork. 


activation ..  


8. W8)ne Wedr;.'Jl1~rr.:r r(;.-por!cd on the activities of the Tecbnical $UbclllIlJl1i~. TIle 
comm.it1re is ~cting a policy draft from /\ISD for sharing and a.cce~sing common 


equipment space. A discu:li~ion of how space could be expa.od«l with ("'1:msidcration of  


, issues such as pO\.vcr, IiVAC, acc.;;ss and security was !abJcd until /\ISD's space policy is 


rr.::cc1ycd. Wayne then r~l'o:rted {l)l ~c\'cra1localj()ng desi.gnated for slack. points to ensure a solid 


dc'S:ign which provide:,; redundancy bdwC:.'t:.'n U!Sl.."t' rings and 1he super rings ::Illd hetW'EEm USeT 


rings <mly and also provides support fi)T SONET inl'?lem~.t.atil..m. Wayne emphasiz~d that the 
oOlDmitt'f;.'l;': worked within the curroot design and  
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conslrUcfion of the ootwm:k, recognizing that redundancy is impcrtant, hut not more important 


than compl~1ing construction 'without delay.  


G. Pat Martin reported OIl his meetings v.11b. Don Silver and the importance oflhe Board taking 


actioo on all outstanding RF.f's. He also reminded tile Hoard members of the SWB fiber uptic 


training ofIe,red by SWB. Pat Martin then repOrted 011 his meetings with the Eun ;m;pectors 


and said rb,qt 1tley would he addre~lling' issues together. Finally. he r::imng.ly rCCQf.l1mended that 


the B(,am request a writtj:ln comtJ':l(:nt' fi-om JanCom en standards issues on the 1lctwork and 
stated th.'lt it v.ill he 1he nmvork lu.a.n,ag~'S r.cspon1\ihility to maintain llnd update m:mdank  


7. Garry Wilkison moved to accept RfTs # 134 and #151. Llnda ~)iC3Z~ seconded 1he moliol1 


Whicb passed unanimously. CIm.rl~ W<li li~ uw"cd 10 aow.pI # 142 aJ.IU Tom Frommack 


secO'IIded, A"ft;;( discm:siml of policy regarding the ¢ity'st\;velve strands in. spurs that are in 


COA right-of-W3)', :Fro11Jl11ack withdrew his seCQnd and Warlick  


 "Witbdrev.- "the mo1ton.  :  


9. Ron Brey moved to offer a CQIltract to Dan Haysro produce the GAA TN video and ITansfer 


$3,000 fWTIl insurance to I'mfessiml<"\l ~)rvjces. The mQtion was 8t:1.'1md<:;d by Garry Wilki::;oo 


311.d passoo. lm:qnimously.  


10, Jim "(JUrich will request Ii propos-'d from J3:D.com to .illcrease ms~tions during the 


COngtTUctioll phase and to participare in the construction meetings.  


11. Jim UUrich discu$s~ the FY'96 vanabte budg~, mentioning profess.ional $crvi~:s. con1rnct 


mainl:enal.1l':e, ~d the .in.<~ul'3nce deduclible, and allocating 1he propi->r amount\< to network CltI.d 


oonfJ1ru(,:llon manag<nnart ..  


12. The Bo.'U'd discussed schedules, including spring break, and determined. that the iIllt:;:rvit:"'~ 


fl.l!" tlJC)' network. Hl.i:!llager positinll :;huuld be beld the inorn;ng ofMaroh 20 with possible !u"1ion 


posted fOr the regulm- March 20 meeting. :  


U. The Bt).vu wa~ jIl.lbmlcd that a letter of inIt.-nt for NfTA grant·app1i~ation is due March 23. Tom 


Fromrnack indicated that Patrick Jordan was attending 1he NTI4.. grant application workshop 00. 


March 17.  


1.4. The ncx1: regular GAAT:N meeting is on March 20 at 1:30. at f ,CRA.  


1 S. Agenda items will in.cl1.1d..~ a report from JanConl regarding inSpection proposal, ()Olicy 


regarding City'!: 12 strands in. s.pun; that are in COA righjt-of:'way, GAA.TN memher!i u!'ing hids 


and q\101es of the ulhc:r participants. and the NTIA .g.rant and letter of intent.  


16. Ron Er:-~y m()ved that the meeting adj()nm John Edm<mds s~(mded the motion. lb.==: meeting was 


adjourned.  
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GREATER AllSTIN AREA 


TELECOMI\IUNICA TIONS NET\~lORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


March 20, 1995  


'111C GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on March 20, 1995, at the I.,ower Colorado 


River A.uthori1y, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 :31 p.m. hy 


Chainnan Jim Ullrich. Present were Charles Warlick (UT), Ron Brey (ACe), Les Marcos (COA), 


Garry Wilkison (Te), Linda Picazo (State GSC), and John Edmonds (LCRA). Hoard alternates 


present were Mike Beeman (AISD), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (Slate GSC), Torn 


Frommack (COA), Lee Hisle (ACe), Ron Norzad (LCRA), and Jim Clark (TC). Also present were 


J. Pat Martin, A1SD Contract Manager, Don Silvl."f (SVi,(13), and Joe Jankowski, JanCom.  


1. 111(,'[e were no citizens communications.  


2. Approval of the minutes from the March 6 regular meeting was postponed to the April 3 regular 


meeting.  


3. No changes were made in/he order ofthe agenda.  


4 . .Tim Ullrich reported on the status ofJean Nipper, GAATN c..'onstruction Liaison.  


5. Jim Ullrich gave an update tor Jean Nipper, who recommended a hoard resolution which 


exempted GA..ATN from ElTD/Public Works rules and regulations. Les Marcos commented 1'hat 


the existing GAATN Interlocal Agreement is grandfathered in the new EUD fll1es and therefore 


exempt from any new rules and regulations. Public Works rules regarding street cuts will not go 


into effect until the summer. These rules wiU impact the city's Water/Vlaste Water Department 


more than any other group. No action ,"vas taken by the hoard.  


6. Wayne Wedemeyer repolted on issues addressed hy the Data Vlork Group of the Technical 


Subcommittee, including the slack point request list wilich had been sent to the Board members 


and alternates and forwarded to Southwestern Bell. Charles \Varlick moved that Southwestern Bell 


leave slack at all points identified in Wedenleyer's March 15 m';"'ll1orandum. Garry WiL\ison 


seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


7. J. Pat Martin~ AISD Contract ~klllager., and .Toe Jankowski ofJanCom will meet to discuss 


acceptance and testing procedures on the cable installation. Martin re(XJrted that he had drafted 11 


space accomodation document It)r AISDwhich should be ready 1;)1' distribution soon. Martin 


reported on his concerns about the quality of the installation and the possibilities for latent damage. 


John Edmonds moved that the Technical Committee nHlet 10 address those concerns immediately. 


Les Marcos seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  
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8. Ron Brey moved appn)Vil.l ofRFI 153. Garry \Vilkison seconded the motion which passed 


unanimously.  


9. Joe Jankowski submitted a Vo.Titten proposal to .Tim Ullrich on March 20 for inspection work 


during construction . .Tolm Edmonds moved to accept the contract with .TanCom. Ron Brey 


seconded the motion. The-motion passed with six favorable votes and an abstention by Garry 


Wilkison. Ron Brey moved that a budget transfer be made to cover the cost of the work by 


JanCom. The motion was seconded by Linda Picazo and passed with six favOTable votes and an 


abstent10n by GalT)' \Vilkison.  


10. Wayne Wedemeyer and Jim Ullrich addressed the possibilities for GAATN constmction to 


avoid out'lges and costly reroutes orBIS and il2S when TXDOT constmcts at 1-35 and Ben \-\lhite. 


Linda Picazo agreed to get more specific information from TXDOT by the next GAATN board 


meeting . .Tohn Edmonds moved that construction on B2S be delayed two weeks. Ron Brey 


seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


11. Ron Brey moved to offer Linda Picazo the GAATN network manager position under the 


existing tenns. Jolm Edmonds seconded the motion .",hich passed unanimously.  


12. TIle board discussed the policy of calT)'ing twelve strands of fiber for the City on j spurs 


that are in COA right-of-way. Additional strands over tv.-'elve are paid for by the City. No action 


was taken.  


13. Jim Ullrich reported on Bill Bingham's recommendation that the Board pass a resolution 


allowing members ofGAATN to use each other's bids and quotes. Tho question of how much 


overage is allowed on the construction contract was raised. Jim Ullrich will report on tins issue 


at the next board meeting.  


14. The City of Austin intends to submit a letter of intent by March 23 to apply for a NTIA 


grant.  


15. Jim Ullrich repotted on the GAl\. TN repotis that he and Tom Frommack made to tile City's 


Telecommunications Commission and on the report Frommack made to the Electric Utilities 


Commission. Ullrich questioned what autllOrity these two commissions, especially the 


Telecommunications Commission, have over GAATN. Charles Warlick recommended that city 


ordinances be reft.'1Tenced in determining tile relationship between GAATN and the 


Telecommunications Commission.  


16. "111C next regular board meeting is set for April 3 at 1 :30 p.m. at LCRA.  


17. Agenda items for the next meeting include 1.) limiting board meetings to two hours, and 2.)a 


resoluti(m to allow participants to use ('JAATN hids.  







  To: Jill Ullrich   


From: AI Picazo To: Jim Ullrich  Dal •• : 4t3t95 Tim •• : 00:22:43  


1 R. Garry Wilkison moved that the meeting a(~journ. T jnda Picazo seconded the motion. 


TIle.meeting was adjourned.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


April 3, 1995.  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on April 3, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:36 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Charles Warlick (UT), Ron Brey (ACC), Les 


Marcos (COA), Garry Wilkison (TC), James Ting (State GSC), and Ron Norzad (LCRA). 


Board alternates present were Tom Frommack (COA) Mike Beeman (AISD) and Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager, Jean Nipper, 


GAATN Construction Liaison, Don Silver (SWB), Lance Owen, JanCom Engineering, and 


Vicki Little, EUD.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. James Ting moved that the minutes of the March 6 regular meeting and the March 20 


regular meeting be approved. Ron Brey seconded the motion which passed unanimously. 


LCRA was not present for the vote.  


3. Chairman Jim illlrich pulled items 7 and 10 from the April 3 agenda. In the future there will 


be no bi-weekly report from J. Pat Martin, AISD Contract Manager, but AISD will update the 


Board with significant construction issues. There are too many outstanding issues and 


questions to be answered on item 10, which was postponed for discussion/consideration until 


the April 17 regular meeting.  


4. hI his update, Chairman Jim illlrich welcomed Linda Picazo as the new GAATN Manager. 


illlrich will report at the April17 regular meeting on AISD's position on the March 16 letter 


written by Don Silver to AISD about construction delays. Ron Brey reported on Project 


UNCLE, an NSF grant proposal from a group including ACC, AISD, UT, and LCRA 


participants. A letter of support from the GAATN board was requested. Brey will draft a letter 


of support which will be voted on in a specially called board meeting on Friday, April 7.  


Ullrich reported that he had received a draft agreement for the use of Pedernales Electric 


Cooperative's poles from Bill Bingham. He will report on the agreement at the April 17 


regular meeting after it has been reviewed by him, the construction liaison, and the network 


manager.  


5. Jean Nipper reported that the March 16 letter from Don Silver to AISD about delays in 


construction was currently under consideration. Les Marcos moved that Ullrich direct SWB to 


come back to the board with accurate figures in moving the B1S 1-35 crossing  







  


farther south. Ron Brey seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Ullrich will 


write a letter to Don Silver making the request.  


6. There was no report from the Data Work Group of the Technical Subcommittee. The group 


will meet on April 11 at 3:00 p.m. at the J. J. Pickle Research Center in the Commons 


Building.  


7. Item pulled from agenda.  


8. Lance Owen discussed his March 24 construction observation report to AISD. Ron Brey 


asked that the Board's attention be brought to any situations which were not easily 


correctable. Owen identified B IN as the problem ring, but commented that the network 


installation overall was a good system.  


9. Charles Warlick and Les Marcos jointly moved for acceptance of RFI #142, Option B as 


detailed in Don Silver's March 31 letter to Jim Ullrich about UT's spur request. The cost to UT 


is $6,486.08 and the cost to the COA is $1,606.31 for 24 strands of spliced cable. The motion 


was seconded by Ron Brey and passed unanimously.  


10. Item pulled from agenda.  


11. To be considered at April 17 regular meeting.  


12. Jim Ullrich will fax the language of the 6/6/94 Letter of Understanding which Ed Delabar 


requests becomes Amendment #3 to the Interlocal Agreement. The item will be posted for 


action at the April 17 meeting.  


13. Jim Ullrich will draft a resolution describing the reporting nature of the GAATN Board to 


the City Telecommunications Commission to be distributed at the next meeting.  


14. Charles Warlick moved to limit future board meetings to two hours with a board vote 


required for time extension. Ron N orzad seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 


ACC was not present for the vote.  


15. The next regular GAATN meeting is on Apri117 at 1:30 p.rn. at LCRA.  


16. Agenda items for the next meeting include the election of a vice chair, a report from the 


Data Work Group, action on the issue of ceasing construction of B2S, a resolution on allowing 


GAA TN members to use GAA TN bids and pricing, action on Amendment #3, and a 


resolution on the reporting nature of GAA TN to the City Telecommunications Commission. 


Ullrich reminded the Board that April 14 is Good Friday and that AISD will be closed. The 


agenda will be distributed and posted on Thursday, April 13.  


17. Garry Wilkison moved for adjournment. Les Marcos seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously. The meeting adjourned at 3:29 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NE1WORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


April 17, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on April 17, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:40 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Charles Warlick (UT), Ron Brey (ACC), Les 


Marcos (COA), Garry Wilkison (TC), Bruce Schremp (GSC), and Ron Norzad (LCRA). Board 


alternates present were Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Tom Frommack (COA), Mike Beeman, 


(AISD), James Ting (GSC), and Jim Clark (TC). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAA TN 


Network Manager, Jean Nipper, GAA TN Construction Liaison, Glen Smith (AISD), Don 


Silver (SWB), and David Holle (LCRA).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Les Marcos moved that the minutes of the April 3 regular meeting be approved. Garry 
Wilkison seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Garry Wilkison nominated Ron Brey as Vice Chairman of the GAA TN Board. Les Marcos 


seconded the nomination. Garry Wilkison then moved to close the nominations and elect Ron 


Brey by acclamation. The motion was seconded by Bruce Schremp and passed unanimously.  


5. Chairman Ullrich distributed copies of a letter from LCRA expressing an interest in 


obtaining twelve strands on B IN from another GAA TN participant. Ullrich attached copies of 


the pertinent pages from the Interlocal Agreement addressing the sale of strands between 


members and the use of network rights. Ullrich and Linda Picazo will develop rules and 


policies regarding the use of network rights in compliance with the Interlocal Agreement to 


present to the Board for comment. Ullrich mentioned that the space policy was being worked 


internally at AISD. He distributed Carol Hays' (SWB) response to JanCom's letter about 


inspection issues and will send out the most recent findings by JanCom the week of April 17. 


Finally, Ullrich requested that the technical committee address Don Silver's questions about 


slack points expressed in Silver's April 12 letter. Wayne Wedemeyer asked to whom the 


technical committee should respond. Ullrich responded that he, Don Silver, and Jean Nipper 


should be sent the response from the technical committee simultaneously.  


6. Linda Picazo distributed a memorandum which had been sent to Jim Ullrich detailing items 


to be addressed immediately. Picazo also identified network monitoring, methods for sharing 


information between entities, and cable location as other important items.  







  


Picazo requested that board members contact her with any other issues which were not 


included in the status report.  


7. Jean Nipper reminded the board that the RFI on specifically requested space in six of the 


AISD super node sites had been approved.  


8. Wayne Wedemeyer reported on issues which had been addressed in the April 11 


technical committee meeting. Those issues included slack points, Southwestern Bell's 


procedures for testing fiber, space in the super node sites, internet access through the 


University of Texas, and the possibility of overlashing B1S and B2S in the 1-35/Ben White 


area. The next technical committee meeting will be held on April 25 at 3:00 p.m. at the J.I 


Pickle Research Center, in the Commons Building.  


9. Garry Wilkison reported on the April 13 meeting of the video committee with a 


representative from American Lightwave Systems (ALS). Methods for sharing facilities for 


the transmission of analog video and transport of video to UT for bi-directional instruction 


and connection to an uplink were considered. The preferred method is to use two strands on 


A2N as the common video strands and to hand off each participant's fiber to the common 


fiber at the NOCC at Treaty Oak Square. Wilkison will bring additional information to the 


board at a later date.  


10. Chairman Ullrich distributed another list of RF!'s and requested that board members 


review the list, identify outstanding RFI's, and make a decision to either withdraw or 


proceed with those RFI's. Les Marcos requested a separate list of only outstanding RF!'s. 


Don Silver agreed to provide such a list.  


11. Southwestern Bell confmned that a temporary suspension in the affected areas of B2S, 


including the Austin Bergstrom Airport area and the intersection of I-35/Ben White, could 


be absorbed without any adverse changes in the overall construction schedule. After this 


confirmation, Les Marcos moved that Southwestern Bell be directed to suspend 


construction on B2S around the Bergstrom Airport area and also around the I-35/Ben White 


area for 30 days. The motion also included a request for a report from Southwestern Bell by 


Friday, April 21, on the costs and timelines for rerouting construction of B2S. Ron Brey 


seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Marcos requested that Linda Picazo 


coordinate a meeting for the affected participants to review the report before the next board 


meeting.  


12. Bruce Schremp moved to accept the reroute ofB1S south of St. Elmo as described in 


Don Silver's April 13 letter to Chairman Ullrich. Ron Norzad seconded the motion. The 


motion passed with abstentions by Travis County and the University of Texas.  


13. Les Marcos moved that the contract for the Construction Liaison be extended for the 


remainder of the fiscal year. Ron Brey seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  







 


14. This item was postponed for discussion/consideration until the May 1 regular meeting.  


15. Ullrich asked that the members check with their legal counsel on Amendment #3 and be 


prepared to vote at the May 1 regular meeting.  


16. The next regular GAATN meeting is on May 1 at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


17. Agenda items for the next regular meeting include the disposition of outstanding RFI's, the 


status of B2S construction, a resolution on use of OAA TN bids and pricing by members, 


Amendment #3, the space policy draft, the progress of the OAA TN video, and the letter to the 


City Telecommunications Commission.  


18. Charles Warlick moved for adjournment. Ron Norzad seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously. The meeting adjourned at 3:10 p.m.  







   


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


May 15,1995  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on May 15, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:45 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Les Marcos (COA), John Edmonds 


(LCRA), Garry Wilkison (TC), Ron Brey (ACC), Bruce Schremp (State GSC), Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT). Board alternates present were Ron Norzad (LCRA), James Ting (State 


GSC), Mike Beeman (AISD), and Tom Frommack (COA). Also present were Linda Picazo, 


GAATN Network Manager, Jean Nipper, GAATN Construction Liaison, Don Silver (SWB), 


Joe Jankowski and Bill Hawk, JanCom Engineering.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Les Marcos moved that the minutes of the April 17 regular meeting be approved. 


Wayne Wedemeyer seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich mentioned that he is listed as the GAA TN contact person in the City of 


Austin's RFI for strategic partners in the development of the City fiber project. The 


document asks respondents to indicate how the proposed network would be connected to 


GAA TN. Ullrich also mentioned that he will be out for two days, beginning Friday, May 


19.  


5. Linda Picazo updated the Board on the status of TESS membership, insurance, a 


maintenance contract, the RFP for attorney services, and the Siecor training.  


6. Jean Nipper distributed a draft of the GAATN Space Accomodation Policy, asking 


members to review it and submit comments to Chairman Ullrich in preparation for a vote at 


the May 30 board meeting. Nipper also updated the board on the status of the pole 


agreement with Southwestern Bell, the cable ordered by Southwestern Bell without a 


change order, the JanCom inspection reports from Lance Owen, and the BIS/B2S situation.  


7. Mike Beeman reported that AISD will be monitoring construction of the network very 


closely with a team composed of Jim Ullrich, Curt Shaw, Glen Smith, Pat Martin and Gary 


Putnam, from MarCom Engineering, and Jean Nipper. The team meets every Friday at 2:00 


p.m. to review construction issues. Beeman updated the Board on the May 3 COA  







  


Public Works hearing during which R. B. Ring, a subcontractor on the GAATN 


construction, was issued a warning in response to three previous citations.  


Beeman asked Ullrich to review the process for all RH's received by AISD. Ullrich stated that 


RFI's will fIrst go to JanCom for review before being sent to Southwestern Bell.  


Once an RFI is accepted by the Board, an official change order is created by Southwestern 


Bell, which is approved by JanCom and AISD. When asked about time constraints by Tom 


Frommack, Beeman replied that AISD would strive to have JanCom spend no more than two 


days reviewing the RFI before sending the request to Southwestern Bell, whose interval is 


fIfteen days.  


Beeman asked Glen Smith to update the Board on the status of AIN. Smith stated that AIN 


was operational as of that day, May 15. Les Marcos asked if the ring had been accepted, and 


Beeman replied that it had not been accepted and that AISD was waiting on a quality 


assurance plan which had been requested from Southwestern Bell.  


Beeman reported that the COA's RFI #128 had been given to JanCom for review and that 


Wayne Wedemeyer's request for additional slack points had also been sent to JanCom, 


following the new procedure for change orders.  
)){@Jt.r/\(' (  


8. Wayne Wedemeyer reported on the April 25 meeting of the Technical Committee. The  n  ~··:-,1  
committee voted to ask the Board to approve an order for fIber to be used in emergency   ,i:t'~  
situations. Don Silver will fax to Linda Picazo the sizes of fiber he gathered in response to   I , I  


a similar request by Eric Phillips. Wedemeyer also reported on the committee's vote to   . M~  
ask the Board to approve four POPs on the super rings as requested by the State GSC .. ·l/v~7.CCI_r;1£"  
He explained that because of various applications and technologies used by different ~  -~  


entities, there is no differentiation between user and super rings. Wedemeyer emphasized  ............ i< _ .. },/  


the fact that without other POPs on the super rings, the network has a single point of  .,yLc ,  


failure, that is, if the NOC at Treaty Oak were to burn, the entire network would fail. Ron ! .'  


Brey requested a response from JanCom by the May 30 regular meeting regarding the  


additional POPs. Les Marcos requested an "issue paper" on all changes to the  


construction of the network.  


 


 


9. Chairman Ullrich distributed a list of outstanding RFI's and requested that the members 


continue to review the list and advise him of the disposition of the RH's. Wayne Wedemeyer 


requested that RFI #133 be withdrawn.  


 


10. Garry Wilkison moved to reconsider the vote taken at the April I? regular meeting to 


reroute BIS south of St. Elmo. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously. After a presentation by Bill Hawk of JanCom and lengthy discussion among 


board members, John Edmonds moved that the Board accept JanCom's fIrst recommendation 


for the short term, completing the construction of B IS as originally designed, but also to 


continue working with TXDOT about the possibility of placing conduit under 1-35 and 


investigating the eventual reroute of BIS and B2S to avoid the  







  


intersection of 1-35 and Ben White. Les Marcos seconded the motion. There were six 


favorable votes and an abstention by UT.  


Les Marcos requested that "low cost" and "high cost" be defined in terms of dollars. Joe 


Jankowski responded that there was not enough time during this particular evaluation, but 


that in the future, depending on time constraints, dollar estimates would be included.  


11. Bill Hawk presented JanCom's recommendations on the construction of B2S around the 


Bergstom area and at the I35lBen White intersection. During the ensuing lengthy discussion, 


John Edmonds left and Ron Norzad assumed voting responsibility for LCRA. At 3:45 p.m., 


Ron Brey moved to extend the meeting an additional fifteen minutes. The motion was 


seconded by Les Marcos and passed unanimously.  


Les Marcos moved to accept JanCom's recommendation to temporarily close the ring and 


build a spur to Austin Bergstrom International Airport and the Del Valle Correctional 


Institution along routes recommended by JanCom. Marcos made the motion with the 


understanding that Bergstrom, Del Valle, and ACC would eventually be part of a ring, either 


part of B2S or part of a separate, smaller ring. Garry Wilkison seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously.  


At 4:00 p.m., Les Marcos moved to extend the meeting thirty minutes. Garry Wilkison 


seconded the motion. There were six favorable votes and an opposing vote by Wayne 


Wedemeyer.  


Garry Wilkison moved to continue with the original design at the 1-351Ben White 


intersection on B2S and to pursue JanCom's recommendation to coordinate placement of 


new poles at the edge of the new right-of-way. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously.  


12. Discussion/consideration of a resolution allowing GAA TN members to use GAA TN 


bids and pricing was postponed until the May 30 regular meeting.  


13. Discussion/consideration of the FY96 variable budget was postponed until the May 30 


regular meeting.  


14. Billy Gammon of William Gammon Insurance and Scott Wyatt, Risk Manager for 


AISD, presented the proposed network insurance policy to the Board. The policy has an 


annual premium cost of $47,306.00 and an annual cumulative deductible of $25,000.00. Les 


Marcos moved to extend the meeting an additional five minutes. Ron Brey seconded the 


motion. There were six favorable votes and an opposing vote by Wayne Wedemeyer. Ron 


Brey requested a written description of the process used in selecting the insurance policy. 


Linda Picazo will provide the description in the following week.  


15. Discussion/consideration of Amendment #3 was postponed until the May 30 regular 


meeting.  







 


16. An update on the GAATN video was postponed until the May 30 regular meeting.  


17. The next regular meeting will be held on Tuesday, May 30, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


18. Agenda items were not discussed.  


19. Wayne Wedemeyer moved to adjourn the meeting at 4:35 p.m. Ron Norzad 
seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING May 


30,1995  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on May 30, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 


:45 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Garry Wilkison (TC), Ron Brey (ACC), Bruce 


Schremp (State GSC), and Dr. Charles Warlick (UT). Board alternates present were Ron 


Norzad (LCRA), James Ting (State GSC), Mike Beeman (AISD), Tom Frommack (COA) Jim 


Clark (TC), and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network 


Manager, Jean Nipper, GAATN Construction Liaison, Don Silver (SWB), and Pat Martin 


(Marcom Engineering).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Garry Wilkison moved that the minutes of the May 15 regular meeting be approved. Tom 


Frommack seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich had no official report..  


5. Linda Picazo distributed a list of priorities developed for the network manager's 


position during the past six months and noted the status of those items.  


6. Jean Nipper distributed a draft of the GAA TN Space Accommodation Policy. After a 


discussion with board members, Nipper recommended that AISD rewrite it as only an AISD 


policy. Nipper reported that the final copy of the Southwestern Bell pole attachment 


agreement is forthcoming. Nipper also reported on a meeting between AISD and 


Southwestern Bell. The result of the meeting is that Wayne Weaver of Southwestern Bell will 


spend much more time in the field inspecting the subcontractors' work.  


7. Mike Beeman reported that the bid for construction of A2N had not been released by 


Southwestern Bell yet, but that Don Silver was confident that the substantial completion date 


of 12/31195 would still be met. Beeman then reported that, following the terms of the 


construction contract, AISD intends to withhold 5% of the final payment to Southwestern Bell 


pending final testing and acceptance. He requested that the participants continue with their 


normal payments to AISD. Dr. Warlick requested that he be updated on the status of the 


University's payments.  







  


Beeman then distributed a letter from Bill Hawk of JanCom to Jim Ullrich concerning the 


status of the B2S situation. Tom Frommack reported that Sherry Jones of the EUD faxed a 


letter to JanCom on Friday, May 26, with more recent information on the EUD's plans for 


affected areas. AISD will update the board as more progress is made on the issue.  


Finally, Beeman distributed another letter from Bill Hawk to Jim Ullrich, dated May 26, 1995. 


The letter addresses the issue of POP's on the super rings. The letter indicates JanCom's 


concurrence with the concept of POP's on the super rings which give the requesting entity 


access to only its fibers. However, JanCom represents in the letter that "the addition of a super 


ring node, which includes interruption of the entire cable and access to all entities fiber ... 


represents a significant redesign of the OAA TN ring structure." The final paragraph in the 


letter recommends "an evaluation of the potential for creating a secondary attachment point 


between each super ring and its sub rings, and between the super rings. It should be noted that 


although several entities are not currently planning a network architecture which requires this 


topology, future installations may dictate that such redundancy be provided."  


8. Linda Picazo reported on the May 24 meeting of the Technical Committee. Agenda items 


for the meeting included a policy on adding POPs on the super rings; network monitoring and 


management; network standards; shared applications; and RAILL, TBONE and OAATN. 


Picazo reiterated the committee's support of adding POPs on the super rings and concurrence 


with the content of Wayne Wedemeyer's "white paper" on the super ring issue, which was 


requested by Les Marcos at the previous board meeting and distributed at the May 30 board 


meeting.  


Picazo then requested clarification from the board on her role in bringing resolution on the 


issue of POPs on the super rings by asking whether the issue is a construction issue or a 


network issue. Chairman Ullrich responded that the issue falls under both construction and 


network management and that Picazo is to coordinate with the technical committee, 


construction manager and JanCom to answer questions JanCom has relating to the sites 


requested and reasons for those requests.  


As the engineer of record responsible for the design and integrity of the network, JanCom 


expressed to the Chairman and the network manager a preference for reviewing all planned 


requests for super ring POPs in consideration of the entire network and network participants. 


This approach was detailed in JanCom's May 26 response to the Chairman's May 24 letter 


requesting review and approval of a single entity's requests for super ring POPs.  


Dr. Warlick stepped out of the meeting. Wayne Wedemeyer made a motion that the board 


approve the concept of POPs on super rings if there were no negative comments from JanCom 


by the next board meeting. Tom Frommack offered an amendment that the Board approve the 


concept of POPs on super rings specifically if they do not impact the integrity of the network. 


Mter discussion by the board, Frommack withdrew his amendment and Wayne revised his 


original motion. The revised motion was that the  







 


Board approve the concept of POPs on super rings. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, 


which passed unanimously. Schremp requested that JanCom be present at the June 12 board 


meeting.  


Picazo stated that lists of sites; operating guidelines for common sites; and definitions of 


POPs, spurs, nodes and other terms were distributed to each entity represented at the 


technical committee meeting for review. Each entity is also to provide Picazo with a list or 


description of network monitoring requirements.  


9. Chairman Ullrich distributed a list of outstanding RFI's and requested that the members 


continue to review the list and advise him of the disposition of the RFI's. Dr. Warlick 


mentioned a letter from JanCom about a UT RFI for adding a site at 815 San Gabriel. Warlick 


asked for assurance that JanCom's comments about the RFI would not delay Southwestern 


Bell's pricing interval. Ron Brey expressed interest in participating in this particular RFI. 


Chairman Ullrich will circulate the RFI to determine other participants' interest in sharing.  


10. Chairman Ullrich distributed the resolution allowing GAA TN members to use  


GAA TN bids and pricing. Tom Frommack questioned the wording in item 2 and will prepare 


alternate language for the June 12 board meeting. Ron Brey moved to extend the meeting ten 


minutes. Wayne Wedemeyer seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


11. Linda Picazo presented the variable budget and the supporting documentation for 


network rights and construction percentages. She requested that the participants review the 


change order summaries for accuracy. Ron Brey moved for acceptance of the FY96 variable 


budget. Dr. Warlick seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


12. No action was taken on Amendment 3.  


13. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, June 12, at 1 :30 p.m. at LCRA in the 


Long Building, Room L219.  


14. Agenda items for the June 12 board meeting will include discussion/consideration of the 


state's four super ring POP requests, an update on the GAATN video, discussion/consideration 


of the resolution allowing GAA TN members to use GAA TN bids and pricing, and 


Amendment 3.  


15. Garry Wilkison moved to adjourn the meeting at 3:50 p.m. Bruce Schremp seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING June 


12, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on June 12, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:44 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Garry Wilkison (TC), Ron Brey (ACC), 


Bruce Schremp (State GSC), Dr. Charles Warlick (UT), Les Marcos (COA), and John 


Edmonds (LCRA). Board alternates present were Ron Norzad (LCRA), James Ting (State 


GSC), Mike Beeman (AlSO), Tom Frommack (COA) and Jim Clark (TC). Also present were 


Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager, Jean Nipper, GAA TN Construction Liaison, Don 


Silver (SWB), Joe Jankowski (JanCom), Bill Hawk (JanCom), and Glen Smith (AlSO).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the May 30 regular meeting be approved. John 


Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich had no official report.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the RFP for a GAATN attorney is complete and in final review. 


Picazo also reported that she is waiting on written clarification of maintenance information 


from Southwestern Bell in anticipation of presentation to the board for 


discussion/consideration at the next regular meeting. Les Marcos requested that it be 


absolutely clear that the maintenance agreement does not have to be bid out. Picazo responded 


that Bell had proposed maintenance in the compliant response to the original bid. Bruce 


Schremp stated that because the one-year warranty would be voided by using another 


company, the state would not have to bid out the maintenance. Finally, Picazo stated that the 


updated bylaws are complete and will be presented for discussion/consideration at the next 


board meeting.  


6. Jean Nipper distributed copies of the AlSO space accommodation policy for GAA TN. She 


also distributed copies of the pole attachment agreement between Southwestern Bell and 


GAA TN and said that the item will be placed on the agenda for formal acceptance by the 


board at the next regular meeting. Nipper then reported that the right-of-way agreement with 


the Texas Department of Transportation was complete, and that the final  







  


copy is forthcoming. She went on to say that the Pedemales agreement is still being work on. 


Finally, the H. B. Zachary easement situation on DIN is being studied.  


7. Mike Beeman reported that construction of AIN is complete. Beeman then requested 


direction in selecting one of three options presented to the board resolving construction issues 


associated with DIN. Tom Frommack mentioned that Don Silver recommended Option 2 as the 


most prudent. Don Silver confirmed that recommendation. Les Marcos stated that from the 


City's standpoint Option 3 was not the best solution because the public would be at risk by 


having emergency communications on a spur. Ron Brey said that he thinks that if an entity was 


originally on a ring, that the entity should continue to be on a ring during any design change.  


Brey then moved that Option 2 for rerouting DIN be accepted at a cost of $30,742.87, built 


according to existing formulas and to be reconciled at the end of the network construction 


with the intent to pay for this project from network construction savings, including the LCRA 


prepayment, or as decided by each entity individually how to pay for its portion. Garry 


Wilkison seconded the motion. The motion passed with six favorable votes. UT was not 


present to vote.  


When Tom Frommack asked Don Silver when construction on DIN would be complete, 


Silver said mid-August, but that the time could be improved significantly if the cable, which is 


standard 96-count, were ordered directly from Siecor without the customized GAATN 


imprint. Les Marcos asked Silver if that cable would be the same as the other in the network 


and Silver answered affirmatively.  


Joe Jankowski then presented to the board his perspective of JanCom's role in GAATN. 


Jankowski began by stating that JanCom's role is clearly defined in the construction contract 


as the owners' representative in technical matters. Jankowski went on to state that JanCom 


reviews, renders opinions, and makes recommendations on matters, but that only the board, 


not JanCom, has approval authority.  


8. Bill Hawk from JanCom Engineering presented his recommendations that the State be 


allowed to proceed with their request for four POPs on the super rings and that, secondly, the 


board approve a study for a plan to develop the network from a single-attached architecture to 


a dual-attached ring network for SONET deployment. Hawk emphasized that there was no 


need for immediate construction and that the study was simply a roadmap that would give the 


entities a migration path and an idea of the implementation costs.  


Chairman Ullrich asked Hawk to present the Board with JanCom's proposal for 


performing the study. Hawk distributed the proposal, which outlined tasks and costs.  


Ron Brey moved for approval of the study pending available funds from the variable budget. 


Les Marcos seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Tom Frommack requested that 


Hawk ensure that all recommendations be made with the understanding that some entities have 


stricter budget constraints than others and will be unable to proceed as  







 


quickly in participating in a dual-attached architecture. Linda Picazo stated that that point  


-  has been emphasized in the past two technical committee meetings, not only regarding the  
proposed study, but also in other technical matters.  


9. Linda Picazo thanked the board for the affirmative vote on proceeding with the proposed 


study. She said that the technical committee was poised to proceed in concert with JanCom. 


Picazo reported on the June 7 technical committee meeting which centered on the issue of a 


shared DACS (digital access cross-connect system) at Treaty Oak. The result of the meeting 


was that UT and the State were the only entities able to participate at this time, although the 


other entities were interested in possible future participation. UT and the State will buy the 


equipment and request space at Treaty Oak from AISD. UT and the State will develop a plan 


with consideration for other entities' future requirements. Picazo emphasized that the DACS 


purchase was not to preclude other entities from participating in the future, at their discretion.  


Ron Norzad stated that although he believes that the DACS is the right direction in which to 


proceed, some entities will not be able to participate at this time. Les Marcos suggested that 


Picazo familiarize herself with the format of a feasibility study so that she could present the 


board with the same type of document for all issues requiring board decisions.  


Mike Beeman indicated that he and Tom Frommack had discussed the issue of the super ring 


POPs in terms of defining a process for issues to move from the technical committee to the 


board.  


10. Bruce Schremp moved for approval of the four State POPs on the super rings. John 


Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


11. Chairman Ullrich distributed a list of outstanding RFI's and requested that the members 


continue to review the list and advise him of the disposition of the RFI's. Tom Frommack 


distributed a list of outstanding COA RFI's and asked for approval of RF!' s 122, 124, 127, 128, 


143, 148, 149, 161, and 165. Frommack stated that the total number of new COA POPs is 19 


and that these have no effect on any other entity. Garry Wilkison moved for approval. Ron 


Brey seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


Dr. Warlick informed the board that the ownership of RFI 147 had been transferred from UTto 


GSc.  


12. Les Marcos moved to accept Amendment #3. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously. Marcos will mail clean copies of the Letter of Understanding and copies 


of Amendment #3 to the members.  


13. Chairman Ullrich reported that he, Ron Brey, and Garry Wilkison have met with Dan 


Hays and reviewed the first draft of the script for the GAATN video. The second draft will be 


forwarded to the board for review. Ullrich said that Hays will be taping parts of the next board 


meeting for inclusion in the video.  







 


14. Chairman Ullrich mentioned an interest of some board members in having meetings only 


once a month in the second half of 1995. Both Les Marcos and Ron Brey expressed opinions 


that there were too many agenda items and items requiring action by the board to change the 


meeting schedule to fewer meetings at this time. Dr. Warlick moved that the board continue to 


meet every other week. Garry Wilkison seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


15. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, June 26, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA in the 


board room of the Hancock Building.  


16. Suggested agenda items for the next regular meeting include the bylaws, the maintenance 


contract, members using GAA TN bids and pricing, network insurance, and the 


Southwestern Bell pole attachment agreement.  


17. Garry Wilkison moved to adjourn the meeting at 3:20 p.m. John Edmonds seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING July 


10, 1995  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on July 10, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:41 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Frank Curcio (TC), Ron Brey (ACC), Bruce 


Schremp (State GSC), and John Edmonds (LCRA). Board alternates present were James Ting 


(State GSC), Mike Beeman (AISD), Tom Frommack (COA) and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), 


and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager, Jean 


Nipper, GAATN Construction Liaison, Don Silver (SWB), and Glen Smith (AISD).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the June 26 regular meeting be approved. John 


Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed with six votes. UT was not present at the time of 


the vote.  


3. Chairman Ullrich reported that James Ting had questioned having the elections at the 


current meeting or the next meeting. Bruce Schremp recommended proceeding with the 


elections as shown on the current meeting agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich reported that Bill Bingham had made contact with Ms. Cox, a manager at 


Pedernales Electric, who stated that she had forwarded the GAATN proposal for pole 


attachment to the PEC attorneys and expected an agreement with GAA TN this week. Ullrich 


also reminded the board that comments about the second draft script for the GAATN video 


should be sent to him within a day or two. Finally, illlrich appointed an administrative 


subcommittee to deal with network expansion issues. The appointees are Jean Nipper, chair, 


Les Marcos, John Edmonds, Mike Beeman, Jim Ullrich, and Linda Picazo. Bruce Schremp 


requested that he also be appointed to serve on the committee because of the number of 


State-originated RF!' s which will be discussed. Ullrich responded that he saw no problem with 


Schremp serving on the committee.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that she was working with Southwestern Bell on a maintenance 


contract based on the board's June 26 vote approving a one-year contract. Picazo also 


mentioned that she is considering a contract with a company for locates in conjunction with 


the TESS notification. Picazo requested that the members begin making plans to send three 


representatives to the one-week Siecor training in Keller, Texas, during either  







 


the week of September 11 or September 18. She said that the week of September 25 is also a 


possibility for those members requiring training for more than three personnel.  


Picazo then reported that Ron Brey had requested a budget status in consideration of all the 


credits and costs accrued during the project Picazo said that she and Jim Ullrich would be 


prepared to report at the next regular meeting.  


Finally, Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee met on July 5 and discussed how the 


entities wanted to access the Internet at Treaty Oak, network maintenance and monitoring, the 


DACS at Treaty Oak, and standardization of SONET equipment. She also reported that 


JanCom would have a draft recommendation from their study of super ring POPs by Friday, 


July 21. Picazo announced that there would be a meeting at LCRA, Room L419, Wednesday, 


July 12, at 3:00 p.m., to discuss SONET equipment. She also announced that the next technical 


subcommittee meeting would be August 2 at the regular time and place.  


Wayne Wedemeyer asked Tom Frommack which City representative should determine how 


the City would get their Internet connection. Wedemeyer had received different and 


conflicting responses to that question. Frommack responded that any policy decisions would 


come from either him or Les Marcos. Jim Ullrich stated that any decisions should come 


through the member.  


6. There was no construction liaison update.  


7. Mike Beeman reported that the COA's RFI#171 for Waller Creek and also the COA's #168 


and #169 had been returned to the City. Beeman also reported that the General Services 


Commission's RFI#170 had been separated into RFI#'s 172 - 190. Beeman stated that he is 


waiting for the testing, acceptance and quality control information from Southwestern Bell 


this week.  


Beeman distributed a list of schools which are running voice over GAATN today. He said that 


AISD is essentially on schedule with their cut-over dates.  


8. Chairman Ullrich distributed the list of outstanding RFI's. Ron Brey moved for 


acceptance of RFI #118.1 for $59,870.16 and of RFI #162, subsystem 2, underground with 


innerduct for $19,664.04. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously.  


Bruce Schremp cancelled RFI #147. Tom Frommack withdrew RFI #171, which requested 


that all entities' fiber be pulled into Waller Creek. Wayne Wedemeyer moved for acceptance 


of the portion of RFI #166, which adds Walter Webb Hall as a POP, at a cost of $3,365.87. 


Tom Frommack seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  







 


James Ting asked if an entity wanting to sell its fibers to another entity had to come to the  


'_  Board with an RFI to do so. Chairman Ullrich responded "no". James Ting requested a  
copy of the electronic spreadsheet from AISD.  


Wayne Wedemeyer asked Don Silver if he had received Wayne's fax regarding Sprint. 


Silver asked for written confirmation from either Mike Beeman or Jim Ullrich.  


9. Ron Brey moved to keep Jim Ullrich as Chairman of the GAA TN Board. Frank 


Curcio moved to close the nominations. The six voting members voted to close 


nominations for chair, re-electing Jim Ullrich by acclamation. Jim Ullrich abstained.  


John Edmonds nominated Ron Brey as vice chair of the GAATN Board. Bruce Schremp 


moved to close the nominations. The six voting members voted to close nominations for vice 


chair, electing Ron Brey by acclamation. Ron Brey abstained.  


10. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, July 24, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA in the 


Board Room Conference Room of the Hancock Building.  


11. Agenda items for the July 24 meeting will include reports from the Chairman, 


Network Manager, Construction Liaison, and Construction Manager, RFIs, updated 


network percentages, a tally of change orders and credits, and updates from the 


administrative subcommittee and JanCom.  


12. There being no further business, Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:27 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


August 7, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on August 7, 1995, at the Lower Colorado River 


Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:43 p.m. by Chairman Jim 


Ullrich. Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), Bruce Schremp (State GSC), Ron Brey (ACe), Les 


Marcos (COA), and Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates present were Michael Beeman (AISD), Lee 


Hisle (ACC), James Ting (State GSC), Tom Frommack (COA), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT) and David 


Holle (LCRA). Also present were Glen Smith (AISD), Don Silver (SWB), Joe Jankowski (JanCom), 


and Bill Hawk (JanCom).  


I. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Frank Curcio moved that the minutes of the July 26 regular meeting be approved. Les Marcos 


seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich notified the board that he had received a letter from John Edmonds (LCRA) that 


Ron Norzad had left LCRA and would no longer serve as an alternate to the board. David Holle will 


serve as the alternate for the August 7 board meeting. Ullrich also stated that Jean Nipper could not be 


at the meeting and that he would present the Construction Liaison update. Ron Brey asked about the 


status of the video and Ullrich responded that he needed to touch base with Dan Hays to determine 


where the script stands.  


5. Chairman Ullrich presented the Network Manager update for Linda Picazo who was absent. Ullrich 


distributed a proposal to approve a one-year contract with Colcom for locate services for buried fiber 


on the network up to the building entrances. Ullrich stated that the contract would begin after fiber 


acceptance and that the prices would be available to each entity wanting to have locates done on their 


property. Costs for locates on the private property of one of the members would be billed to that 


member. He also stated that projected costs would be hard to determine since they depend on the 


number of calls where locates need to be made. Linda Picazo is preparing a list of all the grids 


containing GAATN fiber.  


Les Marcos asked if anyone had any discussions on how to set up the contract so that a formal bid 


would not be required. Ullrich responded that the AISD Purchasing Office would accept and pay the 


bills if the board determines that sole source is required to handle the acquisition.  


Marcos stated that the city may have problems if the service is not bid. Wayne Wedemeyer said that 


one of the criteria was that the service provider must have a computer link to TESS. According to 


Wedemeyer, Linda Picazo contacted TESS to determine that Colcom was the only company that could 


meet this requirement. Both Jim Ullrich and Bruce Schremp stated that they  
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would not have to bid if they determine a requirement to be sole source. Frank Curcio stated that the 


Travis County purchasing agent is the only one in the County who can determine that sole source is 


required. Voting was postponed on this item until the sole source issue is resolved.  


6. Chairman Ullrich distributed a resolution from the Administrative Subcommittee proposing 


procedures to follow in expanding the network beyond the scope of the original contract with 


Southwestern Bell BDS/LAN. The resolution restated appropriate provisions of the Interlocal 


Agreement and further resolved to allocate expansion miles according to the percent of construction 


rights. Ullrich stated that the Administrative Subcommittee would continue to meet every other 


Monday after the board meeting beginning August 21, 1995. He requested input from board members 


for topics to be addressed. Les Marcos added that the subcommittee would build a matrix for different 


situations and develop procedures to be followed in each situation.  


Wayne Wedemeyer noted that, based on construction rights, the city would have zero miles to which 


Ullrich responded the city can expand anywhere on city property, exclusive of the Interlocal 


Agreement. James Ting posed the situation where the state may need 20 miles of expansion and has 


only 13 available based on construction rights. How is the additional seven miles handled? In response 


to Bruce Schremp's suggestion that perhaps the state could purchase expansion miles from another 


member, Ron Brey pointed out that construction rights cannot be bought or sold. Dr. Warlick, Ullrich, 


and others added that every expansion would probably include fiber from more than one member, thus 


rights could be shared to meet mileage requirements.  


In response to a question from James Ting on whether a member's expansion on its own would count 


toward the 100 miles, Ullrich responded that each member can make separate agreements with the city 


for right-of-way as per the Interlocal Agreement. Dr. Warlick then asked how an expansion of B2S to 


the Science Park in Smithville would be handled. Ullrich answered that the 100 miles applies only 


within the City of Austin jurisdiction. Ullrich also added that expansion miles do not include building 


entrances.  


Tom Frommack asked who is keeping track of mileage under the original contract versus the current 


configuration. Ullrich responded that SWB determines the amount of expansion that has occurred until 


system acceptance, at which time the Network Manager assumes responsibility for tracking expansion.  


Ron Brey recommended deletion of the last provision of the resolution which would allocate 


expansion miles based on construction rights. Brey proposed that expansions be handled as board 


decisions on a case-by-case basis. Dr. Warlick recommended that all requests for additional miles be 


brought before the board and that cumulative totals be presented to the board for advice on actions 


relating to new requests. Bruce Schremp expressed a concern that, if a member is slow in determining 


its expansion needs, it could end up with no expansion rights even though it owns a share of the 


construction rights.  


The proposed resolution of the Administrative Subcommittee was returned to the subcommittee for 


further work. Mike Beeman stated that he felt the subcommittee should be able to develop procedures 


which meet the concerns of all members.  







 


7. Mike Beeman reported that there had been two recent tear-downs, one near Reagan and one on B IS 


on Burleson Road near Travis. Both have been repaired. Glen Smith stated that there have been a total 


of five tear-downs to date. In response to Tom Frommack's question, Smith replied that only two of the 


tear-downs were on active facilities and that both were backwrapped and had little impact since the 


electronics continued to function.  


Beeman reported that SWB had provided questions and answers for Test and Acceptance procedures 


to JanCom. Beeman added that both he and JanCom are still not satisfied and will be getting back with 


SWB.  


Beeman then distributed the JanCom recommendation for the temporary closing of the B2S ring and 


recommended that the board go forward with the JanCom proposal. Closing would include the 


placement of cable from Allison Elementary south along Vargas Drive to Riverside. From there, three 


alternate routes were identified. Ron Brey wanted to know when B2S would be completed if we do 


this, to which Don Silver responded late November. Frank Curcio asked when the spur to Del Valle 


would be completed. Don Silver answered that there is no way to get a route for service now.  


James Ting stated that the provisions of the Interlocal Agreement require that construction meetings be 


scheduled and that members be notified in order that they can participate. Ting added that the state 


would like to have input on the schedule for A2N. Ullrich responded that SWB is not involved in the 


construction meetings every Friday. Don Silver added that he is meeting with the Public Works 


Department to schedule digging. Mike Beeman recommended that Ting attend the Thursday meetings 


with SWB and all sub-contractors. Beeman added that, if Ting would let him know the state's concerns, 


he would push those concerns. Les Marcos stated that he had problems with individual members 


attending Don Silver's meetings. Ting responded that he wanted to know what is happening and would 


give his concerns to Mike Beeman.  


Frank Curcio said that he needs to report to the Commissioner's Court on the Del Valle spur. Ullrich 


suggested that he may need to talk to the city council concerning Bergstrom and the state concerning 


Hwy 71. Tom Frommack added that the city recently released a bid for a portion of the utility corridor 


through Bergstrom and that coordination is a real challenge. Les Marcos suggested that Curcio obtain 


the cost of the spur and tell the Commissioner's Court that a spur can be constructed at the quoted cost, 


but would have to be torn out eventually.  


Ron Brey moved the adoption of Option 3 (Montopolis route) for closing B2S. David Holle seconded 


the motion. Les Marcos suggested that the motion be amended to state the intent to eventually extend 


the ring to Bergstrom with a spur to Del Valle. Ron Brey amended his motion and David Holle 


seconded the amendment. The amended motion passed unanimously.  


8. Bill Hawk distributed the JanCom report and recommendations on the dual-attached ring study. 


He stated that the report represents a roadmap, proposed sites are not for immediate construction, 


and the recommendations considered ease of access, space availability, and cost. According to 


Hawk, the scope of the report was the interconnection of rings for redundancy. Hawk added that he 


had no recommendations for implementation.  







  


Ullrich recommended that the board merely vote to accept the report from JanCom at this time to give 


the members time to study the report before concluding that JanCom has fulfilled its contract 


requirements. It was suggested that any motion use the word "receive" rather than "accept". Les Marcos 


questioned whether the board received enough to say that the study meets, and thus completes, the 


contract. Marcos added that he needs a statement from the Network Manager that she is satisfied that 


the report is complete.  


A motion to table board action was made by Frank Curcio and seconded by Les Marcos. The 


motion passed with six votes for and LCRA abstaining.  


9. The contract for Locate Services was addressed under Item 5 above (Network Manager 


update).  


10. Chairman Ullrich presented the board with a recommendation to approve payment of charges from 


McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore incurred by GAATN during FY 1995, reimbursing the AISD. Backup 


documentation was provided with the recommendation. Ullrich added that a Statement of Interest and 


Qualifications has been sent out by the Network Manager to obtain legal representation for the GAATN 


Board.  


Tom Frommack noted that some of the charges in the detail related to work on Amendment 3 and that 


the members had agreed to use their own attorneys for the review of Amendment 3. He added that 


these charges should be assigned to AISD. James Ting asked if there had been a vote by the board to 


have Bingham provide legal representation. Ullrich responded that 98% of the charges are related to 


resolving issues with SWB and that using AISD legal services provided continuity since they prepared 


the initial contract. In addition, AISD is the construction manager, as approved by the board, and using 


the AISD attorney is simply an extension of the work AISD is doing as construction manager.  


Dr. Warlick made a motion to approve reimbursement in the amount of $7,049 to AISD. Bruce 


Schremp seconded the motion which passed 6-0 with Travis County absent.  


11. RFIs were distributed to the board. James Ting commented that, since J anCom has submitted its 


report, he would like to see the state's RFIs go forward for state fiber only at this time. Ullrich 


questioned the proposed connection to the leased facility at Fountain Park Plaza. Ting responded that 


there is still 2.5 years remaining on a five year lease with options to extend indefinitely and that the 


site is needed to support GIS requirements.  


Tom Frommack requested approval of RFI 168 (Relocate AIN POP at a cost of $621.59) and RFI 


169 (Add POP on B2S at a cost of $2,232.10). All costs are the responsibility of the city. Les 


Marcos moved for approval and Ron Brey seconded the motion which passed 6-0 with Travis 


County absent.  


12. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, August 21, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA in the Board 


Room of the Hancock Building.  







 


13. Agenda items for the August 21 meeting will include reports from the Chairman, Network 


Manager, Construction Liaison, and Construction Manager, RFIs, discussion/consideration of 


contract for Locate Services, discussion/consideration of the JanCom report, and updates on 


Pedernales Electric and video.  


14. There being no further business, Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:38 p.m.  







  


--  GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


August 21, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on August 21, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:39 p.m. by Chailman Jim Ullrich. Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), Bruce Schremp 


(State GSC), John Edmonds (LCRA), Frank Curcio (TC), Ron Brey (ACC), and Les Marcos 


(COA). Board altemates present were Tom Frommack (COA), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Brad 


Powell (TC), and Mike Beeman (AISD). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network 


Manager, Jean Nipper, GAATN Construction Liaison, Don Silver (SWB), and Glen Smith 


(AISD).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved that the minutes of the August 7 regular meeting be approved. Frank 


Curcio seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich referred to the draft script of the GAA TN video which he had faxed to all 


members and asked for any final comments. John Edmonds questioned the wording on page 7 


of "360 million bits per second". Ron Brey recommended substituting the wording "billions of 


bits" instead. Edmonds also questioned the language at the top of page 13 of "the most 


immediate benefit" and requested that it be changed to "one immediate benefit".  


Frank Curcio then asked Chairman Ullrich about the intent and purpose of the video. Ullrich 


replied that the members will be able to use the video in presentations to others about the 


network and can add a customized portion to the video, which is a general overview. Brad 


Powell, referring to the second paragraph on page 11, asked if Austin really is the first city to 


"undertake such a project". Ron Brey responded that it is the fIrst network with multiple 


partners who own theil' own fiber up front.  


Chairman Ullrich then thanked John Edmonds for his assistance in working with him and 


Bill Bingham to negotiate the pole attachment agreement with Pedernales Electric. Finally, 


Ullrich referred to a fax he sent to board members the week of August 14 asking for a copy of 


their letter of appointment to the board by their governing body. Dr. Warlick pointed out that 


he is designated as the University of Texas at Austin's official board representative in 


Amendment 1.  







 


5. Linda Picazo reported that she had received six responses from law firms to the RFQ and 


Statement of Interest she had released. The firms which responded include McGinnis, 


Lochridge & Kilgore; Lloyd, Gosselink, Fowler, Blevins & Mathews; Smith, Majcher & 


Mudge; Bickerstaff, Heath & Smiley; Scanlan & Buckle; and Vinson & Elkins. Picazo said 


that she and Chairman Ullrich were going to bring in the top three respondents for interviews 


with board members for final selection.  


Picazo then reported that the technical subcommittee had met on Wednesday, August 16, and 


voted unanimously by all present to pass two motions. The motions were to accept JanCom's 


report and ,secondly, to recommend to the Board that all RFI's held by AISD pending the 


results of the study be forwarded to Southwestern Bell for pricing. Picazo stated that the 


subcommittee members are identifying in which of the recommended sites they are interested 


and in what timeframe.  


Bruce Schremp, referring to a letter he had received from Mike Beeman about specifying 


which RH's the State is interested in, said that the State will hold off on pursuing the RFI's 


until he can be told the cost involved with each one. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if 


Southwestern Bell believes that the requests were not made in good faith. Ullrich responded 


that they are seen as a redesign of the network. Wedemeyer then asked if any RFI creating 


redundancy would need to be paid for. Ullrich responded that these questions should be 


discussed during the Construction Manager's update. Dr. Warlick asked if changes outside the 


contract should be competitively bid. Ullrich responded that a participant can use the existing 


bid or go out for bid.  


Picazo reminded members that the Siecor training will be held the weeks of 9/11 and 9/18 and 


that Don Silver has information from Siecor on lodging and directions to Keller, Texas.  


6. Jean Nipper reported to the Board on health issues she is facing and distributed a report 


on her activities and accomplishments while working on behalf of the Board as 


Construction Liaison.  


7. Mike Beeman first distributed a mileage report created by Southwestem Bell tracking the 


mileage changes in the network. The net effect of the changes is an increase of 19.71 miles.  


Beeman then distributed a report on the tear downs on the network. There have been five tear 


downs to date. John Edmonds asked Beeman if the current network redundancy would have 


allowed the entities to remain operational. Beeman responded that he is comfortable about the 


wrap back. Two of the tear downs were on rings on which AISD has fibers in operation for 


voice. The electronics on both rings wrapped back as planned. Les Marcos asked Don Silver if 


Southwestern Bell is having their attorney pursue the parties who are responsible for knocking 


down the fiber. Silver responded affirmatively.  







  


Brad Powell asked if the Board has solicited information on the size and length of cable 


needed to repair tear downs. Silver emphasized the fact that the cable is nonstandard and said 


that CoCom and Bell are inventorying the cable so that the Board will know how much to 


order. Les Marcos recommended that the technical subcommittee develop a restoration plan 


for tear downs. Brad Powell also requested that the construction manager provide additional 


information on tear downs such as cause of the tear down and ring identification.  


Finally, Beeman distributed a letter from Southwestern Bell on construction changes and a 


flowchart on AISD' s test and acceptance process. He stated that the EUD will be involved in 


the test and acceptance process. Beeman mentioned that there are delays on D IN. Tom 


Frommack asked what the substantial completion date is on D IN and Beeman responded that 


October 15 is the current completion date, but that he is working on moving it forward by two 


to three weeks.  


Bruce Schremp stated that he does not necessarily accept Southwestern Bell's interpretation of 


the contract and asked who is interpreting the contract on behalf of GAA TN. Les Marcos 


stated that AISD is trying to manage a moving target and moved that no more RFI's be 


accepted after a date to be specified by AISD. Ron Brey seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously.  


Brad Powell asked if entities are responsible for removing GAA TN drop cables from leased 


facilities when the building is abandoned by the entity. Marcos suggested that the technical 


subcommittee address the question.  


8. Linda Picazo asked the Board to vote to accept the report by JanCom on the dual-


attachments. John Edmonds moved for acceptance of the report. Les Marcos seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously. Marcos mentioned that the Meta Group had validated 


the City's network design and offered to share those comments with the Board.  


9. Linda Picazo stated that the contract with Colcom for locate services is in harmony with 


school district purchasing regulations and asked for Board approval. Bruce Schremp moved 


for approval. John Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Brad Powell 


brought to the Board's attention the fact that the locates would be to the building penetration. 


Picazo confIrmed this and said that the payments would be shared based on network rights.  


10. Don Silver distributed the list of outstanding RFI's. Ron Brey moved to extend the meeting 


by 10 minutes. John Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. After a 


discussion about UT's RFI #163, Silver stated that he had not provided cost information to UT 


because he had not received an official document from UT. Wedemeyer stated that he will 


receive one soon and that the new lease will be effective 9/1/95. Les Marcos moved for 


acceptance of RFI #191 for $327.36. Ron Brey seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously.  







 


11. The next regular meeting will be held on September 5, at 2:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


12. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports.  


13. There being no further business, Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:49 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NE1WORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 
September 5, 1995  


The GAA'IN Board of Directors met in regular session on September 5, 1995. at the Lower 
Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 
1:42 p.m. by Chainnan Jim Ullrich. Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), Bruce Schremp 
(State GSC), Jo1m Edmonds (LCRA). Frank Curcio (TC). Ron Brey (ACC), and Les Marcos 
(COA). Board alternates present were Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSe), and Mike 
Beeman (AlSO). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager, Oon Silver 
(SWB), Glen Smith (AlSO) and Oon Warren (TC).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved that the minutes of the August 21 regular meeting be approved. John 
Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich stated that the second phase of work on the GAATN video had begun. 
Ullrich also said that he is·considering having computer-generated graphics as part of the video 
and will present cost information to the Board. He anticipates a cost of approximately $2,000.00.  


Chairman Ullrich then said that John Edmonds had manged a meeting with Pedemales Electric 
on Thursday, September 7, to discuss whether GAATN can use the PEC's rightsof-way, or if 
GAA'IN will have to acquire its own easements. Mike Beeman requested that the Chairman call 
an emergency meeting of the Board in the event GAATN must obtain its own easements 
because Southwestern Bell has notified AlSO as construction manager that there will be 
significant delay in the project if the situation is not resolved this month.  


5. Linda Picazo distributed the agenda for the Monday, September 11, interviews of law firms 
for OAA TN legal representation. She also distributed a list of the participants in the Siecor 
training, which will be held the weeks of September 11 and September 18. Picazo then reported 
that during the technical subcommittee meeting. held on Wednesday, August 30, the following 
issues were determined to be outstanding: AlSO super node access procedures. access to POPs 
before acceptance. procedures for tear downs, monitoring and locates. testing specs. restoration 
plan, site abandonment procedures. a  







 


service level agreement for Internet, and video over GAA1N. Finally, Picazo said that she had 


been working with Colcom on the information for the locate contract.  


Ullrich said that the video subcommittee will regroup and suggested that the next meeting be 


held around the INET/EXNET meetings.  


6. Mike Beeman distributed the latest AlSD cutover schedule. He said that AlSD had a 


meeting at BDSILAN with JanCom and Marcom to discuss the test and acceptance and 


quality assurance documents. In light of that discussion, Beeman reported that AlSD has 


requested that JanCom draft a substantial completion certificate. JanCom has completed that 


assignment and has received comments for modifications to that document from AISD. 


Beeman will fax the revised document to the Board members for review and comment upon 


receipt of the final version from JanCorn.  


Beeman will also update the flowchart developed by Marcom and fax it to the members. 


Finally. Beeman said that he has received a lot of documentation from Southwestern Bell on 


quality assurance and that after a final review by AlSD he will also fax that to the members.  


Wayne Wedemeyer asked who is coordinating the use of the GAATN 01DR. Beeman 


responded that he and Don Silver will work on a procedure to handle the several entity 


requests for the equipment John Edmonds offered to share his group's expertise in the area 


of fiber testing and Les Marcos also offered to share the City's expertise.  


7. Don Silver distributed the list of outstanding RFI's. Jim Ullrich mentioned that the latest 


official change order is number 11. Wayne Wedemeyer stated that Sprint should be in contact 


with Silver soon on RFI#166. Dr. Warlick moved for and John Edmonds seconded acceptance 


of RFI#133 in the amount of $24,449.45. The motion passed with a unanimous vote. 


Wedemeyer asked that Silver include a second descriptive line under GSC's RFI's.  


8. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports and the 1996 variable 


budget.  


9. There being no further business. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:26 p.rn.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


September 18, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on September 18, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:40 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), Bruce Schremp 


(State GSC), John Edmonds (LCRA), Frank Curcio (TC), and Les Marcos (COA). Board 


alternates present were Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC - State), Lee Hisle 


(ACe), and Mike Beeman (AISD). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network 


Manager, Don Silver (SWB), and Glen Smith (AISD).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the August 21 regular meeting be approved. John 
Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich informed the Board about Pat Martin's death the preceding Saturday and 
the arrangements for the funeral. Ullrich sent flowers on behalf of the Board and AISD. Ullrich 
then thanked John Edmonds and Larry Clendenden for all their work in bringing the agreement 
with Pedernales Electric to a close. Finally, Ullrich said that the Administrative Subcommittee 
meeting would be postponed until October 3.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the Technical Subcommittee had worked through several issues 
and that video over GAATN is the sole topic for discussion at the next meeting, which will be 
held on Wednesday, September 27. Picazo said that Jim Ullrich is invited to the meeting to 
review what the Video Subcommittee had covered and to give a perspective from his 
involvement in INET/XNET.  


Picazo then reviewed the interview process used with the four law firms and the responses to 
the follow-up questions submitted by those firms. She then opened the discussion to the Board 
and asked for guidance on proceeding in the selection of a firm. John Edmonds said that he 
would like LCRA's in-house attorneys to review the potential firms for potential conflict. 
Edmonds left the meeting at 2:02 p.m .. Several members expressed concern over using a firm 
which currently represents Time Warner. Concern over using a firm which provides general 
counsel to one of the entities was also mentioned. Bruce Schremp moved that the Board accept 
the proposal from Smith, Majcher & Mudge with the understanding that all entities would have 
their in-house lawyers review the proposal  







 


for potential conflict of interest. Les Marcos seconded the motion, which passed with a 


unanimous vote from the six members present. At the October 2 regular meeting, a formal 


vote will be taken to accept the Smith, Majcher, & Mudge proposal.  


6. Mike Beeman reported that B IN will be complete in approximately two weeks. He also 


reported that representatives from Siecor will be in Austin in October to train the participants 


on the new OTDR equipment. Beeman mentioned that AISD will continue to use Marcom 


Engineering and are waiting on the substantial completion document from them. Finally, 


Beeman reported that AISD will be preparing a booth to present GAATN at an education 


conference in Florida next April.  


7. Don Silver distributed the list of outstanding RF!'s. Lee Hisle moved for acceptance of 


RFI#118-4 at a cost of $22,910.86. Les Marcos seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously by the six entities present. Bruce Schremp moved for acceptance of RFI#177 


which has no associated costs. Frank Curcio seconded the motion, which passed unanimously 


by the six entities present.  


8. The next regular meeting will be held on October 2, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA. Mike 


Beeman will chair the meeting.  


9. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, the 1996 variable 


budget, the GAA TN video and the vote of approval for attorney services.  


10. There being no further business, Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:00 p.m.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


DRAFT  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


October 30, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on October 16, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:35 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD). Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), Bruce 


Schremp (State GSC), and Ron Brey (ACC). Board alternates present were Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC-State), Tom Frommack (COA), and Brad Powell (TC). 


Also present were Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager, Don Silver (SWB), and Glen 


Smith (AISD). LCRA was not present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved that the minutes of the October 16 regular meeting be approved. The 
motion was seconded by Bruce Schremp, and passed unanimously by those members present. 
Chairman Ullrich, in a point of personal privilege, asked Vice Chair Ron Brey to announce his 
most recent promotion. Brey reported that both he and Lee Hisle had been promoted to 
Associate Vice Presidents of Austin Community College.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich reported that he would be giving the construction update in Mike 


Beeman's absence. Ullrich then distributed updated cost sheets to each entity and said that he 


will receive information from Don Silver about credits due on B2S as a final update to the 


sheets. He requested that each member review the sheets and notify him if there are any 


questions.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that she and Jim Ullrich met with Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P., 
the new GAATN attorneys, and had made slight changes in the contract. She then reported that 
she had received comments from the City of Austin on the RFQ for engineering services, 
which she had incorporated into the document. Picazo offered copies of the draft for any 
interested member. Picazo then stated that she had talked to Paul Fairbrother of Government 
Technology Conference who referred her to Tamara Wilson of California. Tamara Wilson sent 
Picazo the forms and submission requirements for GAATN to have a booth in the Government 
Solutions area of the conference. Picazo said that she will write the 250-word submission letter 
for the Board's review. She said that Mark Ansboury of DIR has offered their services free of 
charge to GAATN to develop a Home Page on the Internet if GAATN is interested.  







  


DRAFT  
Picazo said that Don Silver had scheduled the Siecor OTDR training for December 4 and 5 at 


his location in the Walnut Creek Business District. She reported that she had invited Silver to 


the next technical subcommittee meeting on November 8, to discuss coordination of the 


participants' testing the rings between substantial completion and final acceptance.  


Finally, Picazo reported that the subcommittee met to discuss the best approach to the sharing 


of video on GAA TN. She said that a subset of the subcommittee would discuss the technical 


issues and review a summary of cross-entity applications she would provide from the 


information distributed by participants at the last meeting. Picazo reported that during 


discussions of GAA TN applications for TIP monies, Mark Ansboury of DIR discouraged 


GAA TN application for at least the first year because of the emphasis on poor rural K-12 


schools and telemedicine. Ansboury stated that based on his heavy involvement in the creation 


of HB2128 and familiarity with the types of entities targeted as recipients for the funds, his 


opinion is that GAA TN would not be a likely recipient the first year. Ron Brey stated that 


Ansboury's position is half correct, but that poor urban schools are also candidates for the funds 


and that GAA TN serves areas and provides infrastructure for applications that would apply to 


grant criteria.  


James Ting and Bruce Schremp emphasized that the General Services Commission is the only 


state agency officially a member of GAA TN. Tom Frommack expressed the opinion that the 


policy should be that any official communication to the Board come through the member 


agency or department. Dr. Warlick stated that all of GAA TN's regular and subcommittee 


meetings are open to the public and that anyone is welcome to attend, but that in no case are 


any attendees, except those from the seven participating entities, considered members.  


6. Chairman Ullrich distributed the most recent AISD cutover schedule. James Ting asked 


about receiving the design loss information from Don Silver on diskette. Silver said that the 


actual design loss information will be given to AISD as each ring is submitted as substantially 


completed.  


Ullrich reported that SRS and SRN are very close to substantial completion. He asked that 


any entity performing testing on a ring inform Linda Picazo before testing. Silver defined 


substantial completion as having the fiber placed, spliced, and tested to Bell's satisfaction 


with a punch list for finish-up work. Final acceptance includes AISD's electronics installed 


and operational.  


Ullrich then informed the Board that the City Council will consider the construction on the 


Hike and Bike Trail at the November 16 Council meeting. According to Ullrich, the Parks 


Board had to give approval before the City Council could consider the issue. Tom Frommack 


mentioned that he had tried to add the Circle C construction issue to the November 16 Council 


agenda, but that public notice must be given three weeks in advance. The Circle C issue will be 


considered by the Parks Board at their November 14 meeting and at the November 30 City 


Council meeting. Ullrich said that he is expecting final cost information from the surveyor 


performing the easement work.  
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T  7. Don Silver distributed the list of outstanding RFIs. Ullrich distributed copies of a letter 


Silver sent to Mike Beeman dated October 27, 1995, referencing several RFIs with invalid cost 


quotations and several more RFls with extension requirements because of the length of time 


between the cost quotation and the lack of action by the Board. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if 


there is a moratorium on additional construction between the time of substantial completion 


and final acceptance. Silver said that t4e Board is free to allow construction on the rings during 


that period. Dr. Warlick suggested that because the rings are still owned by Southwestern Bell, 


an entity desiring to have work performed should do so with them.  


Bruce Schremp then moved to withdraw all the State-GSC's RFls with the exception of RFI 


#111. Ron Brey seconded the motion. During discussion, Tom Frommack expressed concern 


that in withdrawing all the RFIs, the work that J anCom performed could be negated and that if 


the RFls were submitted at a later date the fmn winning the RFQ for engineering services 


would have to repeat JanCom's study. Dr. Warlick suggested that instead of withdrawing all of 


the RFls, the State-GSC should suspend the RFls for action at a later date, allowing the Board 


approval of JanCom's engineering to stand. With the consent of the seconder, Schremp then 


modified his motion to withdraw all RFIs from Bell's consideration under the current contract 


with the exception of RFI # 111. The motion passed by unanimous vote of the six members 


present.  


Brad Powell moved that RFls #138 and #141 be withdrawn completely. Bruce Schremp 


seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by the six members present.  


Ron Brey moved that RFI #117 be withdrawn from Bell's consideration under the current 


contract. Tom Frommack seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by the six members 


present.  


Ron Brey moved on behalf of AISD that RFI #119 be withdrawn completely. Tom 


Frommack seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by the six members present.  


Ron Brey moved that RFI #154 be withdrawn completely. Bruce Schremp seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously by the six members present.  


Dr. Warlick moved that RFIs #152, #158, #163, and #170 be withdrawn completely. Tom 


Frommack seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by the six members present.  


Brad Powell moved that RFI #167 be withdrawn from Bell's consideration under the 


current contract. Ron Brey seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


Ron Brey moved on behalf of AISD to accept RFI #121. Tom Frommack seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously by the six members present.  







 


 


DRAFT  


James Ting requested the dates of substantial completion for each ring. Ullrich agreed to 


provide this to Ting.  


8. Ullrich requested Board approval of a budget transfer of $15,000 from the insurance line 


item to the consulting services line item to cover the $29,400 cost of JanCom 


Engineering/RMI completing the work needed to accept the network. Tom Frommack asked if 


this consulting work is a construction-related expense., Ullrich replied in the affIrmative. 


Bruce Schremp asked if there would be enough money left in insurance to cover the cost of 


insurance. Ullrich again replied in the affirmative. Ron Brey moved that the $29,400 


encumbrance be approved and that approximately $19,500 be moved from the insurance line 


item to credit the City for construction-related expenses, which they are not obligated to bear. 


Tom Frommack seconded the motion. Voting for the motion were AISD, ACC, the City, and 


the State-GSc. Abstaining were Travis County and the University of Texas at Austin.  


9. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, November 13, at 1:30 p.m. at 


LCRA.  


10. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:00 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


November 13, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on November 13,1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:39 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD). Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), John 


Edmonds (LCRA), Les Marcos (COA) and Ron Brey (ACC). Board alternates present were 


Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC-State), Mike Beeman (AISD) and Tom 


Frommack (COA). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager, Don Silver 


(SWB), and Glen Smith (AISD). Travis County was not present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. James Ting moved that the minutes of the October 30 regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by Ron Brey, and passed unanimously by those members present ..  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich reported that he had talked with Dan Hays about the GAA TN video and 


that the video should be ready to view without the graphics in December. Dr. Warlick 


suggested that the Board already knows that they want graphics in the video and that Ullrich 


should proceed with receiving bids for the service.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee met on November 8 with Don 


Silver to coordinate the participants' testing of the fiber. Picazo said that Don Silver had 


scheduled the Siecor OTDR training for December 4 and 5 at his location in the Walnut 


Creek Business District. She commented that the clocking issue had been discussed and that 


the subcommittee's consensus was that it would not be a major issue.  


Picazo asked the Board if she should look for a grant writer for the TIF application. Ron Brey 


responded that the applications needed to be developed first. Les Marcos said that a business 


case should be written before proceeding with a grant request. Brey said that GAA TN should 


develop the applications and business case whether or not it is part of a grant request.  


Picazo reported that Wayne Wedemeyer was pursuing a connection into the AT&T POP and 


had e-mailed participants about their interest in a GAATN connection as opposed to several 


independent connections. Picazo asked the Board how to proceed in resolving the  
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issue. Brey suggested that the Board meet with the attorneys in a work session to answer any 


legal questions about FCC and PUC regulations surrounding the issue. Ullrich asked Picazo to 


set up a meeting with the attorneys and board members to address the issue. Les Marcos said 


that the joint use issue is different from the service provider issue.  


Finally, Picazo reported that she had submitted a 250-word description ofGAATN to the 


Government Technology Conference office for inclusion in the Government Solutions 


Center. Picazo said that she would update the Board as she learned about the conference and 


whether GAA TN would have a booth in the Center.  


6. Mike Beeman distributed the most recent AISD cutover schedule. He reported that AISD 


received the substantial completion document for Super Ring South from Southwestern Bell 


on Thursday, November 9, and that JanCom was reviewing the submittal. Beeman distributed 


a GANT chart prepared by JanCom with ring information. He said that there were problems 


on two rings (A2N and CIS) because of delayed City Council hearings on the permits for 


construction in Parks and Recreation land. Beeman said that the hearing on A2N for the Hike 


and Bike Trail and Festival Beach is November 16 and that the CIS hearing is scheduled for 


December 7. Substantial completion on these rings is January 15 and January 20, 


respectively. Ullrich reported that the surveyor estimated survey and map costs on CIS of 


$15,000. Beeman also reported a slight delay on D IN because of Bell's replacement of the 


subcontractor. Beeman said that he was pleased with Southwestern Bell's handling of the 


dismissal of the subcontractor for substandard construction and that Bell had to rebuild entire 


sections of the network on DIN. James Ting asked who should be informed of a discrepancy 


found by a participant between planned and actual construction. Beeman said that the 


participant should inform JanCom directly of any discrepancies.  


7. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, November 27, at 1:30 p.m. at 


LCRA.  


8. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports and the State's transfer of six 


strands of fiber on B IN to LCRA.  


9. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:38 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


November 27, 1995  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on November 27,1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:35 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD). Present were Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), Les 


Marcos (COA) and Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates present were Wayne Wedemeyer 


(UT), James Ting (GSC-State), Mike Beeman (AISD), David Holle (LCRA), Brad Powell 


(TC) and Tom Frommack (COA). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network 


Manager, Don Silver (SWB), and Glen Smith (AISD). ACC was not present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. James Ting moved that the minutes of the November 13 regular meeting be approved upon 


the deletion of Bruce Schremp's name from the members present. The motion was seconded 


by Dr. Warlick, and passed unanimously by those members present..  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich reported that he had talked with Larry Smith of Smith, Majcher & Mudge 


about responding to a letter he and other board members and alternates had received from a law 


[JIm representing a Southwestern Bell subcontractor released from the job for substandard 


work. The letter made reference to a performance bond and requested a payment from GAA 


TN to the firm's client, Palo Alto Communications. Dr. Warlick asked if the performance bond 


is in question. Ullrich replied that AISD always issues performance bonds for construction and 


that because the company was a subcontractor of Southwestern Bell's, any litigation would be 


against Bell. Mike Beeman said that this issue has been discussed for approximately the past 


two months and that Southwestern Bell is very aware of the situation and claims full 


responsibility for the problem. Les Marcos suggested that the response from Smith be very 


succinct and that if were to be costly to respond that a letter from the chair would be sufficient.  


Ullrich also reported that Dan Hays attempted to receive bids from four companies for the 


graphics for the GAA TN video, but that the companies would not bid without a story board of 


the animation. He is currently working on the story boards. Hays will have a rough cut without 


animation for the December 11 regular meeting.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the RFQ for engineering services had been sent to eight 


firms, including Marcom Engineering, RMI JanCom Engineering, Alexander Utility  
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Engineering, GTE, Metro Access, Comsul Ltd., AT&T Network Systems, and IXC/CTGI. 


Picazo said that she had also run an ad in the Sunday newspaper. She stated that she and 


Ullrich would review the responses, which are due December 8, and set up interviews with the 


firms the fIrst or second week of January 1996.  


Picazo reported that most of the participants had signed up for the mini-OTDR training on 


December 4 and 5. She also reported that GAATN had ~een accepted into the Government 


Solutions Center at the Government Technology Conference and had a lO'xlO'space. Picazo 


requested that members with spare booths or any ideas for a display contact her.  


Finally, Picazo referred to the response from Smith, Majcher & Mudge to the questions about 


whether GAATN can legally attach to an !XC POP for the network and if the Board can discuss 


such issues in a closed session. In response to Picazo's question to the Board about whether 


they desired a work session with the attorneys, Les Marcos asked 1) how much it would cost for 


a work session, 2) anticipated cost of responding to litigation, 3) how is GAATN legally 


defined, and 4) are there other ways to handle the situation, such as having the IXC locate their 


POP at Treaty Oak?  


Dr. Warlick stated that the question really is, "Can more than one entity's traffic ride over the 


same pair of fibers to the !XC's POP?". Marcos responded that he believes the  


answer is "yes", but then the question becomes, "Can the entity providing the fibers charge the 


other entities for capital equipment used in providing them access to the fIbers to the IXC's 


POP?".  


James Ting said that GSC could provide a TEX-AN III POP at Treaty Oak to give all members 


access to TEX-AN Ill. Tom Frommack asked if there had been a cost analysis of the different 


scenarios. Wayne Wedemeyer responded that UT had examined several different scenarios for 


connecting to Sprint. Wedemeyer said that he received pricing from Time Warner, 


Southwestern Bell and TEX-AN and that the payback for going directly into Sprint was less 


than two years. Frommack asked if it would make sense to have the IXC locate at Treaty Oak. 


Wedemeyer responded that he had also asked that question and that the !XCs will not make the 


capital investment required to do that without a one to two year commitment. Wedemeyer said 


that UT decided to use at least two carriers for diversity and want to retain flexibility in making 


changes based on the best pricing.  


The Board instructed Picazo to approach the GAA TN law firm with the questions, "Can more 


than one entity ride a participant's pair of fibers together to an IXC's POP and if there are any 


associated costs, such as capital equipment required to facilitate the entities' access to the 


participant's fiber, are those allowable? That is, what would allowable charges to the other 


participants be in this type of situation?".  


Finally, Picazo said that she had received a fax that day from Co1com about a change in 


companies for One Call locate service. Co1com said that Southwestern Bell was no longer  
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using TESS, but had changed to Lone Star Notification. Picazo said that she would have  


-  more information about this at the December 11 regular meeting.  


6. Mike Beeman distributed the most recent A1SD cutover schedule. He reported that 


Southwestern Bell has now applied for substantial completion on three rings, SRS, SRN, and 


BIS. He said that SRS is now available for testing by the members. Beeman said that he would 


begin notifying members by fax as the rings become available for testing. The anticipated dates 


for submission for substantial completion by ring are AIN-December 1, CIN-December 8, BIN 


and B2S-December 15. Beeman said that the City Council had approved the permit for A2N on 


the Hike and Bike Trail at the November 16 meeting and that the permit for CIS is expected to 


be approved at the December 7 meeting.  


Substantial completion on those rings will be January 15 and January 20, respectively.  


Beeman then asked Glen Smith to detail to the Board the accident on SRN which occurred 


when the EUD was changing poles. Smith reported that CoCom was moving the GAATN 


fiber when the fiber slipped and fell onto 1-35. No one was hurt. Les Marcos said that this 


type of incident should be noted and that Picazo should develop procedures for this type of 


maintenance activity.  


7. Les Marcos moved to approve the State's transfer of six strands of fiber on B IN to LCRA 


with no changes to the construction budget. Frank Curcio seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously by those present.  


8. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, December 11, at 1:30 p.m. at 


LCRA.  


9. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, results of the engineering 


and graphics bids, and the attorneys' opinion on the connection to the IXC.  


9. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:38 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


December 11, 1995  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on December 11, 1995, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:37 p.m. by Mike Beeman (AISD) standing in for Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD) and Vice 


Chairman Ron Brey (ACC), who were not present. Present were Bruce Schremp (GSC), Les 


Marcos (COA) and Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates present were Wayne Wedemeyer 


(UT), James Ting (GSC-State), David Holle (LCRA), and Brad Powell (TC). Also present 


were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager, Don Silver (SWB), Glen Smith (AISD), Dan 


Hays and Dineen Majcher. ACe was not present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the November 27 regular meeting be 


approved. The motion was seconded by Les Marcos, and passed unanimously by those 


members present.  


3. There were no changes in the order ofthe agenda.  


4. Mike Beeman introduced Dan Hays to the Board and asked that he show the GAATN video 


in its current form. Hays presented the video and said that there is still a lot of work to do, 


including the animation portions, which have been more difficult than he anticipated. Hays was 


asked by the Board to return to the January 8 board meeting to show the video again. Hays 


indicated that the narration and music would be included in the video at the next meeting.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that five responses had been submitted to the RFQ for engineering 


services, including RMI JanCom Engineering, Alexander Utility Engineering, GTE, Metro 


Access, and Comsul Ltd. She stated that she and Ullrich would review the responses and set 


up interviews with the firms the week of January 8,1996.  


Picazo reported that the mini-OTDR training held at the Southwestern Bell BDS/LAN offices 


at Forbes Drive on December 4 and 5 had been beneficial for the participants. Wayne 


Wedemeyer asked if the entities had any problem with UT purchasing an upgrade for the 


GAATN OTDR for multimode testing. Picazo thanked UT on behalf of the Board for their 


offer. Wedemeyer and Don Silver will discuss the cost and installation of the upgrade. She also 


reported that the James Mullinex of Fujitsu had contacted her about providing equipment and 


installation for full-motion video over ATM to the GAATN  
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booth at the Government Solutions Center at the Government Technology Conference. 


Picazo asked if any of the participants had questions or problems with Fujitsu providing the 


equipment and that Fujitsu had requested a letter from GAA TN concurring with their 


participation. There were no objections from the Board. Picazo also mentioned that Martha 


Riekenberg from the City was working on a map which would be included in the booth. 


Finally, Picazo asked that any other members with booths or ideas contact her.  


Finally, Picazo referred to the response from Smith, Majcher & Mudge to the questions posed 


in the last board meeting about having more than one entity's traffic riding a pair of fibers 


jointly into an IXC's POP and what charges by the owning entity to the other entities would be 


allowable. Picazo said that the response indicated that the entities would probably be on safe 


ground if UT charged back a flat fee for equipment used to provide access to their fiber. Bruce 


Schremp then distributed a memorandum to the members offering to establish a TEX-AN POP 


at Treaty Oak, giving members free access to TEXAN. Picazo asked the Board how to proceed 


with the issue. Les Marcos suggested that Picazo write a description of the question and 


answers, assess the risk of a lawsuit by asking potential opponents for their position, and 


discuss the cost of such a lawsuit with the GAA TN attorneys. Picazo said that she would have 


that ready for discussion at the January 8 board meeting.  


6. Mike Beeman distributed the most recent AISD cutover schedule. He reported that 


Southwestern Bell has now applied for substantial completion on three rings, SRS, SRN, BlS 


and AlN, which are being reviewed by JanCom. He said that ClN, BIN, and B2S are also on 


their way to JanCom. Beeman said that the permit for CIS was approved at the December 7 


City Council meeting and thanked Les Marcos for his assistance in the process. Finally, 


Beeman said that construction on A2N was progressing very well and that substantial 


completion could be earlier than January 15. Substantial completion for DIN is still expected 


on December 31 and for CIS on January 20.  


7. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, January 8, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


8. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, the GAATN video 


presentation, and discussion of the issues on the connection to the !XC.  


9. Mike Beeman adjourned the meeting at 2:23 p.m.  
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors
Meeting Held January 11, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:36 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Barbara Ritchie, on behalf of the Austin Independent School District
Jim Ullrich (alternate), on behalf of the Austin Independent School District
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of the Lower Colorado River Authority
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County
Wayne Wedemeyer (alternate), on behalf of the University of Texas
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the State of Texas, General Services Commission


Chairman Bard made the following introductions:


Introduced Susan B. Schultz sitting in on behalf of the law office of Smith, Majcher & Mudge in
Katherine Mudge's absence.
Introduced Darenda Golden, also from the office of Smith, Majcher & Mudge, as temporarily
handling the recording of minutes and posting of meetings.
Introduced and welcomed Dave Kelly as the new member for the State of Texas, General Services
Commission.


Chairman Bard asked for statements from the public. There being none, he introduced Allison Thompson
from the University of Texas who will be assisting in budgetary matters. Also recognized were Martha
Rieckenberg of the City of Austin and Bill Penak from Southwestern Bell Telephone Company.


The Chairman then adjourned the open meeting to meet in executive session.


Board Reconvened to Regular Session


Chairman Bard laid out the following items for public vote:


a.  Final Closeout with SWBT: Patrick Jordan made a motion for GAATN to write a check to SWBT.
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At such time as a filemarked and executed agreement has been provided and the law firm of
Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P. Motion was seconded by Barbara Ritchie. Motion was also made
by Barbara Ritchie to have Smith, Majcher & Mudge listed as the contact point on the Circle C
easement document. Steve Zoromsky seconded the motion. There was no further discussion. All
members voted to approve the action.


b.  Time Warner Cable Dispute: Patrick Jordan moved that the Board request Smith, Majcher &
Mudge to file the suit against Time Warner. Steve Zoromsky concurred and Brad Powell seconded
motion. There was no further discussion. All members voted to approve the action.


c.  Sunset Valley RightofWay Dispute: The Board decided that Katherine Mudge should respond to
the request on behalf of each individual member that received notification. Chairman Bard
requested that this item be placed on the agenda for its next regularly scheduled meeting. Bill Bard
moved to allow GAATN's attorney send a letter in response to the written request, stating that the
January 15, 1999 meeting between Bill Bard and the mayor of Sunset Valley is work in progress
toward a resolution. Steve Zoromsky seconded the motion. There was no further discussion. All
members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 6


Chairman Bard made a motion to approve the December 7, 1998 minutes. AISD and Travis County
requested that the minutes be amended to accurately reflect that they were not present during the
December 7, 1998 meeting. With this amendment noted, Barbara Ritchie made a motion to approved the
minutes. This motion was seconded by Steve Zoromsky. There was no further discussion. All members
voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 7


Chairman Bard requested an update on Board events. No discussion.


Agenda Item 8


Chairman Bard requested an update on Technical Subcommittee issues.


1.  Martha Reickenberg stated that the next technical meeting will be held on January 20, 1999 at
CoCom. Members will be able to take a tour of the CoCom facilities during the meeting.


2.  Martha sought suggestions for a luncheon for Linda Picazo. Martha has already purchased a plaque
for Ms. Picazo, and needs to be compensated $26.57 per member. Checks should be made payable
to the City of Austin. The Board decided to have lunch with Ms. Picazo on January 29, 1999 at the
Spaghetti Warehouse from 11:30  1:00. The luncheon will include all Board members and
technical support members.


3.  The University of Texas requested that the Techinical Subcommittee update the listing of sites and
note all changes and additions. Jim Ullrich offered to compile a new report, but he needs each
member to give him current data. This updated reported will assist GAATN in determining
percentages per member. The Board agreed that the report should include everyone's sites,
description, location, number of nodes, and a description of the nodes. A discussion followed on
defining specific terms. Chairman Bard proposed requesting the Technical Subcommittee to
compile definitions for use by the Board. All Board members agreed to send the data to Jim Ullrich
by January 22, 1999.
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4.  Chairman Bard clarified discussions held during the December meeting in relation to the Network
Manager. He stated that the Board voted not to immediately fill the position, and that the Board
also sought additional time to draft position qualifications. Barbara Ritchie reported that AISD will
continue to handle technical issues. Patrick Jordan stated that there is a substantial amount of work
to be done by the Network Manager. He suggested filling the position sooner rather than later.
Chairman Bard requested Martha to compile a report outlining Network Manager duties, and to
place this item on the agenda to be discussed in detail during next Board meeting.


Agenda Item 9


Chairman Bard laid the current year budget issue on the table. Barbara Ritchie discussed the items
identified in the tables which were handed out by Martha. There was extensive discussion on how the
numbers were derived, and whether they are projections or expenses already incurred. Discussion was
held concerning the budget, including the possibility of creating a reserve/contingency fund. This item
will be carried over to a special budget meeting to be held January 25, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. Board members
were requested to bring their current POPs data with them to the budget meeting. Brad Powell asked
Barbara Ritchie to bring last year's linebyline item budget to this budget meeting.


Agenda Item 10


The next regularly scheduled GAATN Board of Directors meeting will be held February 1, 1999 at 1:30
p.m. at LCRA offices.


ViceChair Patrick Jordan closed the meeting, and the meeting was adjourned.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Budget Meeting of the Board of Directors, 
Budget Meeting Held January 25, 1999


 


The meeting was called to order by Chairman Bill Bard at approximately 1:30 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Martha Rieckenberg, on behalf of the City of Austin
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Jim Ullrich (alternate), on behalf of the Austin Independent School District
Barbara Ritchie, on behalf of the Austin Independent School District
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County
Wayne Wedemeyer (alternate), on behalf of the University of Texas
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of the Lower Colorado River Authority
Tom Lott (alternate), on behalf of the Lower Colorado River Authority
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the State of Texas, General Services Commission


Chairman Bard laid the Board's budget issues on the table for discussion. He opened by commenting that
according the present data, the Board is facing a deficit of approximately $115,000. Chairman Bard
asked for discussion of specific expenditure items. Wayne Wedemeyer commented that the budget
spreadsheet identifies $350,000 to be the estimate for maintaining the system, and this estimate was
gathered by CoCom Cabling and Linda Picazzo. He pointed out that it may only take $200,000 to make it
through the rest of the year, therefore, the estimated budget amount could be decreased.


Discussion followed regarding the maintenance contract with CoCom Cabling, and the status of the
contract. Barbara Ritchie commented that she had discussed this matter with Katherine Mudge, and it
was her understanding that the contract was not complete. She said that the Board needs to keep this item
on the table for future discussions.


Discussion followed as to the validity of the numbers outlined in the Current Funding and 19981999
Projections spreadsheets that were handed out during the meeting.


Wayne Wedemeyer stated that he would still like to have an updated chart of percentages per entity. Jim
Ullrich handed out a spreadsheet that updates some sites and percentages. The spreadsheet does not show
current information for each entity, and he requested members who have not already done so, to forward
their data to him.
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Chairman Bard asked the members to consider what additional facts, if any, need to be determined before
the Board members can take the budget to each respective entity. Brad Powell commented that Travis
County will need the following information before considering an increase in the budget: (1) statement of
where the budget currently is; (2) causes for the increase in the budget; and (3) basis for projections. He
requested the Board to provide documentation for expenditures in order for him to be able to justify the
projections. Wayne Wedemeyer also asked for a printout of all GAATN expenditures. Barbara Ritchie,
fiscal manager (AISD), responded that it would be very difficult to produce a financial statement, and
suggested calling Southwestern Bell Telephone Company for a statement of invoices paid by GAATN.


Chairman Bard stated that the first order of business for the Board is justifying the projections. He said
that all members need to review the maintenance contract to get a feel for whether the estimate is
appropriate. He will get in touch with Katherine Mudge to discuss the maintenance contract. Patrick
commented that the Board should also have a system in place to track all expenditures, including legal
fees.


Chairman Bard adjourned the budget meeting. The budget meeting will reconvene during the next
regularly scheduled Board meeting, giving time for AISD to get expenditure data from SWBT.


Chairman Bard discussed the meeting that he had with Sunset Valley representatives, Barbara Wilson
and Terry Cowen. It is his understanding that Sunset Valley contends that the GAATN network is within
their right of way, without the city's permission. Chairman Bard asked Sunset Valley to send him a letter
outlining their discussions.


Brad Powell began discussions on the Network Manager issue. He handed out information pertaining to
hiring a new Network Manager. He also summarized discussions that were held during the last Technical
Subcommittee meeting. Chairman Bard moved to carry this item over until the next regular Board
meeting. The Board is scheduled to consider Mr. Powell's proposals and take a vote.


Barbara Ritchie raised the issue involving the Circle C easement and final closeout with Southwestern
Bell Telephone Company. She said that SWBT is still owed their last payment. She mentioned getting in
touch with Katherine Mudge, but Martha commented that she has not seen a signed document yet.
Martha will followup and find out the status of the document.


Chairman Bard pointed out that the next regularly scheduled GAATN Board of Directors meeting will be
held February 1, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. in the LCRA Board Room. Chairman Bard adjourned the meeting.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors
Meeting Held February 1, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:40 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County
Tom Lott (alternate), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Steve Zoromosky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the State of Texas, General Services Commission
Jim Ullrich (alternate), on behalf of Austin Independent School District


Chairman Bard asked for statements from the public. There being none, the Chairman then adjourned the
open meeting to meet in executive session.


Board Reconvened to Regular Session


Agenda Item 6


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the January 11, 1999
Board meeting, and the January 25, 1999 Board Budget meeting. There being no amendments, Gary
Weseman made a motion to approve the minutes. The motion was seconded by Brad Powell. All
members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 7


Chairman Bard laid out the issue of GAATN Administration. Discussions followed regarding Barbara
Ritchie's resignation from AISD, and Dave Kelly questioned whether AISD would continue to act as
fiscal manager for GAATN. Chairman Bard responded that for the timebeing, fiscal manager
responsibilities would remain at AISD.
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Patrick Jordan said that he believes that the needs of GAATN have not been met by the current situation
with the Network Manager. He stressed that emergency systems are beginning to be moved to the
GAATN network, and the current Network Manager situation has not met those needs. He submitted a
proposal to the Board to consider the City of Austin to be named the Host Entity for GAATN. He
proposed that the City of Austin become the fiscal manager as well. He requested two weeks to give him
time to put a proper proposal together and bring it back to the Board during its next regularly scheduled
meeting. He said that the financial status would transfer with the commencement of the next budget year
for GAATN. The City of Austin will have an ordinance pass in order to transfer such funds. Patrick
Jordan commented that he is looking forward to taking the current system and adding the remote access
server who will allow all Board members to enjoy the same financial data and information. Mr. Jordan
requested that the Board table this item until the next meeting in March. Brad Powell said that he has no
problem holding off on this decision, but wanted to know what the Board is going to do in the interim.
He said that someone needs to offer to handle these tasks on a temporary basis. Patrick Jordan responded
that Martha Riekenberg is spending about onethird of her time already on GAATN business, and with
the assistance of Smith, Majcher & Mudge, Bill Bard, and CoCom, things should work adequately in the
interim.


Jim Ullrich commented that Barbara Ritchie's secretary, Sergio, has been compiling expense data for this
past fiscal year, which should be helpful. He added that he understands that AISD needs to get this data
compiled, and his goal is to continue to compile financial data and develop spreadsheets of various
categories to easily see where GAATN is on current budget line items. Brad Powell said that Travis
County would like to be able to help. He said that if the Board communicates directives on fiscal matters,
then he would agree with Patrick Jordan's proposal. Chairman Bard said that the City of Austin's
proposal should work is proper separation of powers is provided.


Chairman Bard discussed the intent of the City's proposal. He said that the position of Network Manager
has been vacant for some time. It was uniformly decided by the Board that someone would have to take
over these responsibilities in the interim. He said that the City's proposal is simply to pick up the
functions of what the Network Manager was doing, attending to administrative functions only. Brad
Powell questioned whether this can be done now, and then confirm the proposal with the Board's next
fiscal year. Gary Weseman commented that the problem with waiting is that these functions will have to
be budgeted for anyway, and this issue should be settled by the end of March.


Patrick Jordan said that he should be prepared to place documents in front of the members within the
next two weeks. He added that having a technical manager and a fiscal manager will not increase the
budget. He also suggested that the timeline for transferring fiduciary responsibility should be the first
week of March, and the GAATN financial books should be examined prior to that. Mr. Jordan also said
that the Board will be responsible for hiring a staff, even though the new hire will report to the City of
Austin as a member of his staff. Brad Powell commented that he recognizes that the University of Texas
and the City of Austin are giving up a portion of their staff, but whatever the situation, there must be a
decision made on the budget as soon as possible. Tom Lott recognized the fact that Jim Ullrich is leaving
at the end of March, and AISD will have to come up with financial records and data very soon.


Discussions followed regarding current agreement held between GAATN and AISD. Wayne Wedemeyer
said that the Board has been paying AISD $1200 per year to operate as fiscal manager. Jim Ullrich
responded that AISD is in fact a "construction manager". He read an excerpt from the agreement, stating
that originally, the agreement intended for the construction manager to remain in control of financial
matters until the Network Manager position is activated. The agreement was signed October 4, 1993 and
AISD has been construction manager during the entire period. Bill Bard added that July 22, 1998 was the
date the work of the Network Manager began. Steve Zoromosky, Brad Powell and Katherine Mudge
asked for copies of the agreement. Jim Ullrich said that he would provide copies of the agreement to all
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members.


Chairman Bard made a motion to delay the hiring of the Network Manager until the March 1, 1999
Board meeting. His motion included that the Board would consider all proposals received by February
22, 1999. During the meeting on March 1, 1999, all submitted proposals would be considered.
Furthermore, AISD will provide a budget summary and a monthly statement of expenses. Patrick Jordan
seconded the motion.


The Board members consensually made a formal request to AISD to begin gathering financial records.
Wayne Wedemeyer clarified that the construction agreement is separate and apart from the maintenance
agreement, therefore, any changes made on this realm would not significantly any budget line item. Brad
Powell offered to assist AISD in compiling and reviewing old GAATN records. Patrick Jordan added
that he has permission to assign his financial advisor to this project, and he can also obtain hours of work
from his staff to look at the financial records. Discussions followed on tracking change orders with
SWBT. Brad Powell said that some time back, Travis County backed out on some change orders and he
wants to make sure that this is accurately reflected in the records.


Brad Powell made a motion to delay the hiring of a Network Manager until the March 1, 1999 Board
meeting. The motion included establishing February 22, 1999 as the deadline for submitting proposals to
the Board. On March 1, 1999, the Board will review all proposals relating to the Network Manager. The
motion further formally requested AISD to prepare a current budget summary and monthly expenditure
report. Lastly, the motion directed the City of Austin, Travis County and interested others to determine
the current state of finances and records. The motion was seconded by Patrick Jordan. Chairman Bard
asked for discussion on the motion lying on the table. There were no further discussions, and all members
voted yes to approve the motion.


Agenda Item 8


Chairman Bard asked for an updated report from the Technical Subcommittee. Martha Riekenberg
summarized discussions had during the last Technical Subcommittee meeting. She commented that the
majority of the discussions focused on the Network Manager position.


Next, she summarized the first report submitted by CoCom Cabling on construction activity. Heidi of
CoCom had provided a report of miscellaneous data, and CoCom will be providing an update of this
report monthly. Ms. Riekenberg discussed CoCom's handling of the reroute of the Convention Center.
She also reported that the Technical Subcommittee voted to remove Alexander Electric Utilities'
authority to attend Austin Area Utility Coordinating Council meetings and the member's vote to transfer
this duty to CoCom.


Brad Powell commented that attendance at AAUCC meeting, etc... is not part of the CoCom maintenance
agreement. He said that the Board should find some language in the current maintenance agreement that
covers these actions. Katherine Mudge responded that the maintenance agreement has not been executed
yet, and members may want to consider creating a separate letter agreement with CoCom to cover these
activities. She also suggested that GAATN should compile the document because the Board is the one
with the expectations. Brad Powell made a motion to authorize Martha to send a letter to Alexander
Electric Utilities requesting them to cease attending AAUCC meetings. The motion was seconded by
Patrick Jordan. Jim Ullrich said that according to the agreement with AEU, they are simply the engineer
of record. Ms. Riekenberg responded to Brad Powell's motion, stating that attendance at AAUCC
meetings is not part of AEU's contract, and it is crucial that GAATN have a point of contact at these
meetings, which is something that they did not have with AEU. Jim Ullrich added that as engineer of
record, AEU is simply billing for work performed. There is no contingency flat fee for their work.
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Chairman Bard asked the Board members for a vote on terminating AEU's authorization to attend
planning meeting. All members voted to approve the motion.


Brad Powell then questioned Martha Riekenberg's authority to approve maintenance expenses, while
acting as temporary Network Manager. Ms. Riekenberg responded that she wasn't sure whether or not
she had the authority. Chairman Bard said that he recalled that Linda Picazzo had the authority to
authorize expenses up to $25,000. Wayne Wedemeyer commented that he thought that she could expend
up to the budgeted amount. He thought that Linda Picazzo had blanket approval to expend up the budget
limit. Chairman Bard added that he felt this authority should be transferred to Martha Riekenberg, as the
Chairperson of the Technical Subcommittee, in the interim. Brad Powell pointed out that the Chairperson
of the Technical Subcommittee may not know how much money is in the budget before a PO is cut. The
Chairperson must be assured that there are sufficient funds in the budget to cover such maintenance
expenses. He would like to give the Chairperson of the Technical Subcommittee the appropriate power to
exercise whatever tasks are needed to make this work. Chairman Bard responded by making a motion
authorizing the Chairperson of the Technical Subcommittee to expend up to the available budget for
maintaining the GAATN network. The motion included authorizing the Chairperson to coordinate with
the fiscal agent to assure that they are consistent with the current budget. In addition, the Board will draft
a letter to AISD informing them that the Chairperson of the Technical Subcommittee has the authority to
expend up to the budget for maintenance expenses. The motion was seconded by Jim Ullrich. Chairman
Bard asked for Board discussion on the tabled motion.


Jim Ullrich responded that it is very important for the Board to send a letter to AISD informing them of
the Technical Subcommittee Chairperson's authority. Wayne Wedemeyer asked that the motion include
the authority to verify maintenance of bills. Chairman Bard reaffirmed that the motion would include
AISD's and the Chairpersons authority to check all invoices to confirm that the expenses are appropriate
before issuing payment. Tom Lott commented that Barbara Ritchie's secretary, Sergio, would not know
which expenses are appropriate. Jim Ullrich responded that he would work with Sergio, and he will also
confirm any CoCom expenses with Martha Riekenberg before issuing payment. The amended motion
was seconded by Jim Ullrich. All members voted to approve the motion.


Patrick Jordan then expressed his desire to move forward with the City of Austin's proposal as soon as
possible. He said that the City of Austin has been working closely with CoCom, so those expenses are
easily verified. However, other expenses are not as easily verified. Katherine Mudge pointed out that
these expenses only relate to the maintenance budget line items.


Martha Riekenberg continued with her update of the last Technical Subcommittee meeting. She reported
that an OTDR had been returned to GAATN. CoCom has the OTDR, and has payment has been issued.
She next discussed Chairman Bard's previous request for an accounting of her time spent on GAATN
matters. She reported that Patrick Jordan had supplied this report to Chairman Bard. Lastly, she discussed
a report that was compiled by SWBT listing all GAATN damages that had occurred over the past year.
Ms. Riekenberg commented that the costs for damages in the SWBT report significantly differ from the
costs reported by AISD. She added that these costs need to be investigated because there may be
overbilling involved.


Chairman Bard asked if there were any further discussions on the Technical Subcommittee update. There
were no further discussions.


Agenda Item 9


Chairman Bard next laid out the issue of the maintenance agreement with CoCom. Katherine Mudge
stated that the agreement has not been executed yet. Ms. Mudge commented that the current proposed
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language from CoCom may not appropriately protect GAATN's interests. She is in the process of
incorporating the Statement of Work provision into the maintenance agreement, and also compiling a
separate document detailing CoCom's Statement of Work. Katherine Mudge proposed to complete the
documents and distribute them to all Board members within the next seven days. Members will have an
opportunity to review the changes to ensure that it encompasses all interests. Ms. Mudge added that she
is aware that CoCom has already received an initial payment for their services, and that it will be
sufficient to have an executed agreement with CoCom within the next 30days.


Chairman Bard questioned whether there is another entity capable of doing the same work as CoCom,
and he was wondering whether the Board needed to submit a request for bids.


Brad Powell commented that if substantial changes are made to the draft maintenance agreement with
CoCom, then it would not be a showing of good faith on the Board's part. Katherine Mudge responded
that she is not intending to change things. She is simply taking CoCom's proposed language and
incorporating it into a Statement of Work. Ms. Mudge added that it is her job to consider worst case
scenarios, and assure that GAATN is covered by any such instances. She continued that by giving a draft
document to all members, everyone will have an opportunity to provide input before submitting the
proposal to CoCom. She added that during the Board's December meeting, CoCom's proposed language
was adopted with a motion to go forward and formalize, which is what she is doing now.


Chairman Bard continued with his discussion on his concern that the Board may not have properly
followed the bid process because there are potential competitors in CoCom's business. Brad Powell
responded that the bid request was posted, but no one else expressed an interest.


Agenda Item 10


Chairman Bard laid the issue of GAATN's budget. Jim Ullrich passed out handouts to members of
invoices that he identified that may have budgetary impact. He pointed out that there is an outstanding
bill from SWBT for the amount of $85,466.48. He discussed other invoices that were handed out. Mr.
Ullrich said that AISD in trying to get a handle on fiscal matters so that everyone will have an idea of
where they are in the budget now in order to plan for next year's budget. Wayne Wedemeyer questioned
the details of the invoices handed out by Jim Ullrich. Mr. Wedemeyer commented that according to the
handouts, GAATN has only paid one of two outstanding bills to SWBT. This does not coincide with
Linda Picazzo's numbers because she showed that all amounts owed to SWBT had been paid. He
expressed his concern that Ms. Picazzo's numbers were not consistent with AISD's information. Jim
Ullrich responded that Ms. Picazzo's summary may include money carried over from the previous year's
budget. Mr. Ullrich asked the Board members if the information that he had pulled together so far was
helpful, and if so, he will continue compiling such documentation. Wayne Wedemeyer responded that the
most important issue facing the Board is how much money it will take to sustain this year's budget. He
pointed out that the Technical Subcommittee has asked for an increase in the maintenance budget of
$554,000 in order to continue to go forward. Brad Powell commented that he must be able to report to his
entity where GAATN is in their budget today, and he must have concrete numbers. He added that he will
not vote to approve any budget items until he get concrete numbers of where GAATN is in the budget
today. Wayne Wedemeyer stated that it is his understanding that the Board has in fact identified line item
maintenance expenses. He added that GAATN has a contract with CoCom for $181,000, which is easily
identified, and furthermore, the Board has expended all of the 1999 budget for maintenance. He
expressed his concern that the Board needs to move forward in order to sustain the network.


Chairman Bard commented that everyone seems to be ignoring the account structure of AISD, and how
these budget items are embedded. He continued that we do not know account balances or how the
accounts are structured. Chairman Bard added that it would be helpful to see how these accounts are
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structured. Jim Ullrich responded that some accounts are simply referred to as "GAATN Accounts".
Chairman Bard requested Jim Ullrich to provide him with a complete ledger of all GAATN accounts.
Mr. Ullrich responded that he would call Mr. Bard when he has the ledger compiled. Patrick Jordan
commented that Jim Ullrich may need a letter from the Board in order to get a current budget summary,
monthly expense report, and a ledger report of account transactions. Brad Powell pointed out that Martha
Riekenberg has a print out detailing all repairs made by SWBT up the end of 1998, and that the risk
management numbers are being researched by Scott, Wyatt for accuracy. He continued that Martha
Riekenberg took these numbers and averaged them, allowing approximately $30,000 per month. These
numbers only include teardowns, and she pulled out all data that did not relate to repairs. Mr. Powell
proposed that the Board use these estimates to project next year's budget. Chairman Bard agreed with Mr.
Powell, and proposed that the Board move forward with Martha Riekenberg's projections and utilize the
budget summary from AISD when it is available.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked Jim Ullrich for an update on percentages per entity. Jim Ullrich responded that
he has not received a new data from Travis County, ACC and the State, so the report on percentages that
he distributed during the last meeting is as current as he can provide.


Brad Powell asked the Board to direct the Technical Subcommittee to work on maintenance projections.


Agenda Item 11


Chairman Bard pointed out that this agenda item had been previously discussed.


Agenda Item 12


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next regularly scheduled GAATN Board meeting will be held March
1, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. at the LCRA Board Room.


Agenda Item 13


Chairman Bard asked if there were any other items to be discussed. There being none, the meeting was
adjourned at approximately 4:40 p.m.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors
Meeting Held March 1, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:40 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the State of Texas, General Services Commission
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Wayne Wedemeyer (alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County
Tom Lott (alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
Jim Ullrich (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority


Chairman Bard announced that Debbie Opdahl will be replacing Jim Ullrich as alternate for the Austin
Independent School District. Chairman Bard asked if there were any more statements from the public.
There being none, the Chairman then adjourned the open meeting to meet in executive session.


Board Reconvened to Regular Session


Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions had been taken in executive session:


Agenda Item 6


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the February 1, 1999
Board meeting. The following amendments were noted: (1) Wayne Wedemeyer's presence at the
meeting; (2) Chairman Bard's statement on Agenda Item 7, page 2 to accurately reflect that it is the
University of Texas' proposal to pick up the functions of the Network Manager; (3) accurately reflect
Gary Weseman's comment that Network Manager issue be resolved by the end of the year, not the end of
March; (4) accurately reflect that the Board has been paying AISD $1800 yearly to act as fiscal manager;
(5) insert omitted word, "impact," on page 3, line 26; (6) Brad Powell asked that the minutes reflect in
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Agenda Item 9, page 6 that a bid request for engineer of record had been posted, but he had no personal
knowledge of the posting.


With these amendments, Steve Zoromsky made a motion to approve the minutes. The motion was
seconded by Gary Weseman. All members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 7


Board Chairman Update. Chairman Bard noted that the fiscal condition of GAATN to date would be
taken up under Agenda Item 10. He had nothing further to report.


Agenda Item 8


Chairman Bard asked Martha Riekenberg to provide an update from the Technical Subcommittee. Ms.
Riekenberg reported that during the last Technical Subcommittee meeting, it was decided that more cable
needs to be purchased and the Board needs to take appropriate action in order to purchase the cable. She
reported that currently there is approximately 12,000 feet of available cable. Ms. Riekenberg noted that
she wanted a better idea of the state of the budget before making this purchase. Chairman Bard asked Ms.
Riekenberg approximately how much money was involved. She responded that it would cost $25,000.
Chairman Bard asked for Board discussion on this issue. Tom Lott responded that the cable should be
ordered because it will be needed if/when there are any more teardowns. Brad Powell commented that
the Board cannot safely approve this expenditure because the meetings with AISD reflect that the budget
is half of what was reported. He added that AISD has not met its full obligation of fiscal reporting and
the Board needs more information before making such purchases. Mr. Powell stated that if the Board is
really concerned with running out of cable, there are additional Travis County construction funds that
could be used to perform this function. He added that Travis County could provide these funds in kind
fashion, as long as it is appropriately reflected in the budget.


Chairman Bard commented that he didn't think that the Board has expended funds that it didn't have. He
asked Ms. Riekenberg to continue with the Technical Subcommittee report.


Martha Riekenberg further reported that the Committee had voted to approve the proposed increment in
the FY99 budget for the amount of $554,833. In regard to the Maintenance Agreement, Ms. Riekenberg
reported that she had been in contact with Katherine Mudge and that it was her understanding that Ms.
Mudge was in the process of reviewing CoCom's proposed language and preparing a complete
Maintenance Agreement. She added that Ms. Mudge has all of the changes, it is just a matter of
completing the document.


Chairman Bard asked the Board for discussion on the Technical Subcommitte report. Wayne Wedemeyer
moved to table the issue of ordering additional cable to keep the issue alive. Chairman Bard responded
that this matter would be discussed further later in the meeting.


Agenda Item 10


Chairman Bard laid out the issue of GAATN's 1999 budget, and he asked Jim Ullrich for a fiscal report.
Mr. Ullrich supplied handouts detailing GAATN expenditures for 19981999. Mr. Ullrich pointed out
specifics noted on the expenditure report. He commented that the report had been prepared in response to
a letter that he received from Chairman Bard. He added that the report was prepared by John
Kohlmorgan, so any specific questions may be better directed to Mr. Kohlmorgan. He further noted that
the report was based upon the budget, and not individual amounts received by entities.
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Chairman Bard summarized that the GAATN budget currently is approximately $100,000. Brad Powell
responded that it is actually only approximately $21,000 because GAATN is still under obligation to
submit to SWBT its final payment. Chairman Bard agreed that the fiscal report should reflect somewhere
the invoice to SWBT for $87,000.


Jim Ullrich stated that in regard to updating each respective entity's percentages, he still needs
information from the State, Travis County and ACC. Brad Powell responded that he emailed Travis
County's information to Mr. Ullrich that morning. Marth Riekenberg added that she had received
information from the State as well.


Brad Powell suggested that the Board take action to authorize AISD to move monies around to cover
deficits in specific budget line items. Jim Ullrich added that the Board must give authorization before
monies can be moved around from one account to another. Discussions followed regarding the status of
insurance premiums and related adjustments. Mr. Ullrich commented that some existing insurance funds
could be transferred to cover maintenance expenses. Chairman Bard stated that it appears that the current
year budget item that needs immediate attention is the outstanding bill owed to SWBT for $87,000. He
commented that maybe the Board should become more aggressive in collecting for damaged cable; and
the Board may even want to consider having an attorney handle collections on a contingency basis.
Chairman Bard summarized the three most important outstanding budgetary issues facing the Board.
They are: (1) the need to shift monies around; (2) the need to address budget implement for this year; and
(3) the fact that the Board clearly cannot continue to operate the rest of the year without an increase in
the budget. Jim Ullrich suggested adding a budget line item labeled "Supplies for Maintenance". This
would enable the Board to pay for certain maintenance expenses such as reels of fiber. Chairman Bard
responded that the first order of business is to move money around to cover any deficit amounts.


Discussions followed on options to transfer funds in order to cover deficits in budget line items. Brad
Powell made a motion as follows:


1.  take $11,580 from the insurance account and transfer into the legal account;
2.  take $35,000 from the insurance received account and transfer into the maintenance account;
3.  take $17,878 from the insurance received account and transfer into the maintenance supply


account;
4.  transfer an additional $3042 into the maintenance supply account;
5.  take $17,246 from the manager's salary and transfer into the maintenance supply account.


All members voted to approve the fiscal adjustments.


Chairman Bard stated that the next order of business was to approve the proposed budget for FY1999. He
asked for discussions from the Board. Jim Ullrich commented that he was still missing updated site data
from ACC, and he questioned the members whether it was appropriate to approve the budget without
updated percentages. Gary Weseman reviewed information provided by Mr. Ullrich, and he responded
that the information for ACC was correct. Patrick Jordan questioned Jim Ullrich as to whether each
entity's respective percentages had significantly changed, enough to effect percentages without
calculating in the new data. Mr. Ullrich responded that the percentages for each entity had only changed
about one percent, either up or down. Brad Powell proposed using the percentages defined in March
1998 for the current budget, and then use the new percentages for the fiscal year 2000 budget. He also
noted that GAATN will probably see additional legal fees for the remainder of the year, and additional
funds will also be needed to cover Network Manager expenses. Mr. Powell stated that the Board should
consider these expenses when approving the $554,833 budget increment so that members will only have
to request money from their respective entity once. Gary Weseman responded that the adjustments made
should be adequate to cover everything for the remainder of the year. Dave Kelly added that there will be
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additional expenses for the Sunset Valley easement dispute. Brad Powell commented that the estimates
provided by Martha Riekenberg reflect a surplus of $200,000, and he will not request more money from
his entity than is necessary. Martha Riekenberg responded by stating that when she prepared the budget
estimates, she did not have the AISD expenditure report. She has no problem with making adjustments to
the estimates, but she does not believe that the Board will end up with an additional $200,000 at the end
of the year. Mr. Ullrich proposed using the $200,000 to reflect amounts needed to cover any deficits in
any budget line items. Brad Powell stated that he did not have a problem with that.


Chairman Bard asked the members whether there was a proposal to do something with the proposed
budget increment. Martha Riekenberg asked for consideration of replenishing the Network Manager
salary. Tom Lott asked for the balance of the Network Manager salary budget line item, after the
previously approved adjustments. Wayne Wedemeyer responded that there is $31,271 in that account.


Chairman Bard asked the Board if there was a motion to accept the budget increment. Jim Ullrich made a
motion to increase the budget by $520,000. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion. All members voted to
approve the budget increment of $520,000, except for Brad Powell. He abstained from voting on behalf
of Travis County.


Agenda Item 11


Chairman Bard laid on the table the issue of Network Manager position. He asked for Board discussion
on this issue. Patrick Jordan reported the City of Austin's interest in putting forth a proposal, and he
apologized to the Board for missing the February 22, 1999 deadline for submitting a proposal. Mr. Jordan
reported that he is unable to move forward with a proposal at this time, but he would like to request
additional time to bring forward a proposal to the Board. Tom Lott asked him how much time was
needed. Mr. Jordan responded that two weeks would be sufficient time. He suggested that the Board may
want to call a special meeting in two weeks to discuss this matter.


Brad Powell proposed tabling the Network Manager issue, and taking it up at a Special Board meeting on
March 22, 1999, along with the issue of the Fiscal Year 2000 Budget.


Dave Kelly asked whether the current balance of $31,000 in the Network Manager budget would be
enough to carry the City of Austin through the end of the year. Brad Powell commented that based on
earlier discussions, there appears to be some float in the budget, so additional adjustments could be made.
Tom Lott asked Jim Ullrich to inform AISD that the Board is considering administrative matters, and to
let the Board know if it is interested in continuing to act as fiscal manager.


Patrick Jordan seconded Brad Powell's motion to table these issues and take them up in a Special Board
meeting to be held March 22, 1999. All members voted to approve the action.


Chairman Bard asked if there was any other business that needed to be discussed. Brad Powell responded
by making a motion to purchase additional cable needed for maintenance. The motion was seconded by
Wayne Wedemeyer. All members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 12


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next Board meeting would be a Special meeting, scheduled to be held
March 22, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. in the LCRA Board Conference Room.


Agenda Item 13
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No discussion.


Agenda Item 14


The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Bard at approximately 4:40 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors
Meeting Held April 12, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:43 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Wayne Wedemeyer (alt.) on behalf of the University of Texas
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
John Kohlmorgan (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District


Chairman Bard asked if there were any statements from the public. No public statements were made, and
the open meeting was adjourned to commence meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 2


Board Reconvened to Regular Session


Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions had been taken in executive session:


Agenda Item 3: Final Settlement Agreement with Southwestern Bell Telephone Company; the
Board concluded that all compliance measures had been met, and there is no further business to
address on this issue. Therefore, this item will be removed from future meeting agendas.
Agenda Item 4: Time Warner Cable Cut Dispute; following discussions the Board concluded that
there is nothing further to report at this time.
Agenda Item 5: City of Sunset Valley rightofway dispute; Patrick Jordan made a motion stating
on the record that GAATN is in agreement in principle with the mutual release of claims between
the City of Sunset Valley and GAATN, with certain language changes still to be made to the
document. He further moved that the Board would vote on the final document during the next
Board meeting. The motion was seconded by Steve Zoromsky. Katherine Mudge suggested that
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Chairman Bard call the mayor of Sunset Valley and notify her of the status.


Agenda Item 6


Approval of Board Minutes. Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken
at the March 1, 1999 Board meeting. Debbie Opdahl requested that the minutes be amended to reflect
that she been voted in as an Austin Independent School District Board member, and therefore was no
longer an alternate.


With this amendment noted, the Board approved the mintues.


Agenda Item 7


Board Chairman Update. Chairman Bard did not have anything to report.


Agenda Item 8


Chairman Bard asked Martha Riekenberg to provide an update from the Technical Subcommittee. Ms.
Riekenberg reported that the Committee did not meet in March because relevant issues were scheduled to
be discussed in Special Board meeting which was held March 22, 1999.


She reported that the network currently had 22,000 feet of cable available. She further reported that the
Loyola Lane reroute had been completed.


The next Technical Subcommittee meeting will be held April 14, 1999 at CoCom Cabling offices.
Katherine Mudge stated that Darenda Golden would not be available to take minutes at this meeting
because her services are needed at a hearing involving Smith, Majcher & Mudge.


Agenda Item 9


Maintenance Agreement with CoCom. Katherine Mudge stated that she had made some changes to the
draft maintenance agreement that she had received via email from Martha Riekenberg. She made
changes to the sections regarding "warranty of work" and "general terms and conditions". Ms. Mudge
explained that she added language to these sections in order to protect the Board in the future if the
current situation with CoCom changes. Chairman Bard asked Ms. Mudge what the process is for
finalizing the document. Ms. Mudge suggested producing a redlined version of the document and
discussing it at the next Board meeting. She further stated that it would be best for the Board to review
and discuss the draft document before asking for additional comments from CoCom. Martha Riekenberg
responded that CoCom has already approved most of the language, so it would expedite matters to go
ahead and let them review the current draft. Patrick Jordan asked who would be the signatory party on
the final maintenance agreement? Chairman Bard responded that he assumed that he, as Chair, would be
the signatory party. Chairman Board further stated that if CoCom signs the agreement in the interim, this
item will be brought forward for Board approval during the next Board meeting.


Katherine Mudge stated that a provision has been added that requires a performance bond, and CoCom
may question this provision, even though it was taken from the RFP. She suggested that the Board may
want to instruct the Technical Subcommittee to continue its negotiations with CoCom. Steve Zoromsky
made a motion to further negotiations with CoCom. The motion was seconded by Patrick Jordan. All
members voted to approved the action.
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Agenda Item 10


Chairman Bard laid on the table the issue of filling the Network Manager position. He asked for Board
discussion on this issue. Patrick Jordan stated that the City of Austin would like to see the position filled
by two individuals that have loyalty and a strong relationship with the host entity because it is an
extremely important function. He continued that the City will need to advertise for these positions. They
will not be filled by current City employees. Mr. Jordan stated that before the City hires these new
employees, he would bring them before the Board for consideration. He further stated that he forsees
making remote access available to all members, which enable all members to access project databases,
drawings, time tracking, etc.


Chairman Bard asked for additional discussions on this issue. Steve Zoromsky asked Mr. Jordan if he
had considered other things, such as risk management, and further asked if Mr. Jordan was aware of the
current responsibilities of Austin Independent School District. Mr. Jordan responded that his list of job
duties contains everything that should be done, including acts of the Fiscal Agent. Debbie Opdahl asked
if the City of Austin would have to get approval to process monies above the amount of $25,000. Mr.
Jordan responded that GAATN funds would be handled directly by GAATN support, and not through the
City. However, the City general funds would lend support. He continued that maintaining monthly
tracking report, etc. would be the responsibility of the Administrator. Ms. Opdahl asked Mr. Jordan if he
envisioned AISD continuing its role as risk management exclusively. Patrick Jordan responded
affirmatively, however, he was open to looking at risk management as part of the City's work as well. He
asked Ms. Opdahl for her sense of how much time is spent on risk management. She responded that it is
less than a fulltime job, but it does require some attention. She added that AISD would be willing to
continue this function. She asked whether the City had the capability of fulfilling the risk management
function. Patrick Jordan responded that the City does have a department that could perform this function.
Martha Riekenberg added that the City is more apt to settle conflicts out of court than to litigate them.


Debbie Opdahl asked Mr. Jordan whether the list of duties detailed on the Network Engineering
description are currently being maintained by the Technical Subcommittee. Martha Riekenberg
responded the current as follows: The Technical Subcommittee receives new projects from its Engineer
of Record, which is not always timely. That information is then brought forward for the Technical
Subcommittee Chairperson to evaluate, and then the Chairperson subsequently becomes the central point
of information. Ms. Riekenberg stated that for things to work effectively, the central point of information
should instead be an employee of GAATN. She continued that the functions detailed in the job
description for Engineering Manager have been performed by the Network Manager in the past, with the
direction of each respective entity. Chairman Bard questioned whether it would be feasible to keep these
functions within each entity. Ms. Riekenberg responded that she was concerned that the Network
Manager responsibilities would not be fulfilled if there was not proper oversight from the Board. Patrick
Jordan added that it is essential that employees have a daily set of tasks before them, in conjunction with
a process in place to handle emergencies.


Debbie Opdahl stated that if the City continues to handle these tasks, then they should be compensated.
She also stated that there should be a provision somewhere providing that the performer of these tasks
report to the Board, in case there was a situation where recourse was required.


Wayne Wedemeyer stated that the Board could contract with the City, and if things do not work out, then
the Board could act on the terms of the contract for recourse. Brad Powell stated that the Board is looking
for an entity to provide a level of service, and the logistics are immaterial as long as the work is being
performed. He continued that the Interlocal Agreement allows for the Board to contract for work to be
performed by a Network Manager. Mr. Powell suggested that the Board could contract with the City for
"functions" only, and it is immaterial who performs these functions. Mr. Wedemeyer added that if the
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Board contracts for "functions" only, then there would be no basis for conflict in functions.


Patrick Jordan stated that the City's mission critical systems are currently being maintained by the
GAATN Network, and the City feels that it has an obligation to assist in maintaining the system. Debbie
Opdahl commented that since Ms. Riekenberg has stepped into this role, the functions have been met.
She continued that Patrick Jordan has done a good job in outlining the functions needed to maintain the
network. Brad Powell agreed with these comments. He continued that if the City has no objection, he
would entertain a motion to approve an Interlocal contract defining services that would be performed.
Mr. Jordan stated that he had no problem with that. Wayne Wedemeyer agreed that it is important to
have a contract to perform these functions in case there is a need for recourse. Mr. Jordan emphasized
that the database that he envisions will allow all members to track all projects and the specific work that
is being done on each project.


Patrick Jordan asked if the Board would go ahead and give him the approval to begin looking for
individuals to perform these functions. Wayne Wedemeyer responded by stating that the Board may want
to consider directing its attorney to develop a boiler plate service contract. Chairman Bard suggested that
the Board may also want to consider entertaining other proposals by businesses that perform these
functions daily. Ms. Opdahl responded that the City has its critical systems on the network, and they
know the system very well which would give her confidence that the work is sufficiently being
performed. She continued that AISD could provide additional functions as the fiscal agent because
GAATN is now out of the construction phase, and the list that Mr. Jordan has provided may not be
exhaustive.


Brad Powell made a motion to (1) provide an interlocal service contract for administrative and
engineering functions for fiscal year 2000; (2) direct the GAATN attorney to draft a proposed service
contract and return it for Board approval during the next Board meeting; (3) provide an interlocal service
contract for AISD to perform fiscal actions.


Katherine Mudge asked the Board if they wanted to include a provision for payment of fees for services
performed within the interlocal service contract. Mr. Powell responded that he proposed paying $1800
per year to the City to perform this function, and payment to AISD will remain blank at this time,
although he did suggest that AISD should be entitled to receive payment for the services performed on
risk management.


Mr. Jordan stated that he may not post the positions for employment until there is an obligation for
payment of their services, although he does want to proceed as quickly as possible on this matter.


Chairman Bard asked if there were any further discussions. There being none, all members voted to
approve the motion that was presented by Brad Powell.


Agenda Item 11


Chairman Bard laid out the issue of Network Rights. Brad Powell stated that the percentages should be
revised at some point to accurately reflect the current information. Chairman Bard questioned who would
be responsible for preparing the Network Rights data. Patrick Jordan stated that Jim Ullrich had prepared
the previous data. He continued that it is not the actual percentages that need updating, it is the site
information that needs to be updated and maintained. He proposed that each entity should update their
own site information and provide the data to Wayne Wedemeyer who can then provide it in spreadsheet
format. Mr. Wedemeyer stated that if each entity would provide him with the information, he would
update the spreadsheet and distribute it the members.
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Agenda Item 12


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next Board meeting would be held May 3, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. in the
LCRA Board Conference Room.


Agenda Item 13


No discussion.


Agenda Item 14


The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Bard at approximately 5:00 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors
Meeting Held May 3, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:37 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
John Kohlmorgan (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Tom Lott (alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment.


Quint Stuart submitted comments on behalf of the University of Texas and the students of Professor
Doty. Mr. Stuart offered apology and thank yous from the students of U.T. for answering questions and
assisting with their school project.


Patrick Jordan asked the students when reports would be due. Mr. Stuart responded that their papers were
due this week. Mr. Jordan commented that he would be interested in reading graduate students' papers on
the GAATN network. He asked the Board for its opinion. After brief discussions, the Board asked to be
provided electronic copies of the students' papers.


There were no further statements from the public. Chairman Bard directed that the open meeting be
recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 2


Board Reconvened to Regular Session


Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions had been taken in the executive session:
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Agenda Item 3


Time Warner cable cut dispute. No action taken.


Agenda Item 4


Sunset Valley rightofway dispute. Steve Zoromsky moved that the Board empower Katherine Mudge
and Chairman Bard to continue negotiations with the city of Sunset Valley consistent with the outline
document presented in Executive Session. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion. All members voted in
favor of the action.


Agenda Item 5


Approval of Board Minutes. Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken
at the April 12, 1999 Board meeting. There was no discussion. The Board approved the minutes with no
changes.


Agenda Item 6


Board Chairman Update. Chairman Bard has been talking with an Austin AmericanStatesman reporter
regarding the GAATN system. He commented that an article may appear in the newspaper in the near
future.


Agenda Item 7


Technical Subcommittee Update. Chairman Bard asked Martha Riekenberg to provide an update from
the Technical Subcommittee. Ms. Riekenberg reported on the general status of the Maintenance
Agreement. Ms. Riekenberg next discussed the proposed new supernode on D1N, which is referred to as
Firestation 14. The firestation has given them a truck bay to use as a site for development of a supernode
on D1N. She added that this is a favorable site because of its location, and its ample space for racks. Ms.
Riekenberg continued with the Technical Subcommittee update, discussing the City Annex development
on Cesar Chavez. She reported that the City will begin demolition on the corner that has GAATN buried
cable toward the end of July. She has processed a request that will allow temporary placement of poles.
Ms. Riekenberg stated that she estimates the project should cost no more than $20,000. She added that
the project will involve cleansing the soil to rid it of lead contaminants. Patrick Jordan stated that this
project will impact rightofway issues. Chairman Bard asked if the Board needed to take any action on
this issue today. Ms. Riekenberg responded that no action was needed today. Patrick Jordan asked that
this item be added for the next Board meeting. Chairman Bard asked if there was any more discussion on
the Technical Subcommittee report. There were no further discussions.


Agenda Item 8


Maintenance Agreement. Katherine Mudge reported that CoCom Cabling had signed the Maintenance
Agreement. Ms. Mudge stated that the primary changes to the Agreement included amendments
proposed by the University of Texas and Travis County, which were submitted at the last meeting. This
agreement takes care of issues related to the proper business relationship between GAATN and CoCom
Cabling. Martha Riekenberg added that all open items have been addressed and the Agreement is ready
for signature by the Board. Chairman Bard asked if there were additional comments. Patrick Jordan
moved that the Board instruct Chairman Bard to execute the Maintenance Agreement and have the
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document sent to CoCom Cabling. Steve Zoromsky asked about a clarification on the definition of a
node. Katherine Mudge noted his clarification, and said she would make the amendment to the
Agreement. Patrick Jordan amended his motion to include another final review, before finalizing and
executing the maintenance agreement. Gary Weseman seconded the motion. All members voted to
approve the action.


Agenda Item 9


Network Manager. Patrick Jordan discussed the agreement made June 3, 1993 between AISD and
GAATN. He handed out a document that took the original agreement and reworked it to handle the terms
of service agreement. He received input from the City of Austin attorney. Mr. Jordan suggested that the
Board may want to direct Katherine Mudge to review the document. Chairman Bard clarified that
basically, the intent is for members to consider the agreement and come back and discuss it during the
next Board meeting.


Agenda 10


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next Board meeting would be held June 7, 1999 at 1:30 in the LCRA
Board Conference Room.


Agenda Item 11


New agenda items for next meeting. Chairman Bard requested that the following items be placed on the
agenda for the next meeting.


1.  Construction project.
2.  Network Manager; service agreement between the City of Austin and GAATN.


Agenda 12


The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Bard at approximately 2:40 p.m.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held June 7, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
John Kohlmorgan (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Tom Lott (alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Brad Powell, on behalf of Travis County
Wayne Wedemeyer, on behalf of the University of Texas
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public. Chairman Bard
directed that the open meeting be recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 2


Board reconvened to Regular Session. Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions had
been taken in the executive session:


Agenda Item 3


Time Warner cable cut dispute. Chairman Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this
issue at this time.


Agenda Item 4


Sunset Valley rightofway dispute. Chairman Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on
this issue at this time.
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Agenda Item 5


Approval of Board Minutes. Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken
at the May 3, 1999 Board meeting. There was no discussion. The Board approved the minutes with no
changes.


Agenda Item 6


Board Chairman Update. There were no discussions on this agenda item.


Agenda Item 7


Technical Subcommittee Update. Chairman Bard asked Martha Riekenberg to provide an update from
the Technical Subcommittee. Ms. Riekenberg reported that since the last Board meeting, there had been
only two jobs completed by CoCom Cabling, which were small jobs. One job, which was located at the
6600 block of MoPac was complicated only because it entailed getting the assistance of the police to
assist with traffic. Ms. Riekenberg further reported that work on the Super Ring South transfer is
continuing. She stated that during the development of the reroute, a manhole will need to be constructed
which will increase the proposed amount of the project from $17,000 to $23,000. Ms Riekenberg
requested that the Board approve this action.


Patrick Jordan commented that the Cesar Chavez project is making changes to the rightofway, and as a
result, GAATN's cable will have to be moved anyway. He stated that this is a good opportunity to place a
manhole in this area, and the manhole will provide an optimal splice point in this area. Brad Powell made
a motion to approve the additional amount needed for construction of the manhole for the amount of
$23,000. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion. All members voted to approve the action.


Martha Riekenberg also reported that she is in the process of updating the GAATN Web page.


There were no further discussions on the Technical Subcommittee update.


Agenda Item 8


Network Manager Position, and Alternative Proposals  Service Level Agreement with the City of
Austin. Patrick Jordan invited comments on the City's proposal. John Kohlmorgan distributed copies of
AISD's amendments to the Service Level Agreement, and he asked for comments from Patrick Jordan.
Mr. Jordan responded that he was looking at the amendments for the first time, and he would appreciate
more time to review them. Chairman Bard asked Mr. Jordan if he would prefer reviewing the proposed
amendments, and then prepare a written response to the Board.


Brad Powell added that it doesn't matter how many people are hired as long as the functions are being
performed. He encouraged the Board to determine the level of service that is needed for each function.
Wayne Wedemeyer commented that it is important to have contact names to be able to have a way to talk
directly to each person working on a specific service. Brad Powell also added that in regard to long term
projects, it is unrealistic for the Board to assume that all projects can be accomplished in one year. He
suggested that the Board may want to establish goals for long term projects with regular status checks.
Patrick Jordan responded that he has checked on the City of Austin's helpdesk involvement, and also the
involvement from the financial staff. He stated that he would provide a list of contact names. Brad
Powell next commented on the section concerning Optional Services. He stated that Travis County would
have concerns with the current wording, and he would desire some clarification of which services fall
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under Optional Services.


Katherine Mudge stated that she would be happy to reduce her comments to written form and discuss
them with Patrick Jordan informally.


Patrick Jordan responded that he would review AISD's comments and comments made by others, and he
would develop a revised Service Level Agreement.


Mr. Jordan asked that the Board approved disbursement of $38,000 to assist in getting the Service Level
Agreement started. The money would be used for such things as office equipment, office space, etc. John
Kohlmorgan objected, stating that the City of Austin should not be allowed to do this because the money
should be disbursed in lump quarterly payments. Mr. Jordan responded that the City is simply asking for
a prorata of $38,000 which was already captured in the budget spreadsheet. Mr. Kohlmorgan replied that
all entities have provided services for GAATN and have not asked for money in return. Chairman Bard
stated that once the agreement is signed, the disbursement of monies will be easier to handle on a
quarterly basis.


Agenda Item 9


Cesar Chavez Cable Reroute. Brad Powell stated that he had requested this item be placed on the Board
meeting agenda following discussions that had taken place during the last Technical Subcommittee
meeting. Mr. Powell suggested that the Board may want to consider trying to get reimbursement for the
reroute from Southwestern Bell Telephone Company for failing to lay the GAATN cable according to the
original plans. Katherine Mudge responded that she could have her office research into the issue, and
provide a letter opinion on remedies for this situation and similar situations that may occur in the future.
Patrick Jordan responded that GAATN is operating under a interlocal agreement, and the Board will
likely encounter similar easement issues in the future. He proposed that the Board should request the
Technical Subcommittee to review these issues. Martha Riekenberg stated that the GAATN cable is now
located on private property, and this situation is significant. Chairman Bard stated that the Board may
want to consider where GAATN was during this initial construction phase. He continued that it is
possible that the City of Austin may have instructed Southwestern Bell Telephone Company to lay the
cable where it is currently located. John Kohlmorgan asked whether the cable would have to be rerouted
even if it had been laid according to the original plans. Ms. Riekenberg responded that there would not
have been a need for the reroute if the original plans had been followed. Brad Powell suggested that the
Board set financial limits for following up on situations such as this because they will probably arise
again in the future. Patrick Jordan responded that setting monetary limits is a good idea. He also restated
his position that matters such as easement assignments, encroachments, and rightsofway should be
handled by the Technical Subcommittee, and then the Board could defer resolution of general remedies
to its counsel, Katherine Mudge.


Chairman Bard stated that Board action was not required at this time, and there were no further
discussions on this agenda item.


Agenda Item 10


Insurance. John Kohlmorgan introduced Scott Wyatt, AISD Risk Manager. Following general
introductions, Patrick Jordan commented that the tasks of fiscal manager and risk manager should be
intertwined, and the City of Austin was capable of handling both jobs. He added that the time of
changing insurance policies is a good time to transfer the tasks to the City. Scott Wyatt stated that
changing the address on the policy is all that is needed for the transfer. Mr. Wyatt reported that CIGNA is
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no longer in business. He also stated that the premiums have increased because the value of the network
has increased. Mr. Wyatt stated that the Board needs to discuss the amount it wants for the deductible,
and how much the payments should be set at. He suggested adopting a "per occurrence" deductible. He
also stated that GAATN needs a policy with catastrophic claims.


Chairman Bard asked for the amount that the network had been valued for. Scott Wyatt responded that
Heidi Cottingham of CoCom Cabling had set the value at 12.5 million. Wayne Wedemeyer commented
that this is an appreciating asset that is continuously increasing, not depreciating.


Chairman Bard stated that bids needs to go out quickly, and it should request several aggregates per
occurrence. He asked how long it would take to get bids back. Mr. Wyatt responded that it usually takes
30 days. He stated that he could bring the bids to the Board meeting scheduled for August.


Chairman Bard directed Patrick Jordan to handle the insurance issues in the Service Level Agreement.
Mr. Jordan responded that he would want the GAATN attorney to handle any legal insurance claims. He
would not want the City of Austin to pursue insurance legal claims. Mr. Jordan added that AISD did not
use AISD legal counsel for insurance claims. He stated that Scott Wyatt would simply speak with
Katherine Mudge regarding concerns, and he would like the opportunity to do the same.


Agenda Item 11


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next Board meeting would be held July 12, 1999 at 1:30 in the LCRA
Board Conference Room.


Agenda Item 12


New agenda items for next meeting. Chairman Bard requested that the Service Level Agreement between
the City of Austin and GAATN be placed on the agenda for the next Board meeting.


Agenda Item 13


The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Bard at approximately 3:20 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held July 12, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:40 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Bill Bard, on behalf of The University of Texas
Tom Lott (alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Dave Kelly, on behalf of State of Texas, General Services Commission
Wayne Wedemeyer (alt.), on behalf of The University of Texas
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin


Agenda Item 2


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public. Chairman Bard
directed that the open meeting be recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 3


Board reconvened to regular session. Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions had
been taken in the Executive Session:


Agenda Item 4


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.


Agenda Item 5


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.
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Agenda Item 6


Approval of Board Minutes. Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken
at the July 7, 1999 Board meeting. A motion to Approve was entered by Steve Zoromsky and the motion
was seconded by Debbie Opdahl. The Board members voted unanimously to approve the minutes with
no changes.


Agenda Item 7


Board Chairman Update. Bill Bard commented that he continues to attempt to get publicity for GAATN
in area media.


Steve Zoromsky commented that there should be interest in the network and its construction from the
school systems.


Debbie Opdahl  responded that it was a good idea and that she had no problem introducing it to the
Superintendent. Steve Zoromsky added that real world examples are good for students.


Patrick Jordan stated that the Transportation Management  Public Works Network is not an option
because it no longer uses GAATN. The network is not used because it has an incompatible architecture.


Leigh Williams stated that Travis County will soon begin video magistration, which may be newsworthy.


Chairman Bard stated that if he gets any interest from the media, he will contact the members.


Agenda Item 8


Technical Subcommittee Update. Martha Riekenberg provided handouts and reported that GAATN is
where it should be in the budget for the year. She reported that if teardowns continue at the current low
rate, GAATN may find itself with a surplus.


Chairman Bard asked if there seem to be any factors that decrease the amount of work on teardowns, etc.


Martha Riekenberg responded stating that, the wet and rainy weather makes construction work decrease.
She further commented that the rain has been weekly, so the pattern of teardowns has decreased but will
likely increase when dry weather comes. Ms. Riekenberg continued that the impact of maintenance on
the network has lead to a decrease in cost of repairs.


Ms. Riekenberg distributed copies of a map illustrating the Cesar Chavez reroute. The six blocks
involved will impact the rightofway. The City is proposing a series of tunnels to link city
offices/garages. The net effect is that all existing utilities are facing a large reroute. Ms. Riekenberg
stated that GAATN should coordinate the reroute with other utilities.


Martha Riekenberg advised that GAATN has a deal with Time Warner to share conduit.


Katherine Mudge questioned the removal of A2N on West 2nd street. Martha Riekenberg responded that
the construction on the parking garage begins in late 2001, and the complex itself will not begin
construction until the first of 2002. Katherine Mudge asked whether the cable was in the rightofway or
street. Martha Riekenberg responded that the cable is in the street. Patrick Jordan suggested placing
conduit runs in tunnel connections. Ms. Riekenberg responded that this was fine, but the tunnel would
not be built until later.
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Wayne Wedemeyer asked whether the tunnels would connect all three CSC sites; and Ms. Riekenberg
responded affirmatively.


Martha Riekenberg reported that GAATN has been asked to clear its cable from around the building
West of the Hobby Building  GAATN has also been asked to vacate the property and the adjacent
streets.


Martha Riekenberg reiterated that she has been talking to Time Warner and other utilities to develop a
partnership in the construction project. Katherine Mudge asked for clarification on the partnership to
agree on route. Ms. Riekenberg responded that the partnership included splitting the costs of the conduit.
Cost for conduit has been estimated at $294,000, which includes ducts and manholes. This project was
identified in the GAATN $200,000 construction project budget. Ms. Riekenberg continued, stating that
she has been trying to minimize costs and impact on the Network. Restoring asphalt and traffic is the
bulk of the cost.


Chairman Bard asked what the drop dead date was, and Ms. Riekenberg responded by stating that
construction begins on the tunnels between November and February. Excavation may begin the end of
GAATN's fiscal year. She added that Super Ring S has already been rerouted.


Chairman Bard asked when the perimeter conduit will need to be in place and Martha Riekenberg
responded that the conduits need to be in place by Aug.Sept. of 2000 keeping in mind that this is a
preliminary plan. She further stated that when the digging begins, there are risks. They will dig through
cable with no considerations and GAATN does not need to be in the way. Chairman Bard asked whether
there is SWBT involvement in this project, and Ms. Riekenberg responded by stating that they do not
need to join in this conduit.


Leigh Williams asked Martha Riekenberg which utilities she had talked to, and Ms. Riekenberg
responded that she has spoken to Austin Energy and Time Warner. She added that proposed four
conduits makes it a bargaining chip, because other utilities will need these. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if
GAATN can market to one and not to the others, and Ms. Riekenberg responded that it could be
bargained on a first come, first served basis. She added that the pathway with extra conduit becomes a
valuable asset.


Katherine Mudge asked for a timeline for GAATN approval in order to make the rerouting formal.
Martha Riekenberg stated that there is nothing formal with the contractors yet, and there needs to be
formal action by the Board within 34 months.


Katherine Mudge stated that the Board should consider doing a standard agreement with Time Warner,
and Martha Riekenberg advised that she has discussed the 5050 split informally with Time Warner.


Leigh Williams asked whether the Board needs to adopt this as a formal discussion on this issue in order
to allow Martha Riekenberg to go forward with discussions with Time Warner and other utilities. There
was agreement among the members that the prior discussions served as formal discussion.


Martha Riekenberg stated that there was a possibility that Austin Energy will buy into the plan.


Dave Kelly questioned the construction of the manhole on the reroute, and Ms. Riekenberg advised that
GAATN was already aerial around San Antonio street.


Dave Kelly asked if the $200,000 budgeted amount includes cable, etc., and Ms. Riekenberg responded
that the $200,000 was the estimate for entire project. Dave Kelly asked if there is some kind of
contingency to make up the difference in case the project goes over budget, and Ms. Riekenberg advised
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that there are resources to cover the project as long as GAATN does not see an increase in teardowns.


Patrick Jordan commented on the importance and scope of the project. He added that the map distributed
by Ms. Riekenberg only exists on her computer. The Board generally expressed their appreciation for
Ms. Riekenberg's hard work on this project.


Martha Riekenberg advised that the Board had requested the Technical Subcommittee to look at viable
options in the event the cable was laid on private property even though it shouldn't have been laid there
by SWBT. She reported that this issue was discussed at the last the Technical meeting. The Technical
Subcommittee recommends that each incident should be dealt with on a case by case basis. Further
criteria is that the incident must involve $100,000 or more and must have a high chance of winning
expenses, and damages won must exceed 50% more than accrued legal expenses. The Technical
Subcommittee also wants an attorney report before taking the case.


The Board asked Katherine Mudge to research whether it has the capability of suing under the final
acceptance with SWBT, or whether that right was signed away when the agreement was accepted.
Chairman Bard asked Ms. Mudge for her thoughts on this issue and she responded, stating that for the
most part, those things in existence at the time the agreement was executed have to be lived with,
although some rights cannot be waived. She added that it should be considered on a casebycase
instance, and that she will look at the language in the agreement and report back to Martha Riekenberg.


Chairman Bard asked whether the Extended Warranty will come in to play, and Katherine Mudge
responded that the Extended Warranty was expired, and therefore would not come into play. Patrick
Jordan stated that if cable was not laid where it was supposed to be when SWBT sold it to GAATN, then
GAATN probably has recourse.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked if there was potential recourse with the inspection company, and Katherine
Mudge responded affirmatively, and asked if GAATN had a contract with them? Ms. Mudge stated that
she would need to review any agreement for caveats regarding recourse, but that common law remedies
would apply.


Patrick Jordan advised that in looking at the $100,000 limit, he wanted to remind the Board that not
taking action would establish a negative reaction.


Patrick Jordan asked whether the Board needed to take action to approve the Technical Subcommittee's
recommendation into the Board's procedures. Chairman Bard responded that this particular type of issue
involving past mistakes in the future, hopefully, will not be a common occurrence.


Chairman Bard asked if the planning information on the Circle C easement had been recorded, and Ms.
Riekenberg responded that the easement had been recorded.


Wayne Wedemeyer advised that the May 19th Technical Subcommittee report in the minutes for the June
Board meeting did not discuss Fire 14. Mr. Wedemeyer asked if it was proper procedure for the
Technical Subcommittee to create superrings without the Board's approval. Martha Riekenberg
responded that permission was not asked to extend the superring into Fire 14, although it was discussed
in detail at the Technical Subcommittee meeting. Chairman Bard stated that this was an important point.


Debbie Opdahl stated that some things discussed at Technical Subcommittee meetings should be acted
upon by the Board. Patrick Jordan stated that the distinction on whether it is a new site, or it's an existing
site is being developed. Chairman Bard stated that it may be worthwhile to develop a policy on these
types of issues, and start an ongoing document containing these policies. Martha Riekenberg stated that
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the original policy was for development of all new sites to be brought to the Board for approval. She
added that the policy changed when the Board decided it did not need to consider extensions.


Chairman Bard responded that, clearly, there was no violation of policy, but he would like for the
Technical Subcommittee to consider his proposal.


Katherine Mudge advised that from a legal perspective, GAATN should not appear to not be abiding by
the Open Meetings Act, and that GAATN decisions should be made by the Board.


Debbie Opdahl entered a Motion to move that the Technical Subcommittee prepare a document defining
issues with respect to new sites that require Board approval. Steve Zoromsky seconded the Motion.


Patrick Jordan advised that there are times when expeditious acts are needed, especially when GAATN
was in the construction phase.


Debbie Opdahl indicated that the Board should handle these matters formally, in light of Katherine
Mudge's comment. Steve Zoromsky questioned whether this will hamper the work of the Technical
Subcommittee. General discussions followed, and Debbie Opdahl amended her motion to direct the
Technical Subcommittee to create a document outlining actions requiring Board approval, and actions
where Board approval is not needed. All members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 9


Service Level Agreement. Chairman Bard laid out the issue and deferred discussion to Patrick Jordan.


Patrick Jordan reported that he had made some revisions to the draft agreement, but in reading the
changes, it occurred to him that there had been a change in intent from original proposal such that the
document has changed into a contract with the COA for the City to render services, for which he feels he
is not authorized to do.


He added that he did not feel comfortable with Katherine Mudge's suggestion that it is a service contract.
The City will not authorize him to enter into a contract to render services for other entities. Mr. Jordan
stated the services identified in his proposal could serve as a Request for Proposal.


Dave Kelly commented that his counsel thinks the Board should circulate the proposal for bids. Tom Lott
asked Mr. Jordan where he thought the Board went over the line and created a contract. Mr. Jordan
responded that when the language in Katherine Mudge's suggestion was tightened, certain things
surfaced as a contract as opposed to an agreement. He added that he felt the imaginary line in the
interlocal agreement had been crossed. Leigh Williams commented that from the beginning, it was
probably going to end up in this direction. This is rapidly turning into a business of it's own. Mr. Jordan
stated that an operating entity is what he envisioned, as opposed to a contracting entity.


Debbie Opdahl stated that moving from a construction phase to a maintenance phase is making all
members move cautiously, and Leigh Williams added that it is very difficult to run a business with
volunteer labor.


Patrick Jordan stated that he did not make the proposed changes to the document because it would mess
up RFP document.


Patrick Jordan stated that the City of Austin may still come through with a response to the RFP, but this
will give him authority through a correct avenue. Wayne Wedemeyer commented that other entities may
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use the contract for other avenues as well, such as, lifeline, internet, phone, etc.


Katherine Mudge commented that her suggested changes never intended to sway the COA away from the
agreement. Her purpose was to highlight things to consider the importance of GAATN's investment, and
she apologized to Patrick Jordan for the situation. Debbie Opdahl stated that Katherine Mudge did what
she was requested to do, and asked Katherine Mudge for further comments. Katherine Mudge advised
that if the agreement involved somebody from the outside, the Board would be very comprehensive, for
instance the CoCom Agreement. She added that if the Board is entering into an agreement with a
GAATN participant, there still must be sufficient attention to detail. Talking about forecasts and notions
for the future will affect all members and there still must be detailed language for objective standards.


Leigh Williams commented that the stakes got much higher when mission critical systems are on the
network, and it is now time to think about how to proceed.


Katherine Mudge advised the Board that it does not have to put all items in the RFP. She further advised
that GAATN members could maintain some services as "inkind" service.


Debbie Opdahl stated that the Board may want to consider dividing up some of the tasks among members
and contract out for other jobs.


Leigh Williams responded that it is very important to look at basic needs. Is this a cable plant or a
network? The Board must get these issues on the table and dealt with before moving forward.


Chairman Bard commented that it seems the members have come to closure on this. He added that the
Board should consider how to partition the list of things that need to be done. Chairman Bard proposed to
let members look at partitioning out the list, and let it go out as a RFP. Debbie Opdahl commented that
Patrick Jordan has done a great job in getting it all down, now we need to get things defined. Wayne
Wedemeyer agreed, but cautioned that the decision should be one that is comfortable with all members.
Leigh Williams commented that the Board should do what Debbie Opdahl suggests, and come up a with
short term solution for now.


Agenda Item 10


Chairman Bard confirmed that a Special Board Meeting would be held July 19, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. in the
LCRA Board Conference Room. He further confirmed that the next regularly scheduled Board meeting
would be held August 2, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. in the LCRA Board Room.


Agenda Item 11


New Agenda items for the next Special Board Meeting. Chairman Bard requested that the following
items be placed on the agenda for the next meeting: (1) Election of Chairperson and ViceChairperson;
and (2) Service Level Agreement.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Special Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held July 19, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Tom Lott (alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Steve Zoromsky (alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Dave Kelly, on behalf of State of Texas, General Services Commission
Wayne Wedemeyer (alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
John Kohlmorgan (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Leigh Williams on behalf of Travis County


Documents Presented: (1) Budget Information presented by Wayne Wedemeyer; and (2) Presentation by
Quinn Street titled, Operation of the Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network.


Citizen Comments: Quinn Street, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, The University of
Texas at Austin presented his recommendations concerning the proposals of the City of Austin, The
University of Texas, and responses of the Austin Independent School District and GAATN attorney.


Mr. Quinn discussed the following four topics, which are also found in his report attached to these
minutes:


1.  Discuss and vote on the City of Austin's proposed Service Level Agreement;
2.  GAATN needs a Network Coordinator;
3.  As stated by Patrick Jordan, the City of Austin Service Level Agreement could also be an excellent


framework for a Request for Proposals;
4.  The GAATN Board should consider creating a system of GAATN Basic underlying Credits, or


GAATN BUC's; and
5.  CostBenefit analysis for GAATN services should be prepared and maintained by all participating


organizations.
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No questions or comments were made to the Citizen Comments.


Agenda Item 2: 
Election of GAATN Board Chairperson and ViceChairperson


Chairman Bard opened the floor for nominees for Board Chairman.


Leigh Williams asked about the history of past Board Chairs and wanted to know if the past Board Chair
was Bill Allred and then Les Markus with the City of Austin as the last Chair before Bill Bard. Chairman
Bard responded that Allred was the only Chair of full which constituted the Board of Directors and was
Board Chairman for two years.


Tom Lott moved to nominate Bill Bard for Chairman.


Patrick Jordan moved to nominate Debbie Opdahl for Chairman.


Chairman Bard started the voting with all those in favor of Debbie Opdahl for Chairman: Patrick Jordan
was the only show of hands.


Chairman Bard continued with the voting, with those in favor of Bill Bard for Chairman: All others had a
show of hand. Bill Bard was elected Chairman.


Election for the ViceChairman was held with Leigh Williams nominating Debbie Opdahl with a show of
two hands. Tom Lott nominated Patrick Jordan with a show of three hands. Patrick Jordan was elected
Vice Chairman.


Agenda Item No. 2: 
Service Level Agreement


Chairman Bard opened the meeting with the consideration of the proposed City of Austin Service Level
Agreement. He stated that at the last discussion we left with the idea to divide issues presented with work
divided into things that could be done internally, etc.


Patrick Jordan indicated that there have been no changes to the agreement by GAATN's attorney. Mr.
Jordan further stated that the language from Smith, Majcher & Mudge was much more detailed which
made him realize that this was really a binding contract.


Leigh Williams asked where the City stands with the offer, or, if there was even an offer. Patrick Jordan
responded that the City of Austin was withdrawing its offer based on the need for additional contract
language and on a change of position by the City. Leigh Williams added that people want it to be more
structured and asked if the City of Austin is still willing to do all purposed. Patrick Jordan responded that
the current work is in, but plans could change. Mr. Jordan further stated that he came up with a laundry
list critical to network operations and that there would be a better list if he knew what GAATN wanted to
do. He indicated that he is responding to the need as perceived by him. He went on to say that it scares
him that it offers missing critical functions outside of GAATN Board. He added that he trusts GAATN
more than outside entities with proposal.


Chairman Bard asked Patrick Jordan who at City of Austin had approval to enter into an agreement. Mr.
Jordan responded that he felt he was authorized to enter into an agreement.


Chairman Bard stated that the GAATN Board can contract with agency entity or person but can not build
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and administer staff or operate as part of GAATN. Leigh Williams responded that it is clear that the
Board can control. Ms. Williams went on to say that she is not qualified to contract on behalf of Travis
County but can offer services on behalf of her department.


Debbie Opdahl asked Patrick Jordan if he would feel comfortable with service level agreement but no
contract. Leigh Williams stated that the risk for Patrick Jordan and the City of Austin would be how the
provision would be enforced and if the City of Austin could be liable for breech of agreement.


Chairman Bard indicated that at the beginning of GAATN, AISD was going to build the network
independently and entered into a contract with JamCom to design for the four entities and went out for
bids. He further stated that AISD was responsible for expenses to contract. Wayne Wedemeyer added
that it was long term to construct it. There were three or four discussions that came around in an effort to
check on bid specs.


Debbie Opdahl stated that to change cost managers in the middle was not effective and that it makes
sense for the City of Austin to do it because the City has the talent and resources. Ms. Opdahl indicated
that in regard to the designing and technical issue, the City of Austin has key to what is going on around
town and needs to keep the Board apprised of that. Chairman Bard added that the Board needs to identify
things it wants done and omit what would be better done by other entities. He further stated that the
Austin City Council may elect to respond to that proposal.


Leigh Williams asked Patrick Jordan if he felt comfortable with this issue at this point and Mr. Jordan
responded by stating that he does not mean to be dodgy on this issue. Debbie Opdahl added that it makes
sense that the City of Austin should do it and that Patrick Jordan did an excellent job in putting it
together.


Chairman Bard commented that if someone at the City of Austin authorizes Patrick Jordan to move
forward then Mr. Jordan would feel more comfortable. Mr. Jordan added that having GAATN letterhead
on the agreement would also make him feel more comfortable. Leigh Williams responded by making a
proposal to make the agreement a GAATN document. Patrick Jordan commented that he should be
responsible as a City employee on behalf of the City and go through City Manager.


Chairman Bard stated that the agreement should be divided into two sections: 1) Technical Manager and
Operator of GAATN Network and; 2) Fiscal Agencies. Patrick Jordan responded that the GAATN
Administrator should be responsible for such administrative work as the meeting minutes, meeting
agendas and notices. Patrick Jordan commented that the legal staff are paid to do the minutes of GAATN
Board meetings.


Leigh Williams added that she agreed with Patrick Jordan that the City of Austin would need
authorization for GAATN Board for purchases. Patrick Jordan stated that the simple notion would be that
the engineering person who would decide to purchase cable should not have authorization to sign check
and that this authorization should come from the GAATN Board. Debbie Opdahl responded by asking if
GAATN has authorization for cable requisitions and Patrick Jordan responded that GAATN authorized
the Technical Subcommittee.


Chairman Bard commented that if one of the entities is doing something and they have a need for and
there are two or three ways to engineer it then how would that issue ever come to afford and that this
might not be in the best interest of GAATN. Leigh Williams responded that this was always going to be
the case. Chairman Bard stated that he was just trying to bring this issue to the attention of the Board.


Leigh Williams commented that each person will have biased toward their own entity. Entities in Board
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have more at stake and more knowledge. The City of Austin has headup on construction. They have a
pipeline to City construction.


Patrick Jordan asked what percentage of work in rightofway is associated with tile, work and electric
and commented that he needed to discuss some issues with Martha Riekenberg and wanted to know if the
Board could take a five minute break.


Chairman Bard adjourned the meeting for a short break.


Break began at 2:40 p.m.


Resumed meeting at 3:00 p.m.


Chairman Bard indicated that Patrick Jordan reviewed proposal and has permission to: 1) put on table
and ask for vote or; 2) have Board require from the City of Austin, a response to a list of requirements for
consideration of the City. Patrick Jordan responded that the Board will approve or format a requirement
for the City to reply to and that the document was incomplete because GAATN legal staff language was
not included in document. Leigh Williams stated that the major difference is getting approval by all
entities. She further state the need to formulate an opinion based on document and have Chair present to
the City.


Patrick Jordan indicated that Optional Services guidelines are included in the agreement to ensure that
the City would not be responsible for everything under general optional services.


Dave Kelly asked Patrick Jordan if he could foresee engineering services to be cheaper than $100 an
hour. Mr. Jordan responded that certainly, you would use whoever was best and that contract language is
scary because most future funds are unanticipated.


Chairman Bard commented that the Board has two options to come to a closure: 1) accept this proposal
or; 2) move proposal through City of Austin mechanisms. Need to decide to accept as written or other.


Tom Lott commented that if Patrick Jordan provides the service then the Board will never get around the
conflict of interest issue since he is with the City and on the Board. He further stated that this is the
wrong way to go and that the original concept with Linda was the way to go. He added that the Board
needs a Technical Manager with administrative help and that the Board can still use the City of Austin if
they want to hire these people but a body who reports to this Board is needed. Patrick Jordan responded
that that would be great but believes the Board is prohibited. Tom Lott stated that GAATN would not be
hiring. Martha Riekenberg commented that the City of Austin employees must report to City not to
GAATN Board. Tom Lott indicated that technically this person could report to the Board as well as City
of Austin but not Patrick Jordan.


Patrick Jordan stated that he recalled working with Linda who expressed concerns about who she was
reporting to and that this issue came to the Board who spent much time rewritting the job description.


Chairman Bard stated that this added another set of options to consider as follows: 1) to Accept COA
service level agreement; or 2) modify the COA service level agreement and submit as an RFP to the
COA as an operating entity (GAATN members). Patrick Jordan stated that GAATN should think about
an RFP and the Board could specify what it wants done by asking the COA to respond to as an
acceptance of the service level agreement..


Chairman Bard indicated that the other Options were to advertise RFP or advertise and retain the network
manager/administration.
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Debbie Opdahl commented that it does not just have to be the City and asked if number four should say
"to all GAATN entities".


Chairman Bard indicated that it would only do number four if one of the other entities can post outside
entity and went on to ask if members could post outside with AISD responding yes, GSC responding no,
Travis County responding no, LCRA responding yes and UT responding yes.


Leigh Williams commented that the employee who reports to Patrick Jordan can not have a private line
to the Board and would rather have a GAATN employee who reports to GAATN. She further stated that
the employee would have a hard time knowing who to report to.


Wayne Wedemeyer indicated that the agency can contract with persons but that this employee would
have no sick leave, vacation leave, etc. if contracted. He further stated that the City of Austin could
charge for the office space and GAATN could contract with person.


Debbie Opdahl asked if a vote could be taken.


Chairman Bard responded that a vote could be taken and that someone needed to make a motion.


Leigh Williams asked if the motion would be a motion to vote to consider agreement dated July 7, 1999
and then made a motion to consider same.


Patrick Jordan seconded Leigh Williams' Motion.


Discussion:


Patrick Jordan stated that the advantage would be that the agreement allows GAATN to begin action and
the disadvantage would be the lack of certainty the GAATN Board feels of the deal. Leigh Williams
commented that the Board needs appropriate contracting with the City of Austin. Patrick Jordan
responded by asking if it included contracting authority.


Leigh Williams asked Patrick Jordan if he has authority for approval. Mr. Jordan indicated that Better
Outerlly, Assistant City Manger, gave him the okay for authority.


Chairman Bard asked for a show of hands for the acceptance of proposal. Patrick Jordan was the only
show of hands with no members abstaining. The Motion did not pass.


Leigh Williams moved for Motion to consider Item number four on the issue of hiring a Network
Administer in addition to the RFP.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked if the language could be changed to say GAATN employees.


Tom Lott seconded Leigh William's motion.


Leigh Williams stated that consideration is service itself  not the people. The people are 100% GAATN.


Martha Riekenberg stated that the reason this became a service level agreement was because Brett Powell
didn't care how many people it took. Chairman Bard agreed.


Tom Lott stated that if Patrick Jordan provides the service and is also a member of the Board and could
not be on both.
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Patrick Jordan commented that people have to have a legal and fiscal reporting relationship. The person
taking direction for GAATN Board is made clear in documents.


Tom Lott stated that there should be one person responsible (Technical) to report to board and not to
Patrick Jordan. Leigh Williams responded by asking Patrick Jordan if he felt that this person could not be
housed at the City of Austin.


Debbie Opdahl proposed that GAATN drop the City of Austin as the Network Manager. Wayne
Wedemeyer responded that Rule Number 14 requires notice of 120 days in advance to change Network.
Tom Lott asked Patrick Jordan if the conflict is going to present a problem. Mr. Jordan responded that he
can be trusted to make the conflict not a problem.


Wayne Wedemeyer stated that this issue must be decided and the Board should go item by item where
Patrick Jordan and the City of Austin are involved. Some areas can't be done by Board approval.


Leigh Williams indicated that they could require City of Austin to recuse itself with decisions on
continuance of contract to prevent the swing scenario from happening.


Tom Lott stated that Patrick Jordan may not be at his job forever and then GAATN is left with the
Network Manager and that the Board needed to think long term. Debbie Opdahl responded that Leigh
Williams' suggestion regarding contract language on City recuse would take care of this.


Leigh Williams asked if this was sufficient enough to agree with for the 90day agreement. Patrick
Jordan responded that GAATN had to have better options if not delighted with service.


Chairman Bard stated that the motion on item number four is that GAATN retain one of its personnel to
carry out network management and function. A vote was taken and the Motion was not passed.


Leigh Williams stated that it is open on the table how to structure a RFP to allow people to bid.


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion.


Tom Lott entered a motion to modify the service level agreement and submit an RFP. The motion was
seconded by Patrick Jordan and there was no discussion.


Chairman Bard asked for a vote to modify and submit as RFP and the motion passed.


Chairman Bard indicated that now the question was who was going to modify the agreement and submit
it. Chairman Bard further commented that Patrick Jordan has done a tremendous job organizing this and
suggested that the Chair meet with counsel for GAATN and try to come up with RFP based on that and
consider at next meeting. He stated that Smith, Majcher & Mudge would be writing the RFP.


Martha Riekenberg stated that the Board should not expect it at the next meeting. Chairman Bard
responded that it needs to be run by counsel since they drafted it. Debbie Opdahl suggested that legal
RFP language might not be needed.


Leigh Williams stated that she was willing to coordinate getting together a master document on this draft.
Chairman Bard commented that that was a good, inexpensive way.


Chairman Bard announced that Leigh Williams would be in charge of coordinating the production of the
RFP from the service level agreement to be considered at next Board meeting which will be held on
August 2, 1999.
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Adjourned: 4:20 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held August 2, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:40 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County
Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Dave Kelly, on behalf of State of Texas, General Services Commission
Wayne Wedemeyer (alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
John Kohlmorgan (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin


Agenda Item 2: 
Citizen Communication


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public.


Agenda Item 3: 
Executive Session


Chairman Bard noted on the record that Susan Schultz was attending the meeting on behalf of Smith,
Majcher & Mudge in the absence of Katherine Mudge. He asked Ms. Schultz if she was aware of any
matters that needed to be reported on in executive session. Susan Schultz stated that she had nothing to
report, but she was attending the meeting to provide guidance. Chairman Bard asked the members if
there was a need to move to executive session, and there were no comments. Therefore, the Board did not
meet in executive session.


Agenda Item 4: 
Time Warner Cable Cut Dispute
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No action was taken.


Agenda Item 5: 
City of Sunset Valley RightofWay Dispute


No action was taken.


Agenda Item 6: 
Approval of July 12, 1999 Board Meeting Minutes


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the July 12, 1999 Board
meeting. A motion to approve was entered by Patrick Jordan and the motion was seconded by Leigh
Williams. The Board members voted unanimously to approve the minutes with no changes.


Agenda Item 7: 
Approval of July 19 Special Board Meeting Minutes


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the July 19, 1999 Board
meeting. Patrick Jordan noted the misspelling of Mr. Marcos' name. With this amendment noted, a
motion to approve the minutes was entered by Steve Zoromsky and the motion was seconded by Patrick
Jordan. The Board members voted unanimously to approve the minutes with the noted amendment.


Agenda Item 8: 
Board Chairman Update


Chairman Bard asked for a report from Patrick Jordan regarding the City's proposed plan to place all
utilities underground along 5th Street. The proposed project will encompass a 12  15 block area. Mr.
Jordan reported that the targeted reroute will occur on a block by block basis, which raises the issue of
splicing the cable 13 times, placing 13 manholes, etc. He continued that the main concern for GAATN
will be in trying to keep the cable active during this reroute. Mr. Jordan added that he became aware of
this proposed project when a developer called Martha Riekenberg. He referred the developer to Bill Bard.


Chairman Bard stated that he had placed a call to Eric Alexander, the developer, but his call had not yet
been returned. Chairman Bard stated that it is his intention to request the developer to do a presentation
before the Board. Patrick Jordan commented that the Technical Subcommittee should be involved in the
ultimate decision regarding this project because of its magnitude. Mr. Jordan stated that even being
proactive at any cost may not keep GAATN out of harms way because of the complexity of developing
this region in 300 foot segments. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if a time frame was given by the developer,
and Mr. Jordan responded that there is a time frame of as many as 10 years. Mr. Jordan added that this
situation not only involves GAATN, but AT&T, Time Warner, and others as well. Chairman Bard stated
he would work on getting a presentation before the Board, and also thought that the Board may want
consider inviting AT&T and Time Warner to hear their thoughts on this issue.


Agenda Item 9: 
Technical Subcommittee Update


Martha Riekenberg reported that during the last Technical Subcommittee, it was discussed that only two
minor teardowns had occurred. Ms. Riekenberg further reported that the construction of the Annex was
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moved until the buried section is cleared for demolition demolition of the Annex block was delayed until
February 2000. Ms. Riekenberg added that the soil cleansing on Block 4 will begin immediately, and the
GAATN cable is clear from demolition.


Martha Riekenberg further reported on the CoCom maintenance contractor report. She stated that the
maintenance contract was set at 75 transfers per calendar year. This number has been exceeded. Ms.
Riekenberg explained that this is the first time GAATN has been maintained daily, so this would explain
excessive amount of transfers required to date. Chairman Bard asked how many transfers had occurred to
date, and Ms. Riekenberg responded that GAATN currently is setting at 8590 transfers. She added that
75 transfers is and was a good number to limit for transfers in the contract because shouldn'ton an on
going basis, the network should not encompass exceed 75 transfers after the initial maintenance period.
Chairman Bard stated that when GAATN gets out of the maintenance catchup mode, the number of
transfers will drop, so the 75 limit should be a good number for the second year of the maintenance
contract.


Patrick Jordan asked Ms. Riekenberg approximately how many poles GAATN contracts for, and she
responded by stating approximately 10,000 poles. Mr. Jordan added that considering the number of poles
GAATN contracts for, 180 transfers per year may be a more accurate estimate.


John Kohlmorgan asked, according to the CoCom Cabling contract, what was the cost for each additional
transfer, and Wayne Wedemeyer responded that the cost is $42 per additional transfer.


Martha Riekenberg next reported on the Board's request to the Technical Subcommittee to prepare
methods and procedures for intrusive/expansion work on the Network. Wayne Wedemeyer suggested
that the Board go back to the Interlocal Agreement to get appropriate wording for the Procedures,
although, he subsequently added that there is nothing in the Interlocal Agreement about procedures for
intrusive work. Chairman Bard directed that the Board is trying to set up proper procedures for doing
work on the Network that intrudes on the media connections. Martha Riekenberg suggested that the
Technical Subcommittee set up a working committee to establish draft proposed procedures. Chairman
Bard stated that the groups of policies need to be organized per subject. Martha Riekenberg added that
each issue needs to be looked at as part of a whole a group and Chairman Bard responded that the
Technical Subcommittee is trying to work function as a "working group".


Ms. Riekenberg stated that the Legislature recently passed two Bills that will affect GAATN, namely HB
1777 and SB 560. Chairman Bard asked for comments from GAATN counsel, Susan Schultz. Ms.
Schultz responded by providing a description on HB 1777, which may impact the network's rightsof
way. Susan Schultz reported that the implementation of HB 1777 will be under the authority of the
Public Utility Commission of Texas. She stated that the PUC is taking steps through
projects/rulemakings to look at franchise fees issues. Ms. Schultz stated that HB 1777 provides that if
there is a franchise agreement in place with a city, then they have the option to continue operating under
the franchise agreement, or there is also an option to opt into the new rule. If the choice is made to opt in
to the rule, then compensation will be based on the amount that the cities collected in 1998 revenues. Ms.
Schultz added that the PUC is also looking into setting up categories of access lines, and carriers will be
required to report the number of access lines in use during the first phase of this project.


In regard to SB 560, Susan Schultz reported that she had not yet had an opportunity to review this Bill.
Wayne Wedemeyer commented that it was his understanding that this Bill removes the authority of city
owned utilities to provide certain services. Mr. Wedemeyer further stated that this bill replaces authority
granted in HB 2128.


Patrick Jordan stated that HB 1777 also addresses dark fiber, which opens up the possibility for electric
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utilities to lease dark fiber to another party. Mr. Jordan indicated his concern over the affect of the bill,
and the impact it will have in regard to the leasing of lease dark fiber.


Chairman Bard requested GAATN legal counsel to look at the Bills, and provide a summary to the Board
members with information on what kind of impact these Bills will have on the network. Susan Schultz
responded that she would relay the information to Katherine Mudge, and together, they would compile a
summary for the Board.


Agenda Item 10: 
Approval of new Fire 14 Supernode Location on D1N, SRN


Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin, moved that the Board approve the construction of Fire 14
for a Supernode location. The motion was seconded by Gary Weseman. All members voted to approve
the action.


Agenda Item 11: 
Consideration of AISD Site Additions


On behalf of AISD, John Kohlmorgan moved for approval of the addition of eight new schools on the
network. The motion was seconded by Gary Weseman.


Chairman Bard asked if the new schools are coming on to the ring, and Mr. Kohlmorgan responded that
they will be nodes. Patrick Jordan stated that in the past, the Board looked at engineering for the addition
of nodes. John Kohlmorgan stated that asbuilts have been completed by CoCom Cabling, and are
available for review. Martha Riekenberg commented that she has seen the asbuilts, and that the property
tracks are very close to existing locations. She added that the sites involved do not add much opportunity
for other entities. Chairman Bard added then, basically, the Technical Subcommittee would tend to be a
clearinghouse for these types of additions. Patrick Jordan asked if there was a recommendation from the
Technical Subcommittee to approve the addition of these schools. Martha Riekenberg responded that the
Technical Subcommittee does not have an issue with the additions, but she cannot say it is supported by
the Technical Subcommittee since the committee has never taken a vote on the sites. Following these
discussions, all members voted to approve the motion of AISD.


Agenda Item 12: 
Network Modification/Addition Policy Statement


Chairman Bard asked the members how they felt the Board could change the network in a positive way.
He added that it sounds like the Technical Subcommittee has embarked on these issues. Steve Zoromsky
commented that orderly growth is assisted by longterm planning. Patrick Jordan agreed and added that it
is his intent that the document should serve as a base to track procedures and planning. Leigh Williams
agreed with Mr. Jordan's statement and added that proposed procedures should be considered and
planned for by the Board. Patrick Jordan added that even an Annual Plan for GAATN would be helpful.
Chairman Bard indicated that the notification and general policy requirements would serve as longterm
planning procedures. Patrick Jordan stated that anything that opens a ring is a threat that could affect all
members, and he added that these types of things/plans for modifications should be coordinated with and
acted on only after Board approval. Mr. Jordan continued by stating that anything that requires wire
separation on the ring should be handled through Board policy, and there is nothing easy about this issue
of policy standard. Board relies heavily on the Technical Subcommittee. He stated that he was taken by
Katherine Mudge's comments during the last Board meeting about decisions needing to be made in Open
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Meeting, and considers this to be an extremely important point. Mr. Jordan stated that the Board may
want a standing item in meeting agendas for the approval of Technical Subcommittee actions in Open
Meeting.


Chairman Bard responded, in reflecting on Martha Riekenberg's task to complete Linda Picazzo's
Picazo's proposed policy standards, that the policies being drafted by the Technical Subcommittee will be
brought before the Board for approval. Patrick Jordan commented that the procedures adopted should be
attached to the Bylaws, and incorporated by vote to the Articles of Incorporation. Chairman Bard
inquired as to when the Technical Subcommittee will come up with a draft, and Martha Riekenberg
responded that it would probably be in October. Ms. Riekenberg indicated that the next Technical
Subcommittee meeting would be devoted to working on the Board's procedures. Patrick Jordan
commented that elections of the Technical Subcommittee are coming up, and that Martha Riekenberg's
time will likely turn to other City of Austin needs, but that she will be able to at least provide the first
draft before this time.


Agenda Item 13: 
Service Level Agreement between the City of Austin and GAATN


Chairman Bard reminded the Board that Leigh Williams had volunteered to revise the draft of the
Service Level Agreement into an RFP, and he turned discussions over to Ms. Williams. Leigh Williams
reported that AISD and the University of Texas had provided feedback, which is identified in bolded and
underlined print. AISD had raised a question about how contracts would be awarded, and Ms. Williams
suggested that Board policies clearly state how contracts are to be approved, and she asked Mr. Jordan if
this was his intent in crafting the draft agreement. Mr. Jordan responded that the Interlocal Agreement
provides that contracts are to be administratively awarded. He stated that it was his intent that someone
be held accountable after the Board has approved the award of a contract. Leigh Williams stated that
under the proposed agreement, all new and existing contracts awarded by the GAATN Board will be
executed by the City of Austin.


Following this line of discussions, Chairman Bard stated that it was his understanding, following the
Special Board Meeting held on July 19, 1999, that Leigh Williams had been directed to develop a RFP
that could be voted on by the Board where members could provide different functions. Leigh Williams
responded that it was her recollection that she had been requested to rework the draft document to satisfy
all members, and not develop a RFP. The Board members referred back to the minutes taken during the
July 19, 1999 meeting, and concluded that Ms. Williams had been asked to develop a RFP, and not
conform it to the City. Ms. Williams then proposed to take the City of Austin out of the wording in the
document, and continue forward with the draft document and formulate it as a RFP.


Recess for break at 3:00 p.m.


Return to order at 3:10 p.m.


Leigh Williams identified sections 5.3 and 5.4 of the draft agreement, Ms. Williams asked Mr.
Wedemeyer if she captured his intent in the proposed changes, and he responded affirmatively. Chairman
Bard asked if sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 would be performed by the service provider, and Ms. Williams
responded affirmatively. She continued that sections 5.2.3 and 5.4 would be performed by the Technical
Subcommittee in concert with the service provider, and therefore she would pull the sections out and
place them in the section dealing with planning and engineering. Ms. Williams further indicated that she
would bring section 5.2.3 under 5.4 as (5.4.6) and bring all engineering items down together for clarity,
with a notation that the GAATN Technical Subcommittee would oversee and manage network
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extensions. Ms. Williams asked Patrick Jordan if he had additional comments. Mr. Jordan recalled his
intent when drafting this language, and that was to determine what does the Board need to do to have a
fully functional entity. He continued that it was his experience that committees, technical or otherwise,
do not take on and perform assignments with great alacrity, people do. And given that these things had to
occur, Mr. Jordan felt that assigning the tasks to someone within the Technical Subcommittee would be
better for these technical items. Leigh Williams suggested to fix the language much in the same way as
the language on awarding contracts was fixed by giving the ultimate control to the GAATN Board, and
yet the actions actually take place with the City. She concluded that 5.2.3 (Schedule and Manage
Network Extensions) would be extracted, and created into new 5.4.6. Ms. Williams reiterated what new
section 5.4 (which contains prior section 5.2.3) reads as follows: All technical plans will be developed
and coordinated by the service provider subject to final approval of the Technical Subcommittee.


In regard to section 5.2.2.5, Patrick Jordan stated that the notion of scheduling to avoid concurrent ring
openings can be reasonably considered to be scheduling for network extensions. This deals with matters
that are timely, and usually needed on the date requested, not something that could wait and go before the
Technical Subcommittee. Gary Weseman indicated that the agreement could simply include a clause that
states that these actions should be conducted in accordance with GAATN policies and procedures.
Wayne Wedemeyer responded that extensions are different than repairs. Mr. Jordan asked Ms. Williams
if he had the same language elsewhere in the document, and it was confirmed that the language also
appears in section 5.2.1.3. Following this discussion, it was decided to strike section 5.2.2.5.


In regard to the Financial Management section of the document, Leigh Williams stated that it was U.T.'s
suggestion that items in section 5.6 be provided by a different entity than the service provider for the
purposes of checks and balances. She continued that Steve Zoromsky's suggestion was to create a step
within what would be the City of Austin's agreement process, so that a financial signature would be
required before the cash is disbursed. Patrick Jordan stated that under the current process, the Chairman
of the Technical Subcommittee reviews and approves signs correct bills for payment, and then they are
sent to AISD for final approval and payment. He stated that this process does not necessarily need to
change. Mr. Jordan commented that the network manager still needs to be first to say in fact whether or
not the work was performed, and then payment will be disbursed by another entity. He stated that
whether its by fax, email, etc.., something needs to document the concurrence of another entity, and this
would become a normal process for checks and balances. John Kohlmorgan agreed that it is a good idea
to put a checks and balances in the financial management system. Chairman Bard commented that at
some point in time, the Board is going to have to say which parts are going to be done by which entity.
Wayne Wedemeyer responded that it is relevant to know which entity would be doing each group of
tasks. Leigh Williams stated that she could not imagine that an entity would only bid on one particular
area, and Chairman Bard responded that they might. Leigh Williams suggested that on section 5.6.5,
extend the existing note to say payment of invoices will be referred in the policies. Gary Weseman
reiterated that the note should reflect that payments will be made in accordance with Board policies.


Next, the Board turned to section 13 of the document relating to Customer Annual Recurring Costs. John
Kohlmorgan had brought up the issue of the wording relating to the total annual budgeted amount of
$151,000 for this service. Patrick Jordan confirmed that $151,000 was the total amount budgeted for
network manager. Mr. Kohlmorgan was concerned that wording under section 13, specifically, "annual
operating budget for GAATN Management", was confusing. Ms. Williams responded that the section
should read, "total annual GAATN network management budget". Mr. Jordan pointed out that this
amount is reviewed and redetermined annually by the Board. Ms. Williams stated that it is important to
document this in the agreement. Mr. Jordan asked whether it should be clarified to state "as of" a
particular date because annual percentages are reviewed yearly. Wayne Wedemeyer responded that in the
past, percentages are in fact reviewed yearly. Gary Weseman responded that it didn't matter because
GAATN pays the bill, not each entity, so ownership percentages are irrelevant. John Kohlmorgan
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commented that in a RFP, it makes no difference to anyone who pays for it. Ms. Williams suggested that
section 13.1 may should be stricken in its entirety. Chairman Bard asked Mr. Jordan what his intentions
were when creating section 13.3, and he responded "the hurricane of September 1999". Mr. Jordan stated
that there should be something in the agreement to act as a safeguard. Gary Weseman stated that section
13.3 should be included with financial management. Wayne Wedemeyer stated that if there are shortfalls
in the budget, it is a Board policy, not a service provider policy, and that the service provider will simply
implement what the Board says to do. Mr. Wedemeyer further stated that section 13.3 should be a
GAATN Board policy, and it is not at all the job of the service provider. Patrick Jordan commented that
section 13.3 is related to fiscal agency which goes back to the Interlocal Agreement, and it definitely
does not need to be inconsistent with the Interlocal Agreement. Leigh Williams firmly stated that it is not
appropriate for the Board to set policy, that is not in sync with potential policy. She added that the Board
needs to be careful not to put policy in the agreement that has yet to be created in the Board's standard
policies. Chairman Bard stated that section 13.3 should be amended to read: Payment to same provider
will be made as provided for in the Interlocal Agreement, and this language was noted by Ms. Williams.


In regard to section 5.8.2, Wayne Wedemeyer indicated that he had received comments from his counsel
regarding record requests, and the issue was raised on striking this language, and continue to allow
GAATN Counsel, Smith, Majcher & Mudge to continue to handle this legal work. Patrick Jordan
responded that when he put the language in, he thought it would be helpful mediawise. Leigh Williams
proposed to strike section 5.8.2 and section 5.7.6 be amended. This proposal was approved by the
members.


In regard to Section 5.1.4, Leigh Williams asked how GAATN legal services for contracts, agreements,
and damage claims would interact with City of Austin legal counsel. Patrick Jordan clarified that these
tasks are part of services. The GAATN service provider has to administer all types of services for the
betterment of the network, and the city should maintain a copy of services that GAATN has with its legal
services. He clarified that there is no indication within the agreement at all that the City is providing the
specific services. This section simply provides that the City will maintain copies of all contracts, not
perform the function.


Leigh Williams suggested that now since the document has been reworked, the Board could think about
going ahead with the City's proposal. John Kohlmorgan asked Patrick Jordan if it the revised proposed
agreement was still on the table for City of Austin acceptance. Patrick Jordan responded that none of the
changes made today would change the City of Austin's intent, and the City of Austin is still interested in
being service provider.


Chairman Bard stated that in accordance with the vote taken during the July 19, 1999 Special Board
Meeting, that the document will now take the form of a RFP, and go through the necessary RFP process.
Patrick Jordan asked Chairman Bard what would prohibit the Board from accepting the document as
modified today, and adopting it for City approval. He continued that the fact that it was decided at the
last meeting to develop the document as a RFP, does not prohibit the Board from bringing it to the table
again. Ms. Williams commented that the Board has taken steps today to fine tune the gist of the argument
here, and the substance of the document is now in accordance with the will of the Board. She continued
that the kinks have been worked out, and at the time the Board last met on this, the members probably
anticipated much more disagreement, and many more substantive changes to the document. John
Kohlmorgan stated that he was a little confused with the discussions now because he though it was
agreed that the document would go forward as a RFP.


Chairman Bard stated that the plan never changed. The Board voted to request its legal counsel to review
and incorporate the proper language, and the decision to allow it to go forward as a RFP should stand. He
continued that this action has been voted on and, now the Board's legal counsel will be allowed to
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incorporate their comments. Chairman Bard continued in saying that the Board may elect to ignore the
counsel's directive, but it must follow through with what was voted upon.


Patrick Jordan responded that the legal specificity provided by Katherine Mudge's suggestion, was
exactly what one would expect from legal counsel. He added that Katherine's comments developed the
agreement as a contract, as opposed to a partnership which is called for under the Interlocal Agreement.
Mr. Jordan stated that this has level of completeness has not been executed before. Wayne Wedemeyer
next read the text outlined in the Interlocal Agreement pertaining to contracting with agencies, and
Chairman Bard provided a summary of the language read by Mr. Wedemeyer. Leigh Williams stated that
there should be an "inbetween" to accommodate Patrick's needs. Steve Zoromsky suggested that the
Board take the document and ask Katherine Mudge to review it again, not looking at it in a contract way.
Leigh Williams responded that she will fix the document and Chairman Bard will get it to Katherine
Mudge for review.


Dave Kelly asked if there was anything in the Legislative Bills that would preclude the City of Austin
from bidding on a RFP. Mr. Kelly stated that the Board needs to obtain advice on this issue.


Wayne Wedemeyer pointed out Katherine Mudge's suggestion that the City of Austin could not provide
maintenance, and that she indicated that the Board needed to clarify how the CoCom agreement would be
followed. Patrick Jordan indicated that he would not like maintenance of physical plant to be included in
the agreement. Wayne Wedemeyer suggested that a legal opinion might be needed on what affect this
will have on the CoCom agreement.


Steve Zoromsky stated that the Board needs to determine what to ask Katherine Mudge to do. Chairman
Bard responded that Katherine Mudge needs to put her recommended language in the document, and
then ask if an entity is interested in performing these functions.


Agenda Item 14


Chairman Bard confirmed that there would be a Technical Subcommittee Meeting held on August 18,
1999, and a Special Board Meeting on Monday, August 16, 1999 at 1:30 p.m. in the LCRA Board Room.


Agenda Item 15


New Agenda items for the next Special Board Meeting. Chairman Bard requested that the following
items be placed on the agenda for the next meeting: (1) Insurance; (2) Service Level Agreement /
Request for Proposal


The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Special Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held August 16, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1: 
Call to Order


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County
Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of the Lower Colorado River Authority
Dave Kelly, on behalf of State of Texas, General Services Commission
Wayne Wedemeyer (alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
John Kohlmorgan (alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Martha Riekenberg (alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
Tom Lott (alt.), on behalf of the Lower Colorado River Authority


Agenda Item 2: 
Citizen Communication


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public.


Agenda Item 3: 
Approval of the Minutes


A motion to approve was entered by Steve Zoromsky. The Board members voted unanimously to
approve the minutes with no changes.


Agenda Item 4: 
Request for Proposal for Service Provider


Chairman Bard commented that Leigh Williams' work was appreciated. Chairman Bard stated that
GAATN is seeking a set of circumstances for administration of its network, and that this opportunity will
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be advertised among all members to offer all or some of services that are spelled out in the current draft
of the service level agreement.


Patrick Jordan suggested that the Board's intentions be discussed further. Mr. Jordan indicated that the
Board had discussions about its intentions and that there are mixed feelings whether the tasks should be
split up. He stated that advertising among entities opens up the possibility to advertise among community
vendors, and Mr. Jordan recommended opening up the service provider opportunity to the public for
bidding process. Chairman Bard commented that, in essence, Mr. Jordan's proposal would be to use this
as a purchasing document beyond the seven GAATN entities, and open up the bidding process to the
general private sector. Patrick Jordan added that it makes sense for the Board to bid out externally, as
well as internally. Leigh Williams commented that if the bidding process is opened up to the public, then
the Board must create the Network Policies and Procedures because they are referenced throughout the
document. Ms. Williams further added that the Board must allow a sufficient time frame before bidding
out because she did not craft the current service level agreement as a Request for Proposal. Wayne
Wedemeyer indicated that he was in agreement with Leigh Williams and also thinks the Board should
add qualifiers to the agreement. John Kohlmorgan indicated that cost will be a major factor in the final
decision.


Leigh Williams asked the Board if anyone had serious doubts as to whether the City of Austin proposal
would not be the most cost effective plan? Chairman Bard responded that the cost issue is not particularly
the most relevant issue. Instead, the issue is whether the bidder has the means to perform the services
required. John Kohlmorgan asked the members if they felt that these services could be performed
internally by the entities, and Mr. Jordan responded that it essentially feels that way now. Mr. Jordan
stated that the City Commissioner's Court will ask him whether the service agreement was advertised
internally, and if it's going to be handled internally, then why not let it work in accordance with the
Interlocal Agreement. Patrick Jordan also stated that the pricing of the agreement will have to be
revisited in light of the fact that the arrangement has evolved into more of a contractual obligation. The
bidding process will allow the City of Austin to see what the external bids would be, and it will also
assist in liability issues.


Chairman Bard asked for comment on what things are critical to the network that are not being handled
by CoCom, and Mr. Wedemeyer responded that sections 11.2 and 11.3 of the agreement are critical.
General discussions followed relating to notification of teardowns, and responsibilities of the
maintenance contractor. Martha Riekenberg indicated that someone must follow up on the work of the
maintenance contractor, and Mr. Kohlmorgan responded by stating that the Technical Subcommittee
should be aware of their work. Leigh Williams commented that it made her very uncomfortable by giving
this much leeway to a vendor, and Ms. Riekenberg added that the Board must keep control of all
engineering decisions.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked Ms. Riekenberg if it was her belief that if these services were performed by
the City of Austin under the Interlocal Agreement, Best Efforts Clause, that the City Council would need
additional costing figures to see what it would cost outside vendors to perform these services. Patrick
Jordan commented that he was certain that particular City Council members would need to know how
much it would cost to perform these services, and would also need to know the private sector costs. John
Kohlmorgan asked Mr. Jordan if the way the service level agreement is written today would require him
to go to the City Council for approval. Chairman Bard reminded the members that the document has yet
to be thoroughly reviewed by GAATN counsel, and Mr. Kohlmorgan asked Katherine Mudge if she had
reviewed the revised service level agreement yet. Katherine Mudge responded that she had looked over it
generally from a true RFP standpoint, and that it will need major work before submitting it as an RFP.
Ms. Mudge added that she looked at it in terms of the first comments, and she was not ready to
recommend it to the Board because initial issues that she had identified still had not been taken care of
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yet.


Chairman Bard asked the members if they felt it would be useful to present an outline of the services the
Board is seeking to two private sectors and get an estimate for the expenses. He added that it could be
handled informally. Ms. Mudge clarified that an individual entity could ask for an informal quote for
services. Mr. Wedemeyer pointed out that the Network Policies and Procedures will need to be appended
to the agreement, and also, a term for the agreement, which will enable cancellation of the agreement,
will need to be included.


Leigh Williams suggested that the contents of the revised Service Level Agreement could be pulled out
and placed into the Network Policies and Procedures, and then two individuals could be hired to perform
the stated tasks. She added that the employees could be housed by the City of Austin, and the Board
could monitor their work. She reasoned that this scenario would allow everything to progress forward,
and would relieve Patrick Jordan of any possible problems with the City Council. Mr. Jordan and Mr.
Kohlmorgan agreed that the current document could essentially become a job description, and the
employees would have policies and procedures in place to operate under. Mr. Jordan asked Katherine
Mudge for comments. Ms. Mudge responded in stating that she supposed that the Board could put
together substantial policies and procedures that would define the work to be performed by the
employees, but she was unclear how this essentially differed from the original proposal. She added that
she was not aware of anything in the Interlocal Agreement that would prevent such actions. Ms. Williams
asked Patrick Jordan for comments. He responded that it was his intent to handle the services
administratively, through the Interlocal Agreement. He stated that the Interlocal Agreement provides the
authority to handle these services administratively.


Chairman Bard asked the members if it was their intent to come up with a set of policies and procedures
derived from the revised Service Level Agreement. Ms. Williams responded that she would extract the
policies' language from the procedures language, and the procedures would lay out how each task should
be handled. Tom Lott questioned, then, in this instance, what would the agreement be between the City
and the network? Mr. Jordan responded that the City would be assigning two members of its staff to
handle the job duties.


Chairman Bard stated the Board had previously voted to prepare a RFP, which would allow all entities to
bid on all or portions of the job tasks. He also stated that Mr. Jordan had even suggested himself that the
bid should be opened up to the public. Mr. Kohlmorgan responded that regardless of the vote, it did not
appear to be necessary to go public with a RFP. Gary Weseman added that all of the entities had an
opportunity to step up and provide a proposal for services, and no one else came forward except for the
City, and he questioned why they were appearing to be going around in circles on this issue. Chairman
Bard clarified the process that had begun, and the reasoning for the situation at hand. Mr. Kohlmorgan
stated that AISD has been performing services for the Board for an extended period of time, and there
has not been a need for legal language thrown into an agreement, and he stated that it was unclear to him
why legal language was needed now in the Service Level Agreement. Mr. Weseman agreed, stating that
the situation does not differ from the arrangement they had with Linda Picazo, nor with the arrangement
the Board has with AISD. Mr. Kohlmorgan stated that it appears to him that the Board's legal position
has changed, and he clearly does not understand why. Mr. Jordan agreed with these comments, stating
that he doesn't understand why the Board wants to create such a structured environment among the
entities.


Wayne Wedemeyer stated that times have changed which calls for a more structured environment, and
Chairman Bard agreed. Mr. Wedemeyer added that the extent of the work needed has greatly increased.
Mr. Kohlmorgan responded by stating that the network has not had a Network Manager for almost a year
now, and the City of Austin came forward with a proposal to take the place of hiring a new Network
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Manager. He continued, stating that now the Board thinks there is a need to add "legalese" to the
agreement, but this is making the City back away. He added that the Board should feel comfortable with
its good relationship with the City of Austin by now, and there should not be a need for the addition of
"legalese". Patrick Jordan commented that Mr. Kohlmorgan had accurately summed up the situation. Mr.
Kohlmorgan continued, stating that a decision needs to be made now, and he asked the members whether
they preferred scaring the City of Austin away with legalese, or if they wanted to move forward with the
proposal for services that no one else had expressed an interest in providing.


Chairman Bard responded by stating that he proposed to take the current document and give it to
GAATN legal counsel for review. He said that the Board's legal counsel should bring the document to
the next Board meeting with counsel's revisions already incorporated in the document. Chairman Bard
said that then, after counsel's revisions are incorporated, if the City of Austin still felt it was a palatable
agreement, then the Board would move forward with the City's proposal. Katherine Mudge asked for
clarification on the timing of her response, and she stated that she would have the revised document for
the members' review for the September 13, 1999 Board meeting.


Gary Weseman asked the members if they felt it was a good idea to go ahead and look Katherine
Mudge's initial comments, and walk through the current draft of the agreement. The members took this
comment under advisement.


This agenda item was recessed.


Agenda Item 5: 
Network Insurance


Chairman Bard welcomed Mr. Scott Wyatt to the meeting, and laid out the issue of GAATN Network
Insurance. Mr. Wyatt distributed handouts to the members containing insurance bids, etc. He stated that
the estimated value of the network has increased to $12.5 million, and this estimate was provided by
CoCom Cabling Systems. Mr. Wyatt stated that he had received two bids for insurance coverage. Of the
bids received, Mr. Wyatt stated that Hartford Security would be worth considering, although Hartford
would place a $5 million limitation on recovery for lost network. Mr. Wyatt also stated that he had
received a notice from Cigna stating that the current insurance policy expires September 1, 1999.


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion to accept the proposal from Hartford Security for network
insurance. Patrick Jordan made a motion for acceptance, and the motion was seconded by Dave Kelly.
Following discussions on modifications to the policy, Mr. Jordan amended his motion to allow Mr. Scott
Wyatt to negotiate for a minimum limitation amount, and to proceed forward to develop an executable
insurance policy. All members voted to approve the action.


Break was taken at 3:05. Meeting was reconvened at 3:20.


Agenda Item 4: 
Proposal for Service Provider (Continued)


Chairman Bard directed the members to review the current draft of the service level agreement in light of
Katherine Mudge's initial comments which were made in her July 9, 1999 memorandum to the Board
members.


Katherine Mudge stated that she had reviewed the draft agreement in the context of a service contract,
and the first issue concerned pricing. She questioned whether it was necessary to have the "percentages
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per entity" laid out in the agreement, and Mr. Jordan responded that he had no problem with this pricing
provision being written into the agreement. Katherine Mudge clarified that section 13.3 of the agreement
should not be stricken because it provides written policy on expenditures. There should be written policy
that will assure that expenditures receive prior Board approval. Mr. Jordan responded that he had no
problem in adding section 13.3 back into the agreement, however, he would prefer that any pricing issues
be handled in the network's budget, and not appear in the document. Wayne Wedemeyer stated that this
is a contract that will be renegotiated each year, and will be worked into the yearly budget, and therefore
it is not necessary to include detailed pricing information in the agreement. Gary Weseman and Leigh
Williams agreed that section 13.3 should be stricken.


Katherine Mudge discussed her next item of concern, which dealt with the need to include contractual
language for termination, liability, etc. She explained that the members should look at this at a worst case
scenario, just to assure that the network is covered in the instance of any problems. Mr. Wedemeyer
asked if, under the agreement, whether the City would have the right to subcontract for services, and Ms.
Mudge responded that it was unclear under the agreement whether they could. Mr. Wedemeyer asked
Ms. Mudge who would be responsible if they do subcontract and there is a liability situation. Ms. Mudge
stated that this is exactly the point she intended to make: GAATN would be held liable for libel
performance of the subcontractor. Following discussions among the members and counsel, it was agreed
to amend the note for section 5.1.8 to reflect that the City of Austin is processing payments only,
including language that payments will be processed through purchase orders only.


Ms. Mudge outlined her next item which dealt with defining the work that is to be performed under the
agreement. Ms. Williams stated that she was comfortable with the way it is being handled now, and any
detailed work definitions would only be needed if there is a problem in the future that needs to be
addressed. Mr. Jordan agreed. Steve Zoromsky responded by stating that he thinks this is a fundamental
issue to the early dissatisfaction of expectations of the Network Manager that were never met because
goals were not clearly defined. He also stated that it would be useful to expand on the work definition to
include how much work will be completed by a certain date. Ms. Mudge suggested adding a provision in
the agreement that states that the service provider will provide a description of the work and an
estimation of when the services will be performed. Mr. Jordan agreed with the discussion.


Next, Ms. Mudge discussed her concern that the Board should maintain all rights in regard to disaster
recovery. She proposed adding this provision to section 5 of the agreement, and make it apply to all
sections pertaining to disaster recovery. All members agreed with her comments.


Ms. Mudge's next comments dealt with insuring that this agreement would not affect the City of Austin's
relationship under the Interlocal Agreement, specifically their network rights. She stated that she
understands that their position is not affected, however, it should be made clear. Chairman Bard
suggested adding a sentence at the beginning of the agreement stating that all of the provisions herein are
subordinate to the GAATN Interlocal Agreement and its amendments. All members agreed with his
suggestion.


Next, Ms. Mudge stated that there must be a clear transition of administrative and management functions
from the acting AISD fiscal agent. Patrick Jordan responded that he would develop a plan of transition.


General discussions followed on deleting and/or amending certain sections of the agreement dealing with
optional services, time intervals for response, and maintenance responsibilities.


Agenda Item 6


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next Board Meeting would be held on Monday, September 13, 1999 at
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1:30 p.m. in the LCRA Board Room.


Agenda Item 7


No discussion.


Agenda Item 8


The meeting was adjourned at 4:45.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held September 13, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:40 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Tom Lott (Alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Wayne Wedemeyer (Alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
John Kohlmorgan (Alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County
Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Martha Riekenberg (Alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin


Agenda Item 2: 
Citizen Communication


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public. Chairman Bard
directed that the Open Meeting be recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 3: 
Executive Session


The Board reconvened to regular session. Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions
had been taken in Executive Session:


Agenda Item 4: 
Time Warner CableCut Dispute


Chairman Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.
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Agenda Item 5: 
Sunset Valley RightOfWay Dispute


Chairman Bard reported that he would contact the City of Sunset Valley for an update on the status of the
Settlement Agreement.


Agenda Item 6: 
Approval of Board Minutes


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the August 16, 1999
Special Board meeting. Martha Riekenberg stated that a correction was needed on page 2, to amend the
statement that the City of Austin "Budget Office," not the Commissioner's Court would question the
advertisement of the Service Level Agreement. Chairman Bard asked if there were additional comments,
and there being none, he asked for a vote for approval. A motion to approve was entered by Steve
Zoromsky, and the motion was seconded by Patrick Jordan.


Agenda Item 7: 
Board Chairman Update


Chairman Bard commented that Bill Grimes, a member of the City of Austin staff may be replacing
Martha Riekenberg as Alternate to the Board due to Ms. Riekenberg's increased workload.


Chairman Bard brought up the discussion of maps of the GAATN network. Chairman Bard suggested
that the Board may want to consider producing geographically informative maps of GAATN that could
be purchased by the public. Patrick Jordan responded that it is important to keep in mind the need to
protect the GAATN "as builts". He further commented that the Board has tried to produce an informative
map in the past at a low cost, but the result was an illegible map because of the decrease in the size. Mr.
Jordan added that a map that plots the locations served by GAATN and the entity involved should serve
the public. Chairman Bard asked for counsel's thoughts on what the effect would be on an Open Records
Request seeking Network maps. Katherine Mudge responded that she had never seen a complete set of
Network maps, and that not all maps could be excepted under the Texas Open Records Act. Ms. Mudge
further responded that she agrees that a request should be made in writing but that until she gets a sense
of what types of maps exist, she is not sure what maps would be open to disclosure. Ms. Mudge
commented that she thought Patrick Jordan had a good suggestion in developing a general network map.
Chairman Bard stated that if someone comes in with an Open Records Request, the Board must be
prepared. Katherine Mudge added that the Open Records Act provides for a short turnaround in turning
over documents to the Attorney General. Leigh Willliams suggested developing a "subway" map which
is very colorful and has no bearing of actual physical layout. She expressed her concern for security of
the network, and added that a "subway" map would be a favorable layout.


In response to a question posed by Wayne Wedemeyer regarding the disclosure of information, Katherine
Mudge stated that it is difficult to say which exceptions apply to disclosure and that 911 and other safety
related information would be exempt. Ms. Mudge further added that an Open Records Request would be
read in a most restrictive manner. Ms. Mudge also commented that in regard to the production of
informative maps, Ms. Williams and Mr. Jordan have put forth a good idea, especially in light of trying
to promote the network.


General discussions followed on the production of informative maps of the GAATN network. Mr. Jordan
stated that he would followup on the production of informative network maps.
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Agenda Item 8: 
Technical Subcommittee Update


Martha Riekenberg reported that the network had not experienced any significant teardowns in last two
months. CoCom Cabling has been conducting its routine maintenance work. Ms. Riekenberg further
reported that support materials for maintenance activities are getting low, and therefore the Technical
Subcommittee gave CoCom Cabling the authority to replenish its stock of materials.


Ms. Riekenberg distributed copies of draft GAATN Policies & Procedures to the Board members for
review and comment. She stated that Ms. Mudge's changes had been incorporated into the draft.


Ms. Riekenberg next reported that election of officers had been held during the last Technical
Subcommittee meeting, and as a result, Tom Lott was elected Committee Chair and John Kohlmorgan
was voted Vice Chair.


Ms. Riekenberg reported that the Technical Subcommittee had decided during their last meeting to utilize
CoCom Cabling for the recording and transcribing of Technical Subcommittee meeting minutes. The
Board members were in agreement that the Subcommittee has the authority to make such decisions. This
task will be handled under the "miscellaneous function" of the CoCom Cabling Maintenance Agreement.


Agenda Item 9: 
Approval of Construction of C1S Ring Split Project


Martha Riekenberg distributed copies of the Board's budget projections, focusing on an approximate $52,
0000 of unexpended funds that could be used to finance this project. Ms. Riekenberg reported that the
Technical Subcommittee has voted to proceed with C1S Ring Split project. She pointed out that the main
reason for the project is to fix a design problem with C1S. In simplified terms, the ring is too long to do
anything with, and in time, ACC will be adversely affected. Patrick Jordan stated that the Board should
entertain a motion to approve the work on this project. Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion for
approval. Debbie Opdahl made a motion to authorize the split of C1S, and the expansion to Akins High
School. The motion was seconded by Patrick Jordan.


Steve Zoromsky asked for clarification on how the project would be funded. Mr. Jordan referred the
members to the Maintenance Budget. He added that the expansion to Akins High School would be paid
for by the participants.


Chairman Bard entertained a vote on Ms. Opdahl's motion. All members voted to approve the action.


Meeting was recessed at 2:5 5 p.m.


Meeting was reconvened at 3:10 p.m.


Agenda Item 10: 
Service Level Agreement


Chairman Bard laid out the issue and deferred discussions to Katherine Mudge. Ms. Mudge distributed
copies of the revised Service Level Agreement to the members for their review. She stated that, in
developing the revised agreement, she reviewed her notes from the last Special Board meeting, and tried
to incorporate comments made during the meeting. General discussions followed in which Ms. Mudge
identified revisions that she had made to the Service Level Agreement.
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Chairman Bard asked Patrick Jordan for comments. Mr. Jordan approved of the revisions made by
GAATN's counsel. Chairman Bard asked if any members had additional comments on the revised
Service Level Agreement. Gary Weseman commented that the existing language under section 13.1 did
not flow with "termination", and he proposed shifting this language to section 12.1. Ms. Mudge agreed,
and she suggested combining all termination language under one section.


Katherine Mudge indicated that once this document comes to closure and is signed, then this document
will stand as the final Service Level Agreement, and any future amendments to the agreement will be
handled through a formal process.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked how the Board will handle outstanding issues when the Service Level
Agreement becomes effective. Debbie Opdahl stated that there will have to be a transition period, and
Mr. Jordan added that he would welcome a transition period, especially any knowledge AISD has on
outstanding financial issues. Ms. Opdahl also stated that any outstanding issues will need to be brought
before the Board for open discussion.


Leigh Williams made the motion to approve the Service Level Agreement as revised, and the motion was
seconded by Debbie Opdahl. All members voted to approve the Service Level Agreement.


Katherine Mudge stated that she would finalize the agreement in accordance with discussions held today,
and she would then email a copy to all members.


Wayne Wedemeyer moved to have the City of Austin and AISD to set a meeting and develop a list of
outstanding issues before the next Board meeting. Leigh Williams asked Debbie Opdahl if she could start
a list of outstanding issues prior to the next meeting and Ms. Opdahl indicated that she could.


Patrick Jordan stated that since the Service Level Agreement was approved, the City of Austin would
begin identifying staff. He also requested that staffing issues be placed on the agenda for the next Board
meeting.


Agenda Item 11


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next Board meeting would be held on Monday, October 4, 1999 at
1:30 in the LCRA Board Room.


Agenda Item 12


No discussion.


Agenda Item 13


The meeting was adjourned at 3:45 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held October 4, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Tom Lott (Alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the Texas General of Services Commission
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
John Kohlmorgan (Alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Martha Riekenberg (Alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County
Wayne Wedemeyer (Alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas


Agenda Item 2: 
Citizen Communication


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public. Chairman Bard
directed that the Open Meeting be recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Break was taken at 2:50 p.m.


Returned at 3:00 p.m.


Agenda Item 3: 
Executive Session


The Board reconvened to regular session. Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions
had been taken in Executive Session:
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Agenda Item No. 4: 
Time Warner CableCut Dispute


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.


Agenda Item No. 5: 
Sunset Valley RightOfWay Dispute


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.


Agenda Item No. 6: 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company Payment Dispute


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion to request counsel to issue a letter in response to SWBT's
demand letter that states that GAATN intends to submit payment for the two reels of cable at issue, but
that GAATN does believe it is responsible for damages requested. A motion to this effect was entered by
Debbie Opdahl, and the motion was seconded by Steve Zoromsky. All members voted to approve the
action.


Agenda Item No. 7: 
OSP Topology and Security


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.


Agenda Item No. 8: 
Approval of Minutes of September 13, 1999 Board Meeting


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the September 13, 1999
Board meeting. A motion to approve the minutes was entered by Steve Zoromsky, and the motion was
seconded by Leigh Williams.


Agenda Item No. 9: 
Board Chairman Update


Chairman Bard deferred to Wayne Wedemeyer for discussion. Mr. Wedemeyer stated that the City of
Austin has not paid the University of Texas for amounts it owes for use of internet band width services.
The University had contracted with the City in September 1998 for an amount of $2,000 per month,
allowing the City to use this service. Patrick Jordan stated that this is a legitimate claim and it will be an
item on the list for transference of work to the City. The University sends invoices to AISD, and AISD
subdivides the bills among participants. Debbie Opdahl stated that she would follow up with AISD
accounting to determine the status of the reissued invoice. Mr. Wedemeyer stated that the total amount
owed by the City to the University is $28,000.


Agenda Item No. 10: 
Technical Subcommittee Update


Tom Lott deferred to Martha Riekenberg for the technical subcommittee update. Ms. Riekenberg
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reported that CoCom is beginning the makeready work on the C1S split, and the project should be
completed by March.


Ms. Riekenberg further reported on the maintenance report provided by Heidi Cottingham during the last
technical meeting. Ms. Cottingham had reported on two incidents causing damage to the cable. One
incident occurred Odom Elementary on the C1S ring, and the other incident was caused by a fire on
Slaughter Lane. After repairing the damaged cable, CoCom was left with only remnant pieces. Therefore,
Heidi asked for permission to purchase more cable, and the technical subcommittee gave her the
approval to purchase additional cable.


Ms. Riekenberg next reported that the technical subcommittee discussed policies and procedures
standards during their last meeting. She stated that she has not received any comments from the draft that
she distributed during the last Board meeting.


Ms. Riekenberg stated that Heidi Cottingham has identified C1N as having a history of cable breakage.
This section is about 9000 feet long, and CoCom is considering replacing approximately 2,500 feet of
this section. CoCom has offered to perform this work at no cost to the Board. Martha Riekenberg brought
this to the Board's attention for their approval, even though it is at no cost and covered by the warranty.


Agenda Item No. 11: 
Construction of Conduit Reroute for CSC Project


Martha Riekenberg, as acting Network Manager, distributed a map showing construction of conduit
reroute for the CSC project. This plat was put together as backup for City construction project. The
budget sheets attached to map shows an update from the last Board meeting. The bottom line for this
project is $493,000, which is approximately $93,000 more than the originally projected amount due to
increases in city permits, etc. Ms. Riekenberg asked for Board approval to continue with the conduit
project, contingent upon the Time Warner statement that it would share in the expense of the project. She
added that timing is not really critical at this point.


Chairman Bard questioned why the extra conduits were needed, and Ms. Riekenberg responded by
stating that the A2N and Superring would be placed in the conduit where they would share the same path.
The third conduit would be used as a bargaining chip for GAATN in the future, for example, if another
telecommunications provider comes to GAATN and wants the conduit.


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion to approve the construction of conduit reroute for the CSC
Project in consideration of the increased estimate for the project, and further contingent upon the 50%
share in the expense with Time Warner. A motion to approve was entered by Patrick Jordan. Wayne
Wedemeyer commented that the amount quoted for project does not include the cost of replacing the
cable. Ms. Riekenberg stated that the additional funds for replacement of the cable would not come out of
this year's budget unless the cable is cut during construction. Mr. Wedemeyer asked is it was possible
that the cable would have to be replaced from this year's budget, and Ms. Riekenberg responded
affirmatively, but added that it would then be a cable cut dispute issue. Following general discussions on
the project, Chairman Bard asked if there was second on Mr. Jordan's motion for approval. The motion
was seconded by Gary Weseman, and all members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 12: 
Policy/Procedure Statements as Drafted by the Technical Subcommittee


Tom Lott reported that a draft of the policies and procedures was distributed during the last Board
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meeting, and the Technical Subcommittee was recommending approval of the draft. He added that this
will be a living document for GAATN. Steve Zoromsky asked is there were any budget implications
within the document, and Tom Lott responded that there are none that are not already in place.


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion for approval. Leigh Williams made a motion to approve the
Policies and Procedures as drafted by the Technical Subcommittee. All members voted to approve the
motion.


Agenda Item 13: 
Service Level Agreement


Patrick Jordan reported on the Service Level Agreement. He stated that the City of Austin inhouse
attorneys had reviewed the Service Level Agreement between the City and GAATN. The City attorneys
made additional changes to the document, including adding the legal language that was originally
proposed by Katherine Mudge. Steve Zoromsky asked who would be signing the agreement on behalf of
the City. Mr. Jordan said that the signee would either be the City Manager or himself on behalf of the
City Manager. Patrick Jordan provided a copy of the revised Service Level Agreement to Katherine
Mudge. The Board instructed Ms. Mudge to review the revised document and report back to the Board at
the next meeting on significant changes.


Patrick Jordan also reported that he has been looking into staffing needs, and he has been working on
advertising locally and nationally.


Agenda Item 14: 
Payment for Services Rendered by the City of Austin


Patrick Jordan requested Board approval for authorization of payment for services rendered by the City
of Austin to GAATN. Mr. Jordan had intended that payment would be made to the City in advance,
allowing a means for rendering the services. Chairman Bard stated that it was his understanding that
payment should occur at the time of signing the agreement and not before. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if
the quarterly bills had been sent out yet, and John Kohlmorgan stated that the 1st Quarter bills had
already been sent out.


Chairman Bard asked if Mr. Jordan was requesting Board action on this issue at this time, and Mr. Jordan
said no action was being requested now.


Agenda Item 15: 
Confirmation of time/date of Next Meeting


Chairman Bard confirmed that the next regular Board meeting would be held November 1, 1999 at 1:30
p.m. at the LCRA office buildings.


Agenda Item 16: 
Items for Next Meeting


No discussion.


Agenda Item 17
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This GAATN Board Meeting was adjourned by Chairman Bard at 4:15 p.m.


 


Copyright © 1999 Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network (GAATN) 
Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held November 1, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
John Kohlmorgan (Alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Tom Lott (Alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Wayne Wedemeyer (Alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
Martha Riekenberg (Alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin
Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County


Agenda Item 2: 
Citizen Communication


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public. Chairman Bard
directed that the Open Meeting be recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 3: 
Executive Session


The Board reconvened to regular session. Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions
had been taken in Executive Session:


Agenda Item 4: 
Time Warner CableCut Dispute


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.
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Agenda Item 5: 
Sunset Valley RightOfWay Dispute


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.


Agenda Item 6: 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company Payment Dispute


Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this issue at this time.


Agenda Item 7: 
Approval of Minutes of October 4, 1999 Board Meeting


Chairman Bard asked if any members had amendments to the minutes taken at the October 4, 1999
Board meeting. Patrick Jordan asked that the minutes be amended on page 2, Agenda Item 9: Board
Chairman Update to accurately reflect that the University of Texas had contracted with GAATN entities
(not solely with the City) for use of the internet service. He also asked that Mr. Wedemeyer's statement
be amended to state that the "total amount owed by the participating entities to the University is
$28,000". The participating entities are AISD, ACC and the City of Austin. With these amendments,
Patrick Jordan made a motion to approve the minutes. The motion was seconded by Steve Zoromsky, and
the minutes were approved by the members as amended.


Agenda Item 8: 
Board Chairman Update


Chairman Bard stated that he talked to reporters for the Austin American Statesman who seemed
interested in getting more information about GAATN. Leigh Williams stated that she received a call
from Worchester State University looking for historical information on the network. Ms. Williams stated
that she referred the call on to Chairman Bard, Patrick Jordan and Wayne Wedemeyer. Both Chairman
Bard and Debbie Opdahl stated that they had received a call from Pennsylvania but that it was not related
to the Worchester call. Leigh Williams stated that the Worchester project is very similar to the GATTN
network. Patrick Jordan added that he has been contacted by miscellaneous entities about the network,
and guests have come to tour portions of the network. Mr. Jordan also stated that in regard to the reporter
for the Austin American Statesman, it may be beneficial to GAATN to have the story focus on each
entity's good works and utilization of the system now that the construction phase is complete. Chairman
Bard stated that he will encourage the reporter to visit with each entity and see their use of the system.
Patrick Jordan commented that the City of Austin has a public information office and this office would
be involved in distributing information GAATN. Mr. Jordan further commented that other entities, such
as AISD, should utilize their public information offices to get current GAATN information to the public.


Agenda Item 9: 
Technical Subcommittee Update


Tom Lott reported that he had received all materials for the C1S split project, with the exception of some
fibers. Mr. Lott stated that he would bring the cutover plan to the Board in January.


Patrick Jordan provided an update on the CSC project. He reported that there had been a change in Time
Warner's position that it would partner with GAATN in the CSC project due to budgeting problems for
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the current time frame. Mr. Jordan emphasized that the costs associated with the project will rise later
when all utilities will be trying to perform the required reroute. The proposed partnership with Time
Warner fell apart last Thursday, and the City of Austin immediately began looking at splitting costs with
contractors, but it was confirmed this morning that this is not a viable option. On the upside, if Time
Warner is not present as a partner, then GAATN will not have to share the manholes, and this should cut
some costs. Mr. Jordan stated that $377,400 was the projected total cost to build the path, and the City of
Austin proposes to split the costs with GAATN, meaning that the City's contribution would be the sum of
the other entities. This would bring the amount under to the originally proposed amount of $250,000.
Consequently, the City would contribute $62,000 towards the project. The City would construct a Yduct
system, providing the City with two ducts, and the other GAATN entities would share the other two
ducts. Mr. Jordan concluded by stating that the City of Austin would benefit by using this conduit for
other services.


Chairman Bard clarified that $377,400 was the aggregate cost. He summarized the scenario by stating
that a motion was passed during the last Board meeting in which GAATN proposed to pay $246,000 for
CSC reroute project. Today, the City of Austin has offered to absorb the amount previously thought to be
borne by Time Warner.


Debbie Opdahl commented that its hard to believe that Time Warner does not have $250,000. She asked
who negotiated with Time Warner, and Martha Riekenberg responded that she had. Chairman Bard
clarified that the entity involved is Time Warner Communications which is not a huge company.


Patrick Jordan commented that everything for project is linedup and scheduled. The engineering
documents are already prepared, and any delay may potentially hamper work that has been performed to
date. Mr. Jordan added that it is a known fact that when JanuaryMarch rolls around, Colorado and
adjacent streets will become a war zone with all of the utilities trying to perform their reroute, and this
will not be an optimum time for GAATN to perform its reroute. Chairman Bard responded that from
GAATN's perspective, the Board simply needs to proceed as was previously voted on.


Debbie Opdahl commented that she was not completely satisfied that everything has been done to
continue negotiations with Time Warner. Martha Riekenberg responded that she has been negotiating
since June, and she thought that the deal had come to closure.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked the members what they thought about the idea of floating the money to Time
Warner, allowing them to participate in the project now instead of waiting until January. Martha
Riekenberg responded by stating that Time Warner has been in fully control of situation since the
beginning, and she added that Time Warner wants three clean conduit ducts and the price will go up
because the manhole size will go up. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if the Board is still under the November
1st schedule to begin construction, and Ms. Riekenberg responded affirmatively. She added that January
will be full steam ahead for everyone else. Construction will be limited to nights, which will limit
contractor's, consequently brining up costs. Ms. Riekenberg emphasized that GAATN has the
opportunity to get in and get out now. Mr. Wedemeyer commented that time wise, GAATN does not
have time to negotiate with anyone else for partnership.


Chairman Bard stated that for GAATN, nothing has changed. The physical size of the project has not
changed. Debbie Opdahl responded that the physical size has not changed but the price has. Martha
Riekenberg responded that only the partner has changed, and the size of the manhole has gotten smaller.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked Mr. Jordan what would happen if a franchise wants to use the City of Austin's
conduit, and consequently, how would GAATN be assured that the conduit would be used for City
purposes only and not allow outsiders access to GAATN fiber? Patrick Jordan responded that the City
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would not have proposed this if he felt there would be a problem in the future with the City using the
cable for anything but for city purposes. He added that the City is proposing nothing short of GAATN
standard for the project. Wayne Wedemeyer commented that there is a new State law that allows cities
more leeway in entering into franchise agreements. Mr. Jordan responded that he could not speculate on
city franchise issues. Mr. Wedemeyer stated that he was concerned with the risk of having two conduits
downtown and not being able to foresee what future City Councils may try to do with it because people
are always looking for possibilities like this.


Patrick Jordan asked the Board if there was a motion for approval of the project given the changed
circumstances. Katherine Mudge stated that in the future, issues relating to Technical Subcommittee
items should be posted separately on the meeting agenda, but that it would be fine to entertain vote in this
instance. Consequently, Chairman Bard stated that the Board would entertain a motion on the City's
proposal.


Debbie Opdahl stated that there should be some accountability. John Kohlmorgan asked if CoCom
Cabling was billing the City of Austin separately for the work because AISD will need a separate bill
from CoCom for GAATN entities and for City of Austin.


Chairman Bard commented that the Board had previously voted to approve an expenditure of onehalf of
$493,000 for the CSC reroute project, and now there is a hard number of $377,400 before the Board.


Steve Zoromsky asked Ms. Riekenberg if she had thoughts on how Time Warner expected to pay for the
project in January, and she responded by stating that Time Warner will pull it out of next year's budget.
Mr. Zoromsky asked Ms. if she participated in the negotiations in good faith, and she stated that she
didn't feel that the story she got on Thursday was same as she has gotten all along; she was caught off
guard.


Mr. Wedemeyer asked Mr. Jordan if he was confident that GAATN's portion of the costs would not
exceed $251,000, and Mr. Jordan stated that he was confident, based on current estimate. Mr. Jordan
reiterated that the City could accept the understanding that GAATN's participation would not exceed
$251,000.


Chairman Bard asked the members if there was a motion for approval, and Mr. Wedemeyer therefore,
made a motion to approve the continuation of the CSC reroute project given the changed circumstances,
and GAATN participation would not to exceed $251,000 as long as the project does not exceed
$380,000, and the project will include two 4inch conduits, one populated with an innerduct. The motion
was seconded by Leigh Williams. All members voted to approve the action.


Tom Lott continued with the Technical Subcommittee update by reporting on recent teardowns. One
teardown occurred on Slaughter Lane. CoCom responded timely, and determined that GAATN was on
the right spot on pole. The repairs cost $12,000, and a police report was sent to Scott Wyatt for
processing. Mr. Lott next discussed the need to have work performed on B1N because it is the worst ring
for losses on the loop. CoCom has asked for authorization to conduct 20 splice cases on B1N, which is
tantamount to 1920 splices. CoCom has offered to perform this work for onehalf the price, and the cost
will come out of maintenance contract. The cost for the project is $27,360, and the proposed time for
performance is December 20 through January 4.


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion to approved CoCom's proposal. Patrick Jordan made a
motion that the maintenance contractor be given the authority to resplice the remaining splices on B1N
for estimation of $27,000, specifically 20 splice cases  1920 splices. The motion was seconded by Gary
Weseman. All members voted to approve the action.
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Tom Lott next discussed slack addition, and he asked that this be placed as a separate item on the agenda
for next month's meeting. He distributed copies of Cable Slack Addition and Management Policy for the
Board members' review. Details who is responsible for miscellaneous slack issues. Patrick Jordan asked
if the network was delivered with the specified slack, and also if slack was common to the rings? Mr.
Wedemeyer responded "No" to both questions. Mr. Jordan stated that this slack policy would attempt to
utilize teardowns for fixing slack in the cable. Leigh Williams added that there will be a lot of
construction in the future, and this is a fairly low cost way to correct slack problems instead of
reengereering the project. Mr. Lott asked the members to review the draft policy, and provide him with
changes, and he will provide a new draft at the next Board meeting.


Tom Lott deferred the next discussions to Wayne Wedemeyer. Mr. Wedemeyer brought up the issue of
how to split the costs for access to the University of Texas' Internet Service. He distributed copies charts
illustrating U.T.'s internet service, and planned expansion. Chairman Bard stated that U.T. runs the
internet service for institutions throughout the state. He added that "regionalizing" will allow them to
increase band width and increase reliability and availability. U.T. wants to build an Austin area based ISP
to one point, and this will allow the internet traffic to go directly to Austin. There are about 56
companies involved in this. He added that telecommuting strategies will change dramatically.


Mr. Wedemeyer stated that the issue is which ISP provider is chosen. In regard to billing entities, the cost
is $2,000 is to get into pipe. $2,000 is split among participants. The total cost just depends on how the
participants choose to divide up the cost for the internet connection.


This concluded the discussion on internet service. Tom Lott had one additional item to bring before the
Board's attention. He reported that Dave Kelly had informed the Technical Subcommittee that according
to a recent change in State law, his representative entity, the General Services Commission, would not be
able to pay an invoice until 30 days after it had been delivered. As a consequence, this puts him four
months behind in quarterly payments to GAATN.


Chairman Bard commented that GAATN is not constrained by the same accounting procedures as the
State, and Mr. Jordan stated that the Interlocal Agreement is very clear on when individual entity
payments are due. Chairman Bard indicated that he would contact Dave Kelly to discuss this matter.


Agenda Item 10: 
Network Maps


This item was removed from the agenda, and Patrick Jordan requested that OSP Topology and Security
be placed on the agenda for the next regular meeting under the Executive Session portion.


Agenda Item 11: 
Service Level Agreement


Chairman Bard asked Katherine Mudge to report on her evaluation of the City's revisions to the Service
Level Agreement. Ms. Mudge provided a memorandum to each member, and she emphasized that this
was an attorney/client communication. She also provided members copies of a redlined version of the
Service Level Agreement, illustrating both sets of revisions provided to her by the City of Austin. Her
analysis described in the memorandum attempted to summarize the big ticket items, and she did not
focus on nonsubstantive changes. Ms. Mudge reported that the City had made some very significant
revisions made to the Service Level Agreement, and therefore, she could not recommend the Board
signing the agreement as it is written today. Ms. Mudge proposed to leave her analysis for member's
reading, and then discuss further at the next meeting, although she did wish to mention the significant
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changes to the agreement. Ms. Mudge summarized that the significant issues as follows:


Under Section 5: Basic Service Description:


a.  Recommends not entertwining the Interlocal Agreement with the Service Level Agreement in
regard to definitions;


b.  Recommends deleting the sentence proposed by the City that states that the Service Provider will
have all the power, duties, and functions of the Network Manager as defined by the Interlocal
Agreement;


c.  Does not recommend including a proviso that states that employee time can be used for things
other than GAATN matters;


d.  The City proposes to delete the sentence allowing GAATN to review and modify the descriptions
of functions in the Service Level Agreement. Ms. Mudge commented that she was not certain that
this was the Board's intent.


e.  The City proposes a requirement that participants execute license agreements for software used by
the Service Provider. Ms. Mudge stated that members need to be aware if they are willing to
execute a license agreement. She suggested that the City provide each member a list of software to
be used and the terms of the license agreement.


Under Section 10: Response Time, Ms. Mudge had the following comments. The City had added
language which stated that it would use reasonable efforts to comply with designated response time
schedules, but if it does not meet those requirements, it would not be liable to GAATN or a Participant
for failure to meet those time frames. Ms. Mudge commented that this renders Section 10 meaningless
and the Board should consider if they are willing to accept this limitation of liability.


Under Section 12: Customer Annual Recurring Costs, the City modified the agreement, requiring that the
Service Provider be reimbursed for costs. This proposal would also allow the Service Provider to offset
any payments from Participants due and owing from the amount of the Service Provider's Variable Cost
payment. Ms. Mudge recommended not turning this into a reimbursement setting, but instead, keep it at
flat fee as was originally envisioned.


Ms. Mudge concluded in stating that the City made some changes to the Service Level Agreement that
are actually "good" changes, for instance reinserting some of the original "legal" language that she had
proposed. However, Ms. Mudge also stated that some of the changes proposed by the City are only
reciprocal to the City, and she thinks that some of these can be negotiated.


Steve Zoromsky asked what the process was for this recent round of changes, and what happens if the
Board approves the Service Level Agreement, will the City of Austin come forth with more changes?
Leigh Williams responded that she thinks the Board should schedule a special meeting for indepth
discussions on the Service Level Agreement, and not to try to do that at this time. Patrick Jordan stated
that this matter will be on the City Council's agenda for the November 18, 1999 meeting for approval. He
stated that he recommended to the City to become the manager under this agreement, and he will need to
let his lawyers review any further changes to the agreement because this agreement will require more
than just administrative approval. Patrick Jordan commented that maybe the City of Austin lawyers can
be present at the Special Meeting. Leigh Williams indicated that the legal department should be at the
meeting to get their views on why they proposed these changes.


Leigh Williams responded that it would take some time on her part to review the revisions, and she
would like to handle this in special meeting. Patrick Jordan thanked Katherine Mudge for her efforts and
suggested that individual members email questions in regard to the City's revisions to Martha
Riekenberg or himself. Katherine Mudge responded that this needed to be negotiated on the overall
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perspective of the GAATN Board, as opposed to individual participants, and she requested to be included
on all emails. Leigh Williams added that sending email questions to the City could get to the bottom
line on their intent for the specific revisions. Katherine Mudge stated that this is an awkward situation for
the Board, and she has serious concerns about her attorney/client memorandum being distributed
internally to the City of Austin. Ms. Mudge emphasized again that the memorandum distributed to the
Board members was strictly an attorney/client privileged communication. Debbie Opdahl added that
maybe the City of Austin should not participant in the discussions or vote since this has turned into such
a big legal deal. Katherine Mudge commented that this has taken on a more legalistic viewpoint and the
City of Austin is in a very difficult position.


Chairman Bard concluded the discussions by requesting the Board members to read and evaluate the
revisions proposed by the City, and consider those revisions in conjunction with counsel's
recommendations. A Special Board meeting would be held to discuss the items that are essential "deal
breakers" for the City. Katherine Mudge concurred with Chairman Bard. Leigh Williams stated that it is
very important that GAATN determine the City of Austin's intent in these changes.


Following general discussions, Chairman Bard stated that a Special Board Meeting would be held on
Monday, November 8th at 1:30 p.m.


Patrick Jordan stated that he would provide the City attorneys with a synopsis of counsel's memorandum,
and then he would report back to the Board at the Special Meeting.


Agenda Item 12


Chairman Bard confirmed that a Special Board meeting would be held on Monday, November 8, 1999 at
1:30 at LCRA (meeting room to be announced); The next regular Board meeting would be held
December 6, 1999 at 1:30 at LCRA.


Agenda Item 13


No discussion.


Agenda Item 14


The GAATN Board Meeting was adjourned at 4:15 p.m.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Special Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held November 8, 1999


 


The meeting was called to order by Chairman Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Wayne Wedemeyer (Alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the State of Texas, General Services Commission
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of the Lower Colorado River Authority
Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County


Debbie Opdahl introduced Joy McClarity, director with the Austin Independent School District.


Chairman Bard stated that at the last Board Meeting, the City of Austin presented a modified Service
Level Agreement to the Board, and GAATN counsel presented a synopsis of modifications to the Service
Level Agreement. Chairman Bard reported that he had met with the GAATN Maintenance Contractor,
CoCom Cabling, in order to get an estimate of how much it would cost to perform all of the tasks laid out
in the Service Level Agreement. CoCom Cabling provided Chairman Bard with an estimate for services,
and he distributed copies of the estimate to the Board members.


Chairman Bard asked for further discussions. Dave Kelly asked if this as a dead issue with the City of
Austin. Chairman Bard responded that the Board is just looking into some alternatives. Steve Zoromsky
asked if there are some tasks that CoCom would not perform, and Chairman Bard responded that they
will not act as fiscal agent, but the Board can make this a stand alone issue. Katherine Mudge commented
that her office would continue to handle ministerial task of recording the Board meeting minutes, posting
notice of open meetings, etc. Mr. Zoromsky asked how this arrangement would affect the existing
arrangement with the maintenance contractor, and Chairman Bard responded that it would be possible to
amend the existing CoCom contract to pick up these additional functions. Mr. Zoromsky asked if this
would cause a potential conflict in dispatching their own employees for this work, and Debbie Opdahl
commented that this was done as an exercise to get cost estimates for services. Chairman Bard agreed.
Leigh Williams commented that CoCom would have to hire out for a majority of the jobs because their
level of expertise is not great in some interface areas. Ms. Williams stated that Heidi Cottingham of
CoCom has a financial stake in this proposal because it is a considerable amount of additional money.
Ms. Williams also stated that she thinks it is not a good situation to have one company controlling so
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much of GAATN's budget. Patrick Jordan stated that the estimate for recording the minutes and posting
notice is $700 monthly which should be added to CoCom's proposal. Leigh Williams stated that after
reviewing CoCom's cost estimates, the Board should be able to see why the City of Austin's proposal is a
really good deal, and they should now focus on finding a way to make it work. Wayne Wedemeyer
responded that the City of Austin costs may exceed the proposed amount, and according to the revised
Service Level Agreement, the City will be able to bill to GAATN at the end of the year for the additional
costs. Mr. Wedemeyer added that there are two aspects to this situation: (1) cost; and (2) implementation.
Mr. Wedemeyer went on to state that the job has to be done and we don't know how much longer it will
take to get City of Austin approval, and if we go with a private entity, we can have services performed
within thirty days. Leigh Williams remarked that the Board cannot award a bid until it can fund it, and
she is not convinced that she can get Travis County approval on the CoCom proposal because there is not
funding now, and furthermore, she does not see this process saving any time.


Patrick Jordan stated, that the City of Austin has maintained a willingness to perform the functions laid
out in the Service Level Agreement. Mr. Wedemeyer responded that the Board has spent a lot of time
trying to get to a final document with the City of Austin, and now the Board is facing even more delays.


Chairman Bard announced that the intent of this meeting is to discuss what parts of the Service Level
Agreement are deal breakers, and that the Board would proceed with counsel's letter in working through
the City's proposed revisions to the agreement. Chairman Bard deferred to counsel, Katherine Mudge, for
further discussions.


Katherine Mudge reported that the first issue raised is page two pertaining to Definitions. Ms. Mudge
indicated that it would be best to have the agreement be a standalone document, and not reference to
definitions from the Interlocal Agreement. Patrick Jordan responded, stating that the Interlocal
Agreement is the only current document that gives the authority to create a Service Level Agreement,
and furthermore, it is not possible to have a standalone document because he is not authorized to operate
under a separate document. Katherine Mudge remarked that she is not recommending changing the last
sentence, she simply does not know which terms located in the Interlocal Agreement are applicable to the
Service Level Agreement. Leigh Williams agreed with Patrick Jordan's comments. Katherine Mudge
stated that this document is not subordinate to the Interlocal and that she simply thinks that the Service
Level Agreement should contain its own set of definitions instead of just referring to a separate
document. Ms. Mudge stated that anyone who reads the Service Level Agreement should have the
complete document in front of them. Joy McClarity asked if this was a difficult task to perform, and
Katherine Mudge said that it was difficult at all.


Steve Zoromsky indicated that he is concerned with the current process, and asked what happens if the
Board works through the document and then it goes back to City of Austin Legal Department and they do
not sign off on it. Patrick Jordan indicated that changes made to the agreement will have to be brought
before the City again, and that he will have to get advice from the legal department, and also approval
from the City Manager. Steve Zoromsky responded that the Board could go through this exercise of
analyzing the City's revisions and counsel's comments, and then will more than likely face looking at
more revisions.


Leigh Williams reported that within the current framework as it falls under the budget now, she can sign
off on the agreement without further approval from her entity. Ms. Williams commented further that
Patrick Jordan is at the meeting as a Board Member today and he cannot envision or predict what his
attorneys or the City of Austin would accept.


Joy McClarity stated that she would break the negotiations into two divisions, (1) changes reflecting cost
which may be deal breakers; and (2) changes that affect the scope of the Service Level Agreement. Leigh
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Williams responded that it was her understanding that this was the purpose for today's meeting.


Patrick Jordan stated that originally the Interlocal document was able to come a long way because the
City attorney met with the entities to work out specific language. He stated that he thinks that Katherine
Mudge's counsel has been good, but thinks that the Board may want to review the exercise in coming up
with language for the Service Level Agreement. Mr. Jordan commented that he thinks the City Manager
and himself, as the City of Austin representative, should meet with respective entities that have problems
with specific language. Mr. Jordan indicated that he must notify the City of Austin today if he needs to
remove this item from the agenda for the November 18, 1999 City Council meeting. He commented that
originally he was told by the City Manager that the agreement could be approved administratively. He
took the current draft of the agreement to the City Attorney to have it reviewed by counsel, and he was
told that the agreement would have to be approved by the City Council. Leigh Williams suggested that
Katherine Mudge and the City Attorneys meet and work on the document and then bring it back to the
Board. Wayne Wedemeyer added that the Board could attend the meeting with Katherine Mudge and the
City Attorneys.


Ms. Mudge asked Patrick Jordan if the City Council was aware of the fact that the draft agreement before
them had not been approved by GAATN because it contained revisions made by City attorneys that had
not been reviewed nor approved by the GAATN Board. The Patrick Jordan responded that he did not
make a big deal about it to the City Council.


Katherine Mudge stated that today the Board should go through her memo and give her feedback on her
comments. This would give her direction on where she should focus her efforts. Ms. Mudge commented
that the best thing to do would be to go through her memo and determine which are deal breakers for the
City of Austin. Chairman Bard commented that to pick up where they left off, that they were back to the
beginning on definitions. Katherine Mudge stated that she proposes fixing this according to the
definitions contained in the Interlocal Agreement, specifically definitions for Network Manager,
participants, and variable costs.


Katherine Mudge identified Section 5 and proposes using the Network Manager definition as found in
Interlocal, and deleting the sentence giving additional authority to the Network Manager. Ms. Mudge
stated that this sentence serves no purpose and should be deleted. Patrick Jordan commented that he
suspects that the legal department may have felt this was a necessary provision, but on its face, this could
be removed. Wayne Wedemeyer commented that this policy concern may have a cost impact and that the
Service Level Agreement service provider will operate under policy that is in place now, and that policy
will be developed more fully over the next 12 months. Katherine Mudge commented that this is a
substantive issue, not cosmetic and will need direction from the Board. Following general discussions,
Chairman Bard commented that the only recommendation on the table is to delete the sentence, and
Katherine Mudge agreed. All members agreed.


Katherine Mudge reported that City attorneys had inserted a provision within Section 5 that stated that
the Network Manager did not have to work for GAATN full time. Ms. Mudge recommended deleting the
provision and indicated that if, however, the Board wants the provision to remain, the Board should
consider putting guidelines in place. Wayne Wedemeyer agreed with Ms. Mudge that the City of Austin
could request the employee to work only five days a week. Leigh Williams indicated that she wanted the
provision deleted. Patrick Jordan reported that from time to time, the Network Manager may perform
work that is not specific to GAATN. Wayne Wedemeyer indicated that there are instances where some
entities will need work performed by the Network Manager solely for their respective entity. So does the
entity then owe some time back to the GAATN Board? Katherine Mudge directed Patrick Jordan to
review Section 3 and indicated that initially the Service Provider would have two employees, and when
you consider this change along with the new provision on reimbursement to the City, it significantly
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alters the agreement. Ms. Mudge raised the issue of reimbursement  Section 12. She explained to the
Board that the City's inserted provision on reimbursement completely changes the aspect of the
agreement and should be removed, which would keep the agreement set at a flat fee. Wayne Wedemeyer
agreed.


Patrick Jordan reported that the City is concerned that costs may increase while operating under the
agreement, and they want to be sure they will not be seeing additional costs. Katherine Mudge asked Mr.
Jordan if he could perform the functions outlined in the Service Level Agreement for $151,000 and Mr.
Jordan responded that he is not sure if he could do this with two people. He added that the City of Austin
does not want the liability for work not performed properly. Katherine Mudge stated that she understands
the City of Austin does not want to get caught with additional expenditures, but the Board needs some
real expectations on what services can be provided by the Service Provider. Patrick Jordan responded
that his thinking in making up the list was what needed to be done, not what could be done. Wayne
Wedemeyer suggested that Mr. Jordan to go through this list and tell the Board what he can and will do
for $151,000, not just a list of long range plans. Chairman Bard stated that basically, the Board does not
want a reimbursable contract and wants work identified by the City of Austin that they will perform on
their best efforts. Chairman Bard commented further that the Board does not want a reimbursement
atmosphere; The Service Provider must operate under a flat fee.


Wayne Wedemeyer asked how the Board envisioned performing an evaluation of the Service Provider.
He suggested performing an evaluation at the end of the year. Leigh Williams stated that they would
probably want to look at progress in six months in order to see how far two people are able to handle the
tasks requested of them. She added that it's possible that the Board can see that more employees are
needed after the first six months. Katherine Mudge indicated that it seemed to her that the Board needed
to go back a couple of steps. From a contract perspective, GAATN must go down the list and know what
it can expect period. The Board needs to create two categories; (1) has to be done; and (2) what does
not have to be done. Wayne Wedemeyer agreed, stating that the Board has to have a reasonable idea of
the daily functions of the Service Provider.


Wayne Wedemeyer suggested that the Board ask Patrick Jordan to provide them with a prioritized list of
what he can perform for $151,000. Patrick Jordan responded that that was a good point and commented
that as author of this list, there are some things that are important, whether they can be performed by two
people at this time or not. Leigh Williams suggested keeping the current list, and performing an
evaluation after a period of time to determine which services were performed and how they were
performed. Katherine Mudge agreed, stating that she thinks that is a great approach, but that is not how
the document is currently written. Ms. Mudge stated that the Board needs to be clear that, as written, that
not everything will be performed for $151,000. Patrick Jordan responded that everything they do is done
with the guidance of the Board.


Katherine Mudge stated that the Service Provider must give the Board a list of things clearly laid out as
to whether they are tasks that will most definitely be performed, or if they are things that the Service
Provider will try to perform. The Service Provider and GAATN need a bottom line of what to expect.


Ms. Mudge continued with her analysis, stating that there should not be an offset for the City of Austin if
an entity does not timely pay its quarterly payments. Dave Kelly commented that as of September 1st,
state agencies cannot pay for services until the services are rendered which puts all of his payments a
month later for each quarter. Steve Zoromsky asked how the Board would handle this situation with a
private entity and Katherine Mudge responded that if the Board had a private Service Provider, the
payments could be set up in a consensus way for the Board. Patrick Jordan stated that he did not put in
language offsetting the funds in favor of the City if an entity fails to timely pay, but rather this language
came from the City attorneys.
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Wayne Wedemeyer summarized that each entity should develop a list of tasks that they expect will be
performed under the Service Level Agreement. It was agreed that the Technical Subcommittee could
help develop the list during their next meeting.


Break was taken at 3:40 p.m.


Meeting reconvened at 4:00 p.m.


Wayne Wedemeyer entered a Motion that Patrick Jordan obtain City of Austin responses for Katherine
Mudge's recommendations, and his and Debbie Opdahl's comments, also including within the City's
response a list of things that will be performed under the agreement. Patrick Jordan asked if the Board
will authorize Katherine Mudge to write a letter that he can share with the City of Austin? Following
general discussion, Chairman Bard stated that, as a followup on the Motion on the table, the Motion will
include a letter generated by GAATN counsel adding comments of Debbie Opdahl and Wayne
Wedemeyer. The City of Austin will receive on letter on behalf of GAATN that includes all entities'
concerns.


Debbie Opdahl commented on Section 5.3 (Intellectual Property) and stated that if GAATN is paying for
the software used for the network, then GAATN should own it. Katherine Mudge responded that this
concern was addressed by Wayne Wedemeyer in his written comments, and that she would include it in
her letter.


Debbie Opdahl commented that she would like to see some sort of proposal by the City of Austin on how
it intends to track the two employees' time. Mr. Jordan stated that there are time codes in his accounting
department, but that they will need to be reconformed to meet these needs.


Katherine Mudge summarized, stating that she would draft a letter encompassing all comments, and then
the City will respond in due course, issue by issue. Ms. Mudge emphasized that she needs to know what
is expected by the City. Patrick Jordan stated that the City of Austin will provide a response to counsel's
letter, which can then be discussed at the next Board meeting. Katherine Mudge responded that the Board
needs to know what the consensus is for all members, and proposed that she could have a letter to Mr.
Jordan on Wednesday.


Debbie Opdahl seconded the motion, as amended by Katherine Mudge. All members voted to approve
the action.


Chairman Bard asked if there was anything further to discuss and Katherine Mudge responded that the
Board does need to set a timeframe for Patrick's response. Chairman Bard stated that each entity should
compile a list of prioritized tasks and circulate it to each member. This can be taken up at the Technical
Meeting on the 17th of November and let the Technical Committee work on compiling comments and
making a list of prioritized work tasks.


Katherine Mudge asked that once the City is in receipt of her letter, that the City provide everyone a
headsup as to when they can expect a response from the City. Mr. Jordan responded that when he gets
the letter, he will find out when he to expect to have the City's comments.


Chairman Bard adjourned the meeting at approximately 4:20 p.m.
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Questions or Comments about GAATN? Email info@gaatn.org.
Send questions or comments regarding this page to www@gaatn.org.
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Greater Austin Area Telecommunications
Network (GAATN) Interlocal Agency


1111 West 6th Street 
Austin, Texas 787035399


Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors 
Meeting Held December 6, 1999


 


Agenda Item 1:


The meeting was called to order by Chairman, Bill Bard at approximately 1:35 p.m.


The following Board members announced as present:


Bill Bard, on behalf of the University of Texas
Wayne Wedemeyer (Alt.), on behalf of the University of Texas
Dave Kelly, on behalf of the General Services Commission of Texas
Tom Lott (Alt.), on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Steve Zoromsky, on behalf of Lower Colorado River Authority
Gary Weseman, on behalf of Austin Community College
Patrick Jordan, on behalf of the City of Austin
Leigh Williams, on behalf of Travis County
John Kohlmorgan (Alt.), on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Debbie Opdahl, on behalf of Austin Independent School District
Martha Riekenberg (Alt.), on behalf of the City of Austin


Agenda Item 2: 
Citizen Communication


Chairman Bard asked for Public Comment. There were no statements from the public. Chairman Bard
directed that the Open Meeting be recessed in order to commence the meeting in executive session.


Agenda Item 3: 
Executive Session


The Board reconvened to regular session. Chairman Bard noted on the record that the following actions
had been taken in Executive Session:


Agenda Item 4: 
Time Warner CableCut Dispute
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Chairman Bill Bard reported that no action was needed by the Board on this agenda item at this time.


Agenda Item 5: 
Sunset Valley RightOfWay Dispute


Chairman Bard requested that this item be removed from future meeting agendas.


Agenda Item 6: 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company Payment Dispute


Chairman Bard requested that this item be removed from future meeting agendas.


Agenda Item 7: 
OSP Topology and Security


Patrick Jordan moved that the Board request the Technical Subcommittee to develop a site list for the
sample drawing that he displayed during executive session, and further direct the Technical
Subcommittee to provide this information to the Board during the January Board meeting. The motion
was seconded by Leigh Williams. All members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 8


Approval of the Board minutes of November 1, 1999 and minutes of the November 8, 1999 Special
Board Meeting


Chairman Bard asked if there was a motion for approval of the November 1, 1999 minutes. Leigh
Williams noted a correction on page 2, Agenda Item 8. She stated that "Worchester State University"
should be replaced with "Worchester County". Patrick Jordan noted a second correction on page 3. He
stated that "a Yduct system" should be replaced with "a 4duct system" in the first paragraph. Mr. Jordan
noted an editorial change in the first paragraph on page 4. He requested that the word "access" be
inserted after "contractor's".


With these amendments noted, a motion to approve the Board minutes of November 1, 1999 and
November 8, 1999 was entered by Steve Zoromsky. The motion was seconded by Patrick Jordan, and all
members voted to approve the action.


Agenda Item 9: 
Board Chairman Update


There were no discussions on this agenda item.


Agenda Item 10: 
Technical Subcommittee Update


Tom Lott reported on the Technical Subcommittee Meeting of November 17, 1999. Mr. Lott stated that
the current CSC project downtown is running about a week behind schedule. Mr. Lott next reported that
the C1S split project is running on schedule and the cutover is planned for the last week of January. He
also reported that in regard to maintenance, CoCom Cabling found some bad fibers in the cabling which
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will cost $8,000$9,000 for repairs, which will be covered under the maintenance agreement.
Additionally, CoCom Cabling had also found that some manholes utilized by GAATN in the streets were
not loadbearing. Approximately twenty manholes are at risk and will need to be fabricated.


Mr. Lott continued with his report, stating that resplicing on B1N is scheduled to begin after the first of
the year. He also stated that Y2K concerns were discussed at the last Technical Subcommittee meeting.
Wayne Wedemeyer confirmed that there is a Y2K contingency plan with backups. Tom Lott commented
that the Technical Subcommittee had reviewed the list of functions detailed in the Service Level
Agreement, and this would be discussed in more detail under Agenda Item 12.


Tom Lott, on behalf of the Technical Subcommittee, recognized Martha Riekenberg for her exemplary
efforts and hard work that she had performed as the acting Technical Subcommittee Chair. Ms.
Riekenberg was awarded a gift certificate.


Agenda Item 11: 
Slack Management Policy


Tom Lott distributed copies of the draft Slack Management Policy. He stated that he had not received
any comments on the first draft that was distributed during the last Board meeting, so the copies
distributed are essentially the same document. Patrick Jordan asked if this would be added to the
currently approved GAATN Policies and Procedures, and Mr. Lott responded affirmatively. Patrick
Jordan asked if the Board had an estimate of costs of working under this policy, and Martha Riekenberg
commented that she had originally estimated that the cost would be approximately $5,000 per slack
assertion. She stated that this estimate has since changed. Chairman Bard stated that the bottom line is
that GAATN will end up having excessive splices without this policy. Ms. Riekenberg added by stating
that if GAATN does not have this policy, GAATN will experience significant trouble in the future. She
stated that with the greater skill in splicing, GAATN could lessen the continuation that is out there. Ms.
Riekenberg stated that when considering approximately 1012 teardowns per year, it would be more
realistic to estimate $15,000 per assertion. Patrick Jordan asked if the Board has $75,000 in the budget
for this policy, and Ms. Riekenberg responded that there are sufficient funds in the cable and
miscellaneous repairs budget. The impact of slack management could be covered under this budget line
item. Mr. Jordan made a motion for approval of the Slack Management Policy, and the motion was
seconded by Steve Zoromsky. All members voted in favor of the action.


Agenda Item 12: 
Service Level Agreement


Patrick Jordan distributed copies of a memorandum from the City of Austin's legal department. Within
the memorandum, the City's legal department explained that the City cannot indemnify the actions of
other entities, and therefore the provision of reimbursement must remain in the Agreement. Mr. Jordan
added that the City cannot assume the financial risk for something it is not responsible for. Mr. Jordan
stated that City policies must be followed, and it is not legal for the City to operate under any laws that
are not "City laws". He referred to counsel Katherine Mudge's letter, stating that the City will commit to
"nothing" in the list, but will do everything it can to perform all needed tasks. Mr. Jordan commented that
the Board needs to request GAATN legal counsel to meet with the City Legal Department to produce a
workable Service Level Agreement. Chairman Bard commented that a fundamental issue with the City's
proposal is that it will not give its services away, and whatever costs the City incurs in working under the
Service Level Agreement will have to be reimbursed. Patrick Jordan responded that this is not an
uncommon provision for other City projects and he doesn't see any difficulties. Chairman Bard stated
that the bottom line is that the word "reimburse" does not appear in the City's memorandum, and he
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asked if the City Legal Department responded to Ms. Mudge's letter. Mr. Jordan responded that Ms.
Mudge's letter was not directly responded to from the City Legal Department. He stated that the Legal
Department addressed their responsive letter to him and he subsequently prepared this summary. Leigh
Williams asked if it was logical for the Board to ask Katherine Mudge to meet with the City Legal
Department, with the direction that some things such as "reimbursement" must be worked out under
certain perimeters. Chairman Bard produced the list containing seven items from the City that contains
certain tasks that it says it cannot do. Leigh Williams stated that she did not agree that these were seven
separate items because some are intertwined. Leigh Williams stated that nothing in the City's document is
astonishing or surprising, and she is not surprised that the City refuses to indemnify other entities.


Katherine Mudge stated that the purpose of the letter she sent to the City was to allow the City to lay out
the deal breakers, and specifically requested a list of such deal breakers. Unfortunately, this demand was
not responded to by the City. She added that there comes a time when a line must be drawn on the
rehashing of the issues, and reimbursement is a very significant issue. She asked the Board members if
they wanted to authorize a representative to meet with the City Legal Department. Debbie Opdahl
commented that it was disrespectful for the City not to respond directly to Katherine Mudge's letter as
directed.


Wayne Wedemeyer stated that the Board needs to make a fundamental decision as to when the City
expends the allotted $151,000, are the Board members willing to go back to their respective entities and
request additional funding to cover the City's work? He added that the rules under the contract can be
negotiated, but how will GAATN know what jobs are going to be performed for $151,000? Chairman
Bard suggested that the members consider the option of bidding it out. Leigh Williams responded that
there was no chance in getting anyone off the street to perform these services for this amount of money.
She added that the Board has spent an inordinate amount of time in putting this draft Service Level
Agreement together. Steve Zoromsky suggested that a solution could be found in either direction. He
added that the Board still needs more information and clarification from the City, and going out for bid
has an equal advantage.


Katherine Mudge asked for clarification on the "E" designation of the Technical Subcommittee's list of
essential tasks to be performed under the Service Level Agreement. Tom Lott responded that the "E"
designation signifies "essential" tasks that must be performed in order to run the network. Ms. Mudge
stated that it is imperative for GAATN to know what it can expect for $151,000. She added that she was
not sure how to negotiate a contract for services the City was not willing to commit to performing, but
rather would do its best effort to do what it could, and keeping in mind that the City wants
reimbursement for expenses above $151,000.


Dave Kelly commented that he has no answer for his entity when they ask why the contract was not bid
out for quotes, and he wondered how long it would take the City to reach the amount proposed by
CoCom Cabling. Debbie Opdahl commented that she was concerned with being under intense scrutiny
under AISD auditors, and she must show she is going above and beyond due diligence in consideration
of the contract. She added that the document before the Board now is a little too nebulous, and the AISD
attorneys would need a commitment from the City as to what services would be performed under the
contract.


Leigh Williams stated that she must do what she can to ensure that the network is being managed
properly, and that is precisely why the City proposed their plan because they could not afford to have the
system go down. She added that it would be too time consuming to bid this out, and she cannot afford to
be in this situation much longer. Gary Weseman stated that he is tired of this process and asked about the
University of Texas' original proposal. Chairman Bard responded that UT's proposal included services
that were being performed by the Network Manager only. Leigh Williams commented that her concern
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was to get something in place now. She added that Martha Riekenberg had stepped up and done what she
could to manage the network, and this situation could remain a temporary solution until all of the issues
are resolved. Steve Zoromsky agreed with Ms. Williams, and stated that the Board could try this for a
year, evaluate and see how it works, but still continue to keep the bid open. Leigh Williams agreed with
Mr. Zoromsky commenting that the Board might want to consider starting with a six month trial period.
Gary Weseman stated that if the Board goes through the bid process, then it will result in more delays,
and GAATN is past its budget cycles. Patrick Jordan stated that once they get past the legal points and
move to Board level approval, he will ultimately have to get City Council approval. He added that if an
acceptable document was approved in January, he is looking at MarchApril before hiring the two
employees to perform the tasks. Tom Lott asked Mr. Jordan if the Board fundamentally approves the
Agreement, then why can't the City start the process tomorrow? Mr. Jordan responded by stating that in
order to increase City headcount, the funds must be in place. Until there is a document that can be voted
on, he cannot go forward. Debbie Opdahl commented that if the Board agrees to have this evaluation
period, we need to have a strict time accounting policy in place to see where the time is being spent. She
asked if this would be a problem, and Mr. Jordan responded that it would not be a problem because the
City has a time keeping system in place.


Wayne Wedemeyer suggested that the Board extract out fiscal collection and have another entity act as
collection of entity monies, and then pay the City for its services. Katherine Mudge stated that Wayne's
suggestion would allow a separate entity to collect entities' payments and would pay the City for services
performed under the Service Level Agreement. Wayne commented that this would allow them to track
monthly the monies expended by the City and would keep GAATN from getting in budgetary problems.
Chairman Bard stated that it sounded as though the Board wants to enter into this Agreement with the
City, and would therefore like GAATN legal counsel to meet with the City Legal Department to develop
a document to be voted on by the Board. Chairman Bard asked Katherine Mudge if she could negotiate
with what she has. Ms. Mudge indicated that she could, but needs some policy issues clarified first. First,
she needs the Board's direction as to whether the contract is to be based on a flat fee of $151,000 or a
reimbursement policy. Secondly, she needs a policy decision on what services are expected. Ms. Mudge
indicated that it was not appropriate for her to make decisions on behalf of the Board. Steve Zoromsky
responded that the contract should be based on the flat fee of $151,000, and the City can come to the
Board if there is a problem.


Steve Zoromsky entered a motion that the Board give Katherine Mudge direction to negotiate policy for
the Service Level Agreement, specifically that the contract will be a flat $151,000 for the first year, and
any excursion from that amount would require Board approval. The motion was seconded by Leigh
Williams.


In regard to the second issue, Mr. Zoromsky stated that the scope of work issue is difficult to determine.
Debbie Opdahl stated that if they could get monthly time accounting reports of where time is being spent,
it would give them direction of where to spend time. Leigh Williams agreed. Katherine Mudge
summarized that the contract would include a scope of work, a provision for requesting time
management reports, and then inclusion of a provision of calling for Board evaluation of the manner in
which time was spent. Ms. Opdahl stated that she would prefer monthly time and money reports from the
City and then have a work session quarterly to review and not expend the Board's meeting time.


Katherine Mudge identified essential items being performed by Smith, Majcher & Mudge and asked if
those could be taken out because they will not be performed by the City. Leigh Williams agreed, and
suggested creating a separate list to decrease confusion.


Ms. Mudge proposed to do a contract for the duration of end of the fiscal year. She stated that they could
always execute an interim contract, and they can add a provision that allows for the extension of the
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contract. Gary Weseman asked Mr. Jordan if the City Council would have a problem approving only a
four month contract, and Mr. Jordan responded that it could potentially be a problem. Ms. Mudge stated
that the contract could be set for one year and then extended for four months.


A motion was entered by Debbie Opdahl requesting that the Board give Katherine Mudge direction to
negotiate GAATN policy with the City Legal Department, specifically that the contract will be a flat
$151,000 for the first year, and any excursion from that amount would require Board approval, and also,
the contract will be based on the functions outlined by the Technical Subcommittee as being "necessary"
functions. The motion also directed Ms. Mudge that the negotiations are to include the compilation of
monthly time and accounting reports, to be followed by an evaluation by the Board at the end of the year.
The motion was seconded by Steve Zoromsky. All members voted to approve the action.


Katherine Mudge asked what the Board would like her to do about the license agreements and Leigh
Williams responded that there is a policy issue on the Aperture database. Ms. Williams indicated that the
Board needs to have a good database on this, and if GAATN and the City part ways, then GAATN
should be able to get a copy of the drawings, etc. that are stored within this database.


Martha commented that there will be costs associated with GAATN obtaining copies of the documents
stored on the database because the City worked for two years to develop the database and it could not just
be handed over to GAATN. Chairman Bard indicated that he would followup with this issue at a later
time


Agenda Item 13


Chairman Bard reported that the next Board meeting would be held January 10, 2000 at 1:30 at LCRA.


Agenda Item 14


There were no discussions on this item.


Agenda Item 15


The meeting was adjourned by Chairman Bard at approximately 4:30 p.m.
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMAfUNICATIONS NETWOFJ( 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


January 10, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Austin Community College, Pinnacle Campus 7748 


Hwy 290 w.  
Room 1015  


AGENDA  


1. citizen communications (3 minutes).  


'2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (3 minutes).  


3. Receive update report fromAISD Construction Manager (30 


minutes) .  


4. Discuss new locations requested by Travis County and City of Austin 


- Del Valle Correctional, Expo Center, Sheriff's office on Johnny 


Morris Road, and Bergstrom Airport - and expansion rules as outlined 


in the Interlocal Agreement, section 5,A and section 10 (30 


minutes).  


5. Review "Vision" Statement and establish timeline for grant 


proposals (30 minutes).  


6. Consider changing February 21 meeting date because of 


holiday (10 minutes).  


7. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


January 24, at Austin ISO (2 minutes).  


8. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 


 


MINUTES OF GAATN MEETING 


JANUARY 10, 1994  


PINNACLE CAMPUS, AUSTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE  


1. Present were: GAATN representatives Ron Brey (ACC) , Jim Ullrich 


(AISD), Les Marcos (COA) , Garry Wilkison (TVC) , Linda Picazo (GSC) 


, construction manager Glen Smith (AISD) i guests M.H. Beeman (AISD), Dan 


Hodges (TVC) , David Killand (Travis Appraisal District, Bill Range 


(GSC) , James Ting (GSC) , and Don Webb (COA).  


2. It was moved by Ron Brey and seconded by Linda Picazo to move agenda 


item 4 to the next item of business. Motion passed unanimously.  


3. A discussion was held on the proposed three extensions:  


Bergstrom Airport/Del Valle Correctional, Expo Center, and Sheriff's 


office on Johnny Morris Rd. Each institution needs to decide if it 


is interested in these extensions. Glen Smith will write SWB a letter 


requesting the construction cost of the extensions, including the 


option of rings versus extensions.  


4. The minutes were corrected. Approval of the corrected minutes was 


moved by Garry Wilkison and seconded by Ron Brey. Passed unanimously.  


5. New route maps have been reviewed by GSC staff and they are much 


more accurate. Glen will check to determine if TVC de-mark points were 


included in the original bid.  


5. Each GAATN member will review the Shared Vision and FAX to Ron by 


January 18. Ron will consolidate into a revised document.  


7. It was decided to wait until our next meeting to determine if we 


will meet on February 21 because it is a holiday for most institutions.  


8. Garry wilbison moved and Les Marcos seconded a motion to 


adjourn. I~ passed unanimously.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


January 24, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  
Austin ISD Carruth Administration Center 1111 


West 6th street  


Room B-300, Construction Management  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications (3 minutes).  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (3 minutes).  


3. Receive update report from AlSD Construction Manager to include 


demarcation points, costs for extensions, and pole attachment 


issues (30 minutes).  


~~  4. Establish (a) technical subcommittee(s) for data, voice and  


video (20 minutes) .  


5. Review "Vision" statement and discuss writing grant 


proposals rro minutes).  


6. Brainstorm the issue of other entities desiring access to the 


network via a new site: who pays? Does the formula change? (30 


minutes) .  


7. Consider changing Qr canceling February 21 meeting date 


because of holiday _(5 minutes).  


8. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


February 7, at City of Austin (2 minutes).  


9. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes) .  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on January 24, 


1994 was called to o: •. .'der at 1:37 p.m. Present were Jim U~lrich, 


chairman, and Glen Smith, construction manager (AlSD), Ron Brey and Lee 


Hisle (ACC), Don Webb (COA), Garry Wilkison (TC), and Bill Range (state 


GSC).  


~. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Garry Wilkison movefi to approve the minutes of the previous meeting. 


Bill Range seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. Glen Smith reported that the pole attachment issue is still unresolved. 


Jim Ullrich reported that a luncheon meeting was held on aanuary 24 with 


Les Marcos, Milton Lee from the Electric utility Department, Terry 


BiShop, superintendent of schools, Jean Nipper, and Jim Ullrich. It 


seemed to Ullrich that the EUD might accept the brackets on the back side 


of the poles, as proposed by Southwestern Bell in their alternate bid 


with was accepted by GAATN. Bill Range moved to accept the report and, 


that GAATN agrees to accept the original proposal of placing the fiber 


on brackets on the back side of the poles, and encourage the use of the 


brackets. Ron Brey seconded the motion. Bill Range, Ron Brey, Jim Ullrich, 


and Garry wilkison voted aye. Don Webb abstained from the vote.  


4. Three technical subcommittees, chaired by GAATN representatives, to 


be~composed of people from the staffs of the Participants and others 


outside the Participants, except vendors, were established. Don Webb will 


chair the data subcommittee. Bill Range will chair the voice 


subcommittee. Garry Wilkison will chair the video subcommittee. Issues 


to be addressed by the subcommittees include a listing of the issues 


themselves, applications of the technology, standards, equipment, levels 


and types of cooperative effort~and interfaces needed for cooperative 


efforts.  


3a. Les Marcos, who joined the meeting during the discussion on Item 4, 


asked that Item 3 be reconsidered, since he disagrees with the report 


that EUD will agree to the bracket on the back side of the poles. He stated 


that the options given by EUD do not include brackets on the back side. 


Garry Wilkison moved to reconsider the motion to accept the report. Les 


Marcos seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Ron Brey moved to 


rescind the previous motion to accept the report with the brackets on 


the back side of the poles. Garry W~lkison seconded the motion. No vote 


was taken.  







  


Les Marcos recommended that a strongly worded letter be sent to 
Southwestern Bell Telephone telling them that they are to go through 
proper channels, namely through Glen Smith and the chair of GAATN 
Board, if there are problems, and not go directly to administrators 
or elected officials of the Participants. Glen Smith said he would 
write the letter.  


5. Ron Brey reported that the NTIA grant guidelines have been published 
and are aimed at video. He would receive them shortly. He recommended 
that AISD and ACC work together on a proposal to receive a planning 
grant through NTIA. The NTII guidelines are not out yet, but the 
guidelines will be aimed at data applications.  


6. Three scenarios were identified by Les Marcos that need to be 
clarified: a) an entity wants to purchase dark fiber from one or more 
of the current GAATN Participants and become a GAATN member; b) an 
entity pays for a new site on a ring through the sponsorship of a 
current GAATN Participant in order to cooperate in a joint proj ect; 
c) an enti ty joins with a current Participant at an existing site 
to cooperate in a project. Les suggested that these scenarios be 
discussed and resolved by a subcommittee. This will be added to the 
next agenda.  


7. It was decided to wait until the next meeting before deciding 


whether to cancel or move the February 21 meeting.  


8. The n~xt meeting will be held at Waller Creek Center.  


9. Items for the next meeting, in addition to those noted above, 
include accepting the solutions proposed by EUD for the placement of 
the fiber on the poles, technical subcommittee reports, and continue 
discnssion of grant proposals.  







 
 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


February 7, 1994  


2 :00 p. m. (NOTE TIME!)  


City of Austin, Waller Creek Center 625 


East 10th street  


1st Floor Assembly Room  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications (3 minutes).  


· 2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting (3 minutes).  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager to 


include demarcation points and costs for extensions, and 


accept pole attachment solutions (30 minutes).  


4. Receive reports from technical subcommittees of data, voice and 


video (20 minutes).  


5. Discuss and accept which grant proposal(s) to pursue, and review 


"vision" statement (30 minutes) .  


6. Establish a subcommittee to discuss and resolve issues involving 


other entities accessing the network (20 minutes).  


7. Consider changing or canceling February 21 meeting date 


because of holiday (5 minutes).  


8. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


February xx, at state General Services (2 minutes).  


9. Suggest agenda items for next meeting (5 minutes).  







 


Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network 
Inte~loc81 Alsncy  


Board of Directors Meeting Mi~t.s 2/8194  


The GAATN Interlacel Agency Board of Directors vas called to order 
at 2114 p.m. on r.bt'uary 7, 1994. Present were Jim Ullrich (AlSO), 
cbairpo:t"lon, Glen Sa! th (iUSD) I Le.  
Marcos (COA), Don 'i1ebb (COA), Garry V111dson(TC), Ron 
Brey(ACC). ~d Linda Picazo (Stat. GSC).  


1. There were no citizen co..unieatlous.  


z. Ron Brey approved and Linda Picazo .seconded the pravlous 
meeti11l minutes, whieh passed unanimously.  


3. Glen SEith reported the pole attachment policy issue had btae.n 
resolved vi th SV Ball IIJld ACV and it was JIOvet1 by Ron Brey and 
seconded by Linda Picazo to approve the pol. a.tta.o.hmen t policy 
GlIItabl1ilhad by the Ct.l~ 11 e.etrf,. Ht111 ty Department (EUD) as 
follows:  


a. Use any .pace available in the commun1~tlons area with 12 inch 
clearance or  


b. Use a bracke t fo!; clee.ranee on the cable dde or  


c. Place a ney pole .ith the elearance adjusted properly The 


contractor in conjunction vith BUD is reviewing the clearance on 


each pole and putting information into a data ~e, Out of 1.000 


poles reviewed so far no additional pole replf!lCII coats have been 


noted. Glen passed out SV B.ll'$ proposed i.pIuentat1on Ichedul.e 


and he 11111 review against original sehedule to note any variances  


4. Don Webb passed out the network. techr1ica1 sub-eollllllnee minutes 
(see attached). The teebnieal Bub-oo~1ttee will act •• the 
steering eo •• ittea for the voice. data, and video work iroups.  


5. Ron Bray passed out the NTIA grant proposal applleatlon, procedure, 
and s8JIlple grant application frOB Dad. County. He stated the erueial 
part of the application is to include letters of support from the 
entiti.s the proposal addnsse8. Le.lJ Marcos moved and Garry 
Vllkl.son 21lDconded, wi th a unanimous approval, that AISD and ACC 
take the Iud on prepar1DI this grant application for the Boards 
subsequent review and approval. Additionally, Ron will edit the 
GAATN's vision st~t~t and fax to other Board melilDurs.  







  


6. The next meeting vill b. Feb. 28, 1t30 p.m., at ValIer Creek 
Plaza room 613. The Board will brainstorm how otber entities can 
either ~s., extend, or add on to the GAATN.  


7. The Peb. 21, 1994 =-eting vas canceled.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


February 28, 1994 1 


:.30 p. ID.  


city of Austin, Waller Creek Center 625 


East 10th street  


Room 613  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


:3. Receive update report from AlSO Construction Manager to include 


demarcation points and pole survey. (Smith, 15 minutes)  


4. Receive and approve Travis County's request for additional sites 


on the fiber system. (Wilkerson, 10 minutes)  


5. Receive report on NTIA/PTFP grant proposal. (Ullrich, Brey, 5 


minutes)  


6. Approve video documentary of GAATN construction, to include 


allocation of funds, if needed. (Brey, 10 minutes)  


7. Discuss network manager/maintenance request for 


qualifications. (Marcos, 15 minutes)  


8. Brainstorm GAATN membership policy to include:  


a) purchase fiber from existing member(s)  


b)share fiber with existing member(s) c) 
extend ring to include new member(s)  


--shared  


--owned  


(Marcos, 90 minutes)  


9. Adjourn into executive session to discuss value of network. 


(Marcos, 15 minutes)  


10. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


March 7, at Travis County. (2 minutes)  


11. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  







 


 


 


Les narcos. v~ty of AU8tin 


Inf~rm&tion System. D9partm~nt  


PAT!!  
 


 


The GAATN Interloc~t hg~ncy Board of nirQctor~ ~.6 callEd to o~der 
at 2;04 p.m. on P~br."~ry 28, 1994. Pre~ent ~~r~ Jim Ullrich (AISD), 


chairperson. Les Marcos (CO"), G~ry Will:!Eon (Te). Ron Brey (ACe), and Bill Range, 
subl'ltitut:l..I'!g for: tin.de Picazo (State GSC) •  


 


2. Gary Wilki~on approved and Ron Brey asconded the previQ~~ 
meeting minut.efll, which passed unanimously.  


::5. Glen Seith reported that 1900 ctH~ of 9000 polu 'hs:d been surveyed and 


that pole replacement wam ~t a minimu~. He has asked S'i Bell to. show 


the Board the coat uV'.ing~ alu"ei!lt~d with not using brackets .!.\M. 


replacinFi the n~i.mi!l;t.:t~ t;1Ql~& in 1:ne contra.ct.  


SW Bell wiil be forwardin.g a. 1ett.€It' to the CO! rlilqueaHng they 
revle~ using exi5tfng conduit into the COA build.ing~.  


". Travis County' i request for lldtH tim.I!!!l dte~ w-ill 'be: r'o1".1'io.n;;d by ACe and the 


CDA and bf."ought 'bf!.ck to ll. !:H.1b9£'quen.t llls2ting.  


5. Comment~ to the NTIA/PT?P grant proposal have bA~n rec~ivgd and 


tha final document will be reviewed by the BOArd.  


6. AlSn, 'rravia CO\L.'"\ty, and ACe, will meet to develop a GAA.TN" video p~ojact 
pl~ and present to the Board.  


1. Lee Hisle and Jim Ullrich will meOlt: t.o dev~lop the requirements for 
fiber IIIAintenance, network ffionit!:!ring, end network extension 


engineering. ~he network managEr job description previOl.!$ly developed 
by the Board will b~ U!iftd fHl 8 starting paint. This information will 


be used to gener&te a r8que~t fer proposal to contract out this work,  







 6. 


 


 
J,. '  ' ~ 'l', '._  .~'. ~."; to. '\   
~. '-0<'  ,- •• i.'~_ v.n.t;. .•. ('i f  


-Addiq~ l1.(1. l>.ddH,ional fd,\'o  


-Leaee band width from a Gu1li IlIEimber  


-Pcovidg ~ fiber pool for leasQ (this will not b$  


consldtn:ed u.ntil CCl!'1r>truc:tict'l. ili demEl)  


-Pt"!81op It t:::metcuction cost recovery fo):' the above.  


 
 


lO.Tha 3/7 GAATNQ89ting has basn cancelled, Th~ n~xt m~etin~ will 


he at ACe S/2l. Lea Marcos movad and Ga~y Wilki60n seconded 


adjourning the meeting.  


 







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICAI10NS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


March 21, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Austin Community College, pinnacle Campus 7748 


Hwy 290 W.  


Room 1015  


AGENDA-  


1. citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager to 


include costs for Bergstrom & Del Valle Correctional 
Institute. (Smith, 20 minutes)  


4. Receive and approve Travis County's request for additional sites 


on the fiber system. (Wilkerson, 10 minutes)  


5. Accept the four scenarios regarding adding other members as 


discussed by GAATN board at last meeting. (Ullrich/Marcos, 15 


minutes)  


6. Discuss and possibly approve LCRA's request for quotations for 


costs to join GAATN with three sites and additional fiber 


strands. (Ullrich, 20 minutes)  


7. Receive report on NTIA/PTFP grant proposal. (Ullrich, Brey, 5 


minutes)  


8. Discuss qualifications for a company to act as network manager 


and perform maintenance on network. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


9. Discuss GAATN video project. (Brey, 10 minutes)  


10. Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


April 4, at Travis County. (2 minutes)  


11. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  







 5. 


._~~~\  
 i \~  \,  


~ '\', """.)) (' :; 1~94 .~.;\  
 '  t\.' ,," {,§  'i1  
\\\~.;._l;~ltt~ as ca~led to order at 1:5.0 p.m .. Attending representing GAATN me~bers were:  


\ \':-,l:.:y· .. --/Rdn Ittey.~AeC), BIll Range (GSC), JIm Ullnch (AISD), Don Webb (COA) and JIm Clark  
 \'"  .~-  


:_~----~-rIRC). Also present were: James Ting (GSC), Anne Robertson (ACC), Lee Hisle (ACC),.John  
Edmonds (LCRA), Hill Brady (LCRA), Jack Kirfman (COA), Glen Smith (AISD), Ed Delabarre 


(COA), Nancy Reppert (UT student).  


AUSTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE, PINNACLE CAMPUS  


CH 21, 1994 MINUTES OF THE GAATN BOARD OF DIRECTORS  


There were no citizens communications.  


Ron Brey moved, second by Bill Range, to approve the minutes of the March 7, 1994 meeting. It 


passed unanimously.  


Glen Smith distributed SW Bell's response to the Bergstrom and DelValle extensions. Lee Hisle 


pointed out that the data may be incorrect for the redesign of the B2S and DIN rings. The difference 


is -$39,747, not +$39,747. Glen Smith will review the numbers with Donald Silver.  


The approval of Travis County's request for additional sites on the system was postponed until the next 


meeting because Garry Wilkison was absent.  


There was a discussion to accept the four scenarios for adding other sites to the network (not 


induding new partners to the interlocal agreement which is covered in the existing agreement). Ron 


Brey moved, Bill Range second, to accept the outline proposed by Les Marcos with one change: 


part 1, 3rd * amended to "*Side contracts between new user and sponsor is optional". The motion 


passed unanimously.  


Hill Brady presented LCRA's request to become a member of the GAATN inter10cal agency. LCRA is 


requesting costs for induding four sites with variqus amounts of fiber strands. Ron Brey moved that 


GAATN considertrus request and forward it to SW Bell to compute the network costs, seconded by 


Don Webb, and passed unanimously.  


Jim Ullrich gave an update on the AISD NTIA planning grant proposal. A proposal was submitted 


and a copy of the budget forms and narrative will be distributed at the next meeting.  


Lee Hisle and Jim Ullrich distributed documents on the job description and qualifications of the GAA 


TN "manager" staff person and the need for a maintenance contract. The Board agreed that an 


individual rather than a company should be hired as GAATN coordinator. Companies should be hired 


as needed for specific projects. Hisle and Ullrich should continue working on the job description for 


possible approval by May with the person beginning work on September 1, 1994. Also, they should 


develop a proposed budget for FY 1995 including staff salary and maintenance contract.  


Discussion on the proposed video project was postponed because Jim Ullrich and Ron Breywere  


~ 


\ 







  


unable to meet before the meeting to develop a proposal.  


Bill Range moved, second by Jim Clark, to adjourn at 3 :20 p.m.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


April 4, 1994 


1::30 p.m.  
Travis County Administration Building, stokes Building 314 


West 11th street  


suite 110, General Services Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1. Citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager, to include 


costs for adding Lower Colorado River Authority to GAATN, point 


of presence on poles or in buildings, and approval of submittals; 


discuss report. (Smith, 20 minutes)  


4. Receive and approve Travis County's and Austin Community College's 


requests for additional sites on the fiber system. (Wilkerson, 


Brey, 10 minutes)  


5. Discuss approval process for adding LCRA to GAATN (see William 


Bingham's March 24 memo to Ullrich). (Ullrich, 20 minutes)  


6. Receive and discuss variable budget for FY 1995. (Ullrich, 15 


minutes)  


7. Approve budget expenditures policies. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


8. Receive and approve job description and qualifications for a person 


to act as network coordinator. (Ullrich, 20 minutes)  


9. Receive NTIA grant application, discuss NIl grant 


application, and approve special meeting of GAATN Board, April 


11 or 12 (see Ron Brey's March 28 memo to Board) . (Ullrich, 


10 minutes)  


10. Discuss need for GAATN logo and approve cost for creating a logo. 


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


11. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:3~ 


p.m., April 18, at Austin ISD. (2 minutes)  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAATN lnterlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on Apri14, 1994 was called to order at 


1:38 p.m. Present were Glen Smith and Jim Ullrich (AISD), Lee Hisle (ACC), Les Marcos and Don 


Webb (COA), Garry Wilkison and Jim Clark (TC), and Linda Picazo and Bill Range (State GSC). 


The meeting was chaired by Jim Ullrich.  


Item I - Citizens Communications. No communicants.  


Item 2 - Approval of minutes of last meeting - Item postponed until next meeting, minutes are not 
complete.  


Item 3 - Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager. Glen Smith (AISD Construction 


Manager) gave the report. Glen reported on point-of-presence (POP) requirements, LCRA addition 


and SWB submittals. Glen reported that the City and Travis County are determining requirements 


for POP and that this will incur a cost for each of those entities. Glen also said he would follow-up 


on questions concerning the pay me now versus pay me later pricing scenarios.  
Glen then spoke of requests that the COA want to have considered and pricing provided as a result 
of their meeting with SWB.  


Glen then explained that the submittals from SWB were in and exceptions need to be detailed by 


April 8. Members are to call Glen and he will put them in touch with either SWB or JanCom.  


Item #4 - Travis County and Austin Community College's request for additional sites. Garry 


Wilkison asked for postponement of the southern ring extension (B2S) until the next meeting as a 


courtesy to Ron Brey and to have discussions with the COA. Garry Wilkison moved approval of the 


northeast extension (C1N) to add the Sheriff's Substation and the Exposition Center to the ring for a 


cost of $110,374.70 to be paid by Travis County. Les Marcos seconded the motion. The motion 


passed unanimously.  


Item #5 - Discussion of approval process for adding LCRA to GAATN. The discussion centered on 


the immediacy required to keep from delaying network construction and completion. Several 


entities stand to lose savings if the network is delayed. The process was determined and moved by 


Linda Picazo; "GAATN will accept LCRA as a member using SWB's cost figures plus an additional 


25 % network design and administration fee if the LCRA Board approves involvement and costs 


with GAATN by April 29, 1994". Garry Wilkison seconded the motion. The motion passed 


unanimously.  


Item #6 - Jim Ullrich asked members to review the variable budget document provided and be 
prepared to act on it at the next meeting.  







  


Item #7 - Jim Ullrich asked members to review the budget policies document provided and be 


prepared to act on it at the next meeting.  


Item #8 - Jim Ullrich reported that the final draft of the network coordinator job description and 


qualifications was not ready but will be at the next meeting.  


Item #9 - Jim Ullrich distributed copies of the NTIA/PTFP grant application. He also distributed a 
mer:lO from Ron Brey regarding the NIl grant and called a special meeting for Monday, April 11, 


1994, 1:30 p.m. at the AISD Treaty Oak Complex, Room B-300 to discuss the grant.  


Item #10 - Jim Ullrich passed out sample logos and asked members to help with the creation of a 


logo for the network. Lee Hisle said ACC has graphic artists who can help design a logo.  


Item #11 - Next regular meeting was confirmed: 1:30 p.m., April 18, at AISD, Room B-300.  


Item #12 - No additional suggestions were made at this time for inclusion in the next agenda.  


Meeting adjourned at 3:55 p.m.  







 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


SPECIAL CALLED MEETING  


April 11, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  
Austin ISO Carruth Administration Center 


1111 West 6th street  


suite B-300, Construction Management  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Approve process and timeline for LCRA to pay GAATN the 25% network 


design and administration fee~ pending LCRA board approval of 


participation. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


4. Discuss NIl grant application. (Brey, 150 minutes)  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS SPECIAL CALLED MEETING 


MINUTES  


The special Called Meeting of GAATN was held on April 11, 1994, at Austin 


ISD Carruth Administration Center. The meeting was called to order at 


1:35 p.m. Jim Ullrich presided. Present were Ron Brey (ACC), Don Webb 


(COA), Garry wilkison (TC), Linda Picazo (state), and Jim Ullrich (AISD). 


Glen Smith, construction manager, was also present.  


1. There were no citizens communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved to accept the minutes of the April 4 meeting as 


printed. Garry wilkison seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


3. Ron Brey move~ that the Lower Colorado River Authority be given thirty 


(30) days from the date that the final signature is affixed to the 


Interlocal Agreement amendment, permitting LCRA to join GAATN, in which 


to pay the 25% network design and administration fee. Garry Wilkison 


seqpded the motion which  


passed unanimously.  0  


4. Ron Brey distributed information about the Telecommunications and 


Information Infrastructure Assistance Program grant application, and 


discussion ensued.  


Don Webb moved to adjourn the meeting at 3:55. Garry wilkison seconded 


the motion.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


April 18, 1994 .. d 'Z--  
 1 :- 3 0 p. m •  I .' -l  


Austin ISD Carruth Administration Center  


1111 West 6th street  


suite B-300, Construction Management Conference Room  


AGENDA  


citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  
iF  


/'  Ie',,:'  


I "   .  /_5' ..  ~  


'7 f t~ ')  Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager, to include 


costs for adding Lower Colorado River Authority and University of 


Texas @ Austin to GAATN, fiber connections on transmission poles, 


point of presence on poles or in buildings; discuss report. (Smith, 


30 minutes)  


., ,  


  ,. .  
,~ !~.  4. Receive and approve Travis County's and Austin Community College's 


requests for additional sites on the fiber system~ )/I:v'  


 (Wilkerson, Brey, 10 minutes)  ac.cf-,~"'tt: v'- ,5~·v, '&-L£~~6:zr .. Yc"j,,h:-:v-, 1_6 .  
  / .c:  \('~r,,'  F", lv;:~4-7  


6. Discuss approval process for adding LCRA and UT to GAATN' (t •• " ? / /  


 (see William Bingham's March 24 memo to Ullrich). (Ullrich,  / _./.!  


 20--minutes)  ~ i,1  


"-~6.  


6


.  


Receive and discuss variable budget for FY 1995. (Ullrich, 15 


minutes)  
 


Approve budget e~nditures policies, including levels and types 


of expenditures that need/do not need prior Board approval. 


(Ullrich, 20 minutes)  


 ,/ ,  .. f .'  Ii f/ ..  


. ( IF  
("  (.  


I,'"  


 


8.Receive and approve job description and qualifications for a person 


to act as network coordinator. (Ullrich, 20 minutes) II  


9. Discuss ~ grant application. (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


 
10. Discuss need for GAATN logo and approve cost for creating a logo. 


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


 
11. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 


p.m., May 2, at State General Services. (2 minutes)  


12


.  


Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  
 
(5 minutes) '. J 


',(  
 
/. --I'r  


 


 


\ 







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The Regular Meeting of the GAATN Board was-held on April 18, 1994, at 


Austin ISD Carruth Administration Center. The meeting was called to order 


at 1:42 p.m. Jim Ullrich presided. Present w~e Ron Brey (ACC), Les Marcos 


(COA), Garry wilkison (TC), Linda Picazo (State), and Jim Ullrich (AISD). 


Glen Smith, construction manager, was also present.  


1. There were no citizens communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved to accept the minutes of the April 11 special called 


meeting, with one typographical error corrected. Garry wilkison 


seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


3. Glen smith provided handouts with a new timeline for 


construction.  


4. Garry wilkison moved to accept the recorrf±guration of ring B2S, 


which includes moving Allison Elementary from Dl~ to B2S, adding 36 


strands of fiber to ~for AISD, and extending the ring bJBergstrom 


Airport. The savings that accrue because of this reconfiguration will 


be apportioned to the current Participants according to the 


construction percentages. Les Marcos seconded the motion which passed 


unanimously.  


5. Glen smith and Jim Ullrich agreed to work on the Interlocal Amendment 


#2 and try to have it-ready for LCRA's signature.  


6. The variable budget was distributed, but it is incomplete because 


the insurance cost had not been received from the agent. Ullrich said 


he would have it by next meeting.  


7. Ron Brey moved to approve the expenditures policies for the GAATN 


Board, but change the amount above which Board approval must be 


received prior to expending the money to $1000.00. Les Marcos seconded 


the motion, which passed unanimously.  


8. The jOb description was discussed and changes made. The final draft 


will be distributed and approved at the next meeting.  


9. The TIIAP grant application was discussed.  


10. Nothing has been done regarding the GAATN logo.  







 


11. The next meeting will be in Room 401 of the General Services, 


at 1:30 on May 2.  


~  12.  Agenda  items  suggested  include:     


  -  approval  of  TIIAP grant     
  -  approval  of  variable budget     


  -  approval  of  job description  for network  manager  
  -  approve  the  Del Valle  Correctional  spur   


  -  discuss  maintenance  of the network     
  -  receiYe  a report  from Jose Gutierrez  of  EUD  
  -  discuss  a  logo.       


13. Linda Picazo moved and Ron Brey seconded the motion to adjourn 


the meeting.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DI RECTORS 


MEETING  


May ~, 1994 


1:3{) p.m.  


state of Texas General Services Building 1711 


San Jacinto  


Room 401  


AGENDA  


1. citizen communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Receive report from Jose Gutierrez, Electric utility 


Department. (Gutierrez, 15 minutes)  


4. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager, to include 


final request of Lower Colorado River Authority for number of 


strands, and projected expenditures for JanCom Inc. and McGinnis, 


Lochridge and Kilgore; discuss report and ap~ove expenditures. 


(Smith, 30 minutes)  


5. Approve Travis County's and Austin Community COllege's 


request for Del Valle Correctional Institution spur. 


(Wilkerson, Hisle, 10 minutes)  


6. Approve jOb description for GAATN network manager. (Ullrich, 20 


minutes)  


7. Discuss maintenance of network and related" costs. (Ullrich, 


Smith, 20 minutes)  


8. Approve variable budget for FY 1995. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


9. Discuss TIIAP grant application.  (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


10. Discuss need for GAATN logo and approve cost for creating a 


logo.-(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


11. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 


p.m., May 16, at City of Austin. (2 minutes)  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


13. Adjourn  







 
 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECO~lfl1fUNlCATIONS NETWORK 
llVTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


TIle OM TN Interlocal Agency Board meeting was held on May 2, 1994 at the General Services 


Commission. The meeting was called to order at 1:37 p.m. Present were Lee Hisle (ACe), Linda Picazo 


{State), Jim UHrich (AlSD), Les Marcos (City), Garry Wilkison (Tra-vi:s COUllty), Wayne Wedemeyer 


(UT), and John Edmonds (LCRA). Abro present was Glen Smith, construction manager,  


1. There were no citizen conununications.  


2. Les MarGos moved to accept the minutes of the April 18th regular meeting. Lee Hisle seconded 


the motion which passed unanimously.  


3. Jose Gutierrez vvill speak at the next GAATN board meeting.  


4. Glenn Smi1:h, AlSD Construc.tion Manager, gave the update report- Spreadsheet') were handed out to 


reflect the addition of UT and LCRA. A presentation of engineering and legal expenditures was 


presented, followed by discussion. Les Marcos suggested that each entity could bid on inAcind legal 


services. A.motion was made by Les Marcos and seconded by Gary Wilkison to accept the expenditures 


of$2{).OOO for engineering and $5,000 for legal from the '93 - '94 budget. The motion pa')sed 


unanimously. John Edmonds It''.ad a discussion of LCRA's position on providing righrof way for new 


cQnstruction. LCRA is willing to cooperate when able, but in some cases the right of way may be 


controlled by one ofLCRA's customers.  


5. Garry Wilkison moved we accept the figures for the spur from Bergstrom to the Del Valle 
Correctional Institution. The motion was seconded by Linda Picazo. The motion passed, with the City 
abstaining.  


6-. Lee Hisle made the motion to accept the Network Manager job description "'\lith the following 


changes: add "or equivalent work experience" under education. delete "Lotus, DBase, and 


Wordperfect'l, and change wording to "telecom.munications" under education. The motion was 


seconded by Gary Wilkison. How to advertise was also discussed.  


7. Maintenance of the network and related costs were discussed. The City of Austin Electric Utility 


Dept. is preparing a proposal for maintaining GAATN.  


g. The variable budget was tabled to the next meeting.  







 


9. The City of Austrrl will do a grant proposaL Those members 'willing to paIticipate in 


preparation were the City, State, and A1SD,  


10. Discu .. '\sion of the GAATN logo was tabled until the next meetIDK  


11. The next lneeting will be held at 1 :30 p.m. at the City of Austin on May 16th_  


12. There were nO suggested items for inclusion in the next agenda_  


13- 111e meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


MEETING  


May 16, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


city of Austin, Waller Creek Center 625 


East 10th street  


1st Floor Assembly Room  


AGENDA  


1. Citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager. 


(Smith, 20 minutes)  


4. Discuss and approv-e Interlocal Amendment #2, with final wording 


changes and additions. (Ullrich, Marcos, 20 minutes)  


5. Approve GAATN network manager selection timeline. (Ullrich, 10 


minutes)  


6. Discuss maintenance of network and related costs, including 


Electric Department's latest proposal: free maintenance for 5 


years in exchange for 24 strands. (UllriCh, Marcos, Smith, 30 


minutes)  


7. Discuss variable budget for FY 1995. (UllriCh, 15 minutes)  


8. Discuss TIIAP grant application.  (Marcos, 10 minutes)  


9. Discuss need for GAATN logo and approve design~draft. 


(UllriCh, 10 minutes)  


10. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 


p.m., May 31 (Tuesday), at Austin Community College. (2 minutes)  


11. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


12. Adjourn  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES  
:M-AY 16,1994  


The Board of Directors meeting was held on May 16, 1994 in the first floor meeting room of 


Waller Creek Center. The meeting was called to order at 1 :40 P.M. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. 


Participating entities were represented by the following Attendees:  


Don Webb -- Cify of Austin  


Linda Picazo -- State of Texas Garry 


Wilkison -- Travis County Wayne 


Wedemeyer -- UT at Austin  


John Edmonds -- Lower Colorado River Authority 


Ron Brey -- Austin Community College  


Glen Smith, Construction Manager, was also present. Minutes by Don Webb.  


AGENDA ITEMS:  


1.  There were no citizen communications.  


2. Minutes of the May 2 Board of Directors meeting were read and unanimously approved after 


minor modification. Garry Wilkison moved to accept, Linda Picazo seconded.  


3.  Construction Update by Glen Smith  


- The Austin Electric Utility was not present to speak -- they are still working on a 


proposal to be presented at a future date.  


- The cost estimate to extend The City's super ring (north) strands into \Valler Creek 


Center ($23,132) was presented.  


- Glen Smith will begin attending the Utility Construction Coordinating meeting to stay 


apprised of construction projects that may effect GAA TN construction.  


- No additional final construction drawings had been received.  


4.  Interlocal Agreement Amendment #2  


- After discussion, Ron Brey moved to accept the amendment after deletion of the first 


sentence of paragraph eight (8), second by Don Webb. Linda Picazo voted "NO". 


Unanimous affimative vote is required.  


- Garry Wilkison moved to reconsider the vote, second by Don Webb. Vote was 


unanimous (affirmative).  


- After discussion, Ron Brey moved to rescind the initial vote, second by Gary 


Wilkison. Vote was unanimous (affmnative).  







 


- After further discussion Ron Brey moved that the entire Board meet, with attorneys, at 


AISD facilities on Tuesday, May 17 to resolve issues and to obtain agreement -- 


second by Garry Wilkison. Vote was unanimous (affIrmative).  


- Glen Smith to estimate ring extension mileage and report to Board at next 


meeting.  


- Motion to-make provision to seek additional Right of Way from City upon entry of new 


participants into GAA TN was made by Garry Wilkison, second by Linda Picazo. Vote 


was an affIrmative majority .  


5. AISD will begin search for new Network Manager with a target to complete hiring by mid 


September, 1994.  


6. Glen Smith is to prepare an "RA" to be submitted to parties interested in obtaining a 


contract to maintain the GAA TN network after construction.  


7. Jim Ullrich will make minor changes to the proposed GAA TN 1995 variable budget and 


present at the next meeting.  


8. Don Webb reported that the City had prepared and submitted a TIIAP grant application.  


Copies of the application will be forwarded to GAA TN participants before the next Board 


meeting.  


9. Discussions about a GAATN logo design were held. Lee Hisle (ACC) will prepare 


variations of the selected logo and present at a future meeting.  


10. The next regular meeting will be held at 1:30 P.M. on May 31,1994 in the ACe District 


office.  


11. Garry Wilkison moved to recess the meeting and resume on May 17 in the AISD Treaty Oaks 


Building -- time to be set by Jim Ullrich. Second by Ron Brey. Vote was unanimous 


(affmnative).  


'--  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


May 31, 1994 
1:30 p.m.  


Austin Community College Admini3tration Offices 5930 


Middle Fiskville Road  


Room 439  


AGENDA  


1. Citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Receive reports from SWB and EUD regarding construction delays; 


discuss and approve recommended solutions. (Ullrich, Smith, SWB 


representative, EUD representative, 45 minutes)  


4. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager, including RFI for 


maintenance contract and milage count of network. (Smith, 10 minutes)  


5. Discuss and approve Letter of Understanding, with final wording 


changes. (Ullrich, Marcos, 20 minutes)  


6. Hear Les Marcos' presentation regarding GAATN made to Council 


Committee for Telecommunications Infrastructure, and discuss. 


(Marcos, 20 minutes)  


7. Adjourn into executive session to discuss personnel item: network 


manager. (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


8. Reconvene in open session. Discuss advertisement for network 


manager. (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


9. Discuss need for GAATN attorney. (Picazo, 10 minutes)  


10. Discuss and approve variable budget for FY 1995. (Ullrich, 10 


minutes)  


11. Discuss TIIAP grant application.  (Marcos, 5 minutes)  


12. Discuss and approve GAATN logo design draft. (Hisle, 10 minutes)  


13. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


June 13 at Travis County. (1 minutes)  


14. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


.~ 15. Adj ourn  







 


MINUTES OF GAATN MEETING 


.MA-Y31,1994  


AUSTIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE, ROOM 439 1:30 


P.M.  


1. GAATN directors present were: Ron Brey (ACe), Jim Ullrich (AlSD), Les Marcos and Don Webb 


(COA), Garry Wilkison (TVC), Linda Picazo and Bill Range (GSC), construction manager Glen Smith 


(AlSO);  


2. Les Marcos requested that agenda item 6 be placed after 12. It was approved by the Board.  


3. John Moore from the COA EUD discussed the issues concerning GAATN using EUD poles and the 


need to get these resolved. Jim Ullrich read a letter from Terry Bishop on the costs to AISD of the 


construction delays. Don Silber reviewed the work status and gave SW Bell's perspective on the issues. 


Both John and Don stressed the good history of working together and their desire to retain that 


relationship. Joe Jankowski stated that it was realized when the system was being designed that these 


issues would occur during construction; however, the current problem seemed to center on who is in 


control and communications among the parties.  


There was further discussion on the number of transmission pole that may need to be used and the potential 


problems this may create for EUD. It was agreed by everyone that a meeting needed to be held ASAP with 


AlSD, EUD and SW Bell to resolve the pole issues for superring north and AIN so that these could be bid 


and construction begin. A meeting was set for later this week.  


4. Glen Smith issued a summary page on the number of miles in the system and changes due to work 


order changes.  


5. David Peterson, COA attorney, presented a revised version of the proposed letter of understanding 


that would clarify GAATN members' ability to sell or lease fibers or bandwidth.  


It was moved by Linda Picazo and 2nd by Ron Brey to recess the meeting until 11:00 a.m., June 2 at AlSD, 


Treaty Oak.  


The meeting reconvened at 11:12 a.m., •. Tune 2 at AISD, 1216 Rio Grande.  


Jim Ullrich reported that the meeting was held and that the issues of pole attachments for resolved and that 


SW Bell could move forward to bid the construction of these two rings.  


David Peterson presented a revised letter of understanding. After some discussion, it was felt that there was 


general agreement on our intent and that the attorneys representing the different members should go to  a 


different room and develop a revised document. Agenda item 5 was tabled at 12: 10 until 12:30 p.m.  


7. The Board went into executive session at 12:15 to discuss personnel issues and reconvened in open 


session at 12:30.  







 


 


8. The Board directed the Employment Committee to prepare a budget not to exceed $2,000 to 


advertise the manager position and to finalize the advertisement wording.  


9. Linda Picazo asked if there was a need for an independent attorney to represent GAA TN instead of 


using in-kind services from GAATN members. There was general agreement with this argument and 


no motion was presented.  


10 . .Jim Ullrich presented the budget. Ron Brey moved and Garry Wilkison 2nd to adopt the budget 


proposed for FY 1995. It passed unanimously. [Don Webb replaced Les Marcos at this time as COA 


director.]  


11. Don Webb said that the TIIAP proposal has been distributed to everyone. The Board win take up 


this issue again later in the year.  


12. Less Hisle hasn't presented the revised logo and this issue will be carried over to the next 


meeting.  


Jim Ullrich read a letter from- the UT Austin president stating that UT had met all the r~quirements 


for GAATN membership and was requesting to join. Garry Wilkison moved, Ron Brey 2nd, and it 


passed unanimously to accept UT's joining.  


5. Discussion returned to this agenda item as the attorneys returned. The revised document was read by 


Bill Bingham. Garry Wilkison moved and Ron Brey 2nd to accept the letter. All voted yes with COA 


abstaining. Don \Vebb indicated that COA staff would need to review changes.  


3. Ron Brey moved and Linda Picazo 2nd, that Southwestern Bell be required to submit in writing to the 


construction manager any changes in the construction time-line for any ring any the reasons for the 


changes, and the construction manager will forward these changes to the Board.  


14. Agenda items for the next meeting were discussed. Garry Wilkison moved and Don Webb 2nd 


to adjourned and it passed unanimously.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


June 13, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Travis County Administration Building, stokes Building 314 


West 11th street  


Commissioners Courtroom, first floor  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda. (1 minute)  


4. Receive update report from AlSD Construction Manager, including RFl for 


maintenance contract, and proposed procedure for change orders. (Smith, 


10 minutes)  


5. Approve procedure for submitting change orders, and recelvlng 


information from Southwestern Bell regarding potential delays. 


(Smith, Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


6. Discuss proposed Amendment No. 3 to the Interlocal Agreement. 


(Marcos, 20 minutes)  


7. Discuss and approve UT's request for four or six strands in ring AIW, and 


the attachment of two sites, Lake Austin Center, 3001 Lake Austin Blvd. 


and Gateway Student Housing, 1618 W. 6th, to A1N. (Warlick, 10 minutes)  


8. Discuss advertising plan for GAA'rN network manager. (Ullrich, 10 


minutes)  


9. Discuss and approve GAATN logo design. (Hisle, 15 minutes)  


10. Discuss and approve variable budget for FY 1995. (Ullrich, 10 


minutes)  


11. Establish a subcomittee to develop a handbook of policies and 


procedures for GAATN. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


12. Discuss methodologies of allowing equipment and connections to 


external services for one Participant in a GAATN site owned by another 


GAATN Participant. (Warlick, 15 minutes)  


13. Hear Les Marcos' presentation regarding GAATN made to Council 


Committee for Telecommunications Infrastructure, and discuss. 


(Marcos, 20 minutes)  







 


14. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


June 27 at Austin lSD. (1 minutes)  


15


.  


Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  


16. Adjourn  


(5 minutes)  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


r;  
The GAATN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on Tune J4--, 1994 was called to  


order at 1:43 p.m. The meeting took place at the Travis County Administration Building, 314 West 


11th St. Present were Glen Smith and Jim Ullrich (AISD), Lee Hisle (ACC), Les Marcos apd Don 


Webb (COA), Garry Wilkison (TC), James Ting (State GSC), Dr. Charles Warlick and Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT) and John Edmonds (LCRA). The meeting was chaired by Jim Ullrich.  


Item 1 - Citizens Communications. No communicants.  


Item 2 - Approval of minutes of last meeting - Postponed until next meeting because of some 
clarifications needed. No action on this item.  


Item 3 - Adopt Order of Agenda. There were no changes to printed order.  


Item 4 - Receive update repqrt from AISD Construction Manager, including RFI for maintenance 


contract, and proposed procedure for change orders. Glen Smith (AISD Construction Manager) 


gave the report. Glen reported that UT has asked for pricing for four and six fibers and two sites on 


the AIN ring. Upon notification by SWB of any delays the UT extension mayor may not cause the 


board will consider approval. Glen is continuing the meetings with the Electric Utility Department 


(EUD) to finalize fiber routing. The draft of the RFI for maintenance currently only contains 


requirements for fix and repair and does not include adds and moves..  


Item 5 - Approve procedure for submitting change orders, and receiving information from SWB 


regarding potential delays. Glen Smith spoke to this item and handed out a sample form. Changes 


include adding wording to provide members with any project delay information. Members will 


review the document and consider approval at the next regularly scheduled meeting.  


Item 6 - Discuss proposed Amendment No.3 to the Interlocal Agreement. Les Marcos handed out a 


draft amendment at the meeting. UT asked that the wording regarding attaching to a commercial 


serviee be inserted. Les Marcos agreed to insert the wording and to fax new copies to everyone. 


Members and attorneys will review the document and consider approval at a future meeting.  


Item 7 - Discuss and approve UT's request for four strands in ring AlN, and the attachment of two 


sites, Lake Austin Center, 3001 Lake Austin Blvd. and Gateway Student Housing, 1618 W. 6th. 


The motion included "approval contingent on no delays to the project". Motion was made by Garry 


Wilkison and seconded by Les Marcos. The motion passed unanimously.  







 


Item 8 - Discuss advertising plan for GAA TN network manager. Jim Ullrich provided research on ad 


pricing and a sample ad. Discussion took place about possible budget problems and changes to the ad 


and changes to what publications to advertise in. No action was taken.  


Item 9 - Discuss and approve GAATN logo design. On the sample design sheet provided the following 


approvals took place: Moved to approve design #4 by Lee Hisle, seconded by John Edmonds. The 


motion passed unanimously. Moved to approve the color green by John Edmonds seconded by Garry 


Wilkison. The motion-passed unanimously. Moved to approve the listing of participants across the 


bottom of the letterhead by Garry Wilkison, seconded by John Edmonds. The motion passed 


unanimously.  


Item 10 - Discuss and approve variable budget for FY 1995. No action was taken.  


Item 11 - Establish a subcommittee to develop a handbook of policies and procedures for GAATN. Jim 


Ullrich appointed Garry Wilkison and Wayne Wedemeyer to head up the committee.  


Item 12 - Discuss methodologies of allowing equipment and connections to external services for one 


Participant in a GAA TN site owned by another GAA TN Participant. Discussion took place and was 


referred to existing committees.  


Item 13 - Hear Les Marcos' presentation regarding GAATN made to Council Sub-Committee for 
Telecommunications Infrastructure, and discuss. This item was postponed indefinitely.  


Item 14 - Next meeting. June 27, 1994, 1:30 p.m. at Austin ISD District Office.  


Item 15 - Suggested agenda items for next meeting:  
System Maintenance.  


Item 16 - Moved by Garry Wilkison, seconded by Wayne Wedemeyer, passed unanimously. Meeting 
adjourned at 3:55 p.m.  







 
 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


June 27, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  
Austin ISD Carruth Administration Center 1111 


West 6th street  


suite B-300, Construction-Management Conference Room  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meetings. (3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda. (1 minute)  


4. Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager. (Smith, 10 


minutes)  


5. Discuss City's Request for Information: Telecommunications 


Infrastructure and its impact on GAATN. (Webb, 20 minutes)  


6. Discuss proposed Amendment No. 3 to the Interlocal Agreement. (Webb, 


5 minutes)  


7. Finalize advertisement for GAATN network manager. (Ullrich, 10 


minutes)  


8. Discuss maintenance of network, including how to allocate 


maintenance if only one Participant has activated strands. 


(Ullrich, 20 minutes)  


9. Discuss holding a media event/press conference on or about August. 15 


when the first fiber is installed. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


10. Receive latest percentages and variable budget for FY 1995. 


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


11. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


July 11 at State General Services. (1 minutes)  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


13. Adjourn  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The Regular Meeting of the GAATN Board was held 011 June 27, 1994, at Austin 


ISD Carruth Administration Center. The meeting was called to order at 


1:37 p.m. Jim Ullrich presided. Directors present were Ron Brey (ACC), 


Don Webb (COA), Jim Clark (TC), Linda Picazo (state), Charles Warlick 


(UT @ Austin), Larry Krenek (LCRA) and Jim Ullrich (AISD). Glen Smith, 


construction manager, was also present.  


1. There were no citizens communications.  


2. Don Webb moved to accept the minutes of the May 31 and June 13 


meetings. Ron Brey seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes to the order of the agenda.  


4. Glen smith provided handouts with a new timeline for construction, 


costs for separate entrancesjexits for State sites, a listing of site 


deletions and additions, and a draft of a 


maintenancejservicejexpansionjupgrade request for bid. Board members 


were requested to accept or reject the new construction timeline by 4:00 


p.m., June 28, 1994.  


5. Don Webb asked Patrick Jordan from the city to make the presentation 


regarding the City of Austin's Request for Information: 


Telecommunications Infrastructure. Jordan stated that the RFI is simply 


an information acquisition process through which the City will gain the 


knowledge they need to decide if a fiber network should be built by the 


City for use by private entities. It will have no effect on GAATN nor 


the GAATN construction schedule, but GAATN members may be allowed to 


connect to the network if it is built.  


6. Ed Delabar handed out a new version of Amendment No.3. Ron Brey 


suggested some wording changes which the city accepted. A copy with the 


latest changes will be faxed to the directors.  


7. Jim Ullrich distributed a copy of a 2 column by 2 inch display ad for 


the network manager position. The cost to run the ad in four publications 


will be under the $2000 limit set by the board. Ullrich was requested 


to check with the AISD personnel office regarding the correct wording 


regarding the length of time the ad should remain open. He is to proceed 


with placing the ads as soon as the AISD personnel office assigns a job 


classification code.  







 


8. Jim Ullrich distributed copies of letters from SWB regarding the 


warranty starting dates. Maintenance of the network - fixing an 


accidental fiber break when not all of the strands have been activated 


- is still to be resolved. Ullrich pointed out that the variable budget 


provides the funding to cover the repair/splicing of the fiber. It would 


make no sense to splice only those fibers that are in use at the time 


of the break. Therefore, all Participants will contribute to the 


maintenance through their portion of the variable budget, and all of the 


fibers will be fused when broken in an accident. Everyone agreed to this 


policy.  


9" The members agreed that it would be a good idea to hold a media 


event/press conference when the first fiber is installed on or about 


August 15. Ron Brey volunteered to again work on the Mission statement 


for GAATN. He will fax a draft to Participants who will make changes and 


send back to Ron. Jim Ullrich agreed to write a draft of a technical page 


which will explain, in laymen's language, how GAATN is designed.  


10. Ullrich distributed the latest percentages for construction and 
fiber costs, and the variable budget for FY 95. These new numbers are 
based on the approval of UT's request for four strands and two sites 
on A1N.  


11. The next meeting is July 11, 1:30 p.m., General Services Building, 


Room 401F. It was agreed that UT and LCRA will also begin hosting GAATN 


board meetings.  


12. Items for next meeting include a report from the Data Subcommittee, 


approve City's request for a fire station node site change, a presentation 


from the Electric Utility Department, a further discussion on the media 


event/press conference, and discussion on the Interlocal Amendment #3.  


13. It was moved by Linda Picazo and seconded by Don Webb to adjourn 


the meeting. The motion passed unanimously.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


July II, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


state of Texas General Services Building 1711 


san~Tacinto  


Room 401F  


AGENDA  


1. citizen communications.  (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Picazo, 3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Picazo, 1 minute)  


4. Receive update report fro~AISD Construction Manager. 


minutes)  


(smith, 10  


5. Hear report from City of Austin Electric utility Department. 


(Marcos, EUD representative, 20 minutes)  


6. Hear report from Data Work Group of the Technical Subcommittee. (Webb, 


15 minutes)  


7. Discuss and approve City of Austin's request for fire station site change. 


(Marcos, 5 minutes)  


8. Discuss proposed Amendment No. 3 to the Interlocal Agreement. 


(Marcos, 5 minutes)  


9. Discuss the proposed media event/press conference, to be held on or about 


August 15, includi~g revisions to Mission statement.  


(Picazo, Brey, 20 minutes)  


10. Receive and make changes to Subcommittee sheet. (Picazo, 5 


minutes)  


11. Receive new list of meeting dates and locations. (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


12. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


July 25 at University of Texas. (1 minutes)  


13. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


14. Adjourn  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCALAGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAA TN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on July 11, 1993 was called to 


order at 1:36 P.M. Vice-Chair of the GAAW Board, Linda Picazo,. presided over the meeting in 


Jim Ullrich's absence. Present were Glen Smith (AISD), Ron Brey (ACC), Les  


. Marcos and Don Webb (City of Austin), Gary Wilkison (Travis County), Bill Range, James 


Ting, and Willy Niwagaba (State of Texas), John Edmonds (LCRA), and Wayne Wedemeyer 


(University of Texas).  


Item 1 - Citizens Communications. There were no citizen communications.  


Item 2 - Approval of the Minutes. After a discussion on the partial fiber cut issue, John Edmonds 


made a motion to approve the minutes. Les Marcos seconded the motion, which . was approved 


unanimously.  


Item 3 - Adopt Order of Agenda. Ron Brey made a motion to move item #8 before #4. It was 


seconded by Glen Smith and approved unanimously. Item 7 was tabled until the next meeting.  


Item 8 - Discuss proposed Amendment No.3 to the Interlocal Agreement A copy of the 


proposed amendment was passed out to be signed by the various governing boards.  


Item 4 - Receive4:~p4atereport fromAISP,~onstructionManai~rJ.:hh·e~~3~ejoRon. ,  
 ,  ., ','" .'_~':'_,'-'"  -;'_>s.-"'; ," ',',  ,',. _-~- ,~- ie"'" ';"'''''''':''''-~'-''--> :' ''''''' 7/><,,',_,-: ",_.;,.,-". <_:-,c"",:~'+:""_"'-'W""''''tW:'''''Jy'd'··i.1.:;x.~,-,:,;,·'i}!~· "!;',~:~7';-~<'"  .. :.» :,-:: ,'::, '"  


Brey's qu~stion,th~gpnacle ~ll beac:~~vated;ori APri121;i199,~~t~~ft*~~;~;5!!~;2~9:'''5' •• )· 
construction .. Glen,al~o mentIOned lliat1l1eState m~eded tofo10Y~9:;ll:,9~g((,r~~~stJor,.'?,'· 
moving Park andWi!dlifeioB2S. Southw~st~fI1Bell'sfe·2ofufuefimttl¥>fi"6'li\VhellierorJiot·">··  


 -'.- "',  , .. ~:>- ,: ..... " ;  


to reconfigure B2S'isdue byJuly 13 .  


 •.......... '::  '.'  


Item 5 - I:Iear repprt. from City o~ ~ustin El~:tric~tility DePartn1~nt. J~seguite:re~~?t f ~  


 over the CIty. Of. ,A.·.~ ........•.. IS .. ,  .............. co  . s. ,t t.o ald. ~th  ................ ".e., .•.... e."n.,  gm 


 ee. on  .............................. " .. ,g.~f. 8~ .•. " TN.' ...•..... : .. 1:~.· ..............0  ...... tal  co  s.~ 


....•... , .. 1 ! .. ~{f:  
~C1:D  ,' .. ' .. ooat~ faeilities,~as.$94,981..~atSo . " .  
. ~t~~"1hraugK-tlie~1>resent~tmd-d6"ilGt~inehtdedflmlrew.ork, Linda Picazo asked 


if the COA could be irior~ specific on the details ofthek cost. Wayne Wedemeyer asked· the City 


to delineate how tl1ese costs fallout of their in-kind contribution.  


c. "-,c.  


 :.:~\:;:> ~_:'-;, >->,_"  ,,' .. ,_ ... :,,:-.,_~·",.:t~:"' .. :.: ~:>'\. --'d"_,', ~'<: ..  ,  '; _:-;: _':-'>._:: ,'_: ::-::~_-:.::,~':/'_:-:t;":':,<~."_-J;~,. _:'>'<':':,':_  


Item 6 -Heat:report' from Data Wofl(GioupoffueTecbnical subCi6#UW~jtI?2ifWebb  
discussed the Data Work Group's recent Illeeting. Topics addr~ss#l¥.rer~:~o~ JO'allocate  


rack space for common equipment and tha£tCPIIP willbetbe interagen:cy'addressing  .  
 .".·.c  .'  ....•.......•  ',.' •• ~_<\,., ..... , 


 .  


standard. The Connty and AISD haveqmade an applicationfor Class B adcli,"esses; . Common  
equipment group buying power was discussed. The Data Work Group WilfrheeHwo times  







 


per month on the first and third Tuesday of the month. A new chairperson is needed since Don 


Webb is retiring.  


Item 10 - Receive and make changes to Subcommittee sheet. John Edmonds made the 


recommendation that the three work groups be merged. Wayne Wedemeyer said he would serve 


as Chair of the newly merged work group, with the approval of Dr. Warlick. Each entity will 


have one voting member on the work group.  


Item 9 - Discuss the proposed media event/press conference to be held on or about Aug. 15, 


including revisions to the Mission Statement. Ron Brey asked for revisions to the Mission 


Statement by Monday, July 18. ACC is willing to tape the event.  


Item 11 - Receive new list of meeting dates and locations. A new meeting schedule was passed 


out. Linda Picazo asked if a map and parking information could be included.  


Item 12 - Confirm Time, Date and Location for Next Meeting as 1 :30 PM, July 25 at the 


University of Texas. The I1?-eeting will be held at the J. J. Pickle Research Center, Commons 


Building, Room 1.113.  


Item 13 - Suggest agenda items for next meeting. Suggested items were to discuss partial/total 


fiber break issue, action on information presented by the City of Austin EUD, revisions to the 


Mission Statement, how to promote the media event, revisit the COA's request for fire station 


site change, and discussion of the restructuring of the technical subcommittees.  


Item 14 - Adjourn. Gary Wilkison made the motion for adjournment and John Edmonds  


seconded the motion.  


  


 


 


 







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOA1A4UNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


University  


July 25, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


of Texas at Austin, pickle Research Center 


10100 Burnet Road  
Commons Building, Room 1.130  


AGENDl-I.  


1. ,citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


4. Receive update report from AlSO Construction Manager. 


minut.es)  


(Smith, 10  


~ .. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 15 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider City of Austin's request for fire station site 


change. (Marcos, 5 minutes)  


7. Discuss/consider sharing total or partial fiber break. 


minutes)  


(Marcos, 10  


8. Discuss/consider City of Austin Electric utility Department's 


request for reImbursement. (Marcos, 15 minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider the proposed media event/press conference, to be held 


mid to late September, including revisions to Mission Statement, 


questions to be answered, and duties. (Ullrich, Brey, Frommack, Gadell, 


30 minutes)  


10. Discuss various financial issues: (a) UT's payment(s) of their. share of 


network cost of $521,296; (b) AlSO, Travis County and State's shares of 


UT's payment ($130,324 each); (c) LCRA's payment of 25% ($96,825.75); (d) 


AlSO, City, ACC, County, and state's use of their shares of the $96,825.75. 


(Ullrich, Smith, 20 minutes)  


11. Receive revised network manager hiring schedule and appoint network 


manager hiring subcommittee. (Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


12. Confirm time, date, and location for n~t regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


August 8 at Lower Colorado River Authority. (1 minutes)  


13. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


14. Adjourn  







 7. 


Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network  


 
The GAATN Interlocal Agency met on July 25, 1994, at the J.J. Pickle 


Research Center. Jim Ullrich presided over the meeting. Present 


were representatives from AISD, ACC, the CLty of Austin, Travis 


County, state of Texas, LCRA and the UniversityoLTexas. The meeting 


was called to order at 1:41 p.m.  


 
ITEM 1 - citizens communications. There were no citizens 


communications.  
"  


 


ITEM 2 - Approval of the minutes. Upon Ron Brey's suggestion item 


#5 was modified. Gary wilkison motioned to approve the minutes and 


Ron Brey seconded the motion which was approved unanimously.  


 
ITEM 3 - Adopt Order of Agenda. Item 8 was tabled until the next 


meeting.  


 
ITEM 4 - Received update report from AISD Construction 


Manager.  


 
ITEM 5 - Heard report from Data Work Group of the Technical 


S-ubcommittee. There are two main points of concern dealing with 


how to pr~ceed to get space raquirements. Ron Brey suggested that 


a letter. be sent to Glen Smith stating what rack space is needed.  


 
ITEM 6 - Discussion and consideration of the city of Austin's 


request for fire station site change. Les Marcos requested to 


delete fire station #31 and to apply the $24,000 credit to adding 


another fire station which would cost approximately $38,000. Ron 


Brey commented that a motion was needed on the agenda with details 


of the site change including additional costs such as operating 


costs. Ron Brey made a motion to table item 6 until next meeting. 


Linda Picazzo seconded the motion which was approved unanimously.  


 
ITEM 7 - Discussion and consideration of sharing total or partial 


fiber break. After a brief discussion Ron Brey motioned that all 


breaks be covered by budget of GAATN. John Edmonds seconded the 


motion which was passed unanimously.  


 
ITEM 9 - Proposed media event/press conference. Becky  


-------.---.----- .. ------------- ------------------------  


 







 


·7c ...•.••• r·~«j'-  


Gadell met with -L~-os and Jim Ullrich on J"uly 17, 1994. The 
conference is to be held mid to late September but the exact date 


is not yet known. The possible site of the press conference is near 


Treaty Oak. No motion was made.  


ITEM 10 - Financial issues. Main question is how is the University 


of Texas going to pay for their share of network costs. Decisions 


regarding method of paying need to be put in writing once invoices 


are sent out.  


ITEM 11 - Network Manager Hiring Schedule. Ad went out Sunday, July 


25, 1994. Goal is to be down to ten candidates by the end of August. 


The purpose of the manager hiring ~bcommittee is to conduct phone 


interviews to lower the number of applicants to 3-5. The manager 


hiring subcommittee members are Linda Picaz'o, Glen Smith, Les 


Marcos and ~S.A~~~_.}- K-j).c... C;<./ftY((o/l)  
L a...~ /'C.rI.>-_~"--  


ITEM 12 - Confirmed time, date and location for next regular meeting 


is 1:30 p.m., August 8 at LCRA. The room number is to be announced.  


ITEM 13 - Agenda items for next meeting. Suggested items to discuss 


were the City of Austin's request for fire station site change upon 


a formal motion, City of Austin Electric Utility Department's 


request for reimbursement and details concerning the proposed media 


event/press conference to be held in September.  


ITEM 14 - Adjourn. Gary Wilkison made the motion for 
adjournment and John Edmonds seconded the motion. The meeting 


ended at 3:30.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETiNG  


August 8, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Buildingr Board Room  


AGEND


A  
1. citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


3. Ado~ Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


4. Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager. 


(Smith, 10 minutes)  


5. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 15 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider City of Austin's request for fire station site 


changes and addition of Police Academy. (Marcos, 5 minutes)  


7. Discuss/consider RFI's 105, 106, 108, and 109. (Ullrich, Smith, 15 


minutes)  


8. Discuss/provide Amendment #3 update. (Marcos, 15 minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider the proposed media event/press conference, to be held 


mid to late September, including revisions to Mission Statement, 


questions to be answered, and duties. (Ullrich, Brey, Frommack, 20 


minutes)  


10. Update subcommittee list. (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


11. DiscuBs/approve GAATN letterhead, envelopes, and business cards. 


(Ullrich, Hisel, 10 minutes)  


12. Report on network manager applications.  (Ullrich, 5,minutes)  


13. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


August 22 at city of Austin. (1 minutes)  


14. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


15. Adjourn  







 


 


Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network Interlocal Agency MINUTES 


for August 8, 1994  


Board of Directors Meeting  


The GAA TN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors met on August 8, 1994 at the Lower Colorado River 


Authority's-general office complex located on Lake Austin Blvd. Present were representatives from 


AlSD, ACC, COA, Travis-Count}', State of Texas, LCRA and the University of Texas. Jim Ullrich 


presided until 3:00 p.m. and then passed the chair to Glen Smith to continue in his absence. The meeting 


was called to order at 1 :30 p.m.  


ITEM 1 - Citizen communications. There were no citizen communications.  


ITEM 2 - Approval of minutes - ITEM # 11 was amended to delete Garry Wilkison from the hiring 


subcommittee and add Larry Krenek (LCRA) and Kyle Capps (COA for technical support). Larry Krenek 


moved to adopt the minutes as amended and Les Marcos seconded the motion. The motion was approved 


unanimously.  


ITEM 3 - Adopt Order of Agenda - I'FEM # 11 was moved to top of the list. Item # 7 was moved to 


follow ITEM # 11.  


ITEM 4 - Receive/Consider report from AlSD construction manager. Glen Smith reviewed a compilation of 


items supplied by Southwestern Bell (SWB). SWB was having their preconstruction meeting this afternoon. 


Discussion ensued regarding various portions of the contracted work. Wayne Wedemeyer pointed out that 


in any proposed changes we should consider if there are any regulatory issues that dictate how we operate 


our fiber. A motion was made by Les Marcos that the issue of fiber sharing/use be studied by the data 


committee and was seconded by Garry Wilkison. Motion was voted and passed. Standards for electronics, 


rack space, and fiber colors were discussed. Glen Smith asked who would be the contact person for each site 


that the contractor will coordinate with.  


ITEl\'1 5 - Heard report and recommendations from the technical subcommittee. The subcommittee will 


continue to consider how entities would exchange information (interconnect) on the fiber network and the 


legalities ofthis.  


ITEM 6 - Discuss/Consider CONs request for fire station site changes and addition of Police Academy. 


Bill Range asked that this issue be tabled until the next meeting. Bill Range moved to table and Garry 


Wilkison seconded. Five members (LCRA, State, AlSD, Travis County, ACC) voted to table, the COA 


voted no, and UT abstained. The motion passed.  


ITEM 7 - Discuss/Consider RFI's 105, 106, 108, and 109. Bill Range representing the State asked that this be 


tabled until the impact to other entities are known. It was noted by Jim Ullrich that these RFI deadlines were 


not immediate, so there was time to postpone. Impact to project timing was discussed. Glen Smith indicated 


that in the future Don Silver would be attending the meetings and would keep us updated on the schedule. A 


motion to table was made by Bill Range and seconded by Garry Wilkison. The motion passed unanimously.  







 


Meeting turned over to Glen Smith as AISD Alternate.  


ITEM 8 - DiscusslProvide Amendment # 3 update. A motion was made by Larry Krenek and seconded by 


Les Marcos to have our respective attorneys meet and resolve the language for the Board's approval. The 


motion passed.  


ITEM 9 - Discuss/Consider the proposed Media event/press conference to be held mid to late September. 


It was decided that the public relations people for respective parties should meet on Monday, August 15, to 


discuss what the media event should be.  


ITEM 10- Update subcommittee list. It was agreed that an agenda item be placed on the next agenda to 


discuss the potential consolidation of the technical subcommittee.  


ITEM 11 - Discuss approval of GAA TN letterhead, envelopes, and business cards. Jim Ullrich 


recommended companies be listed in alphabetical order. Motion was made by Les Marcos and seconded by 


Wayne Wedemeyer to list companies in alphabetical order. The motion was approved unanimously.  


ITEM 12- Report on network manager applications. Glen Smith gives report in Jim Ullrich's absence. 


Jim Ullrich and Glen Smith have started to review applications.  


ITEM 13- Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting. Location will be auhe COA on August 22, 


at 1:30 p.m. Agenda items - bring back items 6, 7, 8, 9,10,12.  


Garry Wilkison moved to adjourn and Les Marcos seconded the motion. The motion passed 


unanimously.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


August 22, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


City of Austin, Waller Creek Center 625 


East 1eth street  


1st Floor Assembly Room  


AGENDA  


1. citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


4. Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


5. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 15 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider network expansion statement. (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


7. Discuss/consider maintaining variable budget at the same percentages 


and amounts for Participants throughout the fiscal year. (Ullrich, 


5 minutes)  


8. Discuss/consider City of Austin's request for fire station site 


changes and addition of Police Academy. (Marcos, 5 minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider RFI's 105, 106, 108, and 109. (Ullrich, Smith, 15 


minutes)  


10. Provide Amendment #3 update. (Ullrich, 2 minutes)  


11. Discuss/consider the media event/press conference, to be held 


September 19 at 10:00 a.m. (Brey, 20 minutes)  


12. Discuss/consider subcommittee list, including the consolidation of the 


technical subcommittee. (Ullrich, Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


13. Report on network manager applications.  (Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


14. Discuss/consider LCRA's offer to hold all GAATN board meetings for 


remainder of year at LCRA's board room. (Krenek, 5 minutes)  


15. Confirm t,ime, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


September 6 (Tuesday) at LCRA or ACC. (1 minutes)  


16. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


17. Adjourn  







 
 


Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network Interloeal Agency MINUTES 


for August 22, 1994  


Board of Directors Meeting  


The GM TN Intorlocal Agency Board of Directors met on August 22, 1994 at the City of Austin's 


Waller Creek Center facility. Representatives from LCRA, UT, COA, AlSO, ACC, Travis County, 


and the Slate of Texas were present DorrSilver, of Southwestern Bell, was also present. Jim 


Ullrich presided over the meeting which began at 1 :37pm.  


ITEM 1: Citizen communications.  


None.  


ITEM 2: Approval of minutes.  
Corrections in the spellings of Wayne Wedemeyer, Don Silver and Garry Wilkison 


were offered. The State moved to accept the minutes. The County second9d. Motion 


passed unanimously.  


ITEM 3: Adopt order of the agenda.  


The agenda was accepted in its original order.  


ITEM 4: ReceiveIConslder report from construction manager.  


Glen Smith brimly reviewed a listing of existing RFls. Glen provided an updated list of 


added and deleted node sites. Don Silver noted testing of SRN fiber has been 


completed. Don advised that further ring size or routing changes, beyond those already 


noted, may impact the construction schedule. A customized fiber cable was used by the 


construction contractor because it did I)Ot represent additional cost, and could utilize 


custom color coding. Travis County, COA, and Glen wiD coordinate efforts at 


Brackenridge Hospital/Star FlightfTravis County node(s). Dobie Center (ACC site) wilt 


not have equipment, but will remain as a node. A listing of Historically Underutilized 


Businesses will be provided to the GMTN Board by SWBT. All GMTN members must get 


space and power requirements to Glen as soon as possible. A working group to address 


space in common locations was suggested. Maps of all rings and nodes will be provided 


to each GAA TN member by SWBT as they are released at bid.  


ITEM 5: Technical Subcommittee report  


Various product demonstrations were discussed. There is no update from the UT 


lawyer regarding the sharing of fibers and/or fiber bandwidth.  


ITEM 6: Network expansion statement. 
ITEM 7: Variable budget discussion.  


These agendaJtems were combined in discussion. The State moved to adopt the 


essence of the "GM TN Statement Regarding Expansion of the Network" as a working 


policy for the Agency. LCRA seconded the motion. It passed unanimously. language 


was suggested to clarify practical limits of the statement. Jim Ullrich will provide a 


revised draft at the next Board meeting.  


ITEM 8: COA request for fire station site changes and additions of the Police Academy.  







 


The drfference in cost paid by the City was adjusted upward to $9,066.69 with the recent 


SWB response to the City's RFI. The motion to accept the exchange of sites was made by 


the State and seconded by ACC. The motion was passed unanimously.  


ITEM 9: RFI105, 106, 108,109 discussion  
The State took no action on RFI1 05, 106, or 108. The City moved to accept RFI 109, 


and was seconded by ACC. The motion for RFI109 passed unanimously.  


ITEM 10: Amendment #3 update  
The attorneys for each Agency were directed to meet together to resolve differences 


regarding Amendment #3. The City attorney, Ed Delabarre, will coordinate this meeting.  


ITEM 11: GAATN press conference  
ACC distributed information regarding the press conference for GM TN. It will be held 


September 19 at Treaty Oak at iO:OOam. The next commi1tee meeting to discuss the 


media event will be August 24, room 531 9:00am at ACC Administrative Building. A letter 


from the GM TN Board will be provided to each Agency member inviting one member from 


each Agency to represent their Agency at the press event. Jim Ullrich will draft this letter and 


FAX to each member.  


ITEM 12: Subcommittee lists & committee consolidation 


Tabled until next meeting.  


ITEM 13: Report on Network manager Applications  
Many applications have been received. By the end of the week, the list will be 


complete in its first cut form.  


ITEM 14: LCRA offer to hold all meetings at their facilities  


It was moved by the City, seconded by the State to hold all future GM TN Board 


meetings at LCRA's facilities on Lake Austin Blvd - with the excep1ion of the September 


19th meeting. Each member agency will still be accountable for taking minutes of each 


meeting.  


ITEM 15: Next Board Meeting  


location: LCRA, September 6 (Tuesday). Minutes: ACe  


ITEM 16: Suggested agenda items  
Work se..<;sion on space requirements was delegated to the Technicalsub-commiUee 


Discussion and definition of a "drop", a "spur", and "repeater" site  


Item 11  


Policy of Items € & 7 


Sub-committee reports  


RFI Regional Economic Development Network discussion 


Additional GAATN RFls  


ITEM 17: Adjournment  


It was moved by UT and seconded by the State to adjourn the meeting. The motion passed 


unanimously.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


September 6, 1994 


2:00 p.m.  


Lower Colorado RiveF Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGEND


A  
1. citizen communications.  (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


4. Receive/consider update report from AlSD Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


5; Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


6. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Voice Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Range, 10 minutes)  


7. Discuss/consider network expansion/variable budget statement. 


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


8. Discuss/consider RFl's submitted to SWB.  (Smith, 10 minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider the possible utilization of OneCal1 System to insure 


against fiber cuts during and after construction of the network. 


(Marcos, 2 minutes)  


10. Discuss/consider special called work session to discuss definitions for 


"spur," "drop," "node," "repeater site." (Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


11. Discuss/consider the media event/press conference, to be held 


September 19 at 10:00 a.m. (Brey, 20 minutes)  


12. Discuss/consider subcommittee list, including the consolidation of the 


technical subcommittee. (Ullrich, Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


13. Report on network manager applications. 


minutes)  


(Ullrich, Picazo, 5  


14. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


Se2tember 19 at LCRA. (~minutes)  


15. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


16. Adjourn.  







  


MINUTES OF GAATN MEETING 


September 6, 1994  


LCRA, 2:00 P.M.  


1. GAATN directors present were: Ron Brey (ACe), Jim Ullrich (AISD), Les Marcos (COA), Jim 


Clark (TYC),. Linda Picazo and James Ting (GSC), Ron Nourzad (LCRA), Charles Warlick (UT), 


and construction manager Glen Smith (AISD);  


2. !twas-moved by Jim Clark and seconded by Linda Picazo to table approving the minutes until the 


next meeting, and passed unanimously.  


3. ~es Marcos made a motion, 2nd by Ron Brey, that the status of highway construction and its 


potential impact on GAATN be determined. Linda Picazo will check with the Department of 


Transportation. It was approved by the Board. A letter sent two years ago by the Department of 


Transportation denying GAATN use of state ROW was discussed. Linda Picazo will check into this 


for the Board.  


4. The Board requests updates from committees at the next meeting and that a brief written report 


describing activities and who attended. The Board agreed that space requirements for electronics to be 


located at AISD had urgency and that this needed to be provided AISD so that Glen Smith can try to 


provide appropriate space.  


5. Jim Ullrich handed out a draft copy of a proposed policy regarding network expansion. James Ting 


moved to table discussion of the policy until a special work session is held, seconded by Les Marcos, 


and passed unanin.lously by the Board.  


6. An update was provided on outstanding RFls. Ron Brey moved, 2nd by James Ting, to approve 


RFI lOJ with the City of Austin to pay the total cost. It passed unanimously. Don Silver requested that 


RFls indicate whether or not entity needS specific information or just general pricing in order to 


determine if a more specific RFI should be issued. The cost of researching the information needed to 


respond to RFls is becoming large.  


7. Les Marcos made a motion to obtain cost and related information on One Call system that all 


utilities use. Contractors contact One Call before commencing construction to determine if there are 


any utilities in their construction area. Ron Brey 2nd. Tom Fromrnock and Glen Smith will obtain 


more information .. Passed unanimously.  


8. Les Marcos made motion, James Ting 2nd, to meet in a work session after the regular session on 


Oct. 3 to discuss the issues of defining spur, drop, repeater, etc. Passed unanimously.  


9. Ron Br.ey gave an update on the Press Conference to be held September 19.  


10. Jim Ullrich distributed an updated work committee list. It was agreed that Network Manager 


would coordinate subcommittee activities and provide communications among the group. Updates 


will be made to the Board monthly.  







  


11. Jim Ullrich provided an update on the Network Manager position and distributed a list of the 


people who applied. There are many good candidates.  


12. The next meeting will meet September 19 at 11:00 a.m. at AISD after the press conference. It will 


be a short meeting with only those items requiring action on the agenda.  


13. Ron Brey moved, 2nd Jim Clark, to adjourn. Passed unanimously.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MfH1NG  


September 19 1994 


1L:00 a.m.  


Austin Independent School District 1111 


West 6th Street  


Board Room, B-100  


AGENBA  


Citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


Approve Minutes of previous meetings.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith,_Silver, 10 minutes)  


Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of. the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Voice Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Range, 5 minutes)  


Hear report on highway construction, and State right of way usage by 


GAATN. (Picazo, 10 minutes)  


Discuss/consider network expansion/variable- budget statement. 


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


Report on network manager applications.  (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


October 3 at LCRA. (1 minutes)  


11. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


12. Adjourn.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENC"f  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


MINUTES  


The GAA TN Interlocal Agency Board of Directors meeting on September 19, 1994 was called to order at 11: 12 a.m7t!y 


Linda Picazo. Present were Glen Smith (AISD), Ron Brey (ACC), Les Marcos (COA), Ganj Wilkison (TC), Dr. Charles 


Warlick (UT), Ron Nourzad (LCRA) and Linda Picazo (State GSC). The meeting was chaired temporarily by Linda Picazo 


and then by Jim Ullrich at 11:46 a.m.  


Itel1T 1 - Citizens Communications. No communicants.  


Item 2 - Approval of minutes of last meeting - Postponed until Jim Ullrich could rejoin meeting then it was taken up after Item 


#5. Dr. Warlick Ullrich moved approval of August 22, 1994 meeting minutes. Ron Brey seconded the motion. The motion 


passed unanimously. September 6, 1994 meeting minutes will be reviewed for the next meeting.  


Item 3 - Adopt Order of Agenda. There were no changes to printed order. Dr. Warlick moved approval of agenda. Ron Brey 
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.  


Item 4 - Receive update report from AISD Construction Manager. Glen Smith (AISD Construction Manager) gave the report. 


A new RFI was handed out. The last several RFI requests will not be able to be done on a timely basis due to field engineering. 


ROW problems on 290 West should be resolved with TXDOT. SRN is starting from Gullet elementary in two directions. Two 


additional rings are out to bid this week.  


Item 5 - Hear report and discuss data work group of the technical sub committees. Wayne Wedemeyer made report and 
delivered a one page summary. Report entails space requirements for electronics at all supernodes. Entities will need to 
conclude their studies in order to provide information. AISD may be able to accommodate electronics but ,  


in some cases l!l1 exterior building may be required. 'vt)  !/,.~,.,-.Ir'''-· 'j~'C /'" 7v
<.,,;:,;,J .J", I--:'~'"  


 o  (/ -'~ -r-z'/~"-r.~:' .. '·--~-- ").  J  


Item 6 - Hear report and discuss work groups and technical sub committees. Bill Range handed out minutes of the last 


meeting that dealt largely with services between entities.  


Item 7 - Highway construction and state ROW issues. Linda Picazo reported that all issues with TXDOT should be resolved 
and that she is working with their representatives.  


Item 8 - Discuss network expansion/variable budget statement. No action. Item will be taken up at a work session scheduled 
for October 3, 1994 after the regular meeting.  


Item 9 - Manager Applications. Top 20 applicants have been narrowed to 11. Telephone interviews will be conducted with 


the top prospects. The top three to five will be forwarded to the Board. Results of phone interviews should be available next 


meeting.  


Item 10 - Next meeting is October 3, 1994, 1:30 p.m. at LCRA, AISD is responsible for the minutes. A work session will 


follow.  


Item 11 - Suggested agenda items: One Call Presentation, Update on Manager Applicants, Update on Amendment #3.  


Meeting adjourned at 12: 10 p.m. Moved by Dr. Warlick and seconded by Linda Picazo.  







 


 
GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMM.liNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTEa~OCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECIDRS MEEI'.IN3  


October 3, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1.' Citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


2. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


3. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


4. Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 10 minutes)  


5., Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 
of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 5 minutes)  


6. Hear report and discuss/consider issues related to highway 
construction and State ROW usage. (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


7. Hear "OneCall" presentation and consider any recommendations. 


(Frommack, 30 minutes)  


8. Discuss/Consider EUD's request for construction design costs. 


(Marcos, 20 minutes)  


9. Hear update on Amendment #3.  (Marcos, 4 minutes)  


10. Discuss/consider policy on communications among GAATN participants. 


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


11. Report on network manager applications.  (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


12. Establish date/time/location for a work session to discuss 


maintenance issues. (Ullrich, Smith, 3 minutes)  


13. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


October 17 at LCRA. (1 minutes)  


14. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


15. Adjourn.  







 GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


WcrRK SESSION  


October 3, 1994 


3:00 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 


3701 Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1. Discuss and define "spur," "drop," "node," "repeater site" and 


other terms that relate to the network, and how these apply to 


costs and percentages of ownership.  


2. Discuss wording of Network Expansion Policy statement.  







 
 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The Regular Meeting of the GAATN Board was held on October 3, 1994, 


at the Lower Colorado River Authority Board Auditorium.  


T~ meeting was called to order at 1:37 p.m. Jim Ullrich presided. 
Directors or Alternates present were Ron Brey (ACC) , L~s Marcos (COA), 
Garry Wilkison (TC) , Linda Picazo (state), Charles Warlick (UT @ Austin), 


Ron Nourzad (LCRA) and Jim Ullrich (AISD). Glen Smith, construction 
manager, was also present.  


1. There were no citizens communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved to accept the minutes of the September 6 and 19 


meetings, with one change to the September 19th minutes. Garry Wilkison 


seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


3; There were no changes to the order of the agenda.  


4. Glen smith handed out copies of RFI's 132 to 14E. Work has begun in 
and around Carruth Administration Center. Pole make ready is continuing 
on SRN. Fiber will start being pulled on Burnet Road next week for A1N. 


Don Silver of SWB stated that the RFI's will be processed in the order 
received, but will usually take longer than a few days. Tom Frommack 
requested a new timeline, and a total dollar amount of MBE/WBE contracts 
that have been awarded to subcontractors.  


5. Wayne Wedemeyer distributed a written report of the Oata Work Group 
meeting. Tom Frommack asked when would the final answer to space 
requirements in the various nodes be resolved. Glen Smith said the final 
answer would be forthcoming in a week or two.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that there is nothing in writing at this point 


resolving the State right-of-way issue. A final plan will be taken to 


the Texas Department of Transportation Commission. There will probably 


be a very small charge for the use of the ROW.  


7. A presentation on the "One Call" system was made by Susan Gurley from 
the City, and Lee Marrs from the Texas Excavation Safety System. A cost 
for GAATN to join TESS will be established at a later date.  


8. Ed Delabar, an attorney with the City, and Vicki Little of the Electric 


Department presented an invoice for extra work performed by the City 


Electric Depar~ent in surveying all poles and rerouting some of the 


net\vork. Linda Picazo moyed that the  







  


 


invoice be passed on to Southwestern Bell. The motion was seconded by 


Les Marcos. Ron Brey moved to substitute a motion to have the Electric 


Department resubmit the invoice directly to southwestern Bell. Linda 


Picazo seconded the motion. Ron Brey changed his motion, with the approval 


of Picazo, to have the construction manager work with the EUD to direct 


that the invoice go to SWB. The vote to substitute Brey's motion for the 


main motion was six in favor1 no opposed, and Les Marcos abstained. The 


vote on the new main motion was six in favor, no opposed, and Les Marcos 


abstained. Les Marcos moved to direct the construction manager to work 


on the transmission pole costs with the city Electric Department. Ron 


Brey seconded t~e motion which passed unanimously.  


9. Jim Ullrich agreed to contact Bill Bingham and set up a meeting 


with the various attorneys to resolve the wording on Amendmen't # 
3 .  


10. Linda Picazo moved to adopt the policy regarding "Communications 


Among GAATN Agencies.1i Les Marcos seconded the motion. The words " ... 


or designees" were added after " •.. GAATN Board Members ... " in the 


first sentence by general consensus. The motion passed unanimously.  


11. Linda Picazo reported that, after the telephone interviews, the list 


of candidates for the network manager position has been narrowed to three 


people. She will set up times for the finalists to come to Austin and 


be interviewed by the Boarde Les suggested that the technical staff of 


the Participants meet with the finalists the evening before the Board 


interviews.  


12. A date and time for a work session on maintenance will be postponed 


until the new network manager is on board, presumably in November.  


13. The next meeting will be on October 17 at LCRA, at 1:30 p.m. The state 


is responsible for the minutes.  


14. Items to include on the agenda for the next meeting include voting 


on a relocation package for the network manager, and items #6, 7, 9, and 


12 above.  


15. Charles Warlick moved to adjourn. Garry wilkison seconded the 


motion which passed unanimously.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


October 17, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  
Lower Colorado River Authority 3~Ol 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1. Executive Session. (75 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citizen Communications. (3 minutes)  


3. Approve Minutes of previous meeting. (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


4. Adopt Order of Agenda. (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


5. Receive/consider update report from AlSO Construction Manager and 
Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


6. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


7. Hear report and discuss/consider issues related to highway 


construction and state ROW usage. (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


8. Discuss/consider "Texas Excavation Safety System" membership. 


(Frommack, 15 minutes)  


9. Hear update on Amendment #3. (Ullrich, 4 minutes)  


10. Discuss/consider interview costs and schedule of network manager 


ap~licants, and consider relocation package. (Picazo, 15 minutes)  


11. Discuss/consider hiring a consultant. (Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


12. Hear report on insurance costs for the network. (UllriCh, smith, 3 minutes)  


13. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


October 31 at LCRA. (1 minutes)  


14. Suggest agenda items for next meeting. (5 minutes)  


15. Adjourn.  







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MJNUTES  


The Regular Meeting of the GAATN Board was held on October 17, 1994 at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority Board Auditorium. The meeting was called to order at 1 :35 


p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich of the Austin Independent School District (AlSO). 


Directors or Alternates present were Ron Brey (ACC), Les Marcos (CCA), Jim Clark 


(TC), Linda Picazo ( State), Charles Warlick ( UT at Austin ), Larry Krenek ( LCRA ), 


and Jim Ullrich (AlSO). Construction Manager Glen Smith of AlSO was also present.  


ITEM #1 Executive Session.  
Board of Directors went into Executive Session at 1 :40 p.m ..  


ITEM #2 Reconvene in Open Session; Citizens Communications.  
Board of Directors ended Executive Session at 3:28 p.m. and reconvened in 


Open Session at 3:33 p.m .. There were no citizens communications.  


ITEM #3 Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  
Jim Clark moved to accept the minutes of the October 4th meeting and 


Linda Picazo seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


ITEM #4 Adopt Order of Agenda.  
There were no changes to the order of the agenda.  


ITEM #5 Receive/Conside_f update report from AlSO Construction Manager 
and Southwestern Bell Representative.  


Construction Manager Glen Smith reported on the current progress of ring 


construction. He also stated that fie is continuing negotiations with the City's EUD', 


Southwestern Bell Representative Don Silver passed out the current list of RFI's and 


went over those RFI's that he was able to respond to. There was discussion on 


engineering costs for SW Bell to provide responses for the RFI's.  


It was decided that SW Bell is responsible for providing free cost estimates for RFI's. 


Don Silver assured the Board that there were no additional costs associated with the 


RFl's at this time and agreed that any such costs would be approved in advance by 


either the entity requesting the RFI or by the Board as a whole, Any potential costs to 


GAA TN needs prior approval from the Board and these requests mu~t be in writing. 


Don also requested that the RFl's need to be more specific for him to respond better. 


Don reported that the State right-of-way issue may cause a potential delay if it is not 


resolved soon. Don also brought up the question of who should pay for resurfacing the 


street cut. Larry Krenek  







 
 


moved that the Board send a letter to EUD to clarify GAATN's position. Ron 


Brey-seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


ITEM #6 Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from the 
Data Working Group of the Technical subcommittee.  


Wayne Wedemeyer reported on the results from the meeting on October 


13,1994. AT&T's Representative at Sellcore, Barry Johnson, delivered a very good 


presentation on AT&T SONET ADM and DACS, and the data working group had a 


vary good technical discussion. As to providing additional input for the Network 


Manager candidates, every entity will rank and provide a question or qualification on 


the following categories: Construction, Maintenance, Testing, Design, and 


Management by Wednesday, the October 19, 1994. Wayne will collect anti broadcast 


these responses from every entity. The candidates will be judged based on their 


responses to the questions from these five categories, and the results will be averaged 


and presented to the Board after the interviews. Jim Ullrich asked for the list of 


attendees at the October 13, 1994 meeting. Wayne said that he will provide the list.  


ITEM #7 Hear report and discuss/consider issues related to highway 
construction and State ROW usage.  
Linda Picazo reported that she and Glen will meet with Gary Bernethy of Texas 


Department of Transportation on October 24, 1994 at 118 E. Riverside to discuss the 


ROW issues. Linda suggested tnat Dan Banks of Alexander Utility Engineering should 


participate in the meeting and, at the same time, extended the welcome to all GAATN 


members. Linda did not have a written report on the State ROW issue at this time. Paul 


Galley from SW Bell explained the different types of permits from the State and 


suggested that GAA TN needs to look closely at this issue. Tom Frommack said the 


State ROW issue will impact future road work and liability at times when Federal Funds 


are involved - construction under the utility permit might have furds available to 


relocate utility.  


ITEM #8 Discuss/Consider "Texas Excavation Safety System" 


membership.  


Tom Frommack passed out a memorandum to the GAATN Board regarding 


the cost of membership to participate in TESS. Les Marcos moved to join TESS when 


the new network manager recommends to the Board that it is time to join. Linda 


Picazo seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


ITEM #9 Hear update on Amendment #3.  
Jim Ullrich reported that he talked to Bill Bingham this morning and Bill needs 


to set up a meeting with the attorneys from GAA TN entities to resolve the wording on 


Amendment #3.  


ITEM #10 Discuss/consider interview costs and schedule of network 
manager applicants, and consider a relocation package.  







  


Linda Picazo reported that the search committee has narrowed the field down 


to 2 finalists. AISD has agreed to pay the interview costs first, with GMTN 


reimbursement at a later time. An Executive Session will be scheduled on November 


4, t994 to interview the candidates. After some discussion on a relocation package, 


Linda Picazo moved to offer the new network manager a relocation package, which 


includes the cost of up to 2 trips with spouse on house hunting, the cost from the lowest 


of 3 bids to relocate household items, and the cost of the final trip to Austin, with a 


maximum allowable amount of $15,000.  


Les Marcos seconded the motion, which passed unanimously in the absence of Ron 
Brey, representing ACC.  


ITEM #11 Discuss/consider hiring a consultant.  


Linda Picazo moved that the Board -enter into a contract with Jean Nipper to 


serve as a consultant to work up to 10 days a month at the rate of $200.00 per day for 


the Board starting November 1994 for a continuous period of 6 months with an option 


to renew at the end of the contract. Larry Krenek seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously. It is noted that Ron Brey was not present to vote and Les Marcos 


abstained.  


ITEM #12 Hear report on insurance costs for the network.  


Glen Smith and Jim Ullrich reported that it has been a difficult task to find an 


underwriter for a fiber network of this magnitude. Les Marcos suggested that GM TN 


invites presentations to the Board from potential insurance companies. Les also 


mentioned that GM TN needs to address the maintenance costs for the network in 


addition to the insurance issue.  


ITEM #13 Confirm time, date, and location for the next meeting.  


The next Board meeting will be held at the LCRA Board Auditorium at 1 :30 


p.m. on October 31,1994. The University of Texas at Austin is responsible for the 


meeting minutes.  


ITEM #14 Suggested agenda items for next meeting  


Jim Ullrich will post the actual agenda for next meeting on October 28, 


1994.  


ITEM #15 Adjourn  


Larry Krenek moved to adjourn the meeting and Linda Picazo seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously in the absence of Ron Brey of ACC.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AR.EA 


TELECOMAIUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


October 31, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGEND


A  
4. Executive Session.  (75 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citize~Communications.  (3 minutes)  


(ift3. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


-4 • Adopt Order 0 f Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


~_5. Receive/consider update report from AlSO Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


~. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


v~: Hear report and discuss/consider issues related to highway 
construction and state ROW usage. (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


08. Hear update on Amendment #3.  (Ullrich, 4 minutes)  


~ Discuss/consider schedule of interviews with network manager 


applicants. (Picazo, 15 minutes)  


~~ Discuss/consider hiring a consultant.  
.  


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


~;:n. Hear report on insurance costs for the network.  
Gammon, 10 minutes)  


(Ullrich, Wyatt,  


Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


November 14 at LeRA. Minutes to be taken by LeRA. (1 minutes)  


13. Suggest agenda items for next-meeting.  (5 minutes)  


14. Adjourn.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The regular meeting of the GAATN Board was held on October 31, 1994 at 


LCRA. Present were Jean Nipper, Jim Ullrich, Linda Picazo, Les Marcos, 


Garry Wilkison, James Ting, Glen Smith, Wayne Wedemeyer, ~ee Hisle and 


Don Silver.  


ITEM #1  


The Board of Directors convened in Executive Session.  


ITEM #2  


The Board of Directors reconvened in Open Session. There were no citizens' 


communications.  


ITEM #3  


The minutes of the last meeting were not yet available so approval will 


be done at the next meeting.  


ITEM #4  


The order of the agenda was approved.  


ITEM #5  


G. Smith gave the Manager's Report. There was meeting 


Thursday, October 27, attended by SWB, Works. During 


this meeting, Steve Bartley of whether SWB was 


following the national safety installation on the 


poles.  


a contractor's 


EUD and Public 


EUD questioned 


codes in their  


L.~icazo and G. Smith met with TxDOT about the right of way issues on 


TXDOT ROW. TxDOT is still awaiting the delivery from SWB of legal 


descriptions of SWB ROW desires for ROW.  


SWB sent G. Smith a lette stating SWB poles are off limits without a pole 


attachment agreement between AISD and SWB. G. Smith requested that Don 


Silver write a letter to GAATN about the reason for using SWB poles. G. 


Smith also requested a meeting between SWB and AISD to resolve the pole 


use. D. Silver stated that it was unrealistic to assume a network the 


size of GAATN could be constructed without using SWB poles. J. Nipper 


stated she remembered at earlier meetings SWB stating the system would 


not use SWB poles.  


G. Smith stated he had spent time with SWB regarding underground conduit 


scenarios. D. Silver stated SWB was not trenching in TxDOT ROW because 


they did not have a permit. L. Picazo stated that all Gary Berneithi at 


TxOOT needed was the legal description to proceed.  







 


ITEM #6  


W. Wedemeyer reported the technical sub-committee had created a se of 


questions and a ranking scale for the manager applicants. He also 


reported on setting up a meeting with Northern Telcom about the Northern 


Telcom SONET equipment for November 22_  


ITEM #7  


L. Picazo reported on the meeting between TxOOT and GAATN held on October 


24. Present were L. Picazo, Gary Berniethi, Michel (GSC attorney), Paul 


Galley of SWB, and G. smith.  


ITEM #8  


Jim Ullrich reported on the meeting between the AlSO attorney and City 


attorney regarding Amendment #3. Bill Bingham, representing AlSO, had 


a concern about the right of sale issue in Amendment-i3. L. Marcos 


restated the request of the GAATN Board to have all the attorneys get 


together.  


ITEM #9  


L. Picazo reported on the manager applicant interviews. Mark Klotzbach 


from San Antonio will arrive in Austin 9: 30 Friday, November 4, fe<1; 


an interview and then go to lunch with the Technical Sub-Committee. The 


second interview is scheduled for November 10 at l:YO.  


ITEM #10  


J. Ullrich reported on the hiring of Jean Nipper as a consultant not to 


exceed $2,000 a month in billings without the approval of the GAATN board.  


ITEM #11  


The issue of insurance for GAATN was not discussed as no insurance company 


representatives were present.  


ITEM #12  


The next meeting of the Board will be held on November 14 at LCRA. LCRA 


will be taking the minutes.  


ITE~ #13  
Agenda item: GAATN Board must approve some of the expansion requests 


(RFls) before SWB proceeds with estimate work. This is to include the 


University of Texas' request for 912 Lavaca.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AR.EA 


TELECOMAIUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


October 31, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGEND


A  
4. Executive Session.  (75 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citize~Communications.  (3 minutes)  


(ift3. Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


-4 • Adopt Order 0 f Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


~_5. Receive/consider update report from AlSO Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


~. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


v~: Hear report and discuss/consider issues related to highway 
construction and state ROW usage. (Picazo, 5 minutes)  


08. Hear update on Amendment #3.  (Ullrich, 4 minutes)  


~ Discuss/consider schedule of interviews with network manager 


applicants. (Picazo, 15 minutes)  


~~ Discuss/consider hiring a consultant.  
.  


(Ullrich, 5 minutes)  


~;:n. Hear report on insurance costs for the network.  
Gammon, 10 minutes)  


(Ullrich, Wyatt,  


Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


November 14 at LeRA. Minutes to be taken by LeRA. (1 minutes)  


13. Suggest agenda items for next-meeting.  (5 minutes)  


14. Adjourn.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The regular meeting of the GAATN Board was held on October 31, 1994 at 


LCRA. Present were Jean Nipper, Jim Ullrich, Linda Picazo, Les Marcos, 


Garry Wilkison, James Ting, Glen Smith, Wayne Wedemeyer, ~ee Hisle and 


Don Silver.  


ITEM #1  


The Board of Directors convened in Executive Session.  


ITEM #2  


The Board of Directors reconvened in Open Session. There were no citizens' 


communications.  


ITEM #3  


The minutes of the last meeting were not yet available so approval will 


be done at the next meeting.  


ITEM #4  


The order of the agenda was approved.  


ITEM #5  


G. Smith gave the Manager's Report. There was meeting 


Thursday, October 27, attended by SWB, Works. During 


this meeting, Steve Bartley of whether SWB was 


following the national safety installation on the 


poles.  


a contractor's 


EUD and Public 


EUD questioned 


codes in their  


L.~icazo and G. Smith met with TxDOT about the right of way issues on 


TXDOT ROW. TxDOT is still awaiting the delivery from SWB of legal 


descriptions of SWB ROW desires for ROW.  


SWB sent G. Smith a lette stating SWB poles are off limits without a pole 


attachment agreement between AISD and SWB. G. Smith requested that Don 


Silver write a letter to GAATN about the reason for using SWB poles. G. 


Smith also requested a meeting between SWB and AISD to resolve the pole 


use. D. Silver stated that it was unrealistic to assume a network the 


size of GAATN could be constructed without using SWB poles. J. Nipper 


stated she remembered at earlier meetings SWB stating the system would 


not use SWB poles.  


G. Smith stated he had spent time with SWB regarding underground conduit 


scenarios. D. Silver stated SWB was not trenching in TxDOT ROW because 


they did not have a permit. L. Picazo stated that all Gary Berneithi at 


TxOOT needed was the legal description to proceed.  







 


ITEM #6  


W. Wedemeyer reported the technical sub-committee had created a se of 


questions and a ranking scale for the manager applicants. He also 


reported on setting up a meeting with Northern Telcom about the Northern 


Telcom SONET equipment for November 22_  


ITEM #7  


L. Picazo reported on the meeting between TxOOT and GAATN held on October 


24. Present were L. Picazo, Gary Berniethi, Michel (GSC attorney), Paul 


Galley of SWB, and G. smith.  


ITEM #8  


Jim Ullrich reported on the meeting between the AlSO attorney and City 


attorney regarding Amendment #3. Bill Bingham, representing AlSO, had 


a concern about the right of sale issue in Amendment-i3. L. Marcos 


restated the request of the GAATN Board to have all the attorneys get 


together.  


ITEM #9  


L. Picazo reported on the manager applicant interviews. Mark Klotzbach 


from San Antonio will arrive in Austin 9: 30 Friday, November 4, fe<1; 


an interview and then go to lunch with the Technical Sub-Committee. The 


second interview is scheduled for November 10 at l:YO.  


ITEM #10  


J. Ullrich reported on the hiring of Jean Nipper as a consultant not to 


exceed $2,000 a month in billings without the approval of the GAATN board.  


ITEM #11  


The issue of insurance for GAATN was not discussed as no insurance company 


representatives were present.  


ITEM #12  


The next meeting of the Board will be held on November 14 at LCRA. LCRA 


will be taking the minutes.  


ITE~ #13  
Agenda item: GAATN Board must approve some of the expansion requests 


(RFls) before SWB proceeds with estimate work. This is to include the 


University of Texas' request for 912 Lavaca.  







  


GR.E4 TER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNIC4 TIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS SPECIAL CALLED MEETING 


MINUTES  


A Special~Calle~Meeting of the GAATN Board was held on November 10, 


1994, at the Austin ISD Carruth Administration Building.  


The meeting was called to order at 3:27 p.m. Jim Ullrich presided. 
Directors or Alternates present were Les Marcos CCOA), Garry Wilkison 
(TC), Linda Picazo (state), Charles Warlick (UT @ Austin), and Jim 


Ullrich (AISD). Glen Smith, construction manager, and Wayne Wedemeyer 
(UT @ Austin) were also present.  


Les Marcos moved to hire Eric Phillips as the GAATN network manager, 
subject to references and background checks, at a salary of $58,000 a 
year with a $3000 a year training budget. Charles Warlick seconded the 


motion.  


Garry Wilkison moved to amend the motion to read that it is the Board's 


intention to offer the job of network manager to Eric Phillips, subject 


to references and background checks, at a salary of $58,000 a year with 


a $3000 a year training budget. Warlick and Marcos both accepted this 


amendment. The amended motion was approved unanimously by the board 


members present.  


Charles Warlick moved to adjourn the meeting. Linda Picazo 


seconded the motion which passed unanimously.  


The meeting adjourned at 3:34 p.m.  


 







  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


November 14, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1. Executive Session.  (60 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


3. Approve Minutes of previous meetings.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


4. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


5. Receive/consider update report from AlSD Construction Manager and 


Southwestern Bell representative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider RFl's.  (Smith, 10 minutes}  


7. Hear report and discuss/conslder recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


8. Hear update on Amendment #3.  (Ullrich, 2 minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider next steps in process of hiring a network manager. 


(Picazo, Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


10. Discuss/consider definitions for "site," "drop," "node," "spur," 


"interconnect site," "repeater site," "regeneration site" and how these 


apply to costs and percentages of ownership. (Ullrich, Smith, 30 


minutes)  


11. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


November 28 at LCRA. Minutes to be taken by City of Austin. (1 minute)  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


13. Adjourn.  







  


MINUTES for November 14, 1994  


Greater Austin Area Telecommunications Network IBterlocal Agency Board 


of Directors Meeting  


The GAATNInterlocal Agency Board of Directors met on November 14,1994 at the Lower Colorado 


River Authority's general office complex located on Lake Austin Blvd. The meeting was called to order at 


1:40 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich of the Austin Independent School District (AISD). Directors or 


Alternates present were Les Marcos (COA), Gary Wilkison (Travis County), Linda Picazo (GSC), Charles 


Warlick (UT), John Edmonds (LCRA), Glen Smith (AiSD.).  


ITEM 1 - Executive Session  


Beard of Directors went into Executive Session at 1 :40 p.m.  


ITEM 2 - Reconvene in Open Session,' Citizens Communications.  


Board of Directors ended Executive Session at 2:43 p.m. and reconvened in Open Session 


at 2:50 p.m. There were no citizens communications.  


ITEM 3 - Discuss/Consider Approve Minutes of previous meeting.  


A motion to table was made by Les Marcos to postpone approval of minutes from last meeting, 


Linda Picazo seconds the notion. The motion passed unanimously.  


ITEM 4 - Discuss/Consider Adopt Order of Agenda  


There were no changes to the order of the agenda.  


ITEM 5 - Discuss/Consider  


Construction Manager Glen Smith updated the committee on current progress.  


SWB agrees to install undergI-ound conduit to meet specs. One request from UT would require 


boring. Don Silver reviewed the construction schedule and pointed out the permitting issue. 


Ready to begin SRN and AIN construction. Glen Smith intends to stay with 18" trenching 


standard if no one opposes (18" overhead after concrete encasing), discussion of why 24" would 


be needed? Original bid spec was for 36", unanimous agreement on 18".  


ITEM 6 - Discuss/Consider  


RFI~ - Don Silver discussed RFI package. Also has had several requests to install on campus of 


a member without identified easements. How are members entitled to use ROW under terms of 


agreement? A discussion on how a member has right to route as needed within their specific 


campus.  







 
 


ITEM 7 - Discuss/Provide  


Wayne Wedemeyer - not present - no teclmical sub-committee report.  


ITEM 8 - Discuss/Provide Update on Amendment #3 Waiting 


for Ed Delabarre to schedule a meeting.  


ITEM 9 - Discuss/Consider  


Linda Picazo leads discussion on GAA TN Network Manager position. Les Marcos 


moves to recommend hiring Eric Phillips at a salary of$58 K with $3 K training, 


seconded by Charles Warlick. The motion passed unanimously.  


ITEM 10- Discuss/Consider  


Charles Warlick moves to defer discussion of d.eiinitions to the teclmical subcommit~e. 


The motion is seconded by Garry Wilkison, motion carries. (Consideration must be given 


to teclmical terms used by SWB in the contract). Discussion by Charles Warlick what is the 


process for permitting when easements are required on campus?  


ITEM 11- Confirm Meeting  


Confirm time, date, and location for next meeting. November 28,1994, 1:30 at  


LCRA.  


ITEM 12- Discuss/Consider  


Agenda Items for next meeting - discussion on LCRA continuing to furnish meeting  


room for calendar year 95.  


Garry Wilkison moved to adjourn and Les Marcos seconded the motion. The motion passed 


unanimously_  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 


INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


November 28, 1994 


1:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1. Executive Session.  (60 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


3. Approve Minutes of previous meetings.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


4. Adopt Order of Ag~nda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


5. Receive/consider update report from AlSD Construction Manager and.  


Southwestern Bell representative. (smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider RFl's.  (Smith, 10 minutes)  


T.~ Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


8. Discuss/consider any actions needed relative to use of SWB poles, costs 


for alternate aerial route and construction timeline. (Ullrich, 30 


minutes)  


9. Discuss/consider offering network manager a temporary living 


allowance. (Picazo, Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


10. Confirm time, date, and location for next regular meeting as 1:30 p.m., 


December .12 at LCRA. Minutes to be taken by Austin Community College. 


(Ullrich, 1 minute)  


11. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


12. Adjourn.  







 
 


GRKATIW. AIJSTIN AIU:A 


TELIi:COl\rJJ\'lcUNlCA'nONS NETWORK 


IN'U:RLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DmECIORS REGULAR MEETING 


MINUTES  


The regular meeting of the GAATN Board was held OIl November 28, 1994 at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority Board Auditorium. The meeting was called to order at 1 :30 PM by 


Chailman Jim Ullrich of the Austin Independent School District (AISD). Directors or altemates 


present were ROIl Brey (ACC), Les Marcos (COA), Gany \Vilken;on (Te), Lil1da. Picazo (TX), 


Charles Warlick (llT), Larry Krenek (LCRA), and Jim Ullrich (A1SD).  


ITEM #1  Itxct'lutive Session  


The Board of Directors convened in Executive Session at 1 :34 PM.  


ITEM #2  R«Qnvcnc in Open Session, Citizen Communications.  


The Board of Directors ended the Executive Session at 2:55 PM, and reconvened in Open 


Session at 3 :07 PM. There were no citizen corrnnunications.  


ITEM #3  Approve minutes of previous meetings.  


Garry Wilkerson moved to a(:cept the minutes of the 10/17/94 Regular meeting, and also the 


minutes of the 11/10/94 Special Called meeting. Linda Picazo seconded the motion. There was no 


discussion, and the motion passe« unanimously.  


ITEM #4  Adopt order of Agenda  
There were no changes to the Order of Agenda.  


ITEM #5  R«eivc and consider the Construction SUltus Report from tbe AISD  


Constnu::tion Manager and the Southwestcm Bell representative.  


Neither Glen Smith of AISD or Don Silver of Southwestern Bell were present to give a status 


report. Paul Galley of Southwestern Bell said that he did not have any information tor presentation at 


this time.  


ITEM #6  Hisftlss and consider RFl's  


Jim Ullrich st.ated that Glen Srnith had rcc.{mmlcllded that tw<'1 COA RFI's be brought 


to the attention of the Board for discussion and possibly approve.  


RFI # 131 


('IN.  


RFI # 137  


Add point of presence for Decker Power Plant on Decker Lane, to Ring  


Add spur from Ring A iN to the Cosmetology Building, 1111 Rio Grande.  


Paul Galley of Southwestern Bell stated for the recurd that the cost of RFI # 131 is $1837.20, and the 


co:-.t ofRI'1 # 137 is $ 6289.61 The scope of work ofRFL # 131 is a  
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splice box on the po]c on Decker Lane in front of the Decker Pm·vcr Plant, and the scope of 


work ofRFI Ii L17 is a spur of approximately 800 feet from the A IN ring running on West 


Avenue to the pole on the south side of the Cosmetology Building.Les Marcus moved that the 


Board accept RFI # 131 for $ 1837.20, and also alxept RFI # 13 7 for  


$ 6289.61. Linda Picazo seconded the motion.. and the motion passed unanimously.  


ITEM # 7  Hear rel)Ort and discusslconsider recommendations from the Data  


Work GrOll]) of the Technical Subcommittet"~  


Wayne Wedemeyer explained that there was no technical subcommittee meeting 


because the Northern Telecom representative could not su pply a technical person for the 


presenta.tion of their company's SONET equipment. Linda PicaZ{yasked about the status of the 


study of disaster recovery for ~uper nodes, and Jim Ullrich asked about the statw; of the 


definition of GAATN network components. Wayne replied that both subjects are still being 


studied by the technical subcommittee, and that the an&wers to a number of technical issues 


would be driven by the SONET implementation selected. Les Marcos requested that the board 


review the items that have been referred to the technical subcommittee for study. Jim Ullrich 


agreed to re\r1ew the GAATN Board minutes, and prepare a list of items that the Board has 


requested the technical subcommittee to study. The Board will review these items at the next 


meeting, and set priorities for resolution. Wayne stated that the issue of space for equipment in 


super node sites has been resolved. After consulting with Glen Smith, it was detennined that 


there is enough space in the super node sites for all GAATN members that had submitted written 


requests for space. Wayne said that the issues of AC power, air conditioning of equipment 


rooms, and backup power still need to be resolved. Les Marcos suggested that the new GAATN 


network manager chair the technical subcommittee.  


ffFM fI 8  Discuss/consider actions relative to use of SWBT poles.  


Charles WarHck moved that the Board authorize the GAATN Adminjstration and full 


Bingh.r1.tn, acting .as attorney for GAATN, to take action and declare Southwestern Bell in 


default under the GAATN c~nstruction contra(..1 unless the pole license issue was resolved 


within ten days and work under the Conbtruction Contract resumes. Paul Galley of 


Southwestern Bell requested clarification of the definition of ten days, and Charles Warlick 


clarified the motion by moving that Southwestern Bell be declared in default if resolution of the 


pole issue was not resolved by 5 PM on December 8, 1994. Lany Krenek seconded the motion, 


and the motion passed unanimously.  


ITEM fI I.)  Discuss/i:tmsider offering the new GAATN network manager a  


temporary living allowaMe.  


Jim Ullrich stated that the position of GAATN network manager had been verbally 


accepted by Eric Phillips, but that the official acceptance letter has not yet been sent to Eric by 


AISD. Eric will report for work on January 3, 1995. Linda Picazo reported that the three 


references supplied by Eric have been checked, and all three spoke highly Qfhim. Charles 


Warlick asked about employment tem1S. Jim Ullrich answered that the GAAIN network 


manager position would be as a classified employee of AISD, not under contract, employed at 


the will of AISD. There ~ould be a standard six month probationary period,  
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fbllO\vcd by a fbrmai evaluation. The (:valuation is conducted \vith a standard t<.mn, which Jim \vould 


bring to the next GAATN Hoard meeting for re'view by the other members.  


Ron Bn:y suggested that the GAATN Board conduct a formal evaluation after six months. Charles 


Warlick asked that the terms of employment be stated in the acceptance letter, and Jim llihich agreed to 


add them. Les Marcos moved that the GAATN Board allow a temporary living allowance V>"hich 


would be included in the maximum of $ 15,000 allowed f()r roO'll ng expenses. I.i nda Picazo seconded the 


motion. After discussion, '-inda Picaz.o ther! moved to amend the motion tn state that the living allowance 


would have a maximum of $ 2000 m 30 days, whichever came first. The amendment wa." seconded by I 


.cs Marcos. The vote for the amendment was five for, with TC and ACC opposed. The vote ttlr the 


amended motion was five tor, with TC and ACC opposed. The amended motion was passed.  


rn:M # 10 ConHnn time, date, and f,lace of next regular meeting.  


Jim Ulrich St<l.ted that the next rCI::,Jular GAATN Board meeting will be on December 12, 1994, 


at 1:30 PJ',,! in the LCRA Board Auditorium. This 'would be the last scheduled meeting of the year. 


Meeting minutes would be taken by ACe. Jim also presented a draft copy ofthe scheduled mceting,s for 


the first half of] 995. Jim noted that the regular meetings would tall on three holidays, and suggested that 


the Huard consider changing the dates of these three meetings as an item for discussion at the next regular 


meeting. Wayne Wedemeyer asked wh() would take minutes. Jim Ullrich responded that part of tile job 


description or tile GAATN manager was to take minutes at the meetings. Charles Warlick sugge~ted that 


thc B(lard consider meeting once a month in the secund half of 1995.  


J1'~:M if It  Su~gest a~end:l items for next meeting.  


Items suggested tor the agenda tor the next meeting:  


1. An executive session for a presentation by John Moore ofEUD.  


2. Finalize the schedule ofregular met.1ings for the first half of 1995  


3. A rcport by the AISD attorney un the pole attachment pwblem.  


4. Present the issues to be studied by the technical subcommittee, and prioritize them.  


5. An updated budget will be prescntetl at the first January 1995 meeting.  


6. LCRA stated that the GA .. I\TN invoice they had received was incorrect, and asked for a c{)ITccted 


invoicc. Jim Ullrich responded that a corrcdcd invoice would be prepared.  


ITEM If 12 Adjourn.  


GmT] \Vilkerson moved that the meeting be adjourned. Charles W;arlick seconded the motion. 


The motion passed unanimously. The llK'eting was adjourned at 4:00 PM.  ,.  
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GREATER AUSTiN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
INTERLOCAL AGENCY  


BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING  


December 12, 1994 
1-:30 p.m.  


Lower Colorado River Authority 3701 


Lake Austin Blvd.  


Hancock Building, Board Room  


AGENDA  


1. Executive Session.  (30 minutes)  


2. Reconvene in open session; citizen Communications.  (3 minutes)  


3. Approve Minutes of previous meetings.  (Ullrich, 3 minutes)  


4. Adopt Order of Agenda.  (Ullrich, 1 minute)  


5. Receive/consider update report from AISD Construction Manager and.  


Southwestern Bell repr€sentative. (Smith, Silver, 20 minutes)  


6. Discuss/consider RFI's.  (Smith, 10 minutes)  


7. Hear report and discuss/consider recommendations from Data Work Group 


of the Technical Subcommittee. (Wedemeyer, 10 minutes)  


&. Priortize tasks assigned to the Data Work Group. 
minutes)  


(Ullrich, 15  


9. Discuss/consider agreement between GAATN and SWB relative to use of SWB 


poles. (Ullrich, 15 minutes)  


10. Receive update regarding network manager and discuss evaluation form. 


(UllrIch, 10 minutes)  


11. Discuss/consider dates and locations for GAATN Board meetings for the 


first half of 1995. (Ullrich, 10 minutes)  


12. Suggest agenda items for next meeting.  (5 minutes)  


13. Adjourn.  







 
 


MINUTES OF GAATN MEETING 
Decem'ber 12~ 1994  


LCRA, 1:30 P.M.  


1, GAATN directors present were: Ron Bre)' (ACe), Jim Ullrich (AISD), Les Marcos (CO A), Garry 


Wilkison (TVC), James Ting (GSC), Ron Nourzad (LCRA), Charles Warlick (UT), Also present were Don 
Silver (SWBell), Glen Smith (MSD) and Jean Nipper.  


2, The Board went into closed ~xecu.tive session a.t 1 :41 to discuss the p()i~ attachment issue. The Board 


came out Qf ex:ecutive session at 2:45> took a break and reconvened at 3:00 p.m.  


3, After accepting several corrections. Les Marcos made a motion, seconded by Ron Brey, to adopt the 


minutes of tbe October 31 and November 28 meetings. It passed una.nimously.  


4, The Board adopted the agenda after moving item 9 to the next issue to be discussed.  


 


5. A motion was made by Les Marcos, seconded by RonBrey to approve the agreement between GAATN 


and SWBefi as described in the December 8 and 9 letters of McGinnis, Lochridge & Kilgore and SWBeIl 
e~ept for paragraph 2C of the Deoember 6 letter ofSWBell and related comments in other two letters. The 


motion passed unanimously. During the discussion on t:lti.s motion Don Silver stated that the cesBation of 


activities by SWBdl ov~r the pole attachment issue has not delayed the construction time table as most 


recently submitted by SWBell in the summer.  


6. Garry Wilkison moved, seconded by lames Tin.g. to approve as part of the pole agreement with SWBeU 


paragraph 2C of the December 6 letter of SWBell and related comments in other two letters. During the 


discussioD David Peterson clarified that his letter of December 12) 1994 referred only to paragraph 2C, The 


motion passed with Les :Marcos voting against.  


7. Glen Smith provided. an update on construction. Ron Brey moved, seconded by Charles Warl.ic~ that 
Glen send a tetter to SWBeU requesting SWBen to confirm that there are no construction delays due to the 
pole attachment issue. Passed unanimously. Charles Warlick left at this point.  


S. Glen Smith provided an update on RFIs. Each GAA1N member should examine its RFIs that are 
pending and then provide an update or closure to Glen so that these can be r~ed.  


 







 
 


11. The meeting schedule fur the first half of 1995 was approved after moving the meetings for 2/20 to 


2/21 and 5129 to 5/30.  


12. AT 4: 15 p.m. Ron Brey moved that the meeting be adjourn~ se".'onded by Garry Wilkison, and 


passed unanimously .  


.. 


,.~~_.--------------
--  
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DRAFT  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


January 8, 1996  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on January 8, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at I 


:38 p.m. by Vice Chairman Ron Brey (ACC) standing in for Chairman Jim Ullrich, who was 


not present. Present were Bruce Schremp (GSC), Les Marcos (COA), Dr. Charlie Warlick 


(UT), John Edmonds (LCRA) and Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates present were Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC-State), Tom Frommack (COA), and Brad Powell (TC). 


Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager and Don Silver (SWB).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the December 11 regular meeting be approved. 


The motion was seconded by John Edmonds, and passed unanimously by those members 


present.  


3. Agenda item 4 was moved to the end of the agenda in case Chairman Ullrich arrived 


during the meeting. John Edmonds requested fifteen minutes at the end of the scheduled 


reports to update the Board on LCRA's new project, TIPP.  


4. Linda Picazo reported that she would not receive a response from Southwestern Bell on 


the IXC/POP issue until Friday, January 12. Les Marcos asked who would bear the legal risk, 


UT or GAATN, ifUTcarried GAATN members to an IXC's POP. Picazo said that she 


assumed that UT would bear the risk, but would ask the GAATN attorneys. At that point, Dr. 


Warlick stated that UT was simply offering a connection to UT's SONET equipment at 


Treaty Oak, not to carry other participants over UT fiber to an IXC.  


Picazo then stated that she had received five responses from engineering ftrms and that she 


considered three worth evaluation. Picazo suggested that based on the responses that she 


could make a recommendation to the Board. Wayne Wedemeyer expressed an interest in 


interviewing the three companies before awarding a contract  


Picazo informed the Board that Southwestern Bell had changed notification companies for 


locate services from TESS to Lone Star Notification. She said that she was expecting 


information from Lone Star, which is located in Houston. Les Marcos asked if Picazo was 


planning to change even though several Austin entities are still with TESS. Picazo replied that 


she was only preparing information to deal with either company.  
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DRAFT  


Finally, Picazo reported that she had received confirmation on the GTC booth in the 


Government Solutions Center and had sent a letter to Fujitsu expressing Board approval for 


their involvement in the display.  


5. Mike Beeman addressed the article which appeared in the Austin American-Stateman 


about the problems AISD was having with voice traffic over GAA1N. Beeman reported that 


there had been random patterns of static and that Southwestern Bell was working on it. 


Beeman then reported that six rings have been submitted f(lr substantial completion  


and that SRS would be accepted soon. Beeman said that DIN and B2S have been delayed by 


Southwestern Bell for non-construction reasons and that he was negotiating with Bell about 


revised finish dates. Also, Beeman said that A2N and C2S have been delayed slightly.  


6. John Edmonds addressed the Board about TIPP, LCRA's Telecommunications 


Infrastructure Participation Project, which he has been working on for the past few 


months. Edmonds described the project, which involves installation of a 900 MHZ 


trunked radio system by Ericsson, Inc. in LCRA's service area to replace aging systems 


and to provide an opportunity to other nonprofit entities to share a common system.  


7. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, January 22, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


8. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, the GAA TN video 


presentation, discussion of the issues on the connection to the !XC, and a contract for 


engineering services.  


9. John Edmonds moved to adjourn, seconded by Mike Beeman. The motion passed 


unanimously. Vice Chairman Brey adjourned the meeting at 2:30 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


DRAFT  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


February 5, 1996  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on February 5, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:40 p.m. by Mike Beeman in Chairman Jim Ullrich's absence. Present were John Edmonds 


(LCRA), Bruce Schremp (State-GSC), Les Marcos (COA), Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), and 


Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates present were Mike Beeman (AISD), Lee Hisle (ACC), 


Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC-State), and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were 


Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager and Don Silver (SWB).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Dr. Warlick moved that the minutes of the January 22 regular meeting be approved. 


The motion was seconded by James Ting, and passed unanimously by those members 


present.  


3. Agenda Item 4 was delayed pending Chairman Ullrich's arrival. Chairman Ullrich 


joined the meeting at 1 :45 p.m.  


4. Chairman Ullrich said that the GAATN video was being edited by his staff members 


and would be ready for the Government Technology Conference on February 14.  


5. Linda Picazo distributed copies of a cable transfer agreement between the City of 


Austin's EUD and Southwestern Bell and asked if there were any objections to a similar 


agreement between GAATN and EUD. There were none and Chairman Ullrich advised 


Picazo to proceed with such an arrangement.  


Picazo reported that the Technical Subcommittee met on January 31 and discussed the pole 


transfer agreement, the space issue at Treaty Oak, and the DACS at Treaty Oak. She also 


reported that the GAATN booth would be ready for the Government Technology Conference 


with the assistance of several of the GAATN members, Fujitsu and Secure Digital 


Communications.  


Finally, Picazo said that she had referred to the Interlocal Agreement in considering what 


type of organizations should be allowed to join GAA TN in the future and that it was clear 


that they would have to be public entities whose use of GAA TN would be both 


governmental in nature and in the public interest. Dr. Warlick clarified the nature of  
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potential members by saying that they should have the same sort of organization as one of 


the seven GAA TN participants.  


Picazo also said that the most reasonable method to allow other organizations to use GAATN 


would be, as Dr. Warlick said during the last meeting, for the organization to find a willing 


host among the seven members and then work out the financial and traffic management 


issues between the two of them. Picazo said that there were questions which the attorneys 


might address relating to the types of entities GAA TN can serve and how the traffic can be 


carried. Chairman Ullrich instructed Picazo to request a work session with the GAATN 


attorneys at 2:30 p.m. on March 4, 1996, following the regular board meeting.  


6. Mike Beeman said that A2N was completed over the weekend of February 2-3 and would 


be turned into JanCom as substantially completed by February 9. He reported that CIS was 


delayed again until the end of February, bringing the total number of rings submitted for 


substantial completion to nine out of ten by February 9. Beeman stated that AISD's position 


was that the network would not be accepted until the phone system problems were resolved. 


Les Marcos asked how the problems with the PBX related to accepting the fiber. Beeman 


responded that the District, acting on behalf of the other GAA TN members as construction 


manager, was obligated to ensure that the entire network, including Subsystem II 


components, performed up to standard for all members. The PBX problems were negatively 


affecting ACC, which is served by the AISD PBX, therefore, said Beeman, the District 


would not accept ownership of GAA TN until those problems were resolved.  


7. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, March 4, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


8. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports and the GAA TN video 


presentation. A work session with the GAATN attorneys will begin at 2:30 p.m.  


9. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:40 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


March 4, 1996  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on March 4, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:37 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were John Edmonds (LCRA), Bruce Schremp 


(State-GSC), Les Marcos (COA), Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), and Frank Curcio (TC). Board 


alternates present were Mike Beeman (AISD), Lee Hisle (ACC), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), 


James Ting (GSC-State), David Holle (LCRA) and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were 


Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager, Glen Smith (AISD) and Don Silver (SWB).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Dr. Warlick moved that the minutes of the February 5 regular meeting be approved. 


The motion was seconded by Bruce Schremp and passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich distributed copies of the GAA TN video script and requested that the 


Board members read the script and make suggestions on parts such as the history of the 


project on page 5. Les Marcos suggested deleting the language "pay for itself' on page 6. Dr. 


Warlick suggested that since GAA TN has been in existence, the Internet has become more 


than a curiosity and that GAATN is part of the Information Highway, that is, it is woven into 


the International Network.  


Ullrich then asked the Board for their opinions about charging for copies of the video to 


recover production costs. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if the video could be used as an Mpeg 


site on the Internet from a copyright perspective. Ullrich answered that the Board owns the 


copyright and therefore can make that decision. Dr. Warlick asked if individual board 


members can make copies for their institutions. Ullrich answered affirmatively and 


suggested that external requests should go to the Board. Lee Hisle moved to charge $14.95 


per copy of the GAATN video. Les Marcos seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the Government Technology Conference was successful and 


thanked the members for their active support. She also reported that the Technical 


Subcommittee met on Wednesday, February 28, and that readings on the dB loss were 


distributed to all the entities. Picazo said that she had met with Dan Banks from  
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 Alexander Utility Engineering to discuss standards and procedures documentation and was 


anticipating a document for scope of work from the firm.  


Finally, Picazo said that she thought it would be a good idea for the Board to formulate 


exactly what questions the GAATN attorneys should address regarding prospective users in 


order to keep attorney fees at a reasonable amount. Chairman Ullrich suggested that the 


attorneys frame a policy statement on who is allowed to send their traffic over GAATN. Les 


Marcos suggested that instead of asking the attorneys to address the "what if" questions, the 


Board should ask for attorney involvement only after the situation arises, that is, after the 


Board actually receives a request. Dr. Warlick agreed, adding the phrase "if it ain't broke, 


don't fix it". Marcos suggested that the two questions prospective users will have are 1) How 


would one join GAA TN? and 2) Who would want to carry the prospective users' traffic?  


6. Picazo distributed the proposed FY97 variable budget, which was approximately 13% 


higher than the FY96 budget. Don Silver suggested that the Board consider adding a 


contingency fund for emergency matters. Dr. Warlick suggested that the previous year's 


budget be included during the budget approval process so that the board members would 


have something to refer to during the request. Bruce Schremp moved for approval of the 


budget. Frank Curcio seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


7. Mike Beeman distributed signed documents for the extended warranty on the network. 


Beeman said that 8 of the 10 rings were just days away from being accepted as substantially 


completed. Dr. Warlick asked iftlle quality of transmission testing was being done only at the 


OC3level and that UT was testing OC12 from the main campus to the J.J. Pickle Research 


Center. Don Silver replied that testing was being done at both the OC3 and OC12 levels. Les 


Marcos asked what the estimated timeframe is for the rings to be accepted as complete. 


Beeman responded that the question is difficult to answer at this time because of the switch 


problem which AISD has an obligation to resolve and regards as a major issue. Beeman also 


stated that he would like to be able to have final acceptance of the network in 60-90 days.  


Marcos asked that the network acceptance be considered for two separate operational 


components, given the problems with the telephone system serving AISD and ACC. Beeman 


said that when all the punch lists for the rings are completed, dates can be established for 


formal completion. James Ting requested the JanCom reports on ring inspections. Beeman 


said that he was going to supply that information at final completion. Beeman said that the 


as-builts are with JanCom and that Don Silver has the sepias in his office. Glen Smith has the 


as-builts that have been processed by JanCom  


8. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, April 1, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


9. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports.  


10. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:55 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


April 1, 1996  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on April 1, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:42 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were Bruce Schremp (State-GSC), Ron Brey 


(ACC), Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT), and Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates present were 


Mike Beeman (AISD), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC-State), and Patrick 


Jordan (COA). Also present were Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager, Glen Smith 


(AISD), Don Silver (SWB) and Suzan Martin (Marcom Engineering). LCRA was not 


present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. James Ting moved that the minutes of the March 4 regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by Dr. Warlick and passed unanimously by those present.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich distributed updated spreadsheets on new percentages for construction 


rights and network rights. James Ting inquired if the transfer of the fiber from GSC to LCRA 


was included. Ullrich replied that it was not, but would be included at final acceptance. He 


also said that any changes during the month of March were not included.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that she and Dineen Majcher had met with Jimmy Glotfelty of 


Governor Bush's office to brief him on GAA TN. Picazo said that Glotfelty has been very 


involved with TIF issues and expressed interest in rural education. She also informed the 


Board that Dineen Majcher had arranged meetings with the three PUC commissioners in 


May. Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee met on March 27 and discussed UT's 


installation plans and timeframe, space at Treaty Oak, and LCRA's and ACC's plans. The 


next technical subcommittee meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, April 10.  


6. Mike Beeman distributed the BIN substantial completion document and said that CIS is 


almost at substantial completion, pending the signing of Circle C easements. Beeman reported 


that he will assimilate and document the process for final completion with the attorneys and 


the construction manager. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if that process includes new RF!'s. 


Beeman answered affirmatively.  
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7. Patrick Jordan distributed a memo and maps describing routing B2S to Bergstrom 


International Airport. Jordan asked for Board approval to submit an RFI to get cost estimates 


for the construction. Jordan said that this request goes back to the original plan and is 


designed to avoid known road construction problems. Frank Curcio asked if the problems 


really are circumvented with this plan, saying that he remembered problems on Highway 71. 


Jordan replied that the poles which were overloaded have since been replaced. Jordan also 


mentioned that an engineering study would be required.  


Jordan asked if the spur was part of the original agreement. Ullrich said that it was. Ullrich 


also explained that the labor costs associated with the original part of B2S that was not built 


was credited. Dr. Warlick asked how the credit was distributed. Ullrich said that all of the 


entities with fiber in the ring received a credit and that ACC and Travis County received all 


the labor credit for the spur.  


Jordan then said that he understood that the Board had agreed to reinstate the original design 


of B2S at some point in the future and questioned if this is that point. Jordan then asked if the 


City could get approval for the cost analysis through the Chairman. Ullrich then read a letter 


from Patrick to him with such a request. Dr. Warlick questioned a sentence in the letter which 


indicated that UT had inquired about getting out to Bergstrom on B2S. Dr. Warlick indicated 


that neither he nor Wayne Wedemeyer had ever questioned anyone at the City about using 


B2S for UT traffic to or from Bergstrom and requested that the sentence be struck from 


Jordan's letter to Ullrich.  


Wedemeyer asked if Alexander Utility Engineering will have to approve the design. Mike 


Beeman indicated that the situation is really not clear cut and asked that the Board consider 


approving Jordan's request so that AISD could investigate the situation before incurring any 


cost. Beeman indicated that the City's request is almost in the network expansion timeframe, 


but does not really fall under network expansion. Frank Curcio asked that AISD's 


investigation include the Highway 71 route east of Presidential Avenue and said that he 


would be opposed to approving an expansion of B2S if it would have to be capped off at 


Presidential and then again extended at a later date. Beeman then suggested that the City and 


Travis County present their interests and positions to the AISD construction team.  


Wedemeyer then asked about the impact on expansion mileage the closure at Allison 


Elementary has on the 84 fibers that will not be used. Beeman said that AISD will 


consider the reirnplementation of the original design and the expansion miles.  


Jordan moved that the Board approve allowing AISD as construction manager to explore the 


B2S proposal with Southwestern Bell's assistance. Dr. Warlick seconded the motion for 


discussion purposes. Warlick then asked if there were costs associated with this motion. 


Beeman suggested that Jordan remove the part of the motion referring to Southwestern Bell's 


assistance. Jordan and Dr. Warlick both agreed to restate the motion that AISD, as 


construction manager, to explore the B2S proposal, including the cost of an  
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engineering study for a B2S reconfiguration. The motion passed unanimously by those 


present.  


8. Wayne Wedemeyer asked for Board approval of an additional UT site east of San Jacinot 


and north of 26th Street, with all costs associated borne by UT. Ron Brey moved for 


approval and Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by those 


present.  


9. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, May 6, at 1 :30 p.m. at LCRA.  


10. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports and the B2S study.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:55 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING May 


6,1996  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on May 6, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:40 p.m. by Mike Beeman in Chairman Jim Ullrich's and Vice Chairman Ron Brey's absence. 


Present was board member Dr. Charlie Warlick (UT). Board alternates present were Mike 


Beeman (AISD), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), James Ting (GSC-State), Brad Powell (TC), Tom 


Lott (LCRA), and Patrick Jordan (COA). Also present was Linda Picazo, GAATN Network 


Manager.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Dr. Warlick moved that the minutes of the April 1 regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by James Ting and passed unanimously by those present. Vice Chair 


Ron Brey entered the meeting.  


3. Mike Beeman reported that there was no new information to present under agenda Item 8. 


Ron Brey suggested that Item 4 be delayed for discussion until Chairman Ullrich's arrival.  


5. Linda Picazo distributed the new meeting schedule through December, 1996. She also 


distributed the revised member/alternate Board of Directors list and a current status of the 


variable budget. Picazo stated that she had visited the equipment rooms at both Gullett and 


Kealing in response to security concerns posed by the City and had discussed AISD facility 


entry procedures with the AISD police department. She said that she and Gabe Sansarita from 


Southwestern Bell had discussed five outstanding issues relating to future network 


management. Chairman Ullrich joined the meeting.  


6. Picazo said that the inspection work by JanCom Engineering had resulted in amounts over 


budget and requested that the Board approve a transfer of $15,000 from maintenance and 


$15,000 from insurance to increase the amount in consulting services by $30,000. When asked 


why the consulting work was over budget, Mike Beeman said that there had been quite a bit of 


rework on some of the rings, such as CIS. He also mentioned cumulative items such as double 


inspections, easement issues and reworks. Brad Powell moved to request a summary of activity 


from JanCom. The motion was seconded by Ron Brey. After discussion by the Board, Brey 


suggested an amendment to the motion stating that the Board delay a reallocation of funds until 


receipt of the JanCom report and that construction management also draft a report by ring and 


activity of the original, actual and  
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projected expense for consulting services. The amendment was accepted by Powell and the 


motion was approved unanimously.  


Wayne Wedemeyer asked if the inspection of the rings is to be performed regardless of which 


entities are present in the rings. Ullrich responded that he regards the current construction and 


future construction as separate issues and does not see an inconsistency in JanCom inspecting 


the total project as opposed to another, separate project. Warlick stated that the inspection is 


clearly a construction cost as opposed to an operating cost as presented and that until 


construction is complete, the inspection cost should not fall back on the entire board. Beeman 


responded that there is a clause in the construction contract to reimburse the construction 


manager for the cost of completing construction of the network.  


4. Chairman Ullrich distributed the updated change order tracking table. James Ting inquired if 


the transfer of the fiber from GSC to LCRA was included. Ullrich replied that it was not, but 


would be included at final acceptance. Ron Brey asked why ACC got only partial credit on 


B2S. Ullrich responded that the materials were purchased, so the credit was for labor only. 


Patrick Jordan said that he was curious about the deletion of some fire stations and would like 


to discuss the situation with Ullrich.  


7. Mike Beeman updated the Board on Don Silver's reassignment within Southwestern Bell 


and said that he gave approval to Bell contingent on having access to Silver throughout the 


completion of the GAATN project. Beeman commented that the recent approval of the AISD 


bond issue will affect the construction at schools, resulting in improved security and 


environmental conditions. Beeman reported that the substantial completion certificate for 


CIS has been accepted by JanCom and is pending AISD's signature. However, Beeman 


reported that there is still questions on easements at Circle C.  


James Ting asked if the new bond money would help AISD in considering dual redundancy. 


He also said that GSC is preparing to release an RFIIRFQ for POPs at the DPS, Sam Houston, 


Winters and Department of Transportation offices. He said that any entity wanting to 


participate with the State should contact him or Bruce Schremp.  


Dr. Warlick asked if there are any Ethernets in AISD schools connected to the Internet over 


GAATN. Beeman replied that he was uncertain. Warlick suggested that Sanchez might be 


connected.  


Ullrich mentioned that the AISD media production department was using GAA TN that 


evening to broadcast video live from Reagan High School on Cable 8. Dr. Warlick asked 


about the GAA TN video and Ullrich replied that he had rewritten the script and that the 


graphics are finished, but cost more than originally anticipated.  


Beeman reported that at the last meeting he had volunteered to get with Southwestern Bell 


and get an estimate on the cost of building B2S out as the City had proposed at the  
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last board meeting. Beeman said that Bell did not come forward with any cost data, but 


emphasized how incomplete the data is on the B2S situation. Beeman then asked what the 


Board wanted to do about B2S. Ron Brey asked if there was a time crunch for anyone. Jordan 


said there was no time crunch from the City and that if construction were three to six months 


out it would be acceptable.  


Beeman said that he thought that those entities involved in the ring should feel comfortable 


that the design is a good one and that questions about right-of-way under the airport and on 


Highway 71 should be resolved. He then suggested that after all those questions are answered, 


the engineering could be done on the route and any entity with available funds might proceed 


with construction.  


Brad Powell said that Travis County is concerned with the right-of-way east of Presidential on 


71. He was also unclear about routes from the City's drawings distributed at the last Board 


meeting. Jordan said that he will take another approach at either the June 3 or July board 


meeting. Beeman requested that the City finish the proposal early enough to include ACC and 


Travis County in a discussion with the construction management team.  


9. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, June 3, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


10. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, the B2S study and the 


report from JanCom and construction management. James Ting announced that this was his 


last Board meeting and that he was leaving GSC to work in private industry.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:55 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING June 


3,1996  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on June 3, 1996, at the Lower Colorado 


River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:34 p.m. by 


Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Dr. Charlie Warlick (DT), Frank Curcio 


(TC), Bruce Schremp (GSC-State), Ron Brey (ACC), and John Edmonds (LCRA). Board 


alternates present were Mike Beeman (AISD) and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT). Also present were 


Pat Miller (COA), Russell Best (GSC-State), Manha Rieckenberg (COA). Glen Smith (AISD), 


George Smith (LCRA), and Linda Picazo, OAA TN Network Manager.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Prank Curcio moved that the minutes of the May 6 regular meeting be approved. The motion 


was seconded by Ron Brey and passed unanimously.  


3. Mike Beeman requested that Item 6 be removed from the agenda. Beeman reported that AlSD 


was waiting on a report from JanCom and would present the information at the next board 


meeting. After inquiring whether anyone from the City was prepared to address Item 8 in 


Patrick Jordan's absence, Chainnan Ullrich said that the item would be postponed until a later 


meeting.  


4. Chainnan Ullricp informed the Board that his staff would be shooting footage of the board 


meeting to update the OAA TN video with a current representation of board members. U1lrich 


then distributed the revised change order sheets with a breakout by entity. Ron Brey asked how 


he would know what he has been invoiced for. Ullrich responded that he had a meeting with 


Annette Fuhnar in the accounting office and would prepare something for the members. Brey 


suggested that he just use the sheets and note which change orders had been invoiced. Dr. 


Warlick suggested that, for example, change order number ten implies that the City has 


participated in the construction of the nerwork. Ullrich replied that the City has not participated 


in network construction~ but only in building entrance facility construction.  


Ullrich then distributed the change order tracking table. Mike Beeman stated that there are still 


delays in getting the easements in Circle C. Ullrich noted that he had reminded Patrick Jordan 


that the agreement with the City of Austin was to provide twelve strands of fiber at no cost to the 


City while in City right-of-way. Therefore, the $18,000 cost of easements in Circle C is 


allocated among the four participants, which includes the City,  
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because they are in Pedernales right-of-way. tmrich emphasized the fact that this is just the cost of 


the easements, not the fiber. Dr. Warlick asked if the City, outside of the City right-of-way, is 


considered just like any other participant Ullrich responded positively.  


Finally, Ullrich reported that AISD has participated in negotiations on the new cable franchise. 


Ullrich said that the company had agreed to connect to GAA TN until last Friday. Dr. Warlick 


asked Ullrich why he wanted the company to connect to GAA TN. Ullrich responded that he wants 


to supply video to the company over OAA TN fibers. He went on to say that INET users might be 


charged fees beginning in July, 1996. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if the connection is the issue or the 


potential cost to users. When Ron Brey answered that Austin Cable Vision had been asked to pay 


for the connection, Wedemeyer concluded that the payment for the connection, not the connection, 


is the issue. Brey said that he has estimated $250.000 - $300,000 annual charges to ACe, including 


a one-time connection fee and usage charges.  


Wedemeyer asked 'fhat provisions could be made for AlSD and/or ACe to include DT traffic if UT 


chooses not to pull cable into Austin Cable Vision at 4200 Street. Ullrich responded that the GAA 


TN members will have to determine who wants to be included. Wedemeyer replied that it will be 


difficult to make a decision without the cost for pulling fiber into the ACV head-end.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that at the last technical subcommittee meeting the State had distributed 


information on the four POP's for network redundancy and asked that the other entities interested in 


participating contact Bruce Schremp. Schremp asked Ullrich if he needed Board approval. Ullrich 


replied that until final completion, RFI's are submitted to the AISD construction manager and that 


Schremp should give the information to Mike Beeman with the date of submission. Wedemeyer 


said that he thought the RFI process was halted. Prank Curcio said that he thought the process was 


in hiatus. Dr. Warlick mentioned that this could almost delay final acceptance. At that point.. 


lIDrich asked Beeman about the timeline for final acceptance and if this would delay it. Beeman 


replied that it is at least 60 days before final completion. He said that the network is still not 


substantially complete without CIS.  


Picazo continued by saying that she had met with a government official responsible for economic 


developlT}ent from Austin's sister city, Adelaide, Australia. Picazo asked Wedemeyer when UT's 


equipment would be place in the Treaty Oak equipment room. Wedemeyer replied that it would be 


installed soon. At this point.. Dr. Warlick asked that the footage of the original board members be 


kept on the OAA TN video in recognition of all the hard work and effort they invested in GAA TN.  


7. Mike Beeman reponed that part of the reason for the situation with JanCom is the five to six 


month delay in construction. Wedemeyer asked if JanCom is aware that they will receive no 


payment until they substantiate the overruns. Beeman replied that JanCom .knows they overbilled 


and that they have stopped work. He said that JanCom is working  
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on an estimate to complete the work and that they are waiting on information from 


Southwestern Bell.  


Beeman said that the Circle C easements have been approved verbally by Steve Bartlett John 


Edmonds requested that when there is an event in which property is involved, AISD send a fax 


to all the board members with the information. Beeman replied that AISD became aware of the 


situation from LCRA.  


Beeman said that at this point final acceptance is an all or none proposition. He said that ADC 


Fibermux has remanufactured cards for equipment replacement and that the service has been 


better, but that with school out there is no call volume over the switch. John Edmonds asked if 


AlSD can conditionally accept the network. Beeman said that the AlSD attorneys are looking at 


options. He emphasized the fact that he wants to be very cautious and thorough in accepting the 


network on behalf of the members and considers it a very significant responsibility to ensure 


that the network is completely satisfactory to all. Beeman said that the participants can use the 


network at their own risk right now, but that it still belongs to Bell and that if Bell needs to take 


it down for testing the participant should be prepared. Dr. Warlick asked about the payment 


schedule to Bell. Beeman said that AISD has held 5%. U1Irich said that Bell has not received 


payment for any of the change orders.  


Edmonds asked when the AISD attorneys would detennine options for final acceptance. 


Beeman replied that he hoped to know by the next board meeting. Edmonds emphasized the 


fact that LeRA is rapidly approaching the point where they will need access to  


OAA TN. He also emphasized how critical the system is as pan of a 58-county network carrying 


critical information. Edmonds stated that if LCRA needs to help financially to ensure that the 


environmental conditions of the equipment rooms are adequate, AISD should let him know. 


Beeman responded that he will be going to the AlSO Board on June 24 to request expansion of 


the Treaty Oak: switch room He also said that AISD will approve an award for network 


infralitructure design within the schools.  


9. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, July 1. at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


10. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reportS, election of chair and vice 


chair. and a report on the cable franchise.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjomned the meeting at 2:55 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICA nONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING July 


1,1996  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on July 1, 1996, at the Lower Colorado 


River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 :37 p.m. by 


Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Dr. Charlie Warlick CUT), Prank Curcio 


(Te), Bruce Schremp (GSC-State), Ron Brey (Ace), Patrick Jordan (eOA) and John Edmonds 


(LCRA). Board alternates present were Mike Beeman (AISD) and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT). 


Also present were Glen Smith (AlSD), Jean Nipper, Suzan Martin, Lynn Utchie and Linda 


Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Dr. Warlick moved that the minutes of the June 3 regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by Ron Brey and passed unanimously.  


3. Chairman Ullrich said that Agenda Item 8 should read "out-aI-town travel, capital 


outlay. and insurance" and that Agenda Item 9 should read "contract maintenance".  


4. Chainnan Ullrich reported that the franchise agreement with Time Wamer was approved on 


June 13 and that Time Wamer retained the connection of GAA TN to the institutional 


network. Time Warner will pay for the connection fee for !NET. Each year the entities will 


estimate their bandwidth requirements for the next fiscal year. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if 


there are escalation clauses. Ron Brey suggested that Ullrich send packages of the agreement 


to the board members.  


illlrich reported that the OAA TN video script has not been reworded yet He said that the two 


AISD employees working on the video have asked for $1,000 remuneration for the project Mike 


Beeman asked Ullrich how much was allocated for the video and how much has been spent. 


Ullrich replied that $5,000 was allocated and approximately $6,000 has been spent. Dr. Warlick 


asked if it is AlSO's obligation to produce the video. Ullrich responded that it is not. Dr. Warlick 


then replied that if AlSO were to walk away from the project. it would not be in violation of legal 


responsibility. Ullrich responded that that was correct and asked the Board members to consider 


the remuneration issue.  


Ullrich then reported that Union Pacific Railroad sent a letter requesting approximately $20,000 


in one-time charges for GAATN crossings in their right-of-way. Ullrich said that the Board had 


already approved $1,700 earlier in the year and that he proposed paying the other fees at the first 


of the next fiscal year.  
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Wedemeyer asked who pays the fees, in particular, does the City of Austin pay? Ullrich replied that 


the City does pay the fees through the variable budget. He also said that any new crossings should be 


paid by the entities responsible for the crossing. Wedemeyer said that he is interested because of 


UT's request for a POP at Sprint. Wedemeyer said that he was going to use Glen Smith's 


reconunendation for an abandoned bus barn for his drop construction, but that Southwestern Bell 


had chosen the animal shelter instead, causing the drop to cross Union Pacific right-of· way. 


Because of this Wedemeyer wanted to know the cost implications. Ullrich said that he would 


provide Wedemeyer the name of the Union Pacific employee responsible for right. of-way issues.  


Finally, Ullrich reported that pole transfers were a bigger issue that previously thought and that he 


would therefore leave most of the discussion of the transfers to Mike Beeman. Ullrich requested 


approval by the Board to spend $1,725 on pole transfers at four locations which needed to be done 


immediately. Wedemeyer asked who is responsible for paying for the transfers, just the entities in 


the cable which must be moved? Ullrich responded affrrrnatively. Ron Brey moved for approval of 


the $1,725 and Frank Curcio seconded the motion. The motion passed with five votes of approval 


and one abstention by the University of Texas, which is not present in the cable to be moved.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that at the June 5 technical committee meeting UT's plans for their SONET 


equipment installation at Treaty Oak were discussed. Items for clean-up by Southwestern Bell such 


as labeling the fibers were emphasized as significant to the committee members. Picazo said that she 


met with the Texas Department of Transportation employees about the constrUction activity in the 


I-35/Highway 71 area and that GAA TN must move off of EUD poles in the southeast comer by 


November, 1996.  


Picazo said that she had received a call from Billy Gammon about starting the insurance because of 


the potential loss of a market. Picazo estimated approximately $8,000 over the next two months for 


insurance. Finally, she said that she was concerned about notbaving enough cable for repairs and 


asked the Board to approve a $15,000 expenditure for 5,000 feet of 112-count fiber. Dr. Warlick 


asked if insurance would cover the expense of the cable. Picazo said that she thought it would, but 


would verify it. Ron Brey moved for approval of $15,000 for cable. John Edmonds seconded the 


motion. The motion passed unanimously by those present  


6. Mike Beeman reported that there has been no movement on the ClS permits and that he has been 


attempting to discuss the matter with AISD attorneys. He reported that on June 24 the AISD Board 


approved funds to expand the Treaty Oak switchroom and that the project would soon be 


underway. Beeman then referred to John Edmonds inquiry from the last board meeting of whether 


or not the acceptance of the network could be divided betv.'een the switch and the cable. Beeman 


introduced Lynn Utchie of BOM International, who is responsible for conducting the study of the 


switch and making recommendations to AlSD. He said that this third party analysis of the switch 


situation will enable AlSO to resolve the next steps in moving toward final completion.  
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Beeman then reported that JanCom overexpended the field inspection account by $12,000 and that 


the letter he received from Joe Jankowski in response to his asking for an explanation of the 


overexpenditure was unsatisfactory. Beeman has requested Jankowski to appear at the August board 


meeting with information on the account. Beeman said that JanCom is still under budget in the 


general consulting area and will give an estimate for the cost of fmishing out the project.  


Beeman told the board that he had both good and bad news. He said that EUD asked GAA TN to 


make pole transfers of approximately $22,000 in a short period of time. Beeman found commitments 


between Southwestern Bell and EUD which reduced the charges to OAA TN by $18,000. He then 


requested $4,000 to pay for the other pole transfers. Ron Brey moved that AISD could spend an 


amount not to exceed $5,000 for those specific pole transfers. Dr. Warlick seconded the motion, 


which passed unanimously by those present.  


Beeman reported that Pedemales Electric sent a letter to Ullrich on June 5 notifying him that GAA 


TN must move off of eleven poles and move underground to accommodate development of a 


subdivision. Beeman distributed a letter from Southwestern Bell with estimated costs to GAA 1N 
for complying with PEe. The cost estimate is approximately $68,000.  


Finally, Beeman explained the $405,000 cost estimate in the same letter for the Highway 290 area in 


Oak: Hill. Beeman said that he had just received this letter from Southwestern Bell and did not know 


if these were valid estimates or not. He stated that if these are real numberst it will provide the Board 


insight into what kind of funding it will take to maintain this network. Bruce Schremp joined the 


meeting at this point.  


Beeman said that GAA TN may have to have a special board meeting once AISD validates the 


estimates. John Edmonds asked what the network cost per mile to construct.~-Glen Smith said that 


it cost $11 million for 300 miles. Edmonds said that $68,000 seems high for this type of 


construction. Wayne Wedemeyer said that GAA TN should have a list of approved contractors so 


that someone other than Southwestern Bell could do the work.  


Dr. Warlick asked if Beeman has an estimated date for final acceptance. Beeman said that he would 


defer to Lynn Litehie. He said that the switch has performed fairly well over the past nine weeks. but 


that there is no school traffic on it because of the summer vacation. He said that AISD would look at 


final acceptance from both a consulting and legal perspective.  


7. Chairman Ullrich introduced the City of Austints requests for expansion and the State's request for 


expansion saying that the Board needed to vote for approval. mlrich said that under expansion AISD 


is not the construction manager and that the State and City will have to get the costs for expansion 


and get the work approved by Southwestern Bell, which still owns the network. Patrick Jordan asked 


if the appropriate steps at £his time are  
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to take the requests to the Board and then to Southwestern Bell. Ullrich replied 


affinnatively.  


Jordan said that the only issue in the South 1st Water;Wastewater site request is that a new piece 


of cable might have to be spliced into SRS. The second request is for a redundant site at Paxton 


between BIS and B2S. The third request is for a spur from an existing pop to add another 


building on DIN. At this point Wayne Wedemeyer questioned Jordan about whether he was 


going to daisy chain or use a point to point connection. Wedemeyer said that if the Board were 


to allow the City to daisy chain to add a building that it represented a change in policy. John 


Edmonds said that he did not agree with Wedemeyer and asked why the City was even bringing 


this issue to the Board. Jordan responded that it was not a daisy chain and that the only reason 


he was bringing it to the Board was that a GAA TN pop would have to be opened. Edmonds 


emphasized his opinion that an entity can do anything with the drop cable up to the GAA TN 


POP, but that if the GAA TN pop has to be opened, it must go to the Board.  


Dr. Warlick asked if the City's expansion counts against the 50 miles allowed in the Interlocal. 


Jordan said that there is precedent that it will not count against the 50 miles. Brey said that the 


Board could always vote in the approval that it will not count. Ron Brey moved to approve the 


City's requests to obtain infonnation for the requests. Frank Curcio seconded the motion, 


which passed unanimously. The City must present the information to the Board for a vote by 


the Board to allow the work to be done.  


Bruce Schremp presented the State's requests for POPs at four State sites. Wedemeyer asked 


about cutting the AIN cable twice at DPS. He questioned the slack being used to create 


additional POPs. At this point Glen Smith said that Bell had left additional slack specifically for 


the redundant sites. Brey asked that when the State got pricing from Bell that costs associated 


with lost slack which could potentially be necessary in a repair situation be specified. Glen 


Smith also mentioned coordinating the two cuts in AIN so that one cut is totally finished before 


the other cut begins. Dr. Warlick said that theBoard should be warned of all interruptions. Brey 


said that the Board must approve all interruptions. Ullrich suggested that the network manager 


should coordinate this between entities. Frank Curcio moved that the State obtain information 


about the requests.  


Patrick Jordan seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Before proceeding with the 


work, the State must present the information for Board approval.  


8. Ullrich distributed a request for funds transfer of $7,300 from out-of-town travel, capital 


outlay and insurance to cover legal fees. Ron Brey moved for approval. Patrick Jordan 


seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


9. Ullrich distributed a request for funds transfer of $16,000 from contract maintenance to fees 


and dues for a pole attachment fee from Southwestern Bell and the database charge for 


maintenance. Ron Brey moved for approval. John Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed 


unanimously.  
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10. This item is deferred until the August board meeting.  


11. Bruce Schremp moved that Jim Ullrich be nominated chair by acclamation. John Edmonds 
seconded the motion, which passed with six votes. AISD abstained. Bruce Schremp nominated 
Ron Brey for vice chair. Dr. Warlick moved by acclamation. Patrick Jordan seconded the 
motion, which passed with six votes. ACC abstained.  


12. The next regular meeting will be held on Monday, August 5, at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA.  


13. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports and a presentation by Joe 
Jankowski.  


14. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:20 p.m  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


August 5, 1996  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on August 5, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:35 by Chainnan Jim UURch. Present-were board members Ron Rrey (ACC) and Patrick 


Jordan (COA). Board alternates present were Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Brad Powell (IC), Mike 


Beeman (AlSO), and Tom Lott (LCRA). Also present were Glen Smith (AISD), Bill Hawk 


(RMI Engineering), Joe Jankowski (RMI Engineering), Russell Best (GSC-State), Jim Honhart 


(BDM International), Betty Dunkerley CCOA) and Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager. 


The State had no voting member present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Patrick Jordan questioned the statement by John Edmonds reflected in the July 1 minutes that 


the Board must give approval for a POP to be opened. As Jim Ullrich and Ron Brey explained, 


the Board can discuss the content of the statement as an agenda item at a future board meeting, 


but can only approve or disapprove the minutes as an accurate recording of the meeting. After 


agreeing that the statement accurately reflected what Edmonds stated, Ron Br.ey-moved that the 


milwtes of the July .I·regular meeting be approved. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously by those present.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chainnan Ullrich began.by saying that each entity contributes to the variable budget based on 


its ownership of the network. so that the larger ovmers contribute a proportionately larger 


amount than the smaller owners.. All administrative fees are paid out of the budget, regardless 


of which rings are involved. As Ullrich pointed out, the spirit behind the Interlocal Agreement 


and GAATN is one of sharing in all aspects oftbe network. Therefore, responsibility for costs 


are not broken out by ownership on individual rings, but are paid for from the variable budget to 


which entities contribute proponionally. Brad Powell asked whether or not the Union Pacific 


Railroad crossing charges were going to be paid by those entities occupying the rings which 


crossed. UUrich said that the payment to Union Pacific would come out of the variable budget 


and not broken out by specific enti~ in each of the twenty-one crossings.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee had not met since the last board 


meeting. She said that she had called Smith, lldajcher Be Mudge, L.L.P. to WOf"X on one of  







 
 


the easements on Brodie Lane. Picazo said that she had been very involved in the 


construction/maintenance issues with AISD and Southwestern Bell during the past month. 


Finally, Picazo reponed that the insurance on the network is now-1n effect and that  


OM TN has not yet been billed for it.  


6. Mike Beeman reported that the final easements on Circle C have not been signed by Steve 


Bartlett and that Bill Bingham has recommended that Ullrich write a letter imploring him to sign 


the documents. Beeman reported that the cost of the work on Highway 290 is approximately 


$35,000 and that the work will take about five days to complete. He said that the Brodie Lane 


work will take less that one week to complete and that the cost will be approximately $18,000. 


Beeman said that the contracts are different from the standard AlSD construction contracts and 


that the final draft of the contracts would be sent to Southwestern Bell this afternoon.  


Beeman then said that he wished to go on record saying that he has no doubt that the FY97 


budget is not enough to cover next year's expenses. He said that there have been two teardowns 


on CIS in the past week. The first teardo'WD was at Crockett and was approximately 1,000 feet. 


The second teardown was at Davis and Escarpment and was approximately 2,000 feet. Because 


there was no cable for repair, Beeman said that he negotiated a deal with Southwestern Bell and 


that questions on insurance and maintenance during this period would be placed in final 


resolution.  


Beeman introduced Jim Honhart of BDM International and said that the switch analysis 


performed by BDM would be finished within two to three days. Beeman said that AlSD's course 


of action on final acceptance would be based on the report.  


Finally, Beeman reported that there was not enough money in the JanCom general consulting 


account to finish the project. He said that this issue is separate from the overspent account 


issue to be addressed inAgenda Item 8. Beeman said that he was not prepared today to give an 


estimate of the amount necessary to finish the project, but would have a number by the 


September 9 board meeting.  


Wayne Wedemeyer asked how the Treaty Oak switchroom expansion was going. Glen Smith 


said that they had gotten a permit to build and were rearranging the equipment. Ullrich asked 


Wedemeyer when his equipment would be installed. Wedemeyer said that by Wednesday or 


Thursday of this week he would have Ethernet and multiple Tl connections for Internet 


access available to the panicipants.  


7. Wayne Wedemeyer asked for Board approval to get information on adding a POP on BIN 


for redundancy on the Pickle campus. Brad Powell moved for approval. Ron Brey seconded 


the motion which passed with five favorable votes and an abstention by UT.  


8. Joe Jankowski ofRMI Engineering began by thanking Jim Ullrich and Mike Beeman for 


bringing RMI's accounting error to his attenDon. He said that RM}' s policy is to ha'voe a third 


pany review a preject at 800.10 completion and determine whether the remaining  







 


funds are sufficient to complete the project. Jankowski said that because of a system accounting 


error, .the review .did not happen in.this.case. He said that because he thought that there were 


sufficient funds, he authorized Lance Owen to s~nd approximately 200 hours on field 


inspection. Owen produced .two sets of nonconformance reports during the period in question, 


January 5 - March 13. Jankowski said that the bottom line is that he believes that the Board 


received value for their money and that he did not know that the account was out of money. 


Finally, he said that I) he made an error, 2) he admits the error, and 3) he believes that the Board 


got services of value. Jankowski urged the Board to remember that GAATN is an institutional 


network and that there will be downs because of latent defects found by Lance and not corrected 


which will affect the availability of the system six months to a year from now.  


Wedemeyer asked if Beeman has the documentation referred to by Jankowski in his report. 


Beeman responded that he does and would make it available to Wedemeyer. Tom Lott asked 


what JanCom's present status is. Iankowski said that RMI has stopped field work and is just 


looking at test data at this time. Beeman said that there is no reason to ask the Board to approve 


an unspecified amount at this time. Lott asked if AISD and RMI would run a variance until the 


next board meeting. Beeman replied that they would.  


9. Ullrich distributed copies of,the franchise between the City of Austin and Time Warner and 


directed the Board to page 17, section 7.5, which says that Cablevision will pay for the 


connection between the !NET and GAATN. mlrich said that the Board will need to decide on a 


recommendation to the !NET Authority as to how many fibers should be connected and where - 


at the Duval location or 42nd and Guadalupe. Ron Brey pointed out to the three GAATN 


members who are not part of the !NET Authority that if they wanted to used the !NET they 


would have to be approved as users. Ullrich then said that the users will be responsible for the 


cost of maintenance and operations of the network and will be charged beginning January 1998. 


Ullrich said that members should decide soon whether or not they want to drop and/or add sites 


early this fall. Patrick Jordan suggested involving the technical subcommittee to make a 


recommendation to the Authority. Picazo asked specifically what issues the subcommittee 


should consider. Brey responded that the committee should make recommendations and/or 


comments about the following: 1) establishing the cormection at Duval or 42nd Street, 2) the 


number of fibers per entity involved in the connection and 3) any implications for analog video 


or digital switching.  


Ullrich said that the next !NET meeting is Wednesday, August 28 at 2:00 p.m. in the City's 


cable office. Ullrich then asked the technical subcommittee to met before the !NET meeting to 


develop recommendations. The meeting was set for August 14 at 2;00 p.m. Several board 


members indicated that they would also attend since the technical questions are secondary to the 


policy issues.  


1 O. The next regular board meeting will be held on September 9, 1996, at 1: 3 0 p. m. at LCRA. 


At this time. Mike Beeman requested that the Board hold a special meeting just to  







 


reconcile the JanComIRMI account status. The Board agreed to schedule a meeting just prior 


to the 2:00 techriical subcommittee meeting on August 14.  
/  


11. Agenda items for the September 9 regular meeting include the GAA TN connection to 


!NET, RMJ's contract, a budget review, and clarification on opening a POP. At this time the 


Board discussed a procedure for member notUkation prior to a pop being opened ~ worked on.  


12. The Board adjourned at 3: 13 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICA nONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


September 9, 19%  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on September 9, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at I 


:35 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Frank Curcio (TC), Bruce 


Schremp (GSC-State), Ron Brey (ACC), Patrick Jordan (COA) and John Edmonds (LCRA). 


Board alternates present were Mike Beeman (AlSD) and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were 


Glen Smith (AISD), Jean Nipper and Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager. UT was not 


present.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the August 5 regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by Ron Brey and passed unanimously by those present  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich reported that the franchise between the City of Austin and Time 


Warner had been approved. Ullrich reported that the connection between GAA TN and  


the !NET would be at 42nd Street and Guadalupe and would be built with INET funds. ~ g He 


then explained that !NET users will share in the maintenance costs beginning in 198f John 


Edmonds asked that the technology subcommittee determine the direction GAA TN should 


pursue regarding the INET.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that the insurance bas been in effect since July I, 1996, and that Scott 


Wyatt, Risk Manager for AlSD, has offered to process insurance claims for  


GAA TN. Picazo reported that Colcom has already located GAA TN cable four or five times. 


She said that Lone Star Notification is handling the database of locate information for G AA 


TN. Picazo said that the GAA TN attorneys have been working on one of the easements on 


Brodie Oaks. She said that Alexander Utility Engineering was already working on the 


1-35/Ben White reconstruction plans. John Edmonds asked what kind of back-up there would 


be if Picazo were out-of-town. Picazo responded that she would present options to the Board. 


Finally, Picazo reported that Wayne Wedemeyer had called her about the lack of a splice tray 


at one of his POPs where he was having a drop cable installed. Picazo reported that the 


as-builts indicated a UT splice at that location. She said that there was also an aerial splice for 


UT that was missing, and that Beeman would discuss the issue in his report.  
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6. Mike Beeman reported that the Brodie Oaks project is complete. fie said that the Oak:  


Hill/290 cutover is today and that the destruction of the old route would take place Tuesday. 


Beeman reported that progress has been made on the CIS easements, but that there are now 


two new easements. Beeman indicated that the UT splice issue would be discussed at a 


meeting tomorrow with Southwestern Bell and RMI Engineering.  


7. Chairman Ullrich asked how much detail the Board would like to see on budget updates and 
how often the Board would like to be updated. Brad Powell indicated that he would like a 
monthly cash flow. Ron Brey said that he would prefer a more detailed budget at the beginning 
of the fiscal year and would only be interested in variances of significant amounts reported. 
Jo1m Edmonds said that he would be interested in broad categories with fairly high level 
reporting.  


8. Mike Beeman distributed information from RMI Engineering describing six areas in which 


they felt additional work should be performed by RMI to complete the OAA TN project. 


Beeman said that he had anticipated bring a final dollar amount to the board, but did not have 


one that he felt comfortable with at the time. Beeman asked the Board to comment on other 


areas in which they thought JanCom should be involved.  


Beeman reported that tomorrow RMI, AlSD and Southwestern Bell would have the fIrst of 


several meetings. He said that Bell is dismantling t:l:r~ Forbes Street operation. Bruce Schremp 


asked how the cost of JanCom's fmal work would be allocated. Schremp asked why GSC 


would pay for JanCom's work on the AISD PBX. Beeman said that there is one construction 


contract that all the entities share. Schremp stated that he understands sharing costs for shared 


facilities, but does not understand why GSC would be asked to share costs for AISD' s PBX 


and video equipment. Beeman referred Schremp to the construction contract.  


John Edmonds stated that he understood that AlSD was paying for the PBX and video 


equipment separate from the other members. Beeman responded that it was all bundled into 


the $18 million contract. Ullrich said that AISD pays more into the variable budget than 


others and that if part of a ring goes down, everyone shares. Ron Brey said that the bottom 


line is to see what is in the agreement  


Beeman said that he would like to go ahead and ask Board approval for $15,000 for JanCom 


to perform field inspection. Brey asked if the funds would be taken from the consulting 


account Ullrich responded that they would:and that $12,000 has been spent from the fund so 


far. Brey then said that he would like.a more realistic budget fIgure for consulting fees.  


Beeman asked that each Board member write a letter to AISD with any outstanding issues they 
would like to see addressed. Beeman said that he will not budge on final acceptance until he has 
a letter from each entity that agrees with final acceptance.  
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Ron Brey moved to approve an additional $15,000 for field inspection by RMI. John 


Edmonds seconded the motion. Brad Powell asked that the "not to exteed" language be 


included in the contract with RMI. The motion passed unanimously by those present  


9. The next regular meeting will be at LCRA at 1 :30 p.m. on October 7. 1996. Beeman said 


that there will probably be a work session to consider the RMI proposal.  


10. Items for the next meeting include any issues members bring forward and the budget 


update.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:45 p.m .  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNlCA nONS NE1WORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


October 7, 1996  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on October 7, 1996, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:35 p.m. by Chainnan Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Bruce Schremp (GSC-State), 


Ron Brey (ACC), and Patrick Jordan CCOA). Board alternates present were Mike Beeman 


(AlSO), Brad Powell (TC), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT). Torn Lott (LeRA). Also present were 


Glen Smith (AlSO), Bill Bard CUT) and Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network Manager.  


1. There were no citizen conununications.  


2. Bruce Schremp moved that the minutes of the August 5 regular meeting be approved 


pending corrections requested by Chairman Ullrich. The motion was seconded by Brad 


Powell and passed unanimously by those present.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chainnan Ullrich reported he would brief the Board on the status of the FY96 budget when 


AlSO's accounting system updates were complete.  


5. Linda Picazo reported that Glen Smith had received bids on two 5000' reels of 120count fiber 


to be used for repairs and inventory. The Board had previously approved $15,000 and Picazo 


now requested Board approval for an additional $26,000 to purchase the cable. Ron Brey asked 


about ordering customized. cable and inquired how the 120count would be used to repair 


72-count cable. Picazo responded that the recommendation to use the largest count fiber had 


been made by the technical subcommittee many months ago. Wayne Wedemeyer confirmed 


Picazo's response, saying that the custom cable was extremely expensive. Picazo said that she 


and Heidi from CoCom had discussed documenting the methods for splicing in cases when the 


larger count cable is used to repair smaller count cable. Picazo assured Brey that she would be 


held responsible for getting that documentation.  


Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee met to discuss various procedures, 


including access to AISD facilities, intrusive work on backbone fiber, and emergency 


procedures. Picazo said that the entities plan to work together diagnosing problems before 


calling Bell's Technical Assistance Center.  
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6. Mike Beeman reported that Glen Smith had been~orking with RMI on the ring inspections 


and asked Smith to update the Board. Smith reported that he and RMI had inspected six rings, 


including the two super rings. He said that although they found some instances where there 


should have been a splice tray, for example, on the whole the rings appeared to be in "pretty 


good shape".  


Beeman then said that he had received correspondence from LCRA, the City, and ACC about 


labeling, OTDR reports and other issues related to the installation of the fiber. He said that he 


requested Linda Picazo to hold a meeting between the entities' technical staffs, Southwestern 


Bell, CoCom and RMI/JanCom to discuss discrepancies and methodologies. Patrick Jordan 


requested a copy of JanCom' s specs. which Beeman said he would send.  


Finally, Beeman asked the Board to attend a budget workshop in two weeks on Monday, 


October 21. He said that the figure of approximately $150,000 to supplement the budget would 


be discussed. Patrick Jordan asked about the process used for final acceptance. Beeman 


responded that AISD is working with their attorneys on the issue.  


7. The next regular meeting will be at LCRA at 1 :30 p.m. on November 4, 1996.  


8. Items for the next meeting include any issues members bring forward, regular reports and 


the budget update.  


9. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:53 p.m  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NE1WORK/  


MINUTES OF SPECIAL CALLED MEETING 


October 21, 1996  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in a special called session on October 21,1996, at the 


Lower Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to 


order at 1:38 p.ITL by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present was board member Bruce Schremp 


(QSC-State). Board alternates present were Mike Beeman (AISD), Brad Powell (TC) Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT) Tom Lott (LCRA). Also present were Glen Smith (AISD). Bill Hawk 


(RMI) and Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager. The City of Austin and ACC were not 


present.  


The agenda for the posted meeting was the updated FY97 budget Linda Picazo distributed a 


page with the four largest budget accounts, including legal, consulting, maintenance, and 


insurance. The available amounts from FY96 and the budgeted amounts from FY97 were 


shown with amounts already deducted or to be deducted from each account. At this point, 


Picazo indicated, there is approximately $17,153 available for the rest of the fiscal year.  


Mike Beeman explained that there had been several unforeseen circumstances during the last 


two months of FY96, which accounted for some of the shortfall in the funds. Beeman then 


discussed the memo he had sent to the Board members prior to the meeting and said that he 


would request Board approval for only the documentation item proposed by RMI for $4,970. 


Beeman mentioned that because several of the members had questioned Southwestern Bell's 


OTDR readings and had their own readings with significantly different results, he had asked 


Linda Picazo to coordinate a meeting with Southwestern Bell, CoCom, the participants' 


technical staffs and RMI to discuss the readings and come to a resolution. Tom Lott asked Bill 


Hawk if this documentation was not included in the original contract with AISD. Hawk said 


that it was not. Lott moved for approval of an amount not to exceed $4,970 to RML Bruce 


Schremp seconded the motion, which passed by those present. At this point, Wayne 


Wedemeyer asked if the meeting between the technical staffs and others to discuss the 


difference in the OTDR readings should be scheduled after RMI completed the documentation 


process which had just been approved. Bill Hawk answered affirmatively and said that the 


process would require at least the following week. Picazo said that she would schedule the 


meeting when RMI had completed the project.  


Picazo asked the Board members and alternates present for any thoughts or discussion of 


maintenance items she might not have considered in her projections. Picazo projected 


expenses of at least $48,500 with no additional funds for emergencies. The items included  
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in the $48.500 included pole transfers. maintenance calls. locates and the 1-35/BenWhite 


construction. Picazo recommended adding at least another $50.000. for a total of 


approximately $100.000 additional funds for FY97. At this point, several of the members 


expressed their opinion that they preferred a more conservative estimate of $150,000. 


Chairman Ullrich calculated the dollar amount for each participant based on network rights at 


an $150.000 level. He then asked if the members desired to take action based on the budget 


information. Mike Beeman said that he would recommend waiting until the regular board 


meeting since ACC and the City were absent. The consensus was that the information should 


be presented again at the regular board meeting with dollar amounts calculated per participant 


based on both $100.000 and $150,000.  


Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:45 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NE1WORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


December 2. 1996  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on December 2, 1996. at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority. 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:33 p.rn. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Bruce Schremp (GSC·State). 


Ron Brey (ACC), Bill Bard (un, John Edmonds (LCRA) and Patrick Jordan (COA). Board 


alternates present were Mike Beeman (AISD), Brad Powell (TC), Wayne Wedemeyer (un, 
Tom Lott (LCRA). Also present were Glen Smith (AlSD) and Linda Picazo, GAA TN Network 


Manager.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved that the minutes of the November regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by John Edmonds and passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda. Chairman Ullrich said that the next 


meeting should probably be held on January 13, 1997, instead of January 6, 1997. as indicated 


on the meeting agenda. Ullrich said that scheduling the regular meetings required no formal 


board action.  


4. Chairman Ullrich had no issues to report.  


5. Ullrich and Picazo reported that there had not been much activity in the budget since the 


last board meeting, but that the maintenance account had been increased by the approved 


amount of $150,000.00. Ullrich asked the members what they would like as pan of a monthly 


budget update. Most members agreed that they would like to know when any part of the 


$150,000 is needed.  


Picazo requested Board approval for an amount not to exceed $1.650.00 for CoCom to pre· test 


the A1catel reels of fiber optic cable. Brad Powell moved for approval. Ron Brey seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee had met with Bill Hawk at RMI for 


approximately two hours to discuss the entities' testing and satisfaction with the installation of 


the cable. Some of the entities had readings to discuss, others said that they would collect 


information over the next couple of weeks to provide to Bill Hawk for his status report to 


Southwestern Bell. Picazo said that the next meeting with Bill Hawk was  
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scheduled for December 16 at RMI. Bill Hawk will have a draft report ready for Bell at that 


time.  


Picazo said that during the meeting Wayne Wedemeyer asked that ifUT were ready to accept 


the rings, could they do that and move on without the entire network being accepted. Picazo 


responded that she thought it had to be accepted as a whole, but that she would refer the 


question to Mike Beeman, construction manager. Wedemeyer then asked what would happen 


if one of the entities did not want to accepytlle network for months. Picazo said that the issue 


would be addressed by Beeman during his repon. but that she wanted to introduce the subject 


of fmal network acceptance.  


Picazo asked the Board for their thoughts about whether GAA TN should have a booth at the 


GTe. Ron Brey said that he thought GAA TN should be represented but not spend any money 


on the booth. John Edmonds said that he definitely thought that GAA TN should be 


represented at the GTe. Picazo said that she would apply.  


Patrick Jordan said that he thought the technical subcommittee should meet once a month. 


Picazo said that she would start having regular meetings again since the fmal acceptance and the 


ownership of the network were prominent issues now.  


7. Mike Beeman asked the Board for approval for funds so that he could work with Bill 


Bingham on closing the construction contract Beeman said that he recommended working 


with Bingham because Bingham wrote the construction contract as well as the interlocal 


agreement and would have less background work to do than another law firm. Also, Beeman 


said that he had already been working with Bingham on fmal acceptance issues. Beeman said 


that he wants to have Bingham look at the contract and make sure that AlSO doesn't 'miss a 


step'. Bingham estimated the cost would be $5,000 - $7.000. Ron Brey moved for approval of 


using Bill Bingham, not to exceed $7.000. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion. which passed 


unanimously.  


8. Beeman distributed pages 19 and 20 of the construction contract and pages 5 and 17 of the 


interlocal agreement to the board. Beeman referred to those documentS when discussing his 


position that the network must be accepted as a whole, not by individual members. Tom Lott 


asked if the network could be accepted in pieces. but Beeman referred to page 17 of the interlocal 


which reads 'At the time of Activation of all segments of the Network, the Agency shall cause to 


be conveyed to each Participant ownership of the Participant's Strands and the undivided interest 


in the Common Equipment'. Beeman said that AlSD as construction manager will accept the 


entire network and then essentially deed back to the participants their strands.  


John Edmonds stated that he had made a commitment to the LCRA Board that the network 


would be owned by the GAA TN members by December 31. 1996. Edmonds voiced concern that 


if LCRA were operational and dependent on the GAA TN network but did not own it, 


Southwestern Bell could perform maintenance at any time without  
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notifying him and thereby disrupting critical operations. Tom Lott asked what procedures were 


in place to get everything done for acceptance of the network by the end of the year.  


Beeman explained that GAATN is operating under a 'beneficial occupancy' scenario and that 


Southwestern Bell should not take the rings out of service before notifying the members. 


Picazo said that all of the work performed in the last few months had been coordinated among 


members.~  


Beeman said that AlSD will move as expeditiously as possible, but that he has an obligation to 


make sure that Southwestern Bell has met their contractual obligations. Beeman indicated that 


Bill Hawk's report to Bell will be a significant step toward the tmal acceptance.  


9. The next regular meeting will be at LCRA at 1:30 p.rn. on January 13, 1997.  


10. Items for the next meeting include LCRA's report on their radio implementation. 


regular reports and additional POP's for Travis County.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjowned the meeting at 2:50 p.rn.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICA nONS NE1WORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


February 3, 1997  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on February 3, 1997, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:35 p.m. by Chainnan Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Bruce Schremp (GSC-State), 


Frank Curcio (TC), Ron Brey (ACC), Bill Bard CUT), John Edmonds (LCRA) and Patrick 


Jordan (COA). Board alternates present were Mike Beeman (AlSD), Brad Powell (TC). Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT). Roger Haney (ACC). and Tom Lou (LCRA). Also present were George 


Smith (LCRA), Larry Krenek (LCRA) and Linda Picazo. GAATN Network Manager.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Ron Brey moved that the minutes of the December regular meeting be approved. The 


motion was seconded by Brad Powell and passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Larry Krenek updated the board on the status ofLCRA's 900 megahertz trunked radio system. 


Krenek said that the central site at Montopolis was completed three months ago and is manned 


on a 24 hour/seven day a week basis. He said that there are currently fourteen sites on the air and 


SOO units in use. Bastrop County law enforcement personnel are currently participating in a 


90-day demo on LCRA's network:. Prank: Curcio suggested that Krenek invite the Radio 


Coalition to look at the system. Jim Ullrich asked about the rate structure. Krenek said that for a 


fixed monthly fee of $25 and a minimum of three sites, the customer has unlimited "push and 


talk", Krenek said that LCRA' s goal is to have everyone able to talk to each other.  


5. llilrich thanked the board members for responding so quickly to the faxed requests for 


maintenance expenditures. Ron Brey asked that Picazo note the votes in the minutes. Patrick 


Jordan asked if the expenditures were being tracked to make sure that the $150,000 was an 


adequate increase. Picazo replied that the expenses were being tracked.  


The first request was faxed to members on December 13. 1996. to expend $13,070.05 at Circle 


C for relocating cable. Voting in favor were Jim Ullrich, Patrick Jordan, Bill Bard, Bruce 


Schremp, and Ron Brey. The second request was faxed on January 24, 1997. requesting 


$2,855.95 for cable transfers at Manchaca Road and Slaughter Lane, Voting in favor were 


Patrick Jordan, Ron Brey, Jim Ullrich, Bruce Schremp. Bill Bard. and Frank  
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Curcio. The third request was faxed to members on January 29, 1997, asking for approval to 


expend $12,367.38 at Ben White and 1-35 for relocating the cable. Voting in favor were Ron 


Brey. James Ullrich, John Edwards, Bill Bard. Frank Curcio, and Bruce Schremp.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee had met three times since the 


December board meeting. She said that at the December 16, 1996 meeting at RMI. Bill Hawk 


was working on a draft report to Mike Beeman and offered to work wjth the members over the 


holidays to gather infonnation to include in the fmal report. At the January 6, 1997 meeting, 


Hawk was unavailable, but Joe Jankowski met with the group and said that the burden of proof 


should lie with Bell, not with the technical members. Picazo wrote a one-page let1er to Hawk 


on behalf of the technical committee requesting that Bell: 1.) immediately provide information 


on the network in tabular format, 2.) resolve the partial list of netWork problems with ring 


priority as specified by the members. and 3.) provide complete documentation proving that the 


network meets specs.  


Finally, Picazo said that at the January 21,1997 meeting, the members, in anticipation of a 


directive by the board to make a reconunendation, discussed the questions 1.) How can GAA 


TN members interconnect?, and 2.) How will GAA TN connect to the outside world? She said 


that the members discussed star and ring topologies. a common OC12 ring, equipment choices 


and Internet issues. Picazo said that the result of the meeting was that the members were most 


concerned with being able to anticipate and handle demand for Internet access by their users. 


The group agreed that at this time UT would try to get as much bandwidth as possible to Treaty 


Oak and that everyone would share in a large router. Picazo said that the subconunittee was to 


meet again on February 4, 1997 at LCRA at 1:30 p.m.  


Picazo reported that the claim was still in process fOf the 1-35/183 teardown by Eby 


Construction and that Scott Wyatt, Risk Manager at AlSD, was handling it Picazo reported that 


Brath Construction had cut and ,pulled cable at Cook Elementary on January 21, 1997, and that 


on January 23, 1997, tbere was a teardown on BIN with no apparent damage to the cable. Frank 


Curcio asked who was responsible for paying for the repairs. Picazo answered that there were 


legal questions about whether the responsibility was with Southwestern Bell or GAATN during 


the period between substantial completion and final acceptance. After restating his question 


about who was actuany going to pay for the damage, Picazo said that Eby Construction was 


going to pay for the 1-35/183 damage and that she thought that Brath Construction was liable 


for the Cook Elementary damage. Brad Powell suggested that a paper trail be created informing 


Bell that GAA TN is pursuing the insurance and picking up costs that should be born by Bell. 


Powell expressed concern that next year's insurance rates would dramatically increase. John 


Edmonds asked if anyone inspects CoCom's repair work and suggested that one of the entity's 


could perform that role.  


Finally. Picazo said that she expected to send a proposed FY98 budget out next week to be 


voted on during the March 3 regular meeting.  
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7. Mike Beeman distributed his cover letter to Charlie Trammell attached to the final report 


from Bill Hawk to Beeman. Beeman said that he expressed to Southwestern Bell that not 


enough had been done by them to bring the process to a conclusion. In the January 31. 1997 


construction meeting with Southwestern Bell, Beeman said that he also expressed great 


concern on behalf of OAA TN about the quality of the work on the network. Beeman said that 


he gave Bill Hawk the direction to work with Bell to fix the problem inunediately.  


Beeman said that he cannot accept a network that does not have the quality GAA TN 


contracted for and reiterated that he will ask the members to sign a letter stating that they are 


satisfied with the network before he will sign final acceptance. The question, Beeman said. is 


"How do we know about the quality of the network?" In that light. Beeman said that he met 


with Hawk to put all his effort into this project and that Beeman is holding RMI responsible 


for determining that the network is ready to accept.  


Beeman mentioned that Southwestern Bell suggested having LaITy Sellers meet with the 


technical subconunittee to discuss issues such as the splicing on the network. He also said that 


there are monetary issues which have not been resolved; however, pending legal guidance. he 


would like to separate the money issues from the deed of the network to the participants. 


Beeman said that he would apprise members bye-mail of any progress.  


8. Brad Powell asked the Board to approve Travis County's inquiries into the cost of adding 


POP's to A2N at 209 W. 9th. 201 W. 5th, and at the comer of San Antonio and W.13th. Wayne 


Wedemeyer asked about the policy of leaving slack on the network and questioned whether 


any could be found in the manholes. Ron Brey moved for approval, John Edmonds seconded 


the motion, which passed unanimously. Jim Ullrich told Wedemeyer that the issue concerning 


lIT's POP's was ongoing and that there was a question of symbols on the drawings.  


9. Bill Bard began by saying that he thought instead of "metro area exchange". the name should 


be indicative of a telecom exchange for Austin. such as "AustinTX". Bard continued by saying 


that the University of Texas is concerned with the physical placement of media. or layer one of 


the OSI model. He said that he has been conversing with a number of OAA TN entities 


interested in moving up the OSI model to Internet. video and maybe telephone traffic. Bard then 


requested a motion that the technical subconunittee be asked to propose alternatives to the 


Board for the exchange of information between  


OAA TN members and between GAA TN and others. to include video, voice and Internet 


traffic. Ron BIey made the motion, which was seconded by Prank Curcio and passed 


unanimously.  


Ron Brey asked Bard how long it would take to make the reconunendations. In response to the 


question, Bard said that there are daunting questions to be answered. For example. if each of the 


member entities subscribe to different !XC's instead of OAA TN as a  


whole ...  
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Finally, Bard said that he believes two things: 1.) Do something even if it's 'Wrong; 2.) 


Whatever we do will become increasingly important as time goes on.  


10. The next regular meeting will be at LCRA at 1:30 p.m. on March 3.1997.  


11. Items for the next meeting include the regular repons and the FY98 budget.  


12. Chainnan Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 2:47 p.rn.  (
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 
March 3, 1997  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on March 3, 1997, at the Lower 
Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order 
at 1:35 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Bruce Schremp (GSC-
State). Bill Bard (UT), and Jim Edmonds (LCRA). Board alternates present were Mike 
Beeman (AISD), Brad Powell (TC), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), and Lon Hennan (ACC). 
Also present were George Smith (LCRA), Barbara Ritchie (AISD), Glen Smith (AISD) 
and Linda Picazo, GAATN Network Manager. The City of Austin was not represented.  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. John Edmonds moved that the minutes of the February regular meeting be approved. 
The motion was seconded by Bruce Schremp and passed unanimously by those present.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Ullrich said that Patrick Jordan had been approached by someone with the public 


libraries wanting GAATN to provide their connection to the Internet. Ullrich said that he 


had talked to Patrick Jordan about the legality of the issue and questioned whether public 


access to the Internet would be considered government business, upon which basis 


GAATN was founded.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that the Technical Subcommittee met on February 4 to discuss a 
response to Bill Bard's request for an Austin Telecom Exchange. She said that the only 
proposal at this time was the sharing of a router at Treaty Oak as proposed by Wayne 
Wedemeyer. Picazo said that the technical subcommittee met again on February 18 at 
Kealing High School, with Larry Sellers from IBM and Southwestern Bell and CoCom. 
The last meeting of the technical subcommittee was held on February 25 to discuss final 
acceptance. Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee members were extremely 
concerned that they had received no response to the punch list-and all of their test results 
and questions sent to Bill Hawk at the end of January. She said that the subcommittee felt 
frustration that would probably only be resolved with a joint meeting with RMI and 
Southwestern Bell to confront the outstanding issues.  
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Picaso reported that GAATN participated in the Government Technology Conference 


(GTC) from February 14-16. She said that the foot traffic seemed to be significantly less 


than that at last year's show.  


Picazo reported that St. Paul, the insurance carrier for Eby Construction had sent a check 


for $23,779 to repair the fiber cut at 183/1-35. She then asked for a motion to allow 


Southwestern Bell to make the repair in that amount. Bill Bard made the motion, which 


was seconded by Brad Powell and approved unanimously by those present. Picazo also 


said that the 10,000 feet of cable which the Board had approved in December would be 


depleted sooner than anticipated because of the number of teardowns and asked for 


approval to order another 10,000 feet at a cost of $39,000. John Edmonds moved that two 


more reels of 1 12-count cable be purchased for $39,000. Bill Bard seconded the motion, 


which passed unanimously by those present  


Picazo reported that both Rundberg/I-35 and Escarpment/Abilene still needed permanent 


restoration and that she would file claims with GAATN’s insurance carrier. She said that 


she anticipated the cost of both repairs from Southwestern Bell that afternoon, but 


requested board approval to spend up to the amount of the deductible to make the repairs. 


Picazo reported that in both cases no one had been identified as the party responsib1e for 


the teardown. At this point John Edmonds asked if a fixed price per foot for teardowns 


could be established to allow the network manager to repair the teardowns immediately. 


Edmonds said that he wants to be notified each time a teardown occurs and why the 


teardown occurred. Bruce Schremp made a motion allowing Picazo to authorize the repairs 


of Rundberg/I-35 and Escarpment!Abilene. John Edmonds seconded the motion,which 


passed unanimously by those present.  


Bill Bard suggested that the network manager be allowed to spend funds and report to the 


Board with the limit on what has been authorized for maintenance. Edmonds agreed, 


saying that he wants service restored immediately moving quickly toward a permanent fix. 


He also wants someone to verify the problem visually and to inspect the repair of the 


problem. Bill Bard moved that the network manager be allowed to coordinate and verify 


that both initial and final restoration be allowed up to the amount available in the 


maintenance budget John Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimou8ly by 


those present. Lou Herman left the meeting.  


7. Picazo distributed a status report on the FY97 budget and the proposed FY98 budget as 


attached. Ullrich said that the Interlocal requires the next year’s budget be approved as of 


March 1. John Edmonds suggested that the budgeting process timeline be rescheduled so 


that the next year's budget is presented in the January timeframe. There was general 


agreement with this suggestion. Brad Powell questioned whether there were enough 


maintenance funds to make the repairs, buy cable and complete transfers. Picazo replied 


that she intended to use the $25,000 deductible to make the Rundberg and Escarpment 


repairs and that the transfer estimate was high enough to cover any difference between the 


actua1 cost of repair and the deductible amount until reimbursement from the insurance 


arrived. Edmonds said that he was certain that if an emergency occurred and funds over  
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 the amount in the budget were required, LCRA would step up to provide the funding. 


Other members agreed that their organizations would also be willing to help in an 


emergency.  


Picazo said that she understood from Mike Springfield at the Texas Department of 
Transportation that the work on the utilities in the Ben White/I-35 area would be done the 
summer of 1997, although the construction of the highways would not occur until 1999. 
Picazo said that she increased the insurance budget and the maintenance budget while 
leaving the consultant and legal amounts the same. The FY98 proposed budget L') 
$483,909 compared to the FY97 budget of $475,100, including the amounts carried 
forward from FY96 and the additional maintenance funding. Bruce Schremp moved to 
approve the FY98 budget, noting that it is approved on the final working day of March. 
Bill Bard seconded the motion. which passed unanimously by those present..  


8. Mike Beeman began his report with an update on the Cook Elementary teardown. 
Beeman said that the construction team decided that a change order in the construction 
contract was the most expedient way to have the repair made. Ho asked the Board to 
approve a change order for $36,139, a cost which would be born entirely by AISD, to 
repair Cook while the insurance companies were working on the claims. Brad Powell 
made the motion to approve the change order on the condition that all the cost would be 
born by AISD. John Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by those 
present  


Beeman then asked the Board to work with him to find a way to aggressively move toward 
final completion. He said that they have reached the three-year mark on a 24month 
construction contract. Beeman said that the Board would be able to do ,much more with 
the network if they owned it He said that he has Southwestern Bell and RMI working 
toged1er and the technical subcommittee meeting separately with Hawk, but that all 
parties must come to a consensus and each of the partners must be satisfied with the 
network. Beeman asked the partners to help him develop a process to get to final 
acceptance and distributed RMI’s matuS report with his cover letter requesting either 
confirmation of satisfaction with the network or a list of outstanding issues. He also 
requested participation in a meeting with RMI and Southwestern Bell. Beeman 
emphasized that he would like to roach final acceptance by March 31, 1997.  


Brad Powell suggested a series of meetings would be necessary before final acceptance. 
He said that the technical subcommittee members have many issues and questions which 
have not been answered. Powell said that it seems to him that RMI is "on the hook" 
because of their seal on the substantial completion document. He said that he thinks 
GAATN should determine all the contractual obligations before a meeting with 
Southwestern Bell. Beeman said that if there are any specific questions, he would be glad 
to forward them to Bill Bingham. Powell replied that, for example, the test results 
provided by Southwestern Bell were so poor that there is nothing to compare current 
readings to. He said that his questions are 1.) What was it that Southwestern Bell was  
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obligated to provide in terms of network testing? and 2.) Was the construction contract 


specific enough in asking for that?  


John Edmonds agreed that there should be a preliminary meeting with the board members, 


technical subcommittee members and counsel before meeting with Southwestern Bell. 


Wayne Wedemeyer said that he also believed that GAATN should have a very clear 


understanding of Southwestern Bell's and RMI's contractual obligations. Beeman said that 


he would like to schedule the meeting with Bingham tentatively for Thursday or Friday of 


this week.  


9. Wayne Wedemeyer distributed information, per attached, on UT's request for two 
additional locations on GAATN. The locations are at the Dobie Center on A2N and at 
11800 Stonehollow Drive on B IN. Wedemeyer asked for a motion to proceed with 
pricing information. Brad Powell so moved and John Edmonds seconded the motion, 
which passed with four members voting in favor and UT abstaining.  


10. Brad Powell said that he had expressed his thoughts and questions about 
Southwestern Bell's and RMI's contractual obligations during BeelIWlts.te}X)rt  


11. The next regular meeting will be at LCRA at 1:30 p.m. on April 7. 1997.  


12. hems fur the next meeting include the regular reports.  


13. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the meeting at 3:2j p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


 
MINUTES OF SPECIAL CALLED MEETING  


March 25,1997  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in a special called meeting on March 25, 1997 at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard Austin, TX. The meeting was caned to order at 


1:35 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD). resent were board members Bruce Schremp (GSC-State), 


Frank Curcio eTC), Ron Brey (ACC), ill Bard CUT), Piit.riL:k JOld4t1 ~COA).  


Board alternates present were Tom Lott (LeRA), Wfiyne Wedemeyer (UT), Brad Powell (Te), and 


Steve Parker (GSC-State).  


Jim mlrich announced that the General Services COn}mission-State of Texas ~as *ppointed Steve Parker 


as tht:: ncw lUtel nate.  


Ullrich told the Board that the purpose of the meetif as posted, was to hear a presentation from AISD and 


have some discussion regarding a propos being brought forward by AlSD to amend the lnterlocal 


Agreement. He hoped to obtain a can ensus by the Board of the n~xtsteps to take, including setting up a 


committee to discuss the matt further. Ullrich then introquced Jean Nipper, a consultant working \Vith 


AlSD and a mem~er of the GAATN constl1lct~on management  


team at AISD.  I  


Jean Nipper introduced AC. Gonzalez, deputy supe*ntendent for administrative $UPport services at 


AlSD.  


A.C. Gonzalez distributed a draft of an amendmen~tl the Interlocal Agreement. !He explained that the 


purpose of the amendment is to permit G N participants to allow oth~rs, including non-governmental 


entities, to use reserve capacity, a long as the participant retaips title to the network rights, use any 


revenue received for the p cipant's governmental :fi.mct~oris and services, and only allow usage 


which complies with ~lloca1, state and federa11a~s. :  


After a lengthy discussion, Ullrich proposed setting p a small committee ofBo81]d members to work on 


the wording of the amendment, and discuss all the issues raised by members. Ron Brey recommended 


that a GAATN board committee oft whole be established. so th~t ev~ry hoard member would be able to 


have input. The other me bers agreed with Brei S su~gestion. Accordingly, lTIlrich established a 


committee of the hole board, and said be wo\j1lditry and set  


the tirst meeting for the following week.  .  


The meeting was adjourned.  


 
NOll~naO~d ~Ia3W 


aSI~  
80:91 L551-S1-A~W  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING April 7, 1991  


The GAATN Board of Di.rectollS met in regular session on April 7, 1997. at the Lower Colorado River 


Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard, The meeting was called to order at 1:36 p.m. by Chairman 


Jim Ullrich. Present were board members Frank Curcio (TC). Patrick Jordan (COA), Bill Bard (UT), 
and Bruce Schremp (GSC-State). Board alternates present were Brad Powell (TC), Mike Beeman 


(A1SD), and Wayne Wedemeyer (UT). Also present were George Smith CLeM), Cindy Blewett 


(LeRA), Roger Haney (ACC). and Barbara Ritchi~ (AlSD). LCRA and ACe were not represented by 


voting members-  


1. There were no citizen eommunicatioll!l.  


2. Chairman Ullrich passed out revised minutes from the March 3, 1991 regular meeting which 


contained a few minor changes from those previously faxed to members. Patrick. Jordan moved that the 
minutes of the March 3. 1991 meeting he approved. The motion was seconded by Frank Curcio and 
passed unanimously by those present. Chairman Ullricb also stared that the: minutes of the Mnn:h 25, 


1997 special cal.1ed meeting were distributed to members aJnng wi.th the posting of the April 7, 1997 


meeting of the GAATN Committee of the Whole. Frank Curcio moved. to table the minutes from the 


March 25, 1997 meeting. The motion was seconded by Patrick Jordan and passed unanimously by those 


present.  


3. There were no changes in the order ofthc agenda...  


d. Ullrich said that about a year and a half ago (summer 1995) tbe,Board approved a contract with 


Southwestern Bell to do maintenance on the network:. The contract wu for one year and  
did nOl indude an auromatic extension after the first y~ar. Southwestern Boll says that the contract is 


subject to a five percent iocrease annually. The AlSO Finanee Office has asked 1.hat the Board consider 


continuation of the maintenance contract with Southwestern Bell \Jntil such time ~ the Board decides to 


go with another company. Bill Bard made the motion and it was seconded by Patrick Jordan. Frank 


Curcio a.sked if the continuation would con lain the five percent increase to which Ullrich responded 
that it was subject to the increase, but was not automatic. Ullrich had not checked with Southwestern 
Bell. The motion passed unanimously by those present.  


Ullrich next asked for a sense of direction from the board members on the GAATN Conuninee of the 


Whole. Ullrich stated that Board members had mentioned having an attorney review any wording that 


the Comrnirtee came up with on an amendment to the Interloca.l Agreement. He said that the GAATN 


attorney was Smith. Ma.jcher & Mudge but tbar: the Board I'eserved the right to U:S~ other aaorneys and 


had sel«:ted Bill Bingham for cl.osing out of the network. Bruce Schremp $aid thar it didn't matter to 


him which law fInn we used as the state may evcmtually  







 


want to ask for an opinion from the Attorney General's office. Bill Bard statta that it would be logical to 
use the attorney acquired to represent GAATN. Frank Curcio said that Smith Majcher & Mudge is the 


only attorney responsible to the Board as a whole and it would provide a new set of eyes to look at (he 


contract. Patriek Jordan added that before asking for an opinion we need to give the .attorraey a write up 


that clearly defioes the issues and the questions that we ha.ve. UHrich responded that the attorney would 


probably be Kathryn Mudge and that he felt he now had a sen~e of direction from the Board membe~.  


5. Ulh-ich passed out the master list of outstanding network probJeU1$ and the letter from Unda Picazo to 


the Chairman requesting that the master list be forwarded to Mike Beeman, who will send it to RMI and 


then to Southwestern Bell. The master list ha\ been orgaoiz.od by ring and by entity, and has been e-


ma.ilcd to all Technical Subcommittee members. Ullrich bas received hackup ma.terial fr0m Travi.s 


County, LCRA and ACe. Wedemeyer said that UT backup is being printed. Patrick Jordan said that he has 


backup for the CO As rew:iings. Also attached to the master list was a memo from Picazo to Ullrich listing 


concerns from Lhe Technical Subcommittee for distribution to the Board of Directors. Ullrich weilt over 


each of the four points in the memo. Brad Powell requested that Picuo's memQ to the Bow be removed 


from the package prior to transmitting the master list to Southwestern Bell. Mike Beeman thanked all tbe 


members for their hard wOTk in putting the list together. He also sTated that he is asking Southwestern Bell 


for a two day turn-around time on their response. He is pressing for an immediate resolution.  


6. Patrick Jordan requested approval of the Board for connection oltha COA Toomey Road site as a POP 


on SRS and A2N. He said that this site would be used for traffic management and that the state may 


want to participate due to the need to transport video and traffic sensor data to the T",OOT Sil~ up nurlh. 


The COA proposed to bring in 24 strands of fiber of which 12 would be spares and would be available 


in the future for the use: of others. Jordan said that there would be scpamtc ingress/egress ioto the site. The 


city would incur the full cost at this time, Wedemeyer asked if there was sufficient slack on SRS to which 


Jordan replied yes. Jordan moved that the Board approve connection of the COA Toomey Road site a.'l a 


POP on SRS and A2N. The motion was seconded by Schremp and passed unanimously by those present. 


Ullrieh reminded Jordan to let everyone know when work would be done 00 SRS.  


7. Wedemeyer reque:lted Board approval for adding Dobie Center and 11800 Stonehollow Drive. The 1;051 


for adding Dobie is approximately $7.000 for 48 fibers from the present UT POP. The Technical 


Subcommittee d.~ussed the 11800 StonehoUow Drive location and agreed (0 connecting 48 fiher~ (of 


which 24 will be $pares). The cost for adding the POP, slack and 48 strands is a not -lo-exceed fiSUIe of 


$15,800. The spare strand. •• ..ui11 be unconoected/unterminated in a splice case at Stonehollow Drive and 


will be assigned four at a time to members as needed. Wedemeyer said That he would notify Picazo whe11 


work is to take place. Jordan asked jf the Stonehollow s,ite is to be used to provide backup to the Interoc:t. 


Wedemeyer responded that entities could obtain Internet access from either ur or ase and that 


Stonehollow Drive would provide a redundant connection. Bill Bard moved that the Board approve UT 


connections at Dobie Center and 11800 Stonchollow Drive. The motion was seconded by Parrick Jordan 


and passed unanimously by those present.  







 


8. Mike Beeman informed the B(')ard ofa cut in CIS that has exi~ted for 11/2 weeks. He added that AlSD 


has experienced problems with CIS being in wrap and has sent a Jetter to Southwestern Bell expressing 


concerns. No fe.Ilp0nse to his letter has been received to date. Bt::c:man also I'a~~ed our a copy of an e-


mail from Picazo informing members that CoCom wilJ begin 5plicing the replacement cable at 


Rundbergll-3S on April 8. The ring is expected to be in wrap approximately 8 hOUTs. Beeman ~aid ,.hat 


this is the flDl time be hac; scen the schedule and asked if it caused any problems with the other 


members. No-one expressed any problem~. Beeman also said that CoCom would begin replacing the 


damage at (-3S/183 on Wednesday, April 9. and asked if anyone had problems with that schedule. No 


problems were expressed.  


9. The next regular meeting will be at LCRA at ):30 p.m. on May S~ 1997. Ullrich stated that thert~ 


may be a called meeting on the list of problems before the nel:t regular Board meeting.  


10. Items for the next me~ting include the regular reports.  


11. Chairman Ullrich adjourned the muting at 2:20 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


May 5, 1997  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on May 5. 1997. at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:32 p.rn. by Chairmari Jim Ullrich (AISD). Board members present were Steve Parker 


(GSC), John Edmonds (LCRA), Frank Curcio (TC), Patrick Jordan CCOA). Ron Brey (ACC), 


and Bill Bard (UT). Board alternates present were Bruce Schremp (GSe), Brad Powell (TC). 


Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), and Mike Beeman (AISD).  


1. Chainnan Ullrich asked the audience to identify themselves and to fill out a speaker's card 


if intending to speak. The audience included Richard Muscat (AG), Chris Anderson (GSC), 


Patrick Linder (Davidson & Trujillo), Cynthia Hill CGSC), Sherry Birdner (Center for 


Strategic Partnership), Katherine Mudge and Dineen Majcher (Smith, Majcher & Mudge). 


Barbara Ritchie (AISD), Debbie Updahl (AISD), and Bill Penack (Southwestern Bell).  


2. Frank Curcio made a motion to approve the minutes of the April 7 regular meeting. 


John Edmonds seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. Wayne Wedemeyer 


noted that the minutes of the March 2S special called meeting were never approved. 


Chairman Ullrich recommended approving those at the next board meeting.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich distributed a package to each member with a copy of Katherine 


Mudge's opinion, copies of the bylaws and the amendments to the Int:erlocal Agreement. He 


said that in talking with 101m Edmonds about the possibility of having two alternate 


members per entity, he realized that there is no provision in the bylaws for any alternate 


members at this time. Ullrich asked the members to review the bylaws and suggest any 


changes for discussion at the next board meeting.  


5. Chairman Ullrich stated that he had received the Katherine Mudge's opinion about the 


proposed amendment to the Interlocal Agreement that morning. He then recognized Katherine 


Mudge and asked her to make any appropriate comments about the opinion. Mudge noted that 


the opinion was rendered under attorney/client privilege and questioned whether the contents 


should be discussed in open meeting. Ron Brey moved that the item be tabled until the next 


meeting. The motion was seconded by Bill Bard. Frank Curcio  







 


suggested amending the motion to add a special called meeting before the next board meeting. 


The amended motion passed unanimously. The board agreed to having a special called 


meeting on Monday, May 19, at 10:00 a.m.  


Steve Parker asked Mudge if she were aware of a letter from Charles Trammell 


(Southwestern Bell) dated Apri13, 1997. stating Southwestern Bell's position if the  


GAA TN Board were to pursue selling the fiber. Mudge responded that she was unaware of 


the letter until the afternoon of Thursday, May!, and that she had not seen a copy of the letter. 


Parker then asked when she had completed her legal opinion. Mudge replied that she had 


finished on Friday, May 2, at 4: 15 p.rn. Parker asked if Mudge were aware of GSC's request 


to receive a copy of the opinion the moment it was completed. Mudge said that she had 


received a voice mail from Bruce Schremp, but that Jim Ullrich had pointed out that all 


correspondence was to go through him. Ullrich said that he was not in the office to receive the 


opinion Friday afternoon, so he instructed Mudge to deliver the opinion on Monday moming.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that beginning on April!?, she, Mike Beeman and representatives 


from Southwestern Bell had met with LCRA, Travis County and ACC to review their 


problem lists and develop a plan to resolve the outstanding issues. Picazo said that she 


understood that the City. asc. and UT were also communicating with Southwestern Bell 


to resolve their problems.  


Picazo said that the technical subcommittee met Apri123 and discussed the method for 


correlating the entities' test results in order to identify specific areas for Southwestern Bell to 


retest. Picazo said that the next subcommittee meeting was scheduled for Wednesday. May 7, 


at 1:30 p.rn. at LCRA.  


Picazo reported that the fiber cut on CIS at LaCrosse and Mopac had been repaired and that 


CoCom was repairing the teardown on CIS at Escarpment and Abilene today. She said that 


she understood that the splice reading for CIN and CIS would be sent to Bill Hawk at RMI 


and then to Mike Beeman. Finally, Picazo said that work: on BIN would begin May 12.  


7. Mike Beeman distributed a letter from Charlie Trammell (Southwestern Bell) indicating his 


opinion that the meetings with the entities had been productive. Beeman said that he had 


written a response asking for an update from Bell by entity. Beeman then reviewed the May 2 


letter from Rosie Habeeb to him which indicated that Bell is waiting on information from UT. 
GSC. LCRA and ACC. Beeman reiterated his desire to move ahead rapidly toward final 


acceptance.  


8. Chairman Ullrich set the special called meeting for Monday, May 19, at 10:00 a.m. The 


location is to be determined. Prank Curcio suggested that the board move into open session 


after the special called session to determine if GAA TN will take any action on the proposed 


amendment. Steve Parker asked if there were only one item on the agenda for  







 


the special called meeting. Ullrich replied that there is only one at this time, but that 


additional items may be added.  


9. Chairman Ullrich asked for suggested agenda items for the next regular meeting. Parker 


said that he had concerns that he wanted to address, but would leave it to the Chair to 


determine if those concerns could be expressed now or would have to wait for the next regular 


meeting. Ullrich said that if the Board agreed, he could re-open agenda item four (4) for 


discussion. There was agreement among the Board to do so.  


Parker said that one of the State's primary concerns is the lack of timely communication, 


particularly regarding issues pertaining to the proposed amendment and potential liability of 


the Board. Parker said that because the Board is joined together as a group, the members are 


entitled to a timely copy of the April 3 letter from Southwestern Bell and should also have 


had input to the Chair's response to Bell. He also said that Katherine Mudge, as GAA TN's 


legal counsel, should have had a timely copy of the letter. Parker also expressed his concern 


that the newspaper article, of which the Chair was aware, was not forwarded to the 


members. Parker requested that the Board consider two motions from the State either at the 


May 19 meeting or at the next regular Board meeting. These motions included scheduling an 


open meeting to receive public comments about leasing GAA TN fiber and, secondly, 


requesting a legal opinion from the Attorney General and a regulatory opinion from the PUC 


and the FCC about the same issue.  


Chairman Ullrich thanked Parker for his comments and suggested that the members 


review the bylaws and suggest any additions they feel are necessary.  


Patrick Jordan requested that an agenda item on the network testing review be added to the 


open session of the May 19. Beeman suggested it come under the construction update. 


Wedemeyer requested approval of the March 25 minutes. Steve Parker asked if we go into 


executive session at the special called session. who can attend the executive session? It was 


agreed that only Board members. alternates, and Smith. Majcher & Mudge, as the GAA TN 


legal representative, could attend.  


10. The meeting adjourned at 2: 40 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF SPECIAL CALLED MEETING MAY 19, 1997  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in a special called session on May 19, 1997, at the Austin 


Independent School District Board Room Auditorium, B-1 00, at 1111 W. 6th Street. Chairman 


Ullrich (AISD) called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m. Present were board members Bill Bard 


(UT), Ron Brey (ACC), John Edmonds (LCRA), and Frank Curcio (TC). Board alternates 


present were Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Brad Powell (TC), Barbara Ritchie (AISD), and Bruce 


Schremp (GSC). Also present were Debbie Updahl (AISD), Katherine Mudge (Smith, Majcher 


& Mudge), Jean Nipper (AISD), and Bill Penack (Southwestern Bell).  


1. Chairman Ullrich called the meeting to order at 10:05 a.m.  


2. There were no citizen communications.  


3. Bruce Schremp made the motion to approve the minutes of the March 25 special called 


meeting. Ron Brey seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


4. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


5. Linda Picazo gave the Network Manager's update. She reported that the repairs on CIS at 


LaCrosse and Mopac had been completed and that the new readings were to be sent to Bill 


Hawk. Picazo said that a representative from the City's Water/Waste Water Department had 


contacted her about a possible problem with an underground portion of CIS. Picazo said that 


she would update the Board as she had more information.  


Picazo said that at the last technical subcommittee meeting, held on May 7, the group had 


discussed emergency notification procedures. She said that the issue would be discussed again at 


the May 21 technical subcommittee meeting, in addition to the status of the testing and 


acceptance.  


6. Barbara Ritchie, AISD's new alternate member, gave the Construction Manager's update for 


Mike Beeman, who was out ill. Ritchie distributed and reviewed AISD' s new switchroom access 


procedure. Brad Powell asked if the combination on the lock would be changed periodically. 


Ritchie responded that it would. John Edmonds asked that the combination be given directly to 


the Board members, who would then determine the appropriate recipients on their staff.  







 


7. The Board members, alternates and GAATN counsel moved into executive session. The 


open meeting reconvened at 11:57 a.m.  


8. Chairman Ullrich stated that no action would be taken on item 8, discuss/consider 


amendment to Interlocal Agreement to allow for leasing of unused fiber.  


9. Chairman Ullrich confirmed that the next regular meeting will be on June 2, 1997 at 1 :30 


p.m. at LCRA.  


10. In addition to the normal agenda items, Ullrich reported that the City of Austin has asked 


that an item regarding four additional POP locations be placed on the agenda for the June 2 


meeting. Bylaw changes will also be on the agenda.  


11. The meeting adjourned at 12:00 noon.  







 


GREA TER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICA TIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING June 


2, 1997  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on June 2, 1997, at the Lower Colorado 


River Authority, 370 I Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at I :35 p.m. by 


Chairman Jim Ullrich (AlSD). Board members present were Frank Curcio (TC) and Bill Bard 


(UT). Board alternates present were Bruce Schremp (GSC), Brad Powell (TC), Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT), Tom Lott (LCRA) and Martha Riekenberg (COA). Also present were George 


Smith (LCRA), Mike Beeman (AlSO) and Linda Picazo (GAA TN). ACC was not represented.  


I. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Chairman Ullrich noted two additions to the minutes of the May 19 special called meeting. The 


first addition was under the first agenda item when Ullrich introduced Barbara Ritchie as the new 


AlSO alternate member and said that Mike Beeman would continue as the GAA TN Construction 


Manager. The second addition was under the sixth agenda item when Patrick Jordan introduced 


Martha Riekenberg as the City of Austin's new alternate board member and distributed a letter to 


that effect. There were no changes to the minutes of the May 5 regular meeting. Bill Bard moved 


for approval of both the minutes from the May 5 regular meeting and the corrected minutes from 


the May 19 special called meeting. Frank Curcio seconded the motion, which passed unanimously 


by those present.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich asked if the Board had an interest in evaluating the network manager's job 


performance. Ullrich distributed two AlSO personnel forms as examples of tools for job 


performance/improvement plans. Bill Bard said that it would help him if he had the original job 


description. Picazo said that she looked forward to discussing the job with the board members. 


Frank Curcio asked if Picazo could prepare a description of her job by the next board meeting. 


Picazo said that she would.  


5. Chairman Ullrich said that he had not received any suggestions on changes to the bylaws from 


any of the members. Ullrich said that he had talked to Bruce Schremp, who said that Steve Parker 


suggested that the bylaws be examined thoroughly and that all changes to the bylaws be made at 


one time. Schremp said that the General Services Commission was willing to offer their legal 


assistance on drafting the changes.  
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Ullrich suggested that a subcommittee be formed to review the bylaws and draft changes. He 


suggested that Steve Parker chair the subcommittee and that Ron Brey and John Edmonds 


participate as subcommittee members. Bruce Schremp made the motion to accept the members 


and purpose of the subcommittee. Bill Bard seconded the motion, which passed unanimously by 


those present.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that BIN suffered wind damage from the previous week's storm. She said 


that approximately 2,500' of cable was being replaced at north Burnet Road and Rundberg, across 


from the Pickle Research Center. Tom LoU asked what cable was used to repair the section. Picazo 


replied that the Siecor customized 112-count cable was used to repair the 72-count teardown. Lott 


asked if plans were being made to change that approach. Picazo said that she would prefer having 


the same count maintenance cable for each ring repair, but that some time ago the technical 


subcommittee studied the issue and recommended that because of the tremendous cost of 


maintaining several different counts of ring cable, that the largest size be kept on hand for repairs. 


Picazo said that because the cable is the custom GAA TN cable, the color coding is the same and 


that the fiber is left dark, of course, for the participants who are not in the repaired ring.  


Brad Powell asked if Picazo had found out from the insurance company whether or not GAA TN 


had to pay for repair up front and then wait to be reimbursed. Picazo said that, yes, that was the 


case. She said that the Burnet RoadlRundberg repair would be the first claim against the GAATN 


insurance policy. Powell asked if Bell had been notified that although GAATN was paying for the 


repair, technically GAATN believes that Southwestern Bell is responsible. Picazo said that Mike 


Beeman had relayed this to Southwestern Bell and that Bell's position is that because GAA TN 


occupies the network, it is GAA TN's responsibility, although the substantial completion 


document indicates otherwise. Beeman said that this issue will be handled in the final negotiation.  


Picazo said that the technical subcommittee met May 21 at LCRA and reviewed the status of the 


joint testing and acceptance. Picazo said that George Smith had created spreadsheets for other 


interested entities to share to develop a joint test plan for Southwestern Bell. She indicated that 


there were questions about the pricing sheet sent by Carol Hays in response to John Edmond's 


request and that Hays had indicated that any fibers not on the master list would be subject to 


pricing under the maintenance contract. Picazo said that as of Friday, May 30, Smith had not 


received information from any other members. She said that ACC indicated that they could not 


participate and that she had discussed network documentation with Ken Ryon, who was very 


dissatisfied with it. Picazo asked Wayne Wedemeyer about Southwestern Bell's testing of UT's six 


fibers, including the three which had been on their problem list. Wedemeyer said that all six had 


connector problems and that Bell replaced the connectors on all six; the three on the master list at 


no charge and the other three at the maintenance contract price.  


Tom Lott asked Picazo if the participants were in different stages in the testing and resolution of 


problems with Southwestern Bell. Picazo said that her opinion was that the City of Austin and 


AISD were very close to being satisfied with the network and would  







 


--  therefore be close to final acceptance. Mike Beeman agreed that AISD was satisfied at this time. 


Martha Riekenberg indicated that the City was very satisfied with the documentation they had 


received after each of their POPs was cut into the network. She indicated that because of the 


separate contract the City has with CoCom, the documentation is pertinent and up-to-date. 


Riekenberg said that the new readings supplied by Southwestern Bell for C IS are only for the 


fibers which have been repaired, not for all the CIS fibers.  


Picazo said that her perception of the other five members status was that Travis County and UT 


were somewhere in the middle of the process and that LCRA, ACC and GSC were not very 


close because of problems with documentation and testing. Lott asked Picazo if LCRA should 


contact Bell and have their original problem list tested by Bell. Picazo said that she thought that 


would be the most expedient approach and that LCRA could notify other members about the 


testing schedule and if anyone wanted to jointly test, it would be their responsibility to contact 


LCRA.  


George Smith asked about the letter Picazo was to write to the Construction Manager on behalf 


of the technical subcommittee regarding Bill Hawk's letter on the IFB specifications and Bell's 


responsibilities. Picazo responded that she was waiting on Ken Ryon's comments and that apart 


from Ryon and Smith she had received no other comments.  


Picazo said that the next technical subcommittee meeting would be Wednesday, June 4, at LCRA 


at 9:00 a.m. Brad Powell commented that Wednesday mornings were not a good time for him. 


Picazo said that they would have this next meeting and discuss another time for the next meeting. 


Finally, Picazo said that she had been contacted by someone at Time Warner asking for the 


minutes of the last five meetings. Picazo said that after consulting Jim Ullrich about procedures, 


she returned the call and said that she would be glad to provide those upon written request. 


Picazo said that she had not received such a request at this time.  


7. Mike Beeman said that he told Southwestern Bell that he was unclear about the status of the joint 


testing and asked Bell to respond line item by line item to the master list of problems and their 


resolution. Beeman said that Bill Hawk now has the readings on CIS and D IN and that only the 


City has gone to RMI to get the information. Beeman said that Hawk does not have the budget to 


make copies for all the members. Picazo said that since GAA TN has a reproduction budget she 


would go to RMI and get the information for everyone. Wayne Wedemeyer asked if he can get 


readings on the UT POPs cut into the rings like the City got. Beeman said that he thought that was 


on UT's original list of problems. Beeman then asked the members to send him a list of unresolved 


issues, including items such as readings from the POPs.  


8. Martha Riekenberg presented the City's request for obtaining cost information on new POPs on 


two rings. Riekenberg said that the City was asking for three locations instead of the four locations 


on her original correspondence to the Board. The locations include  







 


the Municipal Court Satellite Collection Center on CIS, Fire Station 36 and South Police 


Substation on CIS, and the CAPCO location on B2S. Riekenberg moved for approving the City's 


request to obtain cost information for the new POPs. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which 


passed unanimously by those present. Ullrich reminded the Board members that they should 


contact the City if they wanted to have their own fibers brought into any of the sites.  


9. Wayne Wedemeyer referred to the pricing he had sent to the Board and technical subcommittee 


listserves last week for UT's proposed delivery of Internet access to Treaty Oak. Wedemeyer said 


that UT is looking for firm commitments from the Board for participation at Treaty Oak. He said 


that the proposal is unique in that each entity will be able to choose what type of interface it wants 


and that the "GAA TN" bill will be sent to the Network Manager who will determine each entity's 


portion. Wedemeyer said that at this time ACC and AlSO have expressed interest in having 


increased service for students this fall.  


Wedemeyer said that the capital equipment cost will be the entity's portion of the Cisco 7513 


router and the entity's desired interface. The variable cost will be the entity's portion of whatever 


bandwidth the group jointly agrees upon. Picazo said that one of the members thought a OS3 might 


be necessary. Picazo asked what Wedemeyer would recommend as the "expert" in the matter. 


Wedemeyer replied that he thought the group should begin with an Ethernet connection. Brad 


Powell said that he had budgeted to participate at Treaty Oak, but that the budget would not be 


approved until October 1. He asked if UT had a drop dead date for providing access. Wedemeyer 


said that the driving forces had been ACe's and AlSO's request for service for the incoming 


students. Ullrich said that because the campus wiring bid has not yet been awarded, he does not 


foresee the district's demand for Internet service increasing as dramatically this fall as they would 


like. Picazo said that the technical subcommittee would address the issue Wednesday.  


10. The next meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m. at LCRA on Monday, July 7,1997.  


11. Agenda items will include the election of the chair and vice chair, discussion of the network 


manager's evaluation, a report from the bylaws subcommittee, UT's proposal for Internet access at 


Treaty Oak, and the City's request for three new POPs. In addition to the regular reports, Picazo 


will give an update on the FY97 budget.  


12. The meeting was adjourned at 3:20 p.m.  







 


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


July 7,1997  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on July 7, 1997, at the Lower Colorado 


River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1:34 p.m. by 


Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD). Board members present were Frank Curcio (TC), Patrick Jordan 


(COA), and Ron Brey (ACC). Board alternates present were Bruce Schremp (GSC), Wayne 


Wedemeyer (UT), John Edmonds (LCRA) and Martha Riekenberg (COA). Also present were 


George Smith (LCRA), Mike Beeman (AISD), Barbara Ritchie (AISD), Debbie Opdahl 


(AISD), representatives from CAPCO and Linda Picazo (GAATN).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Bruce Schremp made a motion to accept the minutes from the June 2 regular meeting. Ron 


Brey seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich said that he had not heard from any members about the AISD evaluation 


form as a tool to evaluate the network manager. Patrick Jordan said that he probably would 


not make any changes to the form. Ron Brey said that he wanted to review the form. Ullrich 


asked that any suggestions be forwarded to him within a week. The consensus of the 


members was that the review take place in an executive session following the next board 


meeting.  


Ullrich said that he had discussed the table arrangements with Cindy Blewett, LCRA' s new 


board member, and that he thought that only the designated board members, or the alternate in 


the board member's absence, should sit at the board table. Ullrich said that the alternates 


and/or technical subcommittee members would be available for discussions in the audience. 


Frank Curcio questioned whether any of the board members had objections to their alternates 


sitting at the table, because he said that he considered it important that Travis County's 


alternate sit beside him as a resource on technical issues. The other board members expressed 


similar opinions and thought the issue was insignificant. Patrick Jordan suggested that the 


seating of the alternates be left to each of the members to decide.  


Ullrich said that he had received suggested wording on the amendment to the Interlocal 


Agreement from GSC and that he and Lee Smith of UT were still attempting to get together to 


discuss the topic. Ullrich said that he hoped to have the suggestions from UT by the next 


board meeting.  







  


5. Bruce Schremp distributed the suggested changes to the bylaws developed by the 


subcommittee during the previous month. Ullrich suggested that the members discuss the 


proposed changes with their staff attorneys and upper management and communicate any 


changes to either him or to Bruce Schremp. Ron Brey pointed out that on page two, under 


Article II, item a, that a two-thirds vote would not allow the removal of the AISD Director 


based on the current AISD network rights of 34.44%. Schremp said that the GSC discussed 


internally whether the vote in such cases should be based on one vote per member, not network 


rights. Ullrich said that it would conflict with the Interlocal Agreement. Ron Brey suggested 


that instead of "two-thirds", the wording should be "sixty percent".  


6. Barbara Ritchie reported that AISD released an RFO in April for network services and 


received responses in May from GTE and IBM. On June 23, the AISD staff recommended to 


the AISD Board a letter of intent to IBM. Ritchie said that the letter of intent allowed AISD to 


negotiate with IBM in an effort to reduce the proposed costs of wiring the schools and 


providing telephone service. Ritchie estimates the cost of the total purchase as $40 - $50 


million. She said that the district is planning an ATM backbone based on Cisco Lightstream 


1010 with approximately 33,000 drops. Ritchie also said that the bond monies would be used 


for major renovations for thirty schools. She said that the district is also adding eleven new 


schools. Ritchie anticipates completing negotiations by August 24.  


Ritchie said that AISD will provide keys one time to the switchroom at Treaty Oak and to any 


other switchrooms to each of the entities at no charge and said that AISD would also run 


through the security procedures with the entities. Ritchie said that she had asked Linda Picazo 


to be the point of contact for the technical subcommittee members in requesting keys and 


access codes. Ritchie said that because of AISD's plans to improve telephone service, space at 


Treaty Oak would become very limited for any expansion of GAATN equipment. She said that 


AISD will not take space away from GAATN, but that she did not think there would be 


additional space. Wayne Wedemeyer asked Ritchie if there were any plans for DC power in 


the equipment rooms at the supernode sites. She said that there were no plans for DC power at 


the supernode sites.  


7. Linda Picazo distributed an update to the FY97 budget. With two months remaining in the 


current fiscal year, Picazo said that she thought there would be some excess funds remaining. 


Ron Brey asked if Picazo anticipated a surplus in next year's budget, not including the surplus 


from FY97. Picazo responded that she thought there would be excess funds in next year's 


budget based on the history of costs in FY97. Brey asked for a sheet detailing teardown 


information.  


Picazo distributed correspondence between her and Charlie Trammell regarding the 


disruption of service for LCRA and UT on June 4 during the repair of the teardowns on BIN. 


Picazo said that the technical subcommittee had met twice since the last Board meeting, and 


that there were still acceptance issues outstanding for most of the members.  







 


8. Mike Beeman distributed a letter to the Board asking for each entity's approval in moving 


toward final acceptance and requested that if there were reasons that the entity would not sign 


the document, that those reasons be sent to him in writing. Beeman reminded the Board that 


the network should have been accepted in the first quarter of 1996 and that the construction 


contract was issued four years ago next month. Beeman noted that there is still a lot of work to 


do in closing out the contract and asked that each entity respond to him within a week.  


Bruce Schremp asked if Southwestern Bell has agreed to meet the specs for every splice that 


exceeds .2dB. Beeman said that Bell is obligated to meet the specs. Schremp asked why Bill 


Hawk wrote a letter changing the specifications of the bid. Beeman asked that all of GSC' s 


concerns be sent to him in writing. Ron Brey questioned the Dobie Mall status and said that 


ACC wants the work to be done. Beeman asked that Brey send that to him in writing.  


9. Glen Roach of CAPCO described the agency's functions as administrator of 9-1-1 for 


Travis County and several surrounding counties. Roach said that CAPCO has a contract with 


Intergraph to provide a GIS mapping component within a year to eighteen months. Roach said 


that CAPCO has a close relationship with the City of Austin and potentially several other of 


the GAATN members. At this point, Patrick Jordan said that because of the benefits that 


GAATN could provide CAPCO, CAPCO would provide funding to make the CAPCO site a 


supernode instead of Travis High School. Martha Riekenberg said that CAPCO would cover 


all the costs of taking all entities' fiber, except AISD's twelve video fibers at this point, up to 


the connector panels in the racks.  


Jordan said that some of the advantages of developing the CAPCO site as a supernode include 


the fact that the space is rent-free and has room for equipment growth; the site will be used for 


9-1-1 training; it is a GIS flyover site; it will be the back-up PSAP operation; and it has 24 x 7 


network operations. Riekenberg said that the only change for the entities created by going into 


CAPCO will be that UT's network rights will drop slightly because they are not on the south 


rings.  


10. Jordan distributed the letter used at the previous Board meeting in requesting approval to 


construct the three new POP's on CIS and B2S, including the CAPCO site. Ron Brey moved 


for approval and Wayne Wedemeyer seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 


Ullrich reminded the City to work with AISD Construction Management since some of the 


work will take place on Travis High property.  


11. Wayne Wedemeyer said that based on the last Board meeting, UT purchased a Cisco 7513 


for installation at Treaty Oak. Wedemeyer said that ACC will be the first entity to plug into 


the router. Ken Ryon said that he will use an OC3 interface turned down to Ethernet rate. 


Wedemeyer said that the technical subcommittee had discussed the different timeframes and 


fiscal years which governed the members and agreed that they would work out the financial 


arrangements through GAATN. Barbara Ritchie asked if there was anything in writing about 


the costs. Picazo responded that Wayne had sent  







 


emails two to three times to both the Board and Technical Subcommittee and that the method 


of charging back to the entities is described in the technical subcommittee meeting minutes 


and in Wedemeyer's spreadsheet as posted through the listserves. Ritchie asked for copies. 


Jordan described the benefits of using the router at Treaty Oak as a way to avoid having to go 


out over the Internet. Ron Brey made a motion to approve UT's proposal. John Edmonds 


seconded the motion, which passed with six votes and an abstention by UT.  


12. Patrick Jordan nominated Jim Ullrich as Chair. Frank Curio moved to close nominations, 


seconded by Wayne Wedemeyer. The members then voted unanimously to re-elect Ullrich as 


Chairman. Ron Brey nominated Patrick Jordan as Vice Chair. Frank Curcio moved to close 


nominations, seconded by Bruce Schremp. The members then voted unanimously to elect 


Jordan as Vice Chairman.  


13. The next regular meeting will be held at LCRA at 1 :30 p.m. on August 4.  


14. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, bylaws, a possible report 


on the amendmentto the Interlocal Agreement, and discussion ofEUD's participation in the 


construction phase of the network. Ullrich said that there would also be an executive session 


at the close of the next regular meeting.  


15. The meeting was adjourned.  







  


 


GREATER A.USTIN AREA 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINlITES OF REGULAR MEETING 
August 4, 1997  


The G AA 1N Board of Directors met in regular session on August 4. 1997. at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 


:30 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich (A1SD). Board members present were Frank Curcio (Te). 


Patrick Jordan (COA). Bill Bard (UT) and Cindy Blewett (LCRA). Board alternates present 


were Bruce Schremp (GSe), Wayne Wedemeyer (U1). Brad Powell (Te). Lou Herman (ACC) 


and Martha Riekenberg (COA). Also present were George Smith (LCRA), Glen Smith (AlSD), 


Debbie Opdahl (AlSO), Bill Penick (SWBell). Cynthia Hill (GSC) and Linda Picazo (GAA 


TN).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Patrick Jordan made a motion to accept the minutes from the July 7 regular meeting. Frank 


Curcio seconded the motion. which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich officially informed the Board of Mike Beeman' s resignation from AlSO 


and announced that the members of the AlSO Construction team are now Stephanie Hamilton, 


Barbara Ritchie, Debbie Opdahl. Eddie Morrison. Glen Smith, Jim Ullrich. CUrt Shaw, Jean 


Nipper. and Linda Picazo. Ullrich said that the team would meet weekly and that Glen Smith and 


Eddie Morrison would handle the day-to-day activities.  


S. Bruce Schremp distributed a draft of the proposed changes to the bylaws. The motions 


included:  


Article I, j. Moved by Cindy Blewett to accept the proposed language after changing "its" on the 


second line to "the Participant'su. Seconded by Patrick Iordan and passed unanimously.  


Article I. 1. Moved by Bill Bard to accept the proposed language. Seconded by Frank 


Curcio and passed unanimously.  


Article I. m. Moved by Jim Ulhich to accept the proposed language and move it to "b" of 


Article 1. Seconded by both Cindy Blewett and Bruce Schremp and passed unanimously.  







  


Article 1., p. Moved by Jim Ullrich to delete the proposed language. Seconded by Bill Bard 


and passed unanimously.  


Article II, a. Moved by Patrick Jordan to remove the proposed language and delete the word 


"Participant" from the current language. Seconded by Bill Bard and passed unanimously.  


Article II. b. Moved by Bruce Schremp to delete "bU. Seconded by Patrick Jordan and passed 


unanimously.  


Article n. d. Changed to "e" after "bot deleted. Moved by Patrick Jordan to accept 


proposed language. Seconded by Bill Bard and passed unanimously.  


Article m. b. Moved by Bruce Schremp to accept the proposed language. Seconded by Prank 


Curcio and passed unanimously.  


Article V,a,(l) Frank Curcio suggested that the proposed language "annually in July" follow 


the word "'elected". Moved by Curcio to accept the proposed language with that suggested 


change. Seconded by Patrick Jordan and passed unanimously.  


Article V,a.(2) Moved by Bill Bard to accept the proposed language. Seconded by Bruce 


Schremp and passed with six votes in favor. Patrick Jordan voted against the motion.  


Anicle V.a,(3) Moved by Frank Curcio to accept the proposed language. Lou Herman 


seconded the motion. which passed unanimously.  


Article V,b. Moved by Bill Bard to delete this language. Seconded by Bruce Schremp and 


passed unanimously.  


Article V,b. formerly c until the previous motion, (2) Moved by Prank Curcio to accept the 


proposed language. Seconded by Bill Bard and passed unanimously.  


Article V.b.(4) Moved by Jim Ullrich to table the vote until the next regular meeting and send 


the proposed language to the bylaws subcommittee for revision. Seconded by Patrick Jordan 


and passed unanimously.  


Article V,b.(6) Moved by Jim Ullrich to table the vote until the next regular meeting and send 


the proposed language to the bylaws subcommittee for revision. Seconded by Bruce Schremp 


and passed unanimously.  


Article V,b,(8) Moved by Patrick Jordan to accept the proposed language. Seconded by Bruce 


Schremp and passed unani..Inously.  







 


Article V.c,(3) Moved by Jim Ullrich to delete this language. Seconded by Bruce 


Schremp and passed unanimously.  


Article VI. Moved by Jim Ullrich to delete the word •• Agencyn from the title. Seconded by 


Bruce Schremp and passed unanimously.  


Article VI,d Moved by Broce Schremp to delete all language. Seconded by Patrick Jordan. 


Cindy Blewett made the motion to propose the following language for Article VI,d, 


"Observing standards of conduct as required by individual participants", Bruce Schremp 


seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


Article VII,a Moved by Cindy Blewett to table the vote until the next regular meeting and send 


the proposed language to the bylaws subcommittee for revision. Seconded by Jim Ullrich and 


passed unanimously.  


Article VIT,c Moved by Frank Curcio to accept the proposed language. Seconded by Bruce 


Schremp and passed unanimously.  


Article vm. Moved by Jim Ullrich to accept the proposed changes. Seconded by Bruce 


Schremp and passed unanimously.  


6. Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee members from LCRA, Travis County, 


GSC, and ACe met to discuss the results of Southwestern Bell's network testing relating to the 


construction specifications. Picazo said that LCRA had severe problems on BIS and that it 


appeared at that time that only LCRA's buffer was damaged. She said that she had discussed the 


repair of the cable with Gabe Castruita. Picazo said that the technical subcommittee would meet 


on Wednesday, August 13. and attempt to form a COnsensus statement about final acceptance.  


Picazo said that BUD had requested several transfers of cable, but that the amount was well 


within the remaining budget. She said that she had also been notified by TxDOT of a project on 


William Cannon which affects GAA TN. The project is scheduled for bid in June, 1998. Picazo 


notified the Board of the work CoCom was scheduled to perform that Friday, August 8, for UT. 


Finally, Picazo mentioned that the City had difficulty gaining access to Crockett High School 


over the weekend.  


7. Jim Ullrich stated that AlSO would like to accept the network before embarking on the school 


buildings rewiring project, which is currently being negotiated. Ullrich said that the construction 


team would develop a schedule for final acceptance and that Bill Bingham would be involved in 


the fmal negotiations.  


8. Patrick Jordan distributed a memorandum describing BUD's involvement in the  


GAA TN construction process and a request that two bills for BUD's services be included as part 


of the final negotiation process. It is the City's position that Southwestern Bell should be held 


responsible for paying the bills, which are for $88,766.70 and $528,816.33.  
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Lou Herman asked who benefited from the services and Iordan responded that the general 


contractor benefited by not having to use 326 new poles, valued at approximately $1 ~OOO each. 


Jordan requested that this issue be included in the fmal negotiations with Southwestern Bell.  


The second page of Jordan's memorandum included the wording of a motion made by Jordan 


which states, "The City moves that the AlSO Construction Team shall produce a process and 


schedule for the approval of the OAA TN Board. to guide the proceedings that lead to: 1) 


Activation of GM TN, and 2) Final aCceptance of the OM TN Network from Southwestern Bell. 


Such process and schedule documentation shall be made available to GAA TN as soon as 


possible for consideration and adoption by a maiVfacsimile vote before the next Board meeting." 


The motion was seconded by Cindy Blewett and passed with six votes. Bruce Schremp 


abstained.  


9. The next regular meeting will be held at LCRA at 1:30 p.rn. on September 8.  


10. Agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports, discussion/consideration of 


the bylaws, and discussion/consideration of the amendment to the Interlocal Agreement.  


11. The meeting was adjourned into executive session.  
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DRAFT  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


September 8, 1997  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on September 8, 1997, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 


:30 p.m. by Chairman Jim Ullrich (AISD). Board members present were Frank Curcio (TC), 


Patrick Jordan (COA), Bill Bard (UT), Cindy Blewett (LCRA) and Ron Brey (ACC). Board 


alternates present were Bruce Schremp (GSC), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), Barbara Ritchie 


(AISD), Lou Herman (ACC) and Martha Riekenberg (COA). Also present were Glen Smith 


(AISD), Patrick Lindler, Dineen Majcher (Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P .), Bill Penick 


(Southwestern Bell), Bob Cohn (AEU) and Linda Picazo (GAATN).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Patrick Jordan made a motion to accept the minutes from the August 4 regular 


meeting. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Chairman Ullrich distributed the proposed language for the amendment to the Interlocal 


Agreement and introduced Patrick Lindler, an attorney for AISD, to discuss the issue. Lindler 


said that he preferred the wording proposed by Lee Smith of the University of Texas to that of 


either the General Services Commission or Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P. Ullrich asked 


Dineen Majcher to discuss her firm's language. Majcher said that the language was based on the 


language submitted by both UT and GSC and that it had been strengthened in places to increase 


protection to the board. Majcher suggested that if the subject were to be discussed at length, she 


would suggest doing so in an executive session.  


Bruce Schremp said that GSC cannot lease dark fiber and wants the assurance that GSC's 


liability is limited. Schremp said that GSC would support the language developed by Smith, 


Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P. with a letter from the firm stating such an assurance. Ron Brey asked 


that the GAA TN attorneys address in writing how the proposed amendment impacts the 


liability of each participant.  


Patrick Jordan said that, in his opinion, the proposed amendment is simply an expanding 


definition of the original carrier language in the Interlocal Agreement. Ullrich said that in  







 his conversations with Lee Smith, Smith said that UT will support the amendment as long as 


there is no effect on the other entities. Ron Brey also asked that the attorneys address what 


would happen if a complaint went to the Attorney General.  
-~  


Frank Curcio stated that he believes that Travis County is governed by what the Travis 


County attorneys rule as the other entities are also bound by their legal staffs interpretations, 


therefore, he questions why the board would engage Smith, Majcher & Mudge to perform 


such extensive work. Cindy Blewett said that she believes that the value in such work will be 


in determining the network's liability, not the individual entity's liability. Jordan said that he 


understands Curcio's point, but that he sees an opinion for GAA TN as a whole as a positive 


step.  


Ullrich suggested that the members check their files for previous opinions from the GAA TN 


attorneys and that they also confer with their staff attorneys. Ullrich said that there would be 


no action at this meeting and that he would confer with the attorneys. Ron Brey suggested 


that the subject be posted for executive session.  


5. The board and attorneys adjourned into executive session to discuss acceptance of 


network pursuant to the lnterlocal and Construction Agreements.  


6. Bill Hawk ofRMI addressed the board in his request for payment for work done which 


exceeded the board approved amount of $4,970. The issue revolved around the lack of written 


notification when 80% of the budgeted amount had been used. Hawk explained that most of 


the work had been done before June and that the urgency of meeting the technical 


subcommittee's requests and the construction manager's requests resulted in an effort to 


simply "do the work. .. rather than stand upon our contractual obligations" .  


Schremp asked how much time elapsed between the 80% notification time and the overage. 


Hawk responded two to three weeks. Ullrich said that he had received a letter notifying him 


on July 30. Hawk said that he provided verbal notification to the construction manager at the 


time, but was instructed to proceed without giving written notification. Ullrich said that he 


had talked to the previous construction manager who said that he had reminded Hawk to write 


a letter of notification.  


Jordan said that his concern is the impact on moving outside of the budgeted and creating the 


potential for the members to go back to their boards for additional funds in emergency 


situations. Schremp said that he thought that RMI should be paid for their work, but that the 


board should send a letter saying that the board will not pay under such circumstances again. 


Cindy Blewett moved to table the issue until she could discuss the matter with her technical 


staff. Patrick Jordan seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


7. Chairman Ullrich discussed significant issues during the executive session.  
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8. Linda Picazo reported that she had participated as part of the construction team during the 


past two weeks in meetings with the members. She said that during the last technical 


subcommittee meeting teardowns were discussed, along with the inventory of cable which 


GAA TN should maintain. Picazo said that the recommendation from the technical 


subcommittee members is that a minimum of 10,000' should remain in stock at all times. Picazo 


also mentioned that she had discussed concerns from the subcommittee members about 


construction around the five super node sites with the construction team. She reported that 


AISD's construction dates for work around those five sites would be given to the members. 


Picazo said that the issue of a GAATN Web site would be discussed under the next agenda 


item.  


Picazo reported that TXDOT is planning a major project which will significantly affect B 1 


S. She said that AUE will propose a not-to-exceed amount for engineering the required 


changes by the next board meeting. Finally, Picazo said that she will have the final FY97 


figures at either the October or November board meeting.  


9. Patrick Jordan said that he could not volunteer the City's Web site for general  


GAA TN use and that he had concerns about secured information about the network. Jordan 


said that he sees two questions: 1) Where can GAATN place public information for 


management purposes?, and 2) Should GAATN have an "intranet" for GAATN use?  


Bill Bard asked Jordan wp.at he meant by "intranet". Jordan replied that he thinks of an intranet 


in terms of a network limited to authorized users. Bard said that UT runs several heavily 


accessed Web sites and would be willing to set up a site for GAATN. Jordan and Bard will 


discuss any policy issues. Picazo said that she would bring up the issue for discussion at the 


technical subcommittee meeting on Wednesday.  


10. Bruce Schremp distributed the bylaws with the changes from the August 4 meeting. Because 


each had been changed through a board vote, Ullrich said that it was unnecessary to call for 


another vote of approval. At this time, Ron Brey made the motion to extend the meeting an 


additional fifteen minutes. Schremp seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


11. The next regular meeting will be held at LCRA at I :30 p.m. on October 6, 1997.  


12. The agenda items for the next meeting will include RMI's account status, the amendment 


to the Interlocal Agreement, and regular reports. Ron Brey announced that this was his last 


board meeting and that Lou Herman would be ACC's GAATN board member. Jim Ullrich 


thanked Ron for his participation during his years on the GAA TN board.  


13. The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.  







  


DRAFT  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


October 6, 1997  


The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on October 6, 1997, at the Lower Colorado 


River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 :35 p.m. by Vice 


Chairman Patrick Jordan (COA). Board members present were Frank Curcio (TC), Bill Bard (UT), 


Cindy Blewett (LCRA) and Lou Herman (ACC). Board alternates present were Jim Ullrich (AISD), 


Bruce Schremp (GSC), Wayne Wedemeyer (DT), and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were Glen 


Smith (AISD), Larry Smith (Smith, Majcher &.Mudge, L.L.P.), and Carolyn Keck and Sherri Brudner 


(Strategic Partnerships, Inc.).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Jim Ullrich noted that Agenda Item lOin the minutes of the September 8 regular meeting should be 


corrected to reflect that the four tabled amendments to the bylaws were not going to be pursued by the 


GSC, which had initially recommended them. Bruce Schremp agreed. Frank Curcio made a motion to 


accept the corrected minutes from the September 8 regular meeting.  


Jim Ullrich seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. There were no changes in the order of the agenda.  


4. Vice Chairman Jordan commented that AISD Superintendent James Fox had designated Barbara 


Ritchie as the GAATN Board member and that Jim Ullrich would be the alternate board member, 


requiring the Board to elect a Chairman. Bill Bard nominated Frank Curcio. Frank Curcio nominated 


Bill Bard. Cindy Blewett moved that nominations cease. There was no discussion. Bill Bard was 


elected Chair with five affirmative votes by Curcio, Jordan, Blewett, Schremp, and Herman. Bard 


abstained. Ullrich said that he would have voted for Curcio.  


5. As the new Chair, Bard did not have any issues for the Board Chairman Update.  


6. Jim Ullrich updated the Board on the final acceptance process in Barbara Ritchie's absence. Ullrich 


reported that representatives had one meeting with Southwestern Bell to present itemized amounts due 


to GAATN in response to Southwestern Bell's claims for payment. Ullrich said that they also presented 


the list of unresolved issues from the participants. He said that Southwestern Bell's attorneys are 


reviewing GAATN's claims and that the next meeting will be held at Bell's request.  


Wedemeyer asked if the attorneys were present. Ullrich replied that Walter Theiss was present  







 


from Southwestern Bell, but that AISD had not requested Bill Bingham's presence. Jordan asked ifthere 


had been any changes in Bell's behavior. Ullrich replied that he thought there had been a slight change 


in behavior.  


7. The Board members, alternates and attorney adjourned into executive session to discuss 


acceptance of network pursuant to the lnterlocal and Construction Agreements.  


8. Linda Picazo reported that the technical subcommittee had met on September 24 to discuss 


primarily how to transition from construction to utility management. She said that this would be the 


topic for the October 8 technical subcommittee meeting and that there would be recommendations to 


the Board from those meetings.  


Picazo said that during her update on the construction meetings a question about the GAA TN attorneys' 


involvement in the negotiations was raised. Picazo said that there were strong opinions expressed 


during the meeting that the GAATN attorneys be present during the negotiations with Southwestern 


Bell. Cindy Blewett moved that the GAATN attorneys be included in the negotiations with AISD and 


Southwestern Bell. Bruce Schremp seconded the motion. Frank Curcio requested that the motion be 


amended to say that the GAATN attorneys, Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P., advise the GAATN 


board and represent GAATN's interests in the close-out negotiations between Southwestern Bell and 


AISD. Bruce Schremp seconded the amendment motion, which passed unanimously.  


Picazo said that she was prepared to ask the board to vote on two issues. The first issue was to allow an 


open P.O. with Southwestern Bell for $75,000 for regular maintenance work. Picazo said that she had 


discussed the issue with Mark Rogers, AISD Purchasing Director, who said that if the GAATN board 


approved the P.O., he would have no problem with it. Jim Ullrich moved to have an open P.O. with 


Southwestern Bell for $75,000 at AISD for regular maintenance work. Patrick Jordan seconded the 


motion, which passed unanimously. Lou Herman asked if the GAATN board adhered to AISD 


purchasing regulations. Picazo replied that the lnterlocal Agreement stipulates that the board follow 


AISD purchasing rules.  


Picazo then asked the board to vote to allow each other to use only Southwestern Bell or a Southwestern 


Bell approved subcontractor to work on the GAATN network as long as the network was under 


warranty with Bell. Picazo said that the technical subcommittee had discussed this issue and felt very 


strongly that no work should be performed by another company which would jeopardize the warranty. 


Wedemeyer clarified that this applied to common splice cases and the common GAATN cable, not the 


entity's node cable. Bruce Schremp moved that only Southwestern Bell or an authorized Southwestern 


Bell contractor be allowed to work on the GAATN cable while under warranty. Frank Curcio seconded 


the motion, which passed unanimously.  


9. The Board asked Picazo about the technical subcommittee's discussion about the RMI account 


status issue. Picazo said that the technical subcommittee members' consensus was that the overage 


should not be paid. Cindy Blewett moved that payment of the overage be denied. Bruce Schremp 


seconded the motion, which passed with six votes. Jim Ullrich abstained.  







 


10. Wayne Wedemeyer said that UT had reserved "gaatn.org" for the GAATN Web site. Wedemeyer 


said that he wanted the Board to understand that the site was a public notice arena and not for access of 


any documents other than public notices. Picazo asked Patrick Jordan if there would ever be the 


possibility of having the other six GAATN entities access the City's Web site for documents such as 


the as-builts. Jordan replied that he really could not address that issue at this time because there were 


many security issues that had to be dealt with first. Bard commented that the two issues which should 


be addressed were security and administration. Picazo asked if the Web site would be ready in time for 


next month's general meeting. Wedemeyer said that he thought it might.  


11. Picazo said that the open issues included how the Board wanted to proceed as utility manager. 


Jordan distributed a list of issues and requested that the Board members rank those issues in order 


of priority. Lou Herman asked if there was a disaster recovery plan. Picazo replied that there was a 


restoration plan, but not a disaster recovery plan.  


12. The next regular meeting will be held at LCRA at 1 :30 p.m. on November 3, 1997.  


13. The agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports and an executive session to 


discuss acceptance of the network pursuant to the Interlocal and Construction Agreements.  


14. The meeting was adjourned at 4: 15 p.m.  







 
DRAFT  


GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


November 3, 1997  


The GAA TN Board of Directors met in regular session on November 3, 1997, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 1 


:34 p.m. by Chairman Bill Bard. Board members present were Patrick Jordan (COA), Cindy 


Blewett (LCRA) and Lou Herman (ACC). Board alternates present were Jim Ullrich (AISD), 


Bruce Schremp (GSC) and Brad Powell (TC). Also present were Glen Smith (AISD), Katherine 


Mudge (Smith, Majcher & Mudge, L.L.P.), and a representative from Strategic Partnerships, 


Inc ..  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Cindy Blewett moved to approve the minutes from the October 6 regular meeting. Lou 


Herman seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. Cindy Blewett suggested that discussion of the GAATN Web site be moved before the 


Executive Session because the GAATN attorney would not be at the meeting until 


approximately 2:00 p.m. Patrick Jordan requested hearing all agenda items before the 


Executive Session so that Martha Riekenberg would be present. Jim Ullrich suggested ending 


the meeting with the Executive Session, which met with approval from the Board members.  


4. Chairman Bard incorporated Agenda Item 7 concerning the GAA TN Web site in his update. 


Bard said that the University of Texas is capable of hosting the Web site and that he hopes that 


it will be available by the next meeting. When asked what type of information will be available 


on the site, Bard responded that public information such as the minutes, agendas and member 


lists. Jordan asked who will be able to post to the site and suggested several policy alternatives, 


ranging from only Board-approved information to allowing each participant to post. Blewett 


said that she prefers a blend of the alternatives and would suggest a basic GAATN page with 


links to each participant's page.  


Brad Powell said that he thought only minutes already approved by the Board should be posted. 


The process would be that Picazo would e-mail the draft minutes and, after receiving 


corrections from Board members, would use an html editor to post the document to the Web 


site. Jordan moved to have the Technical Subcommittee propose a list of items which should be 


included on the Web site. Blewett said that she regarded the  







 


GAA TN Web site as a public relations tool and that the Board members should decide on the 


content. Ullrich seconded the motion for discussion purposes and agreed with Blewett. Powell 


amended the motion to read that "the Board approve the creation of a Web site populated with 


approved past minutes, proposed agendas, and a list of the seven Board members and Network 


Manager, with e-mailed enabled links to each participant. The Board also directs the Technical 


Subcommittee to develop procedures by the next regular meeting to keep the site information 


updated." Jordan and Ullrich agreed to the amended motion, which passed unanimously.  


5. Picazo reported that the Technical Subcommittee had two meetings in October. The 


subcommittee reviewed the list of GAATN issues developed by the City of Austin and began 


the process of assigning priority to those issues. Disaster Recovery was assigned first priority. 


Picazo said that she was in the process of finding a plan to follow. Maintenance procedures and 


network documentation were the second and third priorities. Picazo said that the Board had 


already approved keeping a minimum of 10,000' of fiber on hand. She said that the 


subcommittee was also ready to recommend inspection of the fiber plant, but would wait for 


approval until the next board meeting after receiving pricing. Picazo said that the subcommittee 


also recommended that the AISD Construction team include complete network documentation 


in their final negotiations with Southwestern Bell. She said that the lack of complete 


documentation is a major concern to the subcommittee. Powell added that the information on 


the teardowns was a specific example.  


Picazo said that the subcommittee will meet again Wednesday, November 6, to discuss the 


construction at William Cannon, procedures and other issues. She said that the William Cannon 


project will be a costly one, but that there should be sufficient funds. Picazo said that she would 


be ready to update the Board on the budget at the December meeting. Picazo also said that she 


would prepare a proposed FY99 budget to present in January, 1998. She indicated that there 


had been a delay at AISD in entering the GAATN budget and that a consequence was that some 


of the suppliers had not been paid. Herman asked how long some of the bills had been unpaid. 


Picazo replied that some were two months past due.  


Ullrich explained that there had been an administrative delay which had taken some time to 


resolve. Blewett asked if the fiscal responsibility could be transferred to another agency. 


Ullrich responded that the Board could vote to do that without changing the Interlocal 


Agreement. He said that if the Board wanted to create an independent Agency with fiscal and 


other administrative responsibilities, the Interlocal Agreement would have to be amended and 


that it would require approval by each of the participant's governing bodies. Ullrich suggested 


asking Katherine Mudge to determine whether the creation of such an independent Agency is 


legal.  


Herman asked if the bills would now be paid in a timely manner. Ullrich responded that they 


should be. Herman asked if GAATN pays AISD to perform the fiscal management. Picazo 


responded that GAATN pays $1,800 annually. Picazo said that another issue  







 


would be that the school district closes for two weeks during the Christmas holidays, 


which impacted a cable purchase last year. Jordan said that AISD performs risk 


management, a very valuable asset to GAATN, in addition to fiduciary tasks.  


8. The next regular meeting will be held at LCRA at 1:30 p.m. on December 1, 1997.  


9. The agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports; Travis County's request 


for approval to relocate the Gardner Betts entry cable; and an executive session to 1) 


discuss/consider acceptance of the network pursuant to the Interlocal and Constrrtction 


Agreements, 2) review administrative procedures for the GAATN organization and 


discusslconsider potential amendments to the Interlocal Agreement, and 3) discuss/consider the 


Network Manager's position.  


6. The Board met in Executive Session.  


10. The meeting was adjourned at 4: 15 p.m.  
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GREATER AUSTIN AREA 


TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK  


MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING 


December 1, 1997  


\  
The GAATN Board of Directors met in regular session on December 1, 1997, at the Lower 


Colorado River Authority, 3701 Lake Austin Boulevard. The meeting was called to order at 


1:33 p.m. by Chairman Bill Bard. Board members present were Patrick Jordan (COA), Cindy 


Blewett (LCRA), Lou Herman (ACC), Frank Curcio (TC), and Barbara Ritchie (AISD). Board 


alternates present were Jim Ullrich (AISD), Bruce Schremp (GSC), Wayne Wedemeyer (UT), 


Martha Riekenberg (COA) and Brad Powell (TC).  


Also present were Glen Smith (AISD) and Linda Picazo (GAATN).  


1. There were no citizen communications.  


2. Frank Curcio moved to approve the minutes from the November 3 regular meeting. 


Cindy Blewett seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


3. Cindy Blewett questioned whether any items discussed during executive session could be 


voted on since the session was posted for discussion only. Ullrich said that there could be no 


vote during the executive session, but that agenda item 4 could be moved after item 10, 


allowing the board the opportunity to vote.  


5. Linda Picazo asked the board members if they had any comments about the procedures she 


had distributed at the last board meeting. Cindy Blewett said that she did not think that the 


board should have to vote on the intrusive work, but that the technical subcommittee should be 


able to handle it. Patrick Jordan disagreed. Picazo explained that there were different levels of 


intrusive work. For example, the agenda items 7 - 9 only involved opening the GAATN splice 


cases. Jordan said that the only intrusive work he thought should be brought to the board for a 


vote was a new POP, an opportunity to go into an area together, and anything creating a change 


in network rights. Picazo said that the technical subcommittee would refine the list of intrusive 


work items which would be brought to the Board.  


Picazo reviewed the emergency procedure and said that she basically relied on notification by 


one of the entities before contacting Southwestern Bell. She asked if any of the board members 


had interest in a centralized monitoring system and said that the issue had been brought up 


during the past two years, but that there had never been a great enough interest to pursue it. 


After some discussion, the Board agreed that the issue had not really crystallized.  







 


Picazo introduced the William Cannon Road expansion and said that the technical 


subcommittee expressed interest in contracting with the City of Austin, specifically with 


Martha Riekenberg, to engineer the changes in the GAA TN network. Patrick Jordan said that 


he would provide Riekenberg's services for eighty percent of the amount that AUE had 


proposed to GAATN. Several members expressed concerns about GAATN's recourse if there 


were problems with the design. There were also questions raised about the warranty. Ullrich 


asked that Picazo request pricing from Southwestern Bell to  


perform the engineering work.  ~  


Picazo said that the technical subcommittee was also interested in contracting with the City 


of Austin for records management, specifically with Martha Riekenberg. Riekenberg has 


computerized all the as-built information using Aperture software. Jordan said that he was 


unprepared at this time to offer those services to all GAA TN members. Barbara Ritchie 


said that AISD would be adding eleven new schools in the near future, which would require 


changes in the as-builts. Picazo said that she would continue to pursue records maintenance.  


Picazo asked Jordan if he or she should renew discussion of the cable transfer issue with AEU. 


Jordan said that he is unsure that there is anything to pursue at this time.  


Picazo said that the Technical Subcommittee had met twice in November. She said that she 


was prepared to write an RFP for ring inspection based on the consensus of the Technical 


Subcommittee. The Board concurred. Picazo said that the next Technical Subcommittee 


meeting would be held on December 3 at 1:30 p.m. at the City's Waller Creek building where 


Martha Riekenberg would give a demonstration of Aperture.  


6. Bruce Schremp moved for acceptance of GSC' s intrusive work on 17th and Trinity. 


Frank Curcio seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


7. Frank Curcio moved for acceptance of Travis County's intrusive work at Gardner Betts. 


Bruce Schremp seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


8. Patrick Jordan moved for acceptance of the City of Austin's intrusive work at 3811 Todd 


Lane. Frank Curcio seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


9. Wayne Wedemeyer referred to his e-mail describing a proposed connection from GAATN to 


Austin Metro Access Peering (AMAP). The one-time cost for such a connection is $13,000. 


The monthly cost is $320. Schremp asked what GAATN gains from such a connection versus 


going to UT at Treaty Oak. Wedemeyer responded that GAATN gains a measure of service for 


the community in Austin trying to gain access to GAATN. Lou Herman asked if all the Internet 


Service Providers are represented in AMAP. Wedemeyer said that about 95% of all the local 


companies were represented, but not companies like AOL and CompuServe, who are not 


located in Austin. Herman asked if this connection could be used as a back-up if UT were 


down. Wedemeyer said that this  







  


is not for Internet traffic transmission. Jordan asked if a traffic study would be performed to see 


how much public interest there is. Bard responded that there would not be a traffic study 


because of the difficulty in trying to run one.  


Barbara Ritchie asked if there were a timeframe in which GAATN had to make a decision. 


Wedemeyer said that there was not. Cindy Blewett expressed the opinion that this was not 


necessarily something she thought GAATN should participate in. Ritchie said that she would 


like to consider it in a few months. Curcio moved that the issue be tabled until April. Blewett 


seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.  


4. The Board adjourned into Executive Session.  
(
  


11. The next regular meeting will be held at LCRA at I :30 p.m. on January 12, 1998.  


12. The agenda items for the next meeting will include regular reports.  


13. The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.  
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